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Abstract

The conflict theory has often been invoked to explain

causal and functional aspects of agonistic communication. The

advent of games theory analysis of the same behaviour has provided

models of agonistic behaviour standing in complete contrast to the

earlier 'conflict' models. The difference lies in the advocacy of

a system conveying differences in intention by the latter approach.

The present study examines, in the light of a number of tests

of consistency, the explanatory power of the conflict theory at

an empirical level. The methods used followed those previously

used to support the 'conflict' view. Lack of consistency leads to

the rejection of the 'conflict' view that displays represented

varying levels of signaller intention.

Using the same basic method, temporal association, two

further analytical techniques are explored. One examines the

inter-dependence of display use, the other examines the effect of

display, distance, orientation combinations on their recipient.

These latter methods suggest that the threat display repertoire

of the great skua is more restricted (in terms of component

displays) than was previously thought. I suggest that a threat

system comprising one display is indicated, bringing it into

line with that anticipated by some early games theory models.
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Introduction

'Force, and Fraud, are in war the two cardinal virtues'
Thomas Hobbes.

Disputes between individuals of the same species over

resources, e.g. mates, food, territori.es, occur frequently. To

the ethologist interested in such behaviour two things soon became

evident. Firstly, the majority of disputes are settled by displays

rather than actual combat. Secondly, species members appear to have

a number of displays at their disposal.

Whilst accountvfor the first of these observations has proved

relatively unproblematic, the second has fostered considerable

speculation. While a number of attempts have been made to account

for the observed displays (e.g. Tinbergen 1959, Cullen 1966), the

existence of a number of displays has prompted further theoretical

observations ranging from suggesting that the number of displays

observed will be insufficient to meet the animals social needs

(e.g. Beer 1975, Smith 1977), to suggestions that a range of displays

should not evolve to subserve threat by conveying differences in

signaller intention. (Maynard Smith 1972).

Many studies concerned with the understanding of displays

have concentrated on their role in fulfilling a threat function

and it is in this context that the contradiction between +h<t v\-tWr

displays convey differences in signaller intention, and in particular

to attack (Cullen 1966) and those advocating a system whereby

differences in such intention should not be conveyed (Maynard

Smith 1974) is most evident (Caryl 1979).

Assessing the relative merits of these different viewpoints

is hindered by the differing theoretical frameworks upon which

each is built, a difference which has its roots in a difference
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of opinion over the manner in which natural selection works

(Caryl, in press). However, an alternative would be to use the

predictions of one approach to phrase questions which could be

tested in data provided by a different approach (Caryl 1980). This

approach has proved fruitful in recent years. By demonstrating the

ambiguity present in data previously used to support the possibility

of displays forming a series conveying a range of intentional

information, Caryl (1979) has paved the way for a more critical

analysis of these ideas (and particularly those based on the

conflict theory) and the data used to support them. Caryl also

emphasised the importance of demonstrating consistency before

accepting the general validity of any evidence and it was with
a_

providing test of consistency to data derived by applying the

conflict theory to the functional analysis of agonistic behaviour

that the present study was concerned.

What is a functional study?

The views outlined above, the ethological and the games

theory view, differ in more than the threat system anticipated.

The games theory view is based on the development of models

to explain how a theoretical animal should behave to maximise

its fitness, and to facilitate comparison between models their

outcome has to be expressed in some common currency (McCleery

1978). This is achieved by the use of function in the strict

sense of a contribution to fitness (Krebs 1976). The adoption of

this view has been criticised by a number of authors. Taylor and

Taylor (1979) refer to this approach as the fitness paradigm and

suggest that it is more important to consider the advantages of

behavioural differences at the individual level since it is only
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through adopting an appropriate strategy for day to day

encounters that an individual will survive to reproduce. A

similar conclusion was reached by Caryl (1980), though from a

different theoretical perspective. Caryl's view was stimulated

by a variance in benefit that accrued over a lifetimes use of the

various strategies open to theoretical animals although their mean

pay-offs would be similar. This has particular relevance for real

animals where it may not be possible to make up for a present

poor performance at a later date. It is necessary to shift from

considering net benefit over a lifetimes use of a given strategy.

Since fitness is a 'lifetime' currency an alternative is needed

to compare different strategies on a 'day to day' basis and for this

Caryl (1980) proposes an intermediate currency - energy. Davies

(1981) has shown how the relationship between energy and strategy

can be used to account for the adoption and stability of a given

strategy. The use of energy as a currency is more easily related

to individual investment in the short term, i.e. through its

behaviour. This is more in line with the traditional ethological

treatment of function where that consequence that a system appears

designed to fulfil has been considered as its function (Beer 1975).

While the ultimate pressure on a system will be in terms

of the fitness contribution accruing to an individual adopting

a given system, and while dealing with function in these terms is

necessary to permit the comparison of different theoretical models,

the limitations posed by empirical research necessitate a broader

and simpler definition to aid understanding the proximate effect

of a system. Function will be used here in terms of the qualities

of display behaviour, e.g. the ability of displays to affect an
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opponent, responsible for the proximal effectiveness of a system.

Within this broad, proximate approach further divisions can

be made. If communication is taking place then the system will

be maintained by virtue of its effect on a recipient. In a

functional study of displays it is important to demonstrate

consistency in the manner in which displays exercise their effect.

After this has been demonstrated the other functional components

of the system can be investigated, e.g. the form of displays and

the manner in which this form derives its effectiveness, the

area of investigation which has been central to the etholigical

approach, and how the system is adaptively maintained, the area

which has been of prime concern to the games theorists.

This may seem a rather back to front approach and it is one

which has not received widespread acceptance of ethological

opinion. For example, Marler (1961) was one of the first

ethologists to base an analysis on semiotics. He considered

that the area of this approach of most direct interest to animal

communication studies was pragmatics and, specifically, how the

recipient of a signal should respond. Using the same approach

Smith (1969) considered that contextual influences would

diminish the effectiveness of Marler's approach and, instead,

suggested that analysis should concentrate on the search for the

message components of displays. The reasons for basing an

analysis on the responses of the recipient are varied and

concerned, in the main, with surmounting problems arising from

defining displays (and their constituent components in particular)

and with the means whereby displays are categorized as fulfilling

a threat function using temporal association.
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One of the earliest functional questions posed by

ethologists studying disputes was why display should replace

combat as a means of settling disputes.

Combat versuB Display.

The primary reason for the substitution of display for combat

is the risk of injury associated with the latter. Combat, serious

injury and even death are more common than was earlier believed

(Geist 1971) and this, in itself, may be sufficient to provide the

adaptive pressure for reducing the costs associated with disputes,

costs that arise from the risk of injury involved. However,

further complications arise from the difficulty of determining the

debilitating effects of injuries not leading immediately to death

or which would not even be considered serious, a problem that has

only come to light through considering the possibility that an

apparently minor injury may reduce the fecundity of an individual

relative to that of other individuals (Clutton-Brock et al. 1979).

In this light it is easier to appreciate the adaptive pressure

moulding the development of a means other than combat for settling

disputes. Fighting does still occur and greater theoretical

attention is being given to conditions under which escalation

would be advantageous (Caryl 1980).

In answer to the question there seems to be a general

consensus that the use of displays arose in response to the

risk of injury associated with combat (Tinbergen 1959, Maynard

Smith and Price 1973). However, a difference in opinion exists

concerning the mechanism underlying the evolution of this system.

These differences can be broadly split into an historically

'ethological' view and a more recent 'games theory' view. Although



their views regarding this mechanism are more similar today

the historical e thological perspective has probably exerted a

considerable influence on present day ethological thinking (Caryl,

in press).

The early ethological view suggested that the reduction in

the risk of injury arose in response to group selection -

restrained display fighting evolved to prevent species damage.

This functional view of preventing species damage channelled

thinking of displays as having evolved to make information mutually

available (Lorenz 1966). Since it was species survival that was

at stake the interests of individuals are in concert and it makes

sense within this framework for interactants to make information

about their intentions clear and unambiguous (Cullen 1966). Both

interactants, according to this view, share the common purpose of

ensuring the fittest population.

A contradictory view arose from considering selection acting

at the individual level. According to this view the interests of

the interactants would be opposed. As such an individual would be

expected to gain considerably by attacking an opponent immediately.

The reason why restraint,i.e. the use of display, should appear

lies with the risk of injury associated with attack and conventional

(display) fighting has been shown to be adaptive at the individual

level (Maynard Smith 1972).

Further divisions are evident between these views with

regard to the dynamic mechanism leading to dispute resolution using

display.

The ethological view with its roots in group selection

advocates the transmission of intentional information, a view
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supported by the observation of a number of displays serving

ostensibly the same purpose, threat.

The more recent view, basing its argument on individual

selection, suggests that displays should not evolve to convey

differences in signaller intention.

Basically, the difference between these views lies with the

number of displays considered as serving a threat function. It

is only when faced with a number of displays apparantly serving

the same function that the concept of information need

specifically be invoked. The number of displays described has

rested on the intuitive sense of the observer and a more exacting

definition of displays and the means whereby they are categorized

as fulfilling a threat function may illuminate this problem.

Before considering how this problem may be surmounted, what

does each of these views offer the study of agonstic coramunciation
n

and how do the views differ?

Games Individuals Play.

The foundation upon which the games theory view is built is

that selection acts at the level of the individual and it was to

the question of how individuals should behave in order to

maximise their fitness that this approach addressed itself. A

corollary of considering selection as acting at the individual

level was that, in a dispute, the interests of the interactants

would be opposed and this led to a number of intuitive observations.

Each interactant is assumed to be attempting to acquire the

disputed resource with minimum cost to itself and since there

exists pressure fostering the use of displays rather than combat,

differences between individuals will be conveyed symbolically and
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under such circumstances there exists the possibility that 'bluff

will arise where an individual may signal in excess of its

capability in the event of an escalated contest (Maynard Smith 1974).

Such a possibility is very likely if displays are used to convey

differences in the level of threat intensity and so Maynard Smith

suggested that displays should not convey differences in intention

and, instead, individuals should display with a constant intensity

(Maynard Smith and Parker 1976).

The ethological suggestion that displays would represent

motivational differences was well suited to explain the dynamics

of an interaction. For this alternative suggestion to have any

credibility a means of settling a dispute where only a single

intensity display is adopted is necessary.

By considering the interests of the interactants as being

opposed it was possible to draw on a branch of mathematics, games

theory, to provide theoretical models of how individuals should

behave. If individuals use only display to resolve disputes the

risk of injury is reduced but an additional cost would be incurred

as a result of the time spent displaying, time which could be spent

in the execution of other activities. For example, Clutton-Brock

and Albon (1979) found that there was a pressure on harem holding

red deer stags to resolve disputes as quickly as possible to

prevent harem loss through the actions of kleptogamists, subordinate

stags who may attempt to steal fertilisations.

Displaying with different costs that an individual is

prepared to incur has been ruled out (Maynard Smith 1974) and

instead Maynard Smith described the War of Attrition model which

suggested that individuals should display with a constant intensity
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for a duration chosen at random foura a. negative exponential

distribution of persistance times. In so doing the individual

would be behaving according to what has become the cornerstone

of this approach, the Evolutionarily Stable Strategy (ESS).

The second intuitive observation to emerge from adopting

this view was that, in competing for resources, the best choice

for an individual was dependent upon what other individuals in

the population were doing. Where a resource is relatively abundant

and accessible to individuals competition will be relatively

rare. However, when a resource becomes limiting in both time and

space chice will be restricted and direct competition between

individuals will be inevitable, so providing the conditions

necessary for the development of the ESS. The ESS is a strategy

which, when adopted by the majority of a population, is resistant

to invasioon by a mutant strategy - no mutant strategy will confer

a greater fitness upon its proponent. (Maynard Smith 1972).

Symmetric versus Asymmetric Contests.

The fundamental shift in attention towards considering

selection acting at an individual level led to further consideration

being given to a number of alternative cues which could serve as

a mechanism for resolving disputes.

In the original model proposed by Maynard Smith the

contestants were assumed to be equally matched - the contests were

symmetrical. In situations where differences between interactants

are present, certain appropriate inter-individual differences could

be used to resolve disputes. The presence of such differences

would result in the contests being asymmetrical (Patker 1974,

Maynard Smith and Parker 1976). These authors outlined three
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broad classes of asymmetry which could provide the cues necessary

for settling a dispute.

Firstly, individuals could differ in Resource Holding Power

(RHP) (Parker 1974). Information about differences of this nature

could be provided directly through variation in size, weaponry,

experience (individual recognition) or indirectly via a badge

which provides a measure of RHP. It was the possible use of status

badges as cues to RHP that led to consideration of 'bluff' as an

adaptive pressure acting on communications systems (Maynard Smith

1974). Where such cues are available, what maintains their

effectiveness?

A number of species possess morphological enhancements which

are considered to provide an indication of the RHP of the holder

(e.g. Harris Sparrows, Rohwer 1977; Mountain Sheep, Geist 1971).

Presentation of these signals, in the main, is passive and so what

prevents them being used as bluff? In the Harris sparrow Rohwer

(1977) found that the status of an individual was correlated with

the extent of the black bib possessed by that individual. The

functional significance of this cue was tested by blackening

subordinates to resemble more dominant individuals. In so doing

it was found that the blackened individuals were persecuted more

(Rohwer 1977). The black bib alone was not sufficient to

guarantee success and, further, behavioural cues might also be

important; a possibility that was re-inforced by the finding

that darkened individuals injected with testosterone, a

treatment which brought cue and behaviour into line, experienced

greater success against real dominants (Rohwer and Rohwer 1978).

In this system 'bluff is held in check through the necessary
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matching of both cue and behaviour with a certain level of

escalation being used to weed out potential cheats.

Assessment cues need not be limited to visual signals.

Clutton-Brock and Albon (1979) proposed a three-tiered assessment

system in red deer. The primary component of this system involved

roaring contests, RHP being signalled by the rate of roaring. They

argued that the considerable energetic cost of rearing resulted in

behaviour that could provide a reliable indiciation of RHP

differences. Where the roaring rates of each interactant were

similar the contest was more likely to develop into an escalated

tournament of direct strength and this interplay between display

and more overtly agonistic behaviour will act to reduce the

possibility of bluff becoming established.

Given that an individual can use such assessment cues, how

does that individual develop an awareness of his relative status?

Where an individual can perceive a cue with which to asess an

opponent, on what basis is the distinction between the opponent

being dominant or subordinate made? Geist (1971) was aware of this

problem and suggested that a level of overt fighting or

tournament (Maynard Smith 1972) was necessary to determine relative

status. In mountain sheep horn size is used as a status badge.

The size of the horns change as the individual develops and

occasional tournaments or trials of strength are necessary to enable

the individual to monitor his relative status or RHP. In this way

the individual does not moni+nr his status directly but bases

judgement on his performance relative to opponents of differing

horn size.

The extistence of an assessment cue is not, in itself,
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sufficient to order resource access and a level of overt

behaviour is necessary to guard against bluff and to permit

asessment of relative status or RHP. What is not known is the

level of overt behaviour needed for the maintainance of such a

system and the form that it should take, e.g. whether it should be

in the form of a tournament or of a more directly aggressive nature.

An alternative asymmetric cue may arise from differences in

the relative value placed on a resource by each of the interactants.

Parker (1974) defined such disputes as those involving differences

in Fitness Budget. Fitness was defined in terms of arbitrary

units, individuals differing in the number of units they could

expend. A situation in which such an asymmetry could arise is

where a difference exists in the extent of investment in a resource,

e.g. between a territory owner and an intruder. Parker also

pointed out that as an influence on decisions of this nature it

was less the extent of existing investment but rather the future

investment needed to reach a successful conclusion that ordered

the manner in which individuals should behave.

The ethological suggestion of displays representing

differences in motivation was ideally suited to provide a

mechanism for resolving such a dispute - a mechanism whose value

has already been criticised (Maynard Smith 1974). An alternative

mechanism would be to adopt a display time chosen from the

negative exponential distribution described in the War of

Attrition model, with differences in the times chosen being

correlated with the cost an individual is capable of incurring.

Where the use of asymmetries may be a feature of a contest

complications can arise where asymmetries are contradictory.



It is conceivable for a situation to arise where multiple and

mutually opposed asymmetries are present e.g. High SHP/Iojw FB

versus Low RHP/High FB, and leads to the question of the mechanism

whereby the animal assesses the asymmetries appropriate for the

situation or how an individual determines the role it will play in

an interaction (Hammerstein 1981). Parker and Ruberstein (1981)

term the above an example of a weak role and one which leads to a

situation where escalation is likely. If such a situation does

lead to an escalated contest they further suggest that the

assessment phase will be carried into the direct contest, the

latter providing further assessment cues. It is not clear what

form such escalation should take.

The third type of asymmetric cue could be one involving an

uncorreiated asymmetry (Maynard Smith and Parker 1976) . If the

resource being disputed is relatively abundant a time saving

could be achieved by settling a dispute on the basis of an

arbitrary convention. A convention of this nature could take two

forms. A 'conventional' strategy would be one where prior

ownership would serve as the cue. Davies (1978) demonstrated

that prior residence was used by the speckled wood butterfly in

settling disputes over possession of sun spots. The alternative

strategy is the 'paradoxical', an example of which was observed

by Burgess (1976) where, in contests over hiding places in spiders,

the intruder was the winner, the incumbent moving off to make way

for the intruder.

In the early models of contests involving asymnetries, the

asymmetry itself was considered capable of providing the information

necessary to resolve a dispute (Parker 1974). More complex models
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have shown that contradictory interaction between asymmetries

is likely to lead to escalation although the escalation itself

possibly in the form of a tournament, may be used to furnish

further assessment cues (Parker and Rubenstein 1981). However,

neither this latter type of model or those concerned with

matched individuals provide an explanation for the number and

variety of displays generally observed.

Games Theory and multiple display repertoires.

It was the observation of a number of displays all apparently

serving a threat function that led to the ethological postulation

of a system whereby displays conveyed differences in signaller

intention, these differences providing the basis of a mechanism

permitting contest resolution with little risk to the interactants.

As a result the contradiction between the ethological and games

theory views lies not only in the manner in which displays are

thought to act but also in the number of displays considered to

be used for contest resolution.

The existence of a number of displays has been viewed as

problematic to the games theory view (Dawkins and Krebs 1978).

The latter authors attempted to integrate the number of observed

displays into the games theory framework by suggesting that

displays represent a form of gradual escalation. If graded

signals are used for assessment they suggest that the use of a

high intensity threat display will indicate a high RHP or, more

likely, provide an indication of the relative value placed on

the resource. The obvious opportunity for bluff thus provided

did not go unnoticed and they suggested that displays would differ

in the cost associated with their performance with high intensity



displays being the most costly and there is evidence to support

this, at least for vocal displays (Clutton Brock and Albon 1979) .

Displays could be used in a sequence with each step revealing an

increasing level of cost that the signaller is willing to incur.

By working through the repertoire sequentially it should be possible

to acquire the resource with the minimum cost. If this were the

case, individuals would be expected to work through their repertoire

sequentially from low cost to high cost displays. There is a

growing body of evidence to support this idea. Caryl (1980) reviews

a number of examples where a progressive matching takes place

between individuals and a number of information theory based

analyses suggest a sequential inter-relatedness in signalling

behaviour (e.g. Rubenstein 1981).

If such a system were in existence it might be expected that

the immediate use of a high intensity display (i.e. bluff) would

tend to be disbelieved. Working on territory establishment in the

red-winged blackbird, Yasukawa (1979) found that juvenile individuals

in attempting to acquire a territory for the first time would tend

to use, predominantly, high intensity displays. Despite this they

were less successful against more experienced individuals using less

intense variants. Yasukawa suggested that this disbelief of the

prompt use of high intensity displays served to prevent the

establishment of bluff. This may be indicative of the system

anticipated by Dawkins and Krebs (1978).

These findings suggest that it is possible to integrate the

variety of observed displays into the games theory framework through

suggesting that displays represent different levels of escalation.

Before it can be accepted more detailed study is needed on the
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energetic costs associated with displays and the manner in which

this varies between displays. A high energetic cost has been

considered as a prerequisite for the prevention of bluff (Clutton

Brock and Albon 1979), and it is questionable whether a postural

display could ever fulfil this criterion. An explanation in terms

of associated cost was proposed by Zahavi (1975) in his 'handicap

principal' where cost was related to the magnitude of the handicap

suffered by an individual. The adaptive benefit of a system of

this nature has been viewed with considerable scepticism (Halliday

1978). A further question which has received little consideration

is the extent of the association between assessment signal and

overt behaviour. The adaptive maintainance of a system using overt

behaviour may reduce the necessity of the cue to mirror RHP or

fitness budget (Davies 1981), with the cue becoming an arbitrary

sign.

If a sequential display system is in evidence, is an

associated and appropriate level of overt behaviour needed at each

level of the sequenced If only the top level was subject to bluff

checks what might prevent bluff arising at a lower level? The

existence of such a system is plausible and may furnish an insight

into dispute handling systems. Before it can be accepted a number

of questions relating to the manner and extent of energetic inter-

relatedness needs to be investigated.

It is not possible to account for all multiple display

repertoires in this manner. Not all displays occur in the graded

or sequential form necessary for the working of this system but

rather they occur discretely in interactions of relatively short

dur ation. It is the occurrence of the latter type of behaviour
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which has most often been cited in support of the idea that

displays represent differences in intention (Stokes 1962 ab,

Dunham 1966, Andersson 1976).

A second problem that is of interest before any of these

theories can be adequately tested concerns the manner in which

the display, the central and basic unit, is defined and how it is

categorised as fulfilling a threat function. The games theory

view has not given consideration to definition of displays but has

been concerned with the adaptive maintainance of theoretical

systems or strategies and numerous assumptions concerning the units

of study are made at the empirical level of applying models and

ideas derived therefrom to live interactions, assumptions which

may have had a profound influence or the nature of the system

thought to be under consideration. For instance, in the sequential

analysis presented by Rubenstein (1981) he considered that delivery

of the same action patte rn at different orientations (relative to

the opponent) represented different displays. The question of

the contribution of orientation to t he communicative function of

displays has yet to be fully investigated and it is an area of

inquiry which is likely to have particular relevance for postural

displays since the visual stimulus presented to the opponent will

differ markedly as the relative orientation of the signaller changes.

This criticism can be levelled against the more traditional

ethological view but to a lesser extent. In general, the lack of

consensus concerning the rigid definition of the units of study

will serve to hinder progress towards an understanding of agonistic

displays and their function. The problems involved in defining

displays and the methods of categorization are important and will
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be considered in greater detail later.

IIow have displays been chfined by ethologist s and what

explanations have been offered for the variety of displays observed?

What is a Display?

A formal definition of a display was first suggested by

Mcynihan (1955), a display being a behaviour pattern that had become

ritualised.

"A behaviour pattern will be considered ritualised
if there is evidence that it has a signal function
and that it has become specialised in adaptation
to that function." (p.21).

The evidence considered appropriate for identifying a disjlaiy as

one fulfilling a threat function was that the display be reliably

associated with attack and escape .

It soon became apparant that each species possessed a

variety of displays. The criteria outlined by Monyihan (1955)

that a display be reliably associated with attack and escape

together with the observation that these actions were commonly

occurring activities in a population (Tinbergen 1959, Perdeck 1960)

led to the variety of displays, related to these actions, being

considered as a threat series.

However, there has been little consensus concerning the

nature of the series and a number of suggestions have been

offered to account for inter-relationships between displays as they

relate in fulfilling a threat function.

Why are there so many displays?

Tinbergen (1959) suggested that different displays could be

used against different classes of opponent. He suggested the

repertoire comprised a long-distance threat, an aggressive and
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defensive threat for use against casual intruders and an aggressive

and defensive threat for use against serious intruders. It is

difficult to see the advantage of making a distinction between

serious and casual intruders. It is likely that the variant used

against a serious intruder would be equally, if not more, effective

against casaal intruders (Andersson 1980). As it stands this idea

embraces a framework of motivational differences underlying

different displays.

Displays used against opponents in different relative spatial

positions.

In their study of the display behaviour of Sabines gull,

Brown et al. (1967) noted that the display used was in some cases,

dependent upon the relative spatial position of the opponent. They

were interested in the factors controlling the use of different

postural components accompanying the long-call. They found that

when the opponent was in the air the obliqae variant predominated,

but when the opponent was on the ground the upright variant was used.

The postural variant used was that which most efficiently directed

the call at the opponent. Rather than it being motivational

differences underlying the use of different displays, it might have

been the relative spatial position of the opponent that ordered the

appropriate variant.

Similar suggestions have been made which have incorporated

a motivational component with an argument similar to that used above

being used to suggest the adaptive pressure moulding the form of

different displays. Perdeck (1960) noted that the oblique variant

was used against arial opponents by breeding great skuas, with the

upright being used against ground opponents. He was also aware of
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the frequent use of both of these displays in interactions, on

the ground, of a subset of the great skua population, the non-

breeding 'clubs'. To account for this he argued that an

opponent on the ground, by virtue of its greater proximity,

constituted a more intense threat than an arial opponent. Any

display used against the former, he argued, was likely to be of a

more aggressive nature. The spatial relationships between

interactants provides the adaptive pressure moulding the form and

underlying motivation of a display. The use of both displays in

ground interactions thu3 represent motivational differences in

the state of the signaller.

Irrespective of whether a motivational component is invoked

or not this explanation could only account for a limited number

of displays. The difference in opinion evident between the above

studies suggests that interpretation of displays may be influenced

by subjective preconceptions. In both these studies, however, an

explanation in terms of motivational differences is invoked to

account for the remaining displays in the repertoire.

Evolutionary display turnover.

A different view has been taken by a number of authors

suggesting that an evolutionary process is at work providing new

displays.

The raw material from which displays developed was suggested

to have undergone a process of ritualization (31est 1964) in

their development to 'subserve a social signal function' (Moynihan

1955). One proposed component of this ritualization involves a

degree of emancipation (Tinbergen 1952) where the display loses its

direct relationship with the motivational factors originally
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underlying it. Baerends (1975) doubted whether complete

emancipation could ever occur and suggested that, if it did, the

display would become meaningless.

Moynihan (1970), on the other hand, suggests that the

emancipation entailed by ritualization will render displays useless

as a result of the phylogenetic hertia of decreasing display

ambiguity providing the need for a process of dynamic generation

of new displays to replace those no longer effective. The adaptive

pressure considered as providing the basis for this suggestion is

the need for an association between displays and their underlying

motivation, a suggestion which implied a direct relationship

between display motivation and the information they conveyed

(Moynihan 1955).

Andersson (1980) follows up this idea, though from a

different theoretical perspective, in a process of display

generation that he labels the 'bluff hypothesis'.

A corollary of invoking the idea of mutual benefit to explain

the restrained form of fighting characterised by the use of

displays was the implication that displays provide a truthful

indication of intention (Cullen 1956). If, on the other hand,

the individual is oonsidered as the unit upon which selection acts

the interest of the interactants, in disputing a resource, are

opposed. This means that each individual will be attempting to

acquire the resource with the minimum of cost. It was situations

of this nature that led to the theoretical consideration of bluff

(Maynard Smith 1974). Bluff could be said to occur if an

individual signalled with an intensity of threat in excess of its

capability in the event of an escalated contest. The use of
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displays in resource disputes and the possibility of bluff

associated with their use led Andersson (1980) to suggest bluff

as providing the adaptive setting in which a number of displays

might develop.

Originally an unritualized (intention) movement forms an

integral part of actual attack and is thus a reliable predictor

of attack. Association by an opponent of this action and attack

will lead to this action becoming an effective display serving to

intimidate and repel an opponent without the need for actual

attack. Andersson suggests that with the increasing decoupling

from attack associated with this increased efficiency, the

pattern will become increasingly open to being used as bluff and

this, in turn, will lead to a reduced tendency to be impressed by

the display. However, the pattern will never become total bluff

as it will occur every time attack occurs.

At this point it is assumed that there is a second pattern

sharing a direct association with attack and the above process will

be repeated for this second pattern. In this way a repertoire of

different displays will be built up as the bluff process renders

displays ineffective and it is replaced by a new pattern. With

time each of the displays will be equally effective and competition

will arise between threat displays and a state of balance might

arise due to frequency dependent selection as a result of each

display, in turn, becoming less effective at repelling opponents

as this display becomes increasingly used as bluff.

An obvious limitation on this proeess, and one realised by

Andersson, concerns the availability of suitable source material -

attack intention movements. Even the most rigorous breakdown of
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attack into component intentions fails to provide suffici int

raw material for the number of presumed threat displays and the

form that they take in the present day.

The above argument rests on the emergence of bluff as

attack becomes progressively decoupled from the intention movements,

providing the opportunity of signalling an intention removed from

the possibility of an overt follow up, a situation which arises

from and depends on the recipients association of the display

and attack. In the ^thological literature, the ritualization of

a display and the maintainance of an appropriate response to it have

been viewed as progressing simultaneously but independently with no

suggestion being offered for the mechanism ensuring appropriate

responsiveness (Blest 1964, Hinde 1981). Rather than this dual

process, the response of the recipient may maintain a more direct

relationship to the development and maintainance of displays. The

influence of the recipient in the development of vocalisation

pattern, particularly for long-distance communication, has been

suggested by Hansen (1979).

In the model proposed by Andersson a display obtains its

effectivenss by virtue of its being an integral attack component

permitting a reliable association to be made between this pattern

and attack by a recipient. This association by the recipient

leads to a reduction in the probability that a display will be

followed by attack but not, initially, in its effectiveness in

repelling an opponent, the effectiveness of a display is maintained

by its association with attack by a recipient and a level of overt

attack will be necessary to maintain display effectiveness. As the

initially high reinforcement schedule (attack) wanes there will be
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a phase shifted decrease in threat effectiveness with the result

that, in a dispute, the opponent will persist for increasingly

longer periods of time. In such cases a truthful signaller would

be expected to follow through with attack. Rather than having to

rely on the production of new displays there would be an

oscillating attack probability, the latter being necessary to

maintain threat effectiveness. This latter suggestion accounts

more readily for the limited range of attack intentions. Support

for the maintainance of a threat system by variation in overt

attack level comes from work on the maintainance of status

signalling devices. Rohwer and Rohwer (1978) found that the

status cue in Harris sparrows was supported in limiting bluff by

the use of overtly agonistic behaviour.

If such a system is in operation than an alternative

explanation will be necessary to account for the remaining displays

in the repertoire. The solution to this problem may be found in

the met.hod used for categorizing displays as fulfilling a threat

function; methods x<rhich can be traced to the conflict theory.

The Conflict Theory.*

The approach which has most often led to empirical work was

based on an idea originally proposed to account for display

phylogeny - the Conflict Theory (3aerends 1975) , a theory that was

well suited to explain the existence of a number of displays

(Cullen 1966, 1972). It has most often been applied to studies of

display causation (e.g. Moynihan 1955), but has also been used

to furnish functional explanations, usually in terms of the

information conveyed (e.g. Andersson 1976).

The theory suggests that the display occurs as an overt
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expression of an underlying conflict to behave simultaneously in

two or more incompatible ways. For threat displays it is suggested

that causation is a result of a conflict between simultaneously

aroused attack and escape tendencies, expressed as simultaneously

occurring intention movements of the appropriate tendencies

(Tinbergen 1959).

If displays owed their proximal causation to an interaction

of attack/escape tendencies expressed through associated infawoAS ^

it was logical to assume that it was information about these

tendencies that would be conveyed by displays (Moynihan 1955). This

functional interpretation was placed on a firm theoretical footing

by Cullen (1966) who argued that display variability would be

beneficial when it expressed the fluctuating state of the

displaying individual and predicted the likelihood of a particular

course of action - the form of the displays reflecting the absolute

and relative strengths of the contributing tendendies. Such

differences could be read by conspecifies permitting appropriate

action to be taken in advance with the individual displaying with

the lesser intensity moving off.

The conflict theory appraach and the possibility of displays

conveying differences in signaller attack likelihood has received

considerable support (e.g. Andersson 1976) and it is this

approach and the results it has produced that stands in direct

contradiction to the games theory view (Caryl 1979).

Of the four theories outlined to account for the observed

display repertoire the theme central to three of then is that

motivational variance underlies their existence and that this

state of affairs has arisen to convey intentional differences to
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an opponent. Only Aridersson's (1930) suggestion does not require

that displays exist by virtue of differences in motivation,

although whether the mechanism he proposed would indeed lead to

a number of threat displays is open to question. By eliminating

the dynamic variability that might serve to resolve disputes

Anaersson's suggestion needs a different mechanism that would be

capable of providing the information for resolving disputes. In

this context Zlaynard Smith's (1974) War of Attrition model nay be

relevant.

The conflict theory is that which is most extensively worked

out and it is possible, within this framework, to account for the

source material from which displays evolved and to offer both

causal and functional explanations for presenttday display

behaviour.

Displays and Context.

Despite the effort that has been expended in trying to account

for the observed range of displays, a number of authors have

suggested that this range would be insufficient to cope with the

range and variety of s ituations likely to confront a social animal

during its lifetime (e.g. Smith 1977). Smith suggests that the

most obvious feature of social behaviour, the displays, are likely

to be only one of a number of information sources available to an

opponent and so response is likely to be based on more than the

display alone. The circumstances in which a display occurred was

used by ethologists in categorizing displays (Tinbergen 1959) but

contextual influences are likely to extend beyond the situation in

which displays are given.

The influence of contextual features was realised by Smith
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(1965). The seeds of Smith's idea lay in the application of

Semiotic theory which prompted the distinction between the

message of a display from the meaning it had for a recipient. A

message is an encoded description of an aspect of the central

nervous system of the signalling individual and is identified as

that aspect which is common to all situations in which display

occurs. Rather than directly releasing responses, displays prime

recipients to select from a particular set of responses and the

information upon which this situation is based is contextual

(Smith 1969a). Application of Semiatic theory to animal

communication can thus suggest two possible approaches.

One is to centre analysis on the response shown by the

recipient of a display, an approach first advocated by Marler

(1961). Smith (1969, 1977) argues for the supplementary importance

of contextual features at the pragmatic level of exercising an

effect on a recipient together with the possilili ty of displays

exercising a tonic effect (Schleidt 1973) led Smith to concentrate

on what he considered to be a less confusing approach centred on

the messages conveyed by displays.

Smith (1969b) outlined twelve 'message' classes. However,

it is open to question just to what extent the approach suggested

for determining messages can escape the contextual influences

that led him away from studying the effects of displays on their

recipients. The problem arises where the responses shown by the

signalling individual are used to delimit messages. In such cases

the actions, and thus the presumed message, will be influenced by

the same contextual factors since signaller action is likely to be

dependent upon the response of the recipient (Hinde 1974, 1981).
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To surmount this difficulty Smith suggested that the message

could be deduced from the circumstances in which the display

was given, the message being the common denominator for each

circumstance, a process which is subject to considerable influence

from observer preconc q>tions. This latter approach is unlikely to

be of any value for the study of agonistic behaviour where the

former method has proved popular.

Before the messgge classes could be verified it would be

necessary to identify the contextual features on which a response

would be based (the 'meatling') before the message might be deduced

through dealing with a standard recipient situation. In so doing

it would be more appropriate to concentrate upon the 'meaning'

revealed by the response of the recipient (Green and Marler 1979).

Although a number of potential contextual features have

been identified, e.g. age, sex, little has been done to assess

the qualifying effects of these on the displays that they may

accompany. However, Andersson (1976) provided evidence that

demons trated the influence of two contextual factors on the display

behaviour of the great skua; mode of approach and status.

Contextual features of this nature are important but it would

seem premature to outline message categories, particularly of an

agonistic nature, until contextual features have been identified

and their influence assessed.

A large body of the ethological literature has centred on

the behaviour of the signalling individual in categorising

displays. This approach has led to considerable speculation

regarding the manner in which displays exercise their effect and,

particularly, in the information they convey.
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The games theory approach has much to offer the functional

study of agonistic behaviour. It has brought to light problems

that have received little attention, particularly in emphasising

the differences between individuals that may serve to resolve

disputes and has led to the framing of tighter questions (Hinde

1981). There is a growing body of evidence supporting the role

of displays in assessment (Clutton-Brock and Albon 1979, Davies and

Halliday 1978, 1979). Uhat of the earlier models? Parker (1972)

found that the persistance times of dung-flies at cowpats

corresponded to the negative exponential distribution predicted by

the war of attrition model (Maynard Smith 1974). Further, the

adoption of different persistance times did not affect fitness

(measured as mating frequency) so this behaviour corresponded to

an E.S.S. However, this behaviour is very different from the

display dominated interactions that characterise much agonistic

behaviour (Maynard Smith 1976).

Before this view can be properly assessed a number of

questions have to be answered. Firstly, to what extent are

contests symmetrical? If symmetry can be demonstrated the

contradiction between these views rests on the number of displays

fulfilling a threat function, a distinction which may be

dependent upon the definition of display adopted and the manner

in which displays are subsequently categorized as fulfilling

this function. If contests are asymmetrical further consideration

needs to be given to the manner of display inter-relationships to

determine the possibility of sequential relations existing

within an increasing cost series (Dawkins and Krebs 1978).

The functional approach embraced by this view with its



emphasis on the adaptive maintainance of theoretical systems in

terms of fitness, precludes or hinders consideration of areas of

traditional ethological concern. It offers no suggestions for the

form that displays should adopt. In this respect, Andersson's

(1980) account of the conditions prompting the development of

a number of displays as a response to prevent the establishment

of bluEf integrates traditional ethological explanations of the

factors moulding display form into a system that is theoretically

compatable with Maynard Smith's (1974) suggestion for a system of

constant intensity display.

Research in this fie Id has centred largely on mathematical

models and simulations of populations whose behavioural options,

or strategies, are constrained by the modeler. The arbitrary

nature of the strategies and their associated costs and pay-offs

limits acceptability, particularly as the number and nature of

the strategies provided can alter the outcome. This may be

particularly so when it comes to relating models to real-life

situations, a difficulty that has recently been realised at both

theoretical (Caryl 1980) and empirical (Rubaistein 1981) levels.

As a result an alternative approach to resolving the

et holo gical/games contradiction is needed. One approach would be

to apply more rigorous tests of the validity and generality of

the intentional views and their theoretical b $is, an approach

which has already attracted some attention (Caryl 1979, Andersson

1980).

The Information Content.

The conflict theory has provided the framework for a number

of causal studies and its use was extended to aid functional
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analysis by suggesting that if it was a conflict between attack/

escape tendencies underlying display causation then it would be

information about these tendencies that would be transmitted

(Moynihan 1955, Cullen 1966) even if they only did so in a very

general way (Stokes 1962a, Hinde 1981).

It has often been suggested that this is a gross over¬

simplification. Andrew (1972) argues that the conflict is more

likely between response classes (i.e. approach and avoidance)

rather than more specific tendencies. The idea that intentional

information will constitute an important message class is still

prevalent (Smith 1969). Despite the emphasis on a conflict

between opposing tendendies postulated at a causal level, at the

functional level of postulating the information conveyed it has

frequently been suggested that it is information about attack

that is conveyed (Stokes 1962a, Andersson 1976) and it is this

specific suggestion that marks the contrast between the

ethological and games theory views. Why this dimension has been

singled out has never been stated explicitly, but probably stems

from the risk of injury associated with attack making this the

information dimension of greatest relevance to an opponent.

This extreme polarisation of information content has been

questioned on a number of occasions and even where there is

agreement on the information content there has been little

consensus on the manner in which displays so constrained would

differ.

Monyihan (1955) suggested that different displays were the

result of differences in the relative and absolute strengths of the

attack/escape tendendies. The fact that when an individual
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displays it is experiencing a conflict is an idea which has been

reiterated on a number of occasions. Hinde (1981) argues that

displays result from either an attack/stay or an escape/stay

conflict. Stokes (1962a) argues that displays differ in the

relative level of attack information they convey, and Andersson

(1976) suggests that a display provides an indication of the

absolute level of an attack tendency. All are in agreement in

accounting for the number of displays by invoking the idea that the

displays are the result of different levels of the contributing

tendency(s).

There are two main lines of evidence for attack information

being conveyed. Firstly, a number of studies have related the

varying attack probabilities of the signaller to the escape

probabilities of the recipient. Of these, the study providing

the most convincing support is Andersson's (1976) study on the

great skua, in which he demonstrated a significant and positive

correlation between actor Attack probability and subsequent

reactor escape probability. A second line of support comes from

Blurton-Jones (1968) study of the causation of great tit displays.

He isolated stimuli that would elicit attacking, fleeing and

feeding and found that threat was only elicited when actual attack

was thwarted or was incomparable. In the first instance threat

would appear if an attack evoking stimulus was presented to an

individual prevented from attacking by wire net. In the second

instance threat would occur if an attack and escape evoking

stimulus were simultaneously presented. All together there were

a number of different ways in which threat could be elicited but

the common denominator between them was that an attack evoking
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stimulus was present but the individual was, in some way, prevented

from actually attacking.

The nature of the evidence that has led to the displays

being considered as a threat series arose from the use of
cl 6- fi A i h Os\

Moynihan's (1965)vof a threat display being one for which a reliable

attack/escape association could be demonstrated. Subsequently

it has been considered sufficient to demonstrate differences

between displays in their association w ith the attack/escape

response probabilities to conclude that the dfcplLays formed a

series varying in the intentional information they conveyed

(Stokes 1962a).

In determining these response probabilities one method has

predominated, temporal association. Temporal association involves

relating displays to certain overt actions; the relation

determined in this way being presumed to provide an indication

of the level of conflict between tendencies and so of information

content. It is important to remember that this method provides

a retrospective account of the association and that it is a measure

of overt association rather than a direct measure of information

about response potentialities.

In using this method the majority of authors have used

attack and escape together with the addition of a staying

tendency (Stokes 1962a,Blurton-Jones 1968), with which to

relate displays and thus it is hardly surprising that these

studies have concluded in support of an attack/escape conflict

underlying displays. Use of only those responses thought to be
demonstrate-

important is unlikely to do other thanvthat displays maintain

the expected association. At this level there is room for doubt
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about the serial relations of displays. Conclusions were not based

solely on evidence of this nature. The finding of a relationship

between attack probabilities calculated in this way and an

appropriate level of response by the reactor lends credibility to

the view that this method did indeed provide a measure of

information about attack likelihood and that it was this information

that was used by the recipient in guiding response.

On this evidence the two views are incompatible and difficult

to reconcile. It was this contrast coupled with the intuitive

logic of the games theory view that led Caryl (1979) to re-examine

the data used to support the view that displays conveyed attack

information and, in doing so, a number of hitherto ignored and

concealed inconsistences became apparant.

When attack was singled out as the relevant information

dimension it soon became apparent that the attack probabilities

were, generally, low. Although this had been noted (Dunham 1966)

this finding has generally been ignored. It was in response to

this finding that Stout (1969) suggested that, by definition,

a threat display should be effective without the need for attack.

A high intensity threat display would result in the departure of

an opponent without the need for attack and hence low attack

probabilities would result if temporal association were used.

It has often been suggested that low attack probabilities are an

obstacle in the way of accepting conflict theory ideas (Dunham

1966, Caryl 1979, Hinde 1981). This difficulty results from the

manner in which the response probabilities are considered,

particularly where temporal association is the method used to

provide the probabilities.
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Temporal association was originally used to provide a

quantitative measure of the tendencies contributing to a displays

causation. The 'response probabilities' are a measure of the

association between the display and the actual occurrence of the

chosen overt actions. Rather than being 'response probabilities'

these are retrospective 'response actualities'. They do not

provide an actual measure of information or likelihood of an action

following a display in a direct sense. Ins aad, it can be assumed

that a re latively high attack probability revealed by temporal

association indicates a relatively high contribution of an attack

tendency for this display. If a display has a high attack

probability, calculated using temporal association, this reveals

that the display was followed by attack on a large number of

occasions rather than indicating that this display was likely to

be followed by attack, i.e. a high attack probability means that

a display would be a ppor threat display since a high proportion

of attack was necessary for this display to exercise its effect.

It appears fairly well established that a level of overt attack

is necessary within a symbolic dispute settling system to prevent

the establishment of bluff (e.g. Clutton Brock and Albon 1979).

An area that is certainly worthy of theoretical investigation

would be to determine the optimum level of attack necessary within

a threat system to prevent bluff, an upper limit on which might be
\lbsUv\

the risk of escalation arising a display is followed by

attack too frequently. This may also have implications for the

form of a threat display. A display which maintains close formal

links with attack intentions would result in an easier association

between this pattern and attack which my, in turn, result in a
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lower attack frequency being necessary to maintain the threat

effectiveness of this pattern than would be the case with a

pattern whose links between form and attack capability were less

obvious.

The point here is that low attack probabilities by themselves

are insufficient to base an argument suggesting that attack

information is not conveyed by displays. One way of surmounting

this problem may result from using recipient response to a display

to categorise displays as fulfilling a threat function.

Following his assertion that low attack probabilities

mitigated against the transmission of attack information Qaryl

(1979) noted that certain displays maintained a higher level of

association with escape, the first clue leading to his suggesting

the possibility of escape information being transmitted by

displays. An argument similar to that applied for low attack

probabilities could not be used here. Any situation that warrants

giving a high escape probability display would occur at the point

where an individual intends breaking off the interaction and so

an escape signal is likely to be followed by escape on a large

number of occasions. This is in complete contrast to a situation

in which an individual is trying to gain an advantage over an

opponent. A conclusion based on the magnitude of a response

probability is likely to support the use of a display as an

escape signal. This initial and basic difference was sufficient

to cast doubt on existing interpretations of display information

content and further examination of existing data by Caryl (1979)

led to a number of interesting findings and further doubts

about attack being the information conveyed by displays.
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Stokes (1962a) conclusion in favour of displays conveying

attack information was based on the finding that a given display

was consistently associated with an increase in attack probability

when this was measured across seasonal sub-samples. Caryl found

a poor correlation in the. size of this increase across the sub-

samples, a difference for which it would have been expected to

result in the use of a different display whose response probability

was appropriate. This claim would be countered by arguing that the

association between displays and actions gave only a general

indication of the threat message (Stokes 1962a), Hinde 1981). A

more serious criticism emerged when the probability differences for

attack and escape were plotted together. Displays having a high

attack probability at the beginning of the season were as likely

to be followed by escape at the end of the season. In contrast,

displays predicting a high escape likelihood were more consistent

in their level of prediction across seasonal sub-samples. Together

these two lines of evidence cast a doubt on the validity of

suggesting that displays transmit attack likelihood and, in its

place, escape was a strong contender for the information

transmitted by displays. There remained one stringent test that

had to be passed before a conclusion could be reached.

The conclusion of the earlier workers was based not only on

the difference in sequelae associated with displays given by the

signaller hut also on the relation between signaller attack

probability and the appropriate recipient response, escape. By

demonstrating a significant Actor attack/Reactor escape

association, Andersson (1976) has provided the strongest and most

convincing support for transmission of varying levels of attack
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information by displays. The complicated Pitman proceedure used

by Andersson was criticised by Caryl on the grounds that the

arbitrary scoring system entailed by the use of this method

introduced a bias, possibly in the direction of the expected

result. Preanalysis by Caryl using a Kendall correlation

demonstrated that a better correlation could be obtained between

Actor escape probability and Reactor attack probability, a finding

which re-informed his suggestion that it was escape information

that was encoded by displays and which was used by the recipient in

guiding response.

This possibility had been suggested earlier. In his study of

the redpoll, Dilger (I960) noted that display was more often

associated with thwarted escape than with thwarted attack (cf.

Blurton-Jones 1968). He suggested that it would be more

advantageous for an animal thwarted in escape to clarify its

position to an opponent.

"An animal not able to flee is likely to avoid
further attack if such information is communicated
to an opponent: hence, considerable biological
advantage is gained."

However, he also suggests that several displays in this species are

indicative, of a varying readiness to attack. Unfortunately he does

not provide any quantitative evidence to support either of these

conclusions.

Caryl's reanalysis was prompted by the contradiction

between a view which suggested, and supported, the idea that

displays conveyed differences in the attack likelihood of the

signaller and a view which suggested that such information should

not be conveyed. The reanalysis revealed the possibility that
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displays may convey serial differences in escape likelihood, a

possibility which has received little ethological attention in a

threat context and only loosely in connection with appeasement

displays, and so Caryl would have appeared to have fulfilled his

original goal.

This information source was not anticipated by the games

theorists but it is less damaging to it than postulating the

transmission of attack information (Caryl 1979, Maynard Smith 1979).

The reason for this lies with a dj.ffererc.e in the opportunity

provided for bluff as a result in using each of these information

dimensions. Whereas an individual would stand to gain by signalling

with an artificially high attack probability since the opponent

would experience considerable uncertainty in whether or not to

believe the signal. An individual signalling with an artific ally

high escape probability would be disbelieved if he did not escape,

eliminating any uncertainty in the eyes of the opponent.

A number of problems arise when considering escape as the

information dimension. While the existence of a display

indicating a high escape probability might be adaptive as a

means of terminating a dispute, the question remains concerns the

handling of the dispute by the interactants up until that point

when one individual decides to terminate the encounter. The

correlation upon which Caryl's conclusion is based still suggests

the transmission of intentional differences but with a switch in

attention from attack to escape as the important dimension.

Where variation in escape likelihood is conveyed, bluff would

not arise from signalling a high escipe probability but may,

instead involve signalling with a low escape probability, i.e.
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an individual would signal that he is unlikely to depart. In a

system based on the transmission of escape information, signalling

with a low escape probability would induce the same uncertainty

as signalling a high attack probability in an attack-based system -

the signal need not be followed reliably by an action. In an

escape-based system it would be the individual signalling with the

higher escape probability that would be expected to retreat.

Thus a system based on escape might be open to the same type of

evolutionary cheating that prompted doubts about transmission of

attack information.
c

Secondly, one of the lines of evidence casting doubt on

attack being the information conveyed came from seasonal

inconsistency in the association between displays and attack.

While a number of displays did reveal consistent escape association

in the novel analysis carried out by Caryl, others did not.

It is only where a consistent association was demonstrated that

the displays can be considered as signalling escape likelihood.

For those that did not an inverse logic to that used to test the

validity of displays as attack signals can be applied. Displays

having an initially low escape probability were as likely to be

followed by attack at the end of the season. An increase in

escape probability (with its resiliance to bluff) adds support

to the possible transmission of escape likelihood but the lack of

consistency needs to be explained.

A number of other problems arose from Caryl's (1979)

reanalysis concerning the validity of concluding in favour of

either attack or escape being the information conveyed, problems

of a more methodological nature.
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The Method and its problem.

In addition to the criticism levelled against Andersson's

(1976) conclusions by Caryl (1979) the validity of his conclusions

can be questioned on other grounds.

Andersson demonstrated that mode of approach and status

exerted an influence on interaction outcome over and above that

of the display they accompanied. The strength of Andersson's

conclusion lies in the relationship he demonstrated between actor

attack probability and reactor escape probability. "Ehe
reactor responses used were calculated with the exclusion of

those instances when the display (given by the actor) was followed

by overt attack, approach or which involved a territorial actor.

In this x*ay contextual and overt influences were eliminated and the

response of the reactor could be said to be, within limits, due

to the display alone. He did not, however, exclude such

contextual occasions in calculating actor response probabilities.

This means that the populations from which the actor probabilities

and subseqeent reactor responses were drawn differed and this may

have introduced a confounding influence on the result. In his

attack category he included those occasions where a display was

accompanied by approach. In the great skua approaches are not

distributed evenly amongst all the displays. This will have the

effect of increasing the attack probabilities associated with a

limited number of displays which is divorced from any effect

due to the display itself. The inclusion of interactions where

contests differ in status is likely to exercise an effect on the

actor responses via their effect on a recipient. A territorial

actor will increase the likelihood of recipient escape increasing
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the staying likelihood of the actor which, due to the inter-

relatedness of all the responses used to categorize displays,

will influence the quantitative values of the remaining

probabilities.

A further confounding factor arose from the manner in

which the reactor responses were calculated, an influence whose

implications are greater for the reanalysis than for the origi ,al

study. The theoretical basis of Andersson's (1976) work suggested

the importance of attack information. Assessing the relationship

between Actor attack probability and Reactor escape probability

could be biased by inclusion of overt attack following a display.
6v\

As a result Andersson calculated reactor response to only those

occasions where the display was followed by escape or stay. It is

the inclusion of actor escape which causes the problem.

The correlation between Actor escape probability and Reactor

attack probability found by Caryl (1979) was positive, i.e. the

more likely the actor was to escape the greater was the likelihood

that he would be attacked. It is unlikely that such a system

would confer any selective advantage on the signaller - assuming

inappropriately, that the escape probabilities are indeed message

components. It would be expected that giving a display indicating

escape likelihood would be given in an attempt to prevent attack

(Dilger 1960), rather than increasing the probability that the

individual would be attacked, a paradox which may be the r suit

of assuming that these probabilities indicate information content

rather than the fact that the probabilities mirror the relationship

between displays and actions. The Actor escape probability/

Reactor attack probability correlation may have arisen as a result



of an overt association between the overt actions taken by each

individual rather than any signal function on the part of the

displays, i.e. actor escape is a result of being attacked by

the reactor, this direct relationship producing the correlation.

The correlation does suggest that the displays maintain a

serial relationship to one another. If the displays lead to

differences in the probability that the signaller will be attacked

as is suggested by this correlation, then it might be appropriate

to consider the nature of the information a display could convey

that might prompt attack from the recipient. Rather than it being

information about escape likelihood it may even conceivably be

information about attack, a relationship which may have remained

hidden as a result of a failure to consider interaction.

If actor response is, at least partly, dependent upon the

reactor's display (Dunham 1966, Hinde 1931) an Actor escape/

Reactor attack correlation could have arisen even if information

is transmitted along only an attack dimension. Hinde argues from

the premise originally underlying the conflict theory, namely

that displays occur when the animal is in a state of conflict

with no clear course of action open to it. In such a situation

Hinde suggests that displays are used as a prompt. Within an

interactional framework a series of displays varying in associated

attack probability act to prompt a display or an action from an

opponent and, depending on the display adopted by the opponent, the

actor may act in a number of ways. If the display of the opponent

is of a higher intensity than that adopted by the actor, the

latter is likaly to escape. However, it need not always be the

case that such an escape would occur in response to the display
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alone. Where there was a considerable intensity differential

between the display adopted by each interactant, the one

displaying with the lower intensity night be likely to escape

immediately. Where both individuals display with a similar intensity

there is a growing body of evidence to suggest that (where individuals

are matched escalation is likely to occur (Kruijt 1964, Rubenstein

1981). In the first instance, where the discrepancy is considerable

a series varying in attack likelihood, may lead to a positive Actor

attack/Reactor escape association. However, where individuals

are closely matched a slight reactor advantage might lead to it

being the first to esaalate i.e. it would attack the actor, the

latter probably escaping resulting in the Actor escape/Reactor

attack correlation revealed by Caryl (1979) on reanalysis of

Andersson's (1976) data. The point here is that it may be

possible to sample from different interaction types, although the

information dimens on could be the same in both cases. Before

this possibi ity could be accepted further theoretical consideration

needs to be given to the intensity differential bet\«en interactants

that would lead to escalation together with determining the level

of overt action necessary to prevent the establishment of blvff.

An area of investigation which is of even greater concern where a

series of displays is being dealt with.

Interaction may serve to disrupt relations between displays

and it will be necessary to account for interaction of this nature

before serial relations can be assumed. Since interaction may

influence the actions which form the basis of temporal association

in a number of ways caution is warranted concerning the enph sis

placed on response probabilities calculated in th is way as a guide
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to information content.

Caryl's (1979) reanalysis has underlined the dangers of

observer preconception both in design of experiments and in the data

interpretation and has reveal,ed the ambiguity present in a large

body of data. His reanalysis has also revealed a number of

methodological problems which need to be ironed out before any

suggestion of the serial transmission of intentional information

can be accepted. Finally, he has emphasized the importance of

determining response consistency. A measure of consistency is

particularly neeessary in studies where temporal association i3 used

to throw the conflict theory into relief by adopting Moynihan's

(1955) definition of a threat display as one having a reliable

association with attack and escape. Where a theory suggests

that displays are a result of a conflict between these tendencies

and only the actions representative of these tendencies are chosen

to categorize displays it would be extremely difficult to do

other than conclude in support of the theory. Before the

evidence provided by this approach can be used to support the

conflict theory as it applies to functional analysis, the

displays must be shown to bear a consistent relationship to the

limited range of responses. If the displays are to be considered

as a series, they mustbbe shown to bear a consistent relationship

to one another.

The limitations of many field studies necessitates a simple

approach, an approach which thus demands all the more a test for its

consistency. Such an approach is described by the conflict theory

and temporal association. This raises further questions about the

most appropriate method of identifying the threat quality of
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displays and the inter-relationships between them. This

problem embraces such questions as the method chosen to categorize

displays as fulfilling a threat function and how a display in itself

defined. Both of these questions will be considered in greater

detail later.

The central question here concerns the validity of considering

displays as maintaining serial relations and which vary in

associated intention whether attack or escape, a question for which

the evidence in support of displays forming a varying attack series

still stands (Andersson 1976), and for the testing of which a

number of methodological problems need to be considered. Once this

has been done it will be necessary to determine the consistency of

predictions.

Andersson's (1976) conclusion, although having been shaken

as a result of further analysis of his data on the basis of more

stringent questioning (Caryl 1979), still holds and because of

this the great sJcua was chosen as the subject of the present study.

To facilitate comparison and to expand upon the questions raised by

Caryl's reanalysis, Andersson's methods were adhered to, those

changes being made to accommodate methodological problems not

anticipated by him.
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Chapter 2

2.1. The North Atlantic Great Skua - Catheracta skua skua (Brunmich)

Fisher and Lockley (1954) consider the sub-order. Lari of

northern origin and attribute a similar northern origin to the great

skua which then colonised the southern hemisphere, there splitting

into several distinct taxa, the northern stock becoming extinct.

Recolonisation of the northern hemisphere is therefore, geologically

speaking, relatively recent. They consider that the differentiations

of the great skua superspecies is sufficient to separate it from

the three smaller skuas of the genus Stercorarius.'

The great skua was first recorded in the British Isles on

Shetland in 1774 (Cramp et al. 1974). Their present day

distribution within the British Isles is little changed and is

restricted to the Northern Isles with a fsw pairs in Caithness in

the north of Scotland and in the Western Isles.

These birds are known locally as bonxies, a name derived from

the old norse word "Bonksi" meaning a heap or an untidy, dumpy

woman (Furness 1977). They are similar in size to a herring gull,

though bulkier.

Bonxies nest on open moorland, usually in the damper areas.

Their colonies are characterised by low nesting densities with

inter-nest distances of 10-700m averaging at 70m and so are only

loosely colonial. They are highly territorial and very aggressive

in territory defence. They readily display at or attack ariel

intruders and promptly attack any individual landing in their

territory.

The adults return to the breeding areas in late March or early
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April. The normal clutch is of two eggs laid during May and

subsequently incubated for 28-30 days. Foraging and territory

defenQe are split between the sexes, the female being primarily

responsible for territory defence, whilst the male forages for both

the female and the chicks (Fumess 1977). In McCormicks skua this

pattern occurs until the chicks hatch, from which time the female

forages for herself and the chicks (Spellerberg 1971). This

difference probably results from the availability of food within

the territories of many McCormick skua colonies where these

overlap with penguin rookeries, enabling the females to forage

without leaving the chicks unattended. In the bonxie the female

would have to leave the colony to forage, an activity that would

increase chick mortality through the increased opportunity thus

provided for intra-specific predation, an activity which is the

chiefccause of chick mortality (Furness 1977).

The chicks fledge at about six or seven weeks. Ringing

returns indicate that Shetland birds migrate as a group. There is

a degree of migratory variation between different age groups, a

stable migration pattern being established when the birds attain

maturity at 5-7 years of age. At this age they develop an

attachment to a particular colony, virtually all returning to their

natal colony. These returning birds from discrete "clubs"

(Tinbergen 1953) on traditional sites; these clubs constituting

the most distinctive feature of a bonxie colony.

2.1.2. The Club

It has previously been suggested that the clubs are

comprised of senile birds, pre-breeders, off-duty breeders and

failed breeders (Perry 1948). Observation of colour-ringed birds
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suggests that the club is comprised mainly of pre-breeders

having returned to the club for the first time since they fledged

(Furness 1972).

Daily attendance at the club varies, being least in the

mornings and highest in the evenings. This pattern is dependent

upon the weather, numbers remaining high during bad weather.

Seasonal changes also occur. Numbers at the club increase steadily

from early May, peaking in early July. This peak corresponds to

the return of two year olds. From mid-July numbers start to decline

as a result of the departure of birds to sea and the movement of

older birds into territories (Furness 1977).

The club is not a homogeneous unit and divisions can be

described within it (Perdeck 1960). The central part of the club

is comprised of birds relatively closely spaced. Birds here are

relatively unresponsibe to over-flying birds and form little

attachment to particular parts of the club area. Sexual displays

occur often and mating attempts are frequent within this central

group. Although birds often make several such attempts, the

majority of these interactions are incomplete and short clashes

ensue. Perdeck noted that birds that had exhibited sexual

behaviour became more territorial or, at least, defended with

incre sing vigour the area immediately around them. In the

periphery, birds paired and formed club territories. These pairs

behaved more aggressively towards intruders and displayed

frequently at over-flying birds.

The club sites are the most noticeable feature of a bonxie

colony and the lush vegetation characteristic of these sites

suggests a tradition underlying their use. As a result it is
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tempting to suggest a functional significance for these sites,

a better understanding of which may aid the analysis of the

behaviour observed within them and upon which the present

analysis is based.

2.1.3. Club Sexual Behaviour

All observers of club skuas have concluded that sexual

behaviour is an important interactional component. Perdeck (1960)

described such behaviour. The first sexual contacts are made in

the central part of the club. Birds failing to make a successful

contact may go on to 'propose* to another bird. Repetition of

such behaviour by birds that 3tay together gradually results in

territory establishment within the club periphery. These peripheral

territories are characterised by birds in various stages of pair
formation.

Burton (1968) suggests two broad categories of club

behaviour in the brown skua. Firstly, there is the reaction of

a bird whose individual space has been violated. Secondly, a bird

may approach another in an upright posture which may lead on to

Circular Parading, a display similar to the meeting ceremony of mated

birds and which is presumed to indicate preliminary mating behaviour

(Moynihan 1962).

In McCormick's skua, Spellerberg (1971) noted that birds

move about the club showing aggressive behaviour until a male and

female meet and behaviour of a more sexual nature ensues. In

oontrast to Perdeck's findings, Spellerberg did not find any

evidence for differences in the extent of pair formation within the

club and suggested that a permanent pair-bond was not established

until the male lays claim to a breeding territory and attracts a
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female.

2.1.4. Territory Establishment

Un-paird club birds majr have at least three different .mating

strategies open to them. During the early part of the breeding

season single club birds could attempt to mate with single birds

occupying breeding territories (e.g. one that may have lost a mate

over the winter). Thereis some anecdotal evidence to support this

possibility. Club birds were frequently seen to fly over and join

single birds in the breeding colony and it was only with the return

of the other member of the pair that the intruder was chased off.

Secondly, a male could lay claim to a territory and then

display to attract a mate. Spellerberg (1971) suggests that this

is the case with McCormick's skua.

Finally, mating could take place within the club, both birds

subsequently moving off to claim a breeding territory. This

possibility seems the most likely in the bonxie (Ferdeclc 1960)

Furness 1977).

One attempt at territory establishment was observed on Hoy in

1979. A club-pair moved into the breeding colony and settled between

two existing pairs. On landing both of the club-pair gave the

Oblique/Long Call/Wing Raise display (OLW) an activity which resulted

in one of the neighbouring breeding pairs flying over and immediately

a fight lasting several minutes involving all four birds ensued.

Following this fight the members of both pairs faced each other, all

giving OLW for several further minutes. This interaction terminated

when both of the breeding pair returned to their territory.

Although noticeably uneasy following this interaction, both of the

club-pair stayed. In 1980 a pair was seen in the same place and were



attempting to breed. This observation provides tentative

support for the suggestion that it is pairs formed within the

club that are responsible for territory establishment in the

bonxie. For the brown skua, Stonehouse (1956) suggests that both

members of a pair were necessary for establishing and maintaining

a territory in the face of opposition during the early part of

the season. Birds who, for whatever reason, were without a mate

could not compete and were ousted by intruding birds.

Within the superspecies sexual behaviour is a prominent

feature of club life. Despite agreement on the presence of such

behaviour no worker has extensively studied the role of displays

in the sexual behaviour of this species. Even during the early

part of the season when a high proportion of mature birds are

present, the number of club-pair birds is small, relative to the

number of club birds, suggesting the possibility that pair formation

within this species has a competitive basis. This possibility has

not gone unnoticed by previous authors.

2.1.5. Competition within the Club.

Perry (1943) described the club as a lek, drawing a comparison

between this group structure and the ostensibly similar competitive

structure found in a variety of species (e.g. Black grouse; Kruijt

and Hogan 1967). Perdeck (1960) argues that a dominance hierarchy

is found within the club although he does not provide any evidence

upon which to hase this conclusion. If such a system were in

operation it would be being continually tested as a result of the

constant influx of new birds throughout the season, although these

two factors combined could account for the observed agonistic

behaviour, however, without individually marked birds it would be
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impossible to detect the existence of such a system. Stonehouse

(1956) noted that, in the brown skua colony he studied, two club

individuals were dominant and all the others subordinate. He did

not consider the possibility of these apparently dominant birds

being a club-pair.

These observations provide at least anecdotal evidence

suggesting a competitive club structure. There are two possible

explanations for these observations.

In the McCormick's skua, Young (1972) removed breeding birds

from the colony and found that they were replaced by club birds

within 48 hours. Young argued that club birds formed a reserve

breeding stock. One tentative explanation for club agonistic

behaviour, then, would be that birds are competing for priority

of access to breeding sites. From the evidence presented by

Spellerberg (1971) on the pair-forming behaviour of this species,

a competitive structure would be expected for each sex; the

males competing for territory access, the females for male access.

In the bonxie removal of breeding birds from their territories

resulted in their almost immediate replacement, possibly by club

birds (Furness, personal communication). However, no information

is available about the possibility of these replacements being

existing but peripheral territory holders or, if they were club

birds, how successful they were in maintaining the acquired

territory. It is unlikely that the agonistic behaviour observed

in bonxie clubs is a result of competition for territory access.

The evidence presented by Perdeck (1960) and Furness (1977)

suggests that territory establishment is perpetrated by pairs

who were themselves established in the club. This information
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could be accommodated if there was a Shift in the competitive

emphasis onto pair formation within the club.

The most direct suggestion of a sexually competitive club

structure comes from the analogy drawn between the club and a

lek (Perry 1948). Unlike the normal lek situation where

competition is most likely for central position (Davies 1978),

the bonxies comprising that club sub-group in which such

competition is most likely to occur do not defend particular areas

or even settle, as a group, in the same place within the confines

of the club area. If a system analogous to a lek is in operation,

recognition of the quality of individuals must take place on the

basis of relatively subtle cues. In a lek situation display may

settle access by members of one sex to position within the lek;

position being used as a cue in the assessment of reproductive

potential by the other sex. A more direct role is likely to be

played by display in the bonxie if the club serves as an arena

for mate selection.

In a monogamous species like the bonxie ,inter-sexual

selection may take place on the basis of a relative assessment

facilitated through intra-sexual selection within each sex.

Although both sexes contribute to breeding success, they do

so in different ways. The female is primarily responsible for

territory defence to prevent intra-specific chick predation and so

competition, say, for position within a dominance hierarchy may

provide a reliable cue to reproductive potential within thls

sex. The males' contribution is largely through the provision of

food, so a similar form of competition would not necessarily provide

as reliable a cue. An alternative cue on which male ability could
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be assessed, may come from Courtship Feeding, an activity which

occurs frequently in the club hetween un-mated birds and, to a

greater extent, between club-pairs. This behaviour is also

frequent between breeding birds during the early part of the

breeding season.

As a result of the different contributions made by each sex

to breeding success, direct agonistic competition within the club

may be largely confined to females, and this seems to be the case

in McCormick's skua (Spellerherg 1971). Such a system would

permit differential access of females to potential mates and

provide the opportunity for mate assessment on a more direct basis

(possibly through courtship feeding). Birds were often seen to

move about randomly, displaying at several birds in succession.

On no occasion were any of these encounters seen to proceed

directly to courtship feeding, but occasionally these encounters

did lead to a behaviour with possible sexual association,

circular parading (Moynihan 1962). Interacting with several

different individuals may enhance relative assessment. In the

gannet, Nelson (1965) reports such a situation. Alternative

suggestions have been forwarded to account for this behaviour.

Both Perdeck (1960) and Spellerberg (1971) suggest that birds

move about in a threatening manner until meeting an opponent who

behaves in a submissive or sexual manner. Crook (1964) reports

a similar situation in some weaver species (Ploceinae) in which

both sexes share in territory defence. When individuals of each

sex meet they threaten each other until one responded in a

sexual manner.

While not in itself conclusive the available evidence
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strongly suggests the presence of both functionally sexual and

functionally agonistic behaviour. To further complicate matters

these categories are unlikely to be discrete with certain

behaviour patterns and actions for different categories

overlapping, e.g. unsuccessful sexual introductions may end in

overt attack (Perdeck)1960). This problem is particularly serious

in the present study with its reliance on overt behaviour as a

means of categorizing behaviour and hints that caution should be

exercised in reaching any conclusion from data obtained from the

temporal association of displays and overt actions.
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2.2. Location and Description, of Colonies.

Bonxies were studied at three colonies in the Northern Isles

of Scotland; Hoy, Noss and Fair Isle (Fig 1)

2.2.1.

Hoy, the second largest island in the Orkney archipelago, is the

home of the largest breeding reserve of bonxies in Orkney and lies

towards the southern edge of their breeding distribution. Bonxies

established themselves on Hoy in 1914 and they presently number in

excess of 400 pairs (Furness 1977). They are not distributed evenly

over the whole island. The present study was restricted to a

population on North Hoy situated about 800m south-east of the Old

Man of Hoy. The low nesting density and cryptic nature of the

birds makes if difficult to assess the number of breeding pairs in

this area but a conservative estimate would be 60-70 pair's. The

catchment area for the club studied here is unknown.

The club is situated in the centre of the breeding colony and
2

covers an area of about 300m . During the period of study the

numbers of birds attending varied from ten to forty individuals,

with a mean of twenty-two.

Of the three study sites, the Hoy club was the highest. It

is situated at an altitude of 250m (equivalent to 1000m in the

Cairngorms). As a result it suffered the most severe weather

conditions, a combination of high winds coming in off the North

Atlantic and the altitude made it the coldest colony.

2.2.2.

Noss lies about five miles east of Lerwick on the Shetland

mainland. It is seperated from the larger island of Bressay by

a narrow channel. The colony was established in 1910 and presently



supports a breeding population of about 200 pairs. The Island

supports two club sites. One of these is presumed to be fairly

recent, Anders son (1976) makes no mention of it and the vegetation

upon which it is situated does not show the characteristic signs

of more established club sites. Attendance at the new site was

rather sporadic compared with that at the more traditional site.

This traditional site, from which data was collected, covered an area

2
of about 400m and comprised a population of, on average, 40

individuals, about half the number recorded by Andersson. Of the

three clubs, the numbers attending on Noss demonstrated the greatest

stability. Furness (1977) notes that the high level of aggression

in these birds places density limitations on the club sites. In

this case further limits are imposed on the size of this site by the

proximity of the breeding population, so any overspill would be

forced to find an alternative site. At present it is not known

what leads to the choice of a new site or who is forced to take up

station there.

2.2.3.

Fair Isle was the third study colony, lying about half way between

the other two colonies. This is one of the most recently

established colonies (1921) and supports only 30 or so breeding

pairs. It differs from the other sites studied in a number of

respects. The club population here demonstrated no strong

attachment to any particular site and five different sites were used

to varying extents. Attendance was not evenly distributed between

these sites.

The most commonly attended site was on the island airstrip,

the choice of which resulted in considerable disturbance not only
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from air traffic but also from interaction with arctic skuas, the

club being in the centre of the breeding colony of this species. As

a result it remains a mystery why an alternative less disturbed site

was not utilized.

The second most frequently used site was at Lerness. Although

relatively little used in 1979, the Lerness site was attended almost

as often as the airstrip site during 1980. Air charter traffic was

considerably higher in 1980 and this may have contributed to the

altered attendance pattern. Clark (1894 - in Furness 1977) noted

that the Foula colony shifted in response to disturbance.

The other three sites, Dronger, Goorn and Busta were used

infrequently. The data presented here was gathered from the

Airsttip and Lerness sites.

More than at any of the other colonies studied, the number

of birds attending the Fair Isle club varied widely. On some days

only one or two birds were present at any one site. In contrast

the maximum number seen at any one time was sixty plus. The

average attendance was 15-22 birds, but the fluctuating attendance

raises questions concerning the source of these birds.

2.2.4. Colony Attendance

The study was carried out over a three year period and each

colony was visited at least twice, with the exception of Soss which

was only visited in 1978. Observation time at each site is given in

Table 1.

At each colony, observation was carried out at the same time

each day. The duration of each daily observation period varied

depending on weather conditions and the number of birds present.

On Hoy, observations were carried out between 14.00 hours and



18.00 hours.

On Hoss, observation periods were split in two, one being

carried out between 14.00 and 18.00 hours and the other between

20.00 and 22.00 hours.

On Faiir Isle, three observation periods were used. The

morning period was between 10.00 and 12.00 hours, the afternoon

period between 15.00 and 17.00 hours and the evening period between

19.00 and 21.00 hours.

All the data presented was gathered from club interactions.

At no site did it prove necessary to use a hide. Generally, the

birds took no notice of the observer so long as the approach was

slow and steady and, once in position, no sudden movements were

made.

On Hoy the club was observed from a distance of 70-100m with

the aid of 10x40 binoculars where necessary. On Noss birds were

observed from a distance of 20m and binoculars were unnecessary.

On Fair Isle the birds were 'jumpier' than at other sites.and

the distance from which they were observed varied but was generally

between 50-100m.

2.2.5. Inter-Colony Differences.

During the execution of this study a number of inter-colony

differences became apparant, which may exert an influence at a

behavioural level.

One of the most obvious of these, to the haman observer, was

the temperature difference between the colonies resulting from

differences in altitude, wind and the time of year at which the

different colonies were studied. Perry (1948) noti.ced an

increasing lethargy associated with increasing temperature and one
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possible effect of the temperature differences between colonies

may concern levels of activity.

The entire observation period on Iloy in 1979 was

characterised by very cold weather with high winds and frequent

blizzards. A harsh winter resulted in a late return of the bLr ds.

In contrast a mild winter the following year resulted in an earlier

return and a considerable number of birds were already present when

I arrived in late April. This raised the possibility th at the

observed activity was drawn from populations differing in the extent

to which behaviour had progressed and may have particular relevance

to the extent of pair-formation.

May 1930 saw one of the warmest spells that Hoy has seen in

many years. In two particularly warm and windless weeks there was

a noticeable difference in club attendance, with only club-pair

birds being regularly present. Visits of club birds were sporadic

and usually ended in interaction with a club-pair with the latter

invariably the victor. Although these interactions were excluded

from the analysis the possibility exists that such interaction

will alter the manner of responsiveness of this club individual

in future interactions.

Three things set the Fair Isle club apart from the other two

sites. On both Hoy and Noss the club is situated in the centre

of the breeding colony whereas on Fair Isle the club is situated

a good distances from the nearest breeding birds, reducing the

number of interactions between club and breeding birds.

Secondly, the club site is predominantly situated on the

Island airstrip and so is subject to considerable disturbance from

aircraft. Finally, this site is situated in the centre of the
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breeding arctic skua population. Interaction between the two

specie.s are relatively common with the bonxies usually coming

off worst.

At each colony a number of different factors may exert an

influence on the level of club activity. For example, the

increased disturbance nay increase the tendency for birds to

withdraw in an interaction, a sort of inverse 'confidence effect'

(Scott and Friedericson 1951), or it nay alter the distance over

which interactions occur.

These various factors may exert an influence tdiich will vary

between colonies so altering the levels of activity within

colonies and will subsequently raise problems in a study which

relies on quantitative comparison where such comparison is made

between colonies.
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Fig t s The location of the study colonies



3.1. Displays

The signalling systems existing in the animal world are many

and varied and utilize a number of sensory modalities. By far the

most extensively used modalities through which such systems operate

are visual and auditory (Smith 1977).

While any detectable act by one individual may be informative

to another (the mere presence of another individual may constrain

future actions (Hazlett 1975), some behaviour, due to its elaborate

and conspicuous nature, appears too specialised to be informative

and it is these elaborate patterns that have been labelled displays.

Displays can be considered as postural components, as

combinations of such components, as distinct morphological features

or as combinations of components utilizing different modalities

simultaneously. In view of the variety and range of available

possibilities it is hardly surprising that definition has been

phrased only in very general terms.

In a study concerned with understanding displays it is

essential to identify the appropriate units for study. How these

units are defined will have implications for the number of displays

within a repertoire and for the inter-relationships between

patterns, both of which are of interest if the contradiction

between the ethological and games theory views (Caryl 1979) is

to be resolved.

Moynihan (1955) was the first to formally define a display

as a behaviour pattern that had become ritualised. He qualified

this by saying that

"A behaviour pattern will be consid red ritualised
if there is evidence that it has a signal function
and that it has become specialised in adaptation to
that function".

(, 3



He does not describe what constitutes evidence of adaptation,

although the evidence he considered appropriate for defining a

display as fulfilling a threat function was that it be reliably

associated with attack and escape.

The key to Moynihan's definition is ritualisation. While

ethologists have outlined a number of changes that behaviour

patterns may undergo in the course of ritualisation (Blest 1964,

Hinde and Tinbergen 1965), little consideration has been given

at the level of the single display to the number or quality of

changes that produce a ritualised display, e.g. what adaptive

pressures prompt the use of one type of change rather than

another or whether different types of change result in displays

of differing quality?

The ultimate pressure on displays leading to their

ritualisation was the reduction in ambiguity necessary to ensure

the accurate rendition of a message (Cullen 1966). The framework

suggesting mutual benefit within which much of this work was

based fostered the view that individuals should convey truthful

information and ri tualisation was the adaptive means of ensuring

accurate transmission of a distinct level of motivation.

When sdLection is considered as acting at the individual

level the opposite would be the case and it has been suggested

that ritualisation would serve to obscure any motivational

information that might be present in the display.(Dawkins and

Krebs 1978). The pros and cons of ritualisation are an

evolutionary concern dealing with the adaptive maintainance of a

display. The central theme of the present study is the

nature of the present day display irrespective of how it arrived
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at its present form. Such a distinction is likely to be artificial

though making this distinction may illuminate the evolutionary

process responsible for display production if it demonstrates

the manner in which the present day display is effective.

Displays were considered by the early ethologists to be

rigid in form and the term Fixed Action Pattern was coined to

describe these functional units. The form of displays has

subsequently been found to exhibit a greater degree of plasticity

than was earlier thought and more refined recording techniques have

demonstrated a variance that led Barlow (1977) to label displays

as Modal Action Patterns.

Little attention has been given to the functional

relationship or independence of the postural, vocal and

morphological components that comprise displays, or how variation

of components within each of these classes contributes to the

functional quality of a display.

3.1.2. Morphological Characteristics.

In studying the contribution of displays to the social

behaviour of animals, one of the features that drew the

attention of ethologists was the observation that a number of

species possessed distinct morphological features, e.g.

distinctive plumage characteristics, whose existence was difficult

to explain in terms other than their having a signal function -

the "sign stimuli".

Hinde (1970) reviewed the evidence for the effectiveness

of sign-stimuli as communicative characters and emphasised the

dependence of a response on the physiological state of the

recipient. Of more direct interest from the point of view of the
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present study was the finding that individual variation existed

in the stimulus dimension upon which a response was based over and

above any preference arising from differences in physiological

state.

Most of the work on sign stimuli considered by Hinde

involved studying responses to models, a technique which he (Hinde)

1974) considers limiting as a result of the perceptual restriction

entailed by the use of models. While the use of a model may

accurately present to anoopponent the feature considered

important, any subtle interplay between this feature and

behaviour would be concealed and any conclusions drawn may be

misleading. An alternative approach is to alter the feature in a

live individual, an approach which has seen frequent use.

Morphological cues may be split into two types. There are

those which are continuously present, at least at certain times

of year, e.g. the red-breast of the robin. Secondly, there are

those that serve to enhance a particular structure.

3.1.3. Morphological Enhancement.

When the wing-patches of McCormick's skua were painted to

resemble the rest of the wing, Spellerberg (1971) found that the

two females so treated were displaced by intruding females - the

'removal' of these patches resulted in their inability to

successfully defend a territory. The effect appeared to be sex

specific, the one male similarly treated was not affected. This

sex specific effect might have been expected in view of the

greater role played by the female in territory defence in this

species.

The small sample site used by Spellerberg makes any conclusion
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tentative. However, a similar experiment was carried out on the

red-winged blackbird (Peek 1972). The seventeen territorial males

that had their red epaulets 'removed' experienced great difficulty

in maintaining their territory.

In both these species badges of territory ownership are

revealed by wing-raising and 'removal' of this feature results in

an inability to maintain their territory. These examples illustrate

one of the problems arising from a conflation of techniques

considered appropriate for causal analysis being used for

functional analysis. Wing-raising is the component under control

of the displaying individual and may be an overt indication of the

influence of certain causal factors on the signalling individual.

Application of the conflict theory to functional analysis assumed

that information would be conveyed by the recipient 'reading'

the appropriate components (Moynihan 1955). Painting out the

wing-flashes does not alter the causal control of the display or

the actions indicative of the influence of certain causal factors.

However, the results cited above suggest that signal function is

mediated by the wing-flash rather than the component under

causal control (wing-raising) that is used by the recipient in

guiding the response. In these cases the response to the display

would appear to be ritualised and, further, the means whereby this

display exercises its effect may have become emancipated from the

causal control of the display, at least in the eyes of the

recipient.

A number of species possess morphological characters which

enhance postural displays e.g. the facial markings of the blue tit

enhance displays in which the head is presented to an opponent
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(ELnde 1970). It might be appropriate to consider how presentation

of this enhancement changes with different displays. If this does

not change then perhaps distinction between displays may be

artificial in terms of the functional qualifies responsible for

exercising effect on a recipient.

The second type of morphological enhancement concerns cues

which are continuously present.

3.1.4. Features Continuously Present.

In an investigation of inter-individual distance in the

chaffinch, Marler (1956) found a sex difference in distance

relationships with males tolerating females at distances far less

than they would tolerate other males. A candidate for the feature

responsible for this sex difference was the orange breast possessed

by the male.

Altering the breast colour of females to resemble that of

the males resulted in an alteration of the normal male/female

distance in line with that normally shown between males, indicating

that distance behaviour in this species is mediated by this sex-

specific cue. Marler noted that distance tolerance was also

influenced by the display of the individuals concerned. A bird

adopting a submissive display being permitted to approach closer

than on adopting an aggressive display.

Since altering the female breast colour did not result in

a concomitant sex change, the manner in which distance tolerance

is thus altered must have arisen from behavioural cues emanating

from the male and this behaviour resulted in an alteration of

the females perception of herself in relation to the male and,

indeed, it also altered the females awareness of herself in
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relation to other females. These two factors combined suggest

that the response shown is the result of a cue-behaviour interplay.

Further evidence for an interdependence between behaviour

and morphological cues in communicative behaviour comes from

work on status signalling in Harris sparrows. In this species the

amount of black plumage on the breast is correlated with rank.

Rohwer (1977) took subordinate birds and blackened them to resemble

more dominant individuals and found, contrary to what might have

been expected, that rather than being more successful in

encounters these dyed birds suffered greater persecution.

The work was carried out in a small flock and it is possible

that individual recognition occurred, the increased persecution

having arisen through dominant's recognition of the dyed birds as

deceitful (Ketterson 1979). However, dyed birds were successful

when the dyed treatment was accompanied by testosterone injection,

a treatment which increased the propensity of individual so

treated for overt aggressive behaviour (Rohwer and Rohwer 1978).

The status cue was only successful when both cue and behaviour

were in accord. As an alternative to persecution having arisen as

a result of individual recognition it may have arisen from a cue/

behaviour anoiaoly. In the initial treatment where birds were only

dyed they behaved as though they were subordinate. The

interdependence between cue and behaviour would serve to prevent

the establishment of bluff.

The contribution of a morphological feature need not be the

same in each instance where such a feature is present. In the

Harris sparrow and chaffinch the morphological features serve as

status cues; of rank in the former and sex in the latter. The
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interdependence of status cue and behaviour, with the dominant

role being played by behaviour, suggests that the morphological

feature acts in a contextual manner, it does not have a signal

function per se but rather qualifies the behaviour of a signaller

and may serve to qualify to the recipient the relevance of the

information conveyed behaviourally (Smith 1969b).

The examples drawn from McCormick's skua and the red-winged

blackbird need an alternative explanation. The morphological feature

serves to enhance an action, but from the evidence available it

would appear that these morphological features, rather than the

actions they enhance, have display status i.e. they appear to be

adaptations to fulfil a signal function.

Spellerberg's (1971) findings are of interest here. The

evidence he presents suggests that it is the white wing patches

that serve a signal function. In the bonxie wing-raising is a

component of a number of displays (OLU, BLW, NVJ) . If the signal

function of these displays is mediated by the wing-patch the

question of the validity of a functional distinction between these

displays is raised?

The nature of a morphological feature i.e. whether it be

continuously present or revealed by an action, mny have different

implications for communicative behaviour and the manner in which

such features act needs to be defined before the signal function

of a display can be understood.

3.1.5. The Contribution of Components.

The above studies illustrate how particular features may be

chosen preferentially in guiding response. They have all been

concerned with distinctive morphological features whose existence
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would have been difficult to explain if they did not function as

signals. However, there also exists a large number of displays

lacking in any morphological enhancement.

The general display definition offered by Hoynihan (1955)

with its concentration on attack and escape as the end points with

which to relate displays led to display description in terms of the

information they were assumed to convey or of the causal balance

peculiar to that display, e.g. aggressive or intimidated upright

(Perdeck 1960). Tinbergen (1959) stated the necessity of describing

displays in terms of form characters alone. This treatment broug. t

to light a number of problems that had hitherto received little

attention. Components may occur on their own or in combination

with different components in a variety of displays. Where displays

were considered to mirror a particular motivational state, how

did components contribute to the various displays in which they

were present? Further, this anatomical approach may lead to

components being ascribed a signal function where they may

contribute contextually or may simply be effects.

For postural displays there is a limit to the degree of

independent movement possible between different parts of the body

and many parts have to serve more than one function. A wing can

only serve as a display component in as much as its secondary

signal function in no way impedes its primary function of enabling

flight. Given this interdependence between different parts of the

body on what basis should a decision regarding the components

actually constituting a display be made, particularly if an

effect/function confusion (Otte 1974) is to be avoided.

Identifying a number of components is relatively easy, but
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the question remains whether all components are of equal importance

to an opponent or if particular components are attended to

preferentially by an opponent. Preferential attention may be

particularly important for agonistic displays where the high arousal

likely to exist in a contest and the possible necessity for reaching

a prompt decision may lead to a simple categorization of the

signallers future actions by the recipient, perhaps through responding

to a limited set of cues (Caryl 1979).

The type of problem that could arise can be illustrated with

reference to work on Sabines gull (Brown et. al. 1967). In an

investigation of the signal function of the displays of this species

they found that the use of a number of different displays was

correlated with differences in the relative spatial position of an

opponent. The two postural components were an oblique and an

upright. Both involved the use of the long-call, but the posture

accompanying it was that which most efficiently directed the call

at an opponent; the oblique against an ariel opponent, the upright

against a ground opponent. This raised the possibility that the

long-call is the essential component and so, from a functional

point of view, perhaps a distinction between the two would be

artificial.

Would a bird in the air be able to distinguish the postural

variant accompanying the call? If not, then one source of

pressure maintaining oblique as a signal component would be

missing and its use is likely to be maintained by the efficiency

that this component permits for directing the call at an opponent.

At least initially the oblique could be said to be an effect

rather than a component having signal function.
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While it may be the case that the long-call is the relevant

component from the point of view of the causal factors impinging on

the signaller, from a functional point of view (i.e. that of a

recipient who has to reach a decision) this need not be so and the

response of the latter may be based on a number of cues.

The vocal component could attract the attention of a number of

potential opponents to a given situation. The posture associated

with the call could provide further cues, e.g. whether a given

receiver is likely to be the intended recipient; is the recipient in

a spatially relevant position? Further cues e.g. the relative

orientation of the signaler could provide more exact information

about whether a given individual is the intended recipient.

In this situation we have a signal component (the long-call)

plus a number of additional components-posture, orientation -which

may be contextual to the signal and which serve to qualify to a

recipient information from the signal, rather than dealing with a

composite signal. Stokes (1962a) suggested that information

conveyed by certain components of blue tit displays were contextually

constrained by accompanying components.

One way of assessing the contribution of components would be

by determining the response probabilities associated with different

components. Comparison of these probabilities may illustrate the

inter-relationship between components and the manner in which a

component contributes to the displays in which it is present.

Treatment of components in this way has been adopted in a number of

studies involving the categorisation of displays by their temporal

association with overt behaviour, usually attack and escape.

In the temporal association analysis carried out on bonxie
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displays, Andersson (1976) analysed both components and commonly

occurring combinations in this way. Comparison of response

probabilities for components and combinations led Andersson to

conclude, following Stokes (1962a), that combinations gave better

results i.e. the response probabilities, particularly for attack,

were higher for combinations. Neither author raised the question of

how components, when combined, may produce this greater responsiveness.

Dilger (1960) and Blurton-Jones (1963) suggested that as the level

of threat increased different components were added to the display,

each component appearing at its particular threshold level of

arousal. The nature of component inter-relationships has been

receiving increasing theoretical consideration in recent years

(Wiley 1975,1976). Until the manner in which an individual

component contributes can be specified theoretical or empirical

treatment of their combined effects is premature, particularly where

the possibility exists that components may act contextually or

simply be effects. Does the method proposed and used by Andersson

provide an insight into this problem?

The treatment he uses needs careful handling. Components

rarely occur in isolation and to permit their treatment individually

they have to be abstracted from their occurrence within a

combination. Thus the quantitative relationship generally found

between components and combinations (Stokes 1962a,4ndersson 1976)

is hardly surprising since broadly the same behaviour being dealt

with in each case. A more serious problem arises from the possibility

that the probability associated with one component may reflect the

effectiveness of a different component within the same combination.

For a variety of reasons, then, assessing the contribution of



components in this way is unlikely to reliably illuminate the role

of components and an alternative means of determining the manner in

which components contribute to a display is needed.

Some work on preferential response to components has been

carried out by Stout and his co-workers (Stout and Brass 1969,

Galusha and Stout 1977). Using models these atitthors demonstrated

that it was the height of the head above the ground that was the

relevant feature, from the recipients point of view, in guiding

behaviour rather than it being an interplay between relative body,

neck and head angles or head/bill angle as had previously been

suggested from observation of behaviour leading to a labelling of

displays in terms of the total number of components discernible to

the observer (Tinbergen 1959, Moynihan 1962, Andersson 1976).

Whether the remaining components have any communicative significance

remains to be seen. This work illustrates the problem that nay

arise from observer labelling of components, a process which may

lead to an incorrect description of postural and behavioural

inter-relationships at a functional level.

Model experiments do not provide the complex of stimuli

associated with a live opponent and caution should be exercised

in the interpretation of data so provided. What is needed is a

method of determining the contribution of components in live

individuals. Model experiments could then be used to elucidate

in a more precise manner the nature of the contribution of a

component whose functional significance has been suggested from

live interactions.

From a functional point of view a display will be maintained

as a result of its ability to alter the behavioural probabilities
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of a recipient in a manner favourable to the signaller (Dawkins

and Krebs 1978) and by virtue of a recipients continued response

to the display. It might be expected that the recipient will
sd«cv;c*\ pressure

constitute a strongvon the components of a display responsible for

eleciting the effect associated with that display.

An alternative approach for determining component significance

involves switching attention from the responses of the signalling

individual associated with a given display to the response shown

by a recipient and would involve assessing the response to

combinations. These combinations could be refined by prior

consideration being given to the component stimulus odimensions

capable of being perceived by a recipient. The contribution of

a given component could be determined by comparing responses to

combinations differing in only one component.

A similar logic was expressed by Hansen (1979) as a source

of adaptive pressure moulding vocal displays, particularly for

long-distance communication. Basically, the song components

picked up and mimicked by a recipient would be those that could

successfully reach a recipient; a process that would mould the

song characteristics to the environment in which they would be

used. An analogous process might be responsible for the

functional significance of the bonxies white wing patches. This

display is used most often in encounters involving territorial

individuals and, owing to the cryptic nature of the birds, permits

this display to be seen over greater distances than would otherwise

have been possible. It is likely that the wing-patch is the only

discernible feature over the long-distances arising in a species

having a low nesting density, creating a situation constraining



responsiveness and leading to this feature adopting the signal

function for the display.

3.1.6. Multiple Modality Displays.

So far little attention has been given to displays comprising

components which utilize different sensory modalities - concomitant

use of both visual and auditory channels is not uncommon. Inhere

different channels are used simultaneously there may either be a high

degree of redundancy within the system with similar information being

transmitted by each channel or, alternatively, each channel may

transmit different classes of information.

One important influence is likely to be environmental 'noise',

the level of which will be influenced by the nature of the

environment and the distance over which information has to be

conveyed. Marler (1963) proposed that environmental noise will

constitute a strong adaptive pressure prompting display stereotypy

and also for displays to adopt a form utilizing different modalities

conveying the same type of information to ensure display effectiveness

i.e. multiple modality use entails a high redundancy system.

The song-spread display of the red-winged blackbird contains

both voaal and visual components and, although given simultaneously,

Pick (1972) found that each component differed in the manner in which

it exerted its effect in territory defence. When a territorial

individual had its vocal chords anaesthetised the individual was

engaged in a significantly greater number of territorial conflicts,

a finding which led Peck to suggest that the vocal component served

as a long-distance territorial advertisement warning potential

intruders off. The individual was still able to maintain his

territory, indicating that the visual component, the red-^e.paulets,



served as a second line of defence for closer encounters. When the

red epaulets were painted out the individual lost a significant

number of close territorial encounters. Here the different

components can be said to convey similar information (at least in

terms of the signaller being a territorial individual) but each

component is specialised for transmission to components in different

spatial positions relative to the territory holder.

This distinction may have relevance for the bonxie. A analogy

has already been drawn between the red-winged blackbird and the

bonxie on the basis of the functional similarity in th ir use of

the morphological enhancement occurring when the wings are raised.

The OLW display comprises both vocal and visual components and is

used frequently in long-distance and close quarter interactions.

If the parallel between these species is extended it implies that

the long-call may be the essential component in the long-distance

territorial encounters generally between ground and birds

(cf Brown et al. 1967) and the visual component may be the effective

component in close quarter club interactions (cf Spellerberg 1971).

Both modalities have benefits and drawbacks in their use. For

a visual display to be effective it has to be seen by an opponent

and may have to be delivered at a specific orientation. An auditory

signal is less dependent upon delivery orientation and the signaller

need not be seen for a display utilising this modality to be

effective.

Topography and other extraneous noise sources pose ecological

obstacles that displays will have to surmount to communicate with a

recipient and the nature of the obstacle may constrain the modality

used and even the nature of the signal within a given modality.



The characteristics of an auditory signal are generally adapted

to the nature of the environment within which interactions take

place (Wiley and Richards 1978).

Postural components may he better suited to surmount wind noise

against which a vocal display would be less effective, particularly

where communication is in the horizontal directim (Suthers 1977).

Postural components may be effective over a greater range and will

convey positional information, whether intended or not. Vocal

components may be more effective in awkward typography where vision

is impeded or where conveying positional information would be

disadvantageous e.g. their use as alarm calls.

More so than with a display utilising a single modality it is

important to determine the contribution of components where these

utilise different modalities within the same display and where it

is possible that one or other component may contribute contextually,

redundantly or by conveying different classes of information.

In resolving this problem it may prove useful to consider

the suitability of different modalities for conveying different

classes of information.

3.1.7. Modalities and their use.

There is a growing body of evidence for individual regognition

by voice in seabirds (e.g. Beer 1970, White and White 1970).

At a more direct level problems of a perceptual nature may

arise. For postural displays in particular the visual stimulus

presented to an opponent will alter with changes in the relative

orientation of the signaller. It may he appropriate to consider the

visual stimulus presented to the opponent in determining signal

function. While the presence of a given component may be indicative
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of the signallers motivational state, unless that component is

visible to an opponent it will have no functional significance.

Concentration on causal analysis has led to a preoccupation

with the displays and actions of the signalling individual. From a

functional point of view determining the information content and

the manner in which a display makes information available should be

secondary to determining the consistency of the response shown to

the display. Displays are adaptive only by inducing an appropriate

response in a recipient and for a functional approach it is

appropriate to use the recipient, probably the most important

selective pressure on displays as functional signals, to define

the display. In this way it is hoped to arrive at a more

accurate account of the number of threat displays, threat being

defined as the ability of a display to change the escape probability

of a recipient, and to provide a guide to the components that are

effective. Once the effective components have been identified a

starting point will have been provided for studying the potential

information content, their evolutionary history and the

mechanism responsible for their adaptive maintainance.

The gross units from which a tighter display will be defined

still need to be outlined. The displays forming the basis of this

study of bonxie displays were those outlined by Andersson (1976).

It is this study that has provided the most convincing evidence for

serial display relationships conveying variation in attack intensity

and, as such, is an appropriate place to investigate the contradiction

between the view expressed in this study and the more recent

games theory view (Caryl 1979).

Two components not observed by Andersson were noted in the
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present study. The first of these, Gape, is a common component of

the brown skua repertoire (Burton 1968). This component was only

noticed during the latter half of the 1980 season and insufficient

data was gathered to permit analysis. It usually accompanied the

relaxed posture or NB and was invariably performed with the open-bill

directed towards the opponent. The differences is likely to convey

only gross levels of motivation; more subtle motivational information

being conveyed, perhaps, by differences in repetition rate or speed

of performance (Morris 1957). Little theoretical attention has

been devoted to determining why one system rather than another is

likely to be used or why a number of displays should be used where

one display varying along a single or multiple parameters might be

equally effective. The use of a number of displays has been

proposed to eliminate ambiguity but in close-range encounters a

number of different theoretical perspectives exist (cf. Cullen

1966 and Marler 1968).

Each modality has a broadly similar signal potential. Where

these are combined in a single display it will be difficult to

judge, a priori, the functional contribution of each to the

display.

Summary.

Previously the number of displays in the repertoire of the

species under study has been left to the discretion of the

observer, and is usually compiled on the basis of the number of

discernible components. This approach stemmed largely from a

preoccupation with the causal basis of displays and with the idea

that the components contributing to the display provided an

indication of the presence and level of motivational tendencies
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contributing to the display (Moynihan 1955, Dilger 1960).

From a functional point of view individual component

assessment is necessary for a number of reasons.

A direct conflation of causal and functional approaches is

conceptually dangerous (Purton 1978). The conflict theory has most

often been applied in studies of a basically causal nature and its

extension to aid functional analysis presumed that the components

comprising a display, each of which is related to a level of a

contributing tendency, would be read as such by an opponent. While

components may indeed mirror the contribution of a tendency, it need

not necessarily follow that they would have functional significance

to an opponent. An example here would be the ineffectiveness of the

wing-raising component, per se, in the red-winged blackbird (Peck

1972). In a function study assumptions of a causation - form -

function relationship may be misleading.

A further problem may arise from labelling all components as

fulfilling a signal function. Some of these components may be

effects rather than contributing any functional quality. Further,

some of these components need not be redundant but may contribute

in a contextual manner.

For visual displays this facility has been little studied,

though Rothblum and Jensen (1978) demonstrated this potential

through individual stereotypy of bob pattern in an iguanid lizard.

Both visual and auditory components could convey information

about sex and breeding condition through the occurrence of song or

the appearance of breeding plumage. Although Yasukawa (1979)

presented evidence of age related behavioural differences, on the

whole sex, age, identity and breeding condition are likely to be

U



contextual sources of information irrespective of the modality

used (Smith 1977, Green and Marler 1979).

Of more direct relevance to the present study is the ability

of cues using these modalities to contribute in a directly agonistic

manner. In a number of species badges of fighting potential are

in evidence e.g. horn size in mountain sheep (Geist 1971). It was

the presence of features of this kind that prompted theoretical

consideration of 'bluff' (Maymard Smith and Parker 1976), a

possibility that is held in check by the maintainance of an

appropriate level of overt aggressive behaviour (Rohwer and

Rohwer 1978). As a guide to fighting ability vocal cues may have

an advantage over visual cues by providing a more accurate picture

of relative size (Clutton-Brock and Albon 1979). The active

nature of vocalisation incurs an energetic cost that is less

open to cheating. Nevertheless, a level of overt aggression is

required to maintain the effectiveness of this behaviour as an

assessment cue (Clutton-Brock et al. 1979).

Zahavi (1975) proposed a cost incurring basis for the

prevention of bluff where postural components are used based on

the extent of the handicap imposed on the individual. The

theoretical basis for this idea has been subject to considerable

criticism (Halliday 1978) and has been considered to be less

effective in fulfilling this function than a system where fighting

ability is signalled in a more active manner e.g. the roaring of

red deer (Dawkins and Krebs 1978).

The traditional explanation for the variety of observed

displays was that each display was associated with a particular

motivational level (Cullen 1966). Vocal cues have also been
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attributed with the potential of providing motivation structure

(Morton 1977) and so may convey subtle motivational differences

between individuals at close range.

Clearly a variety of suggestions exist to account for the

signal role played by postural and vocal components and their

combined contribution to display quality. Multiple modality

displays pose an interesting problem and emphasise the difficulty

in defining displays.

For a study of display the basic units of study need to be

identified. For the present analysis, its attempt to reconcile

the evidence of Andersson (1976) with alternative theories led to

the use of the basic displays used by Andersson, but with one

reservation.

Andersson labelled the relaxed posture (NN-fig. 3) as a

display. Any action following adoption of this posture is

perhaps likely to be indicative of a bird unwilling to engage

in interaction rather than it having become 'adapted to subserve

a social signal function'.

Formal description of displays is the first step in their

study and provides a first level insight into their facility

to convey serial differences.

The second novel pattern observed in the present study
but not by Andersson (1976) was Neck Short/Wings Raised (NSW).
This posture occurred sufficiently frequently to permit its
inclusion in the analysis. This pattern will be discussed more

fully in the next section.



3.2.1. The Displays of the Bonxie.

Previous analyses of skua behaviour have been either

descriptive (Perry 1948, Stonehouse 1956) or concerned Primarily

with display causation (Perdeck 1960, Moynihan 1962, Burton 1968,

Spellerberg 1971, Andersson 1976). All have based their causal

analysis on the conflict theory using temporal association to

provide quantitative data. Most have freely adapted the data

generated by temporal association to suggest a measure of the

information content, though only two (Burton 1968, Andersson 1976)

attempted a functional analysis through determining the effects

of different displays on a recipient. In all but the study by

Stonehouse (1956) analysis has centred on club behaviour.

The most noticeable difference between these studies lies

in the number of displays identified as fulfilling a threat

function - from two (Stonehouse 1956) to fifteen (Andersson 1976) .

Although both authors were interested in threat they studied

displays in the breeding colonies and clubs respectively.

In breeding colony interactions, usually over territory

boundaries or food, Stonehouse found only two displays to which

a threat label could be affixed: the 'Challenge Walk* (corresponding

to NB in the present study) and the 'Challenge Display'

(corresponding to the long-call complex). In these interactions

the source of the dispute, food or territory, was obvious to the

observer. In the clubs the nature of the disputes, or at least

the frequent interactions, is not at all obvious and Andersson's

(1976) description of threat repertoire rests totally on the

temporal association between displays and selected overt actions.

The difference in the number of displays identified as th eat
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becomes all the more interesting when it is related to possible

presence of club sexual behaviour and the differing spatial

organisation between club and breeding colony.

Bonxies spend only a relatively small proportion of their

lives in the clubs. It is conceivable that most of the selective

pressure moulding a threat display repertoire will stem from such

activities as chick and territory defence and will arise during

their breeding lifetime. Considering the prevailing low nesting

densities and correspondingly large territories, what is the

likelihood that a complex threat system would evolve? An intruder

landing in a territory is likely to do so at some distances from

the owner. The latter would thus have to fly over to the intruder

and a flying skua is likely to constitute a great threat stimulus

than one landing and displaying. Indeed, the normal pattern of

dealing with an intruder was for a breeding bird to simply chase

the former from its territory. The majority of displaying

occurred after such supplanting and invariably involved OLW.

Cullen (1966) relates nesting density, aggression and the

size.of the display repertoire. As the nesting density increases

there will be an increase in aggression as a bird is more likely

to come into conflict with its neighbours.and the resulting

pressure to reduce overt aggressive behaviour will lead to the

development of a number of distinct displays. Burton (1968)

suggests that the absence or re uction of ritualization in the

Stercoraridae of certain patterns present in the Laridae can be

correlated with the increased territory size in the former. A

similar conclusion was reached by Moynihan (1962) and Spellerberg

(1971). The factors prompting a display repertoire and the nature



of display inter-relationships will be considered more fully in

the following section.

Of all the studies on skua behaviour only Andersson (1976)

outlined an objective criterion for defining displays. He described

a number of components on the basis of their typical form and

thereafter studied comaonly occurring combinations of these

components with only those combinations which occurred more than

fifteen times during the course of the study being used for analysis.

The evidence presented by Andersson constitutes the strongest

support for the view that displays form a threat series. It is

this possibility that is going to be under test and so, to

facilitate comparison, the displays he indentified and the

nomenclature he used for their description was adhered to in the

present study. The display repertoire of the bonxie falls into

three groups.

3.2.2. The Long-Call Complex. (Fig. 2)

TheLong-Call complex comprises two displays: the Oblique/

Long Call/Wing Raise display (OLW) and the Bend/Long Call/Wing

Raise display (BLW).

Of the two OLW is the most commonly occurring bonxie display.

It is a contageous display, particularly during the early part of

the breeding season, in both the breeding colony and the club.

LLW is used by breeding birds in a number of situations: as

a 'greeting' between the members of a pair; by a breeder landing in

its territory; it is given before and, more usually, after expelling

intruders from the territory and it is given in response to

intruders flying over the territory. An amal version of the

long-call complex is given by breeding birds in the air over their



territory in response to an encountered intruder.

The long-call complex is, generally, the most frequently

occurring club display; being used predominantly in the course of

an interaction but also after repelling an opponent.

The most distinctive feature of this display are the white

wing patches that are revealed only when the wings are raised. Due

to the cryptic nature of these birds the display is thus made

visible over a considerably greater range than would otherwise have

been possible. That these wing patches perform a signal function

was demonstrated by Spellerberg (1971).

During the pre laying period he took one bird from each of

three pairs (one male and two females) and painted their wing

patches to resemble the rest of the wing. Within four days both

the females were displaced by intruding females, the latter then

pairing with the males in each territory. The displaced females

remained single for the duration of that breeding season. In

contrast, the males experienced no such disturbance.

It seem3 logical to assume that the wing-raising comp nent

with its flashes evolved to surmount the problem of territorial

communication over the large distances resulting from the low

nesting density. However, other gulls possessing large

territories (e.g. Sabines gull) do not have a wing-raising companent

in their homologous display. These other gulls are predominantly

white and so would be visible against their nesting background

whereas the bonxie is not. The addition of wing-raising, and the

white wing patches with which the movement is enhanced, may have

evolved to increase the ease with which an intruder could locate

a territorial signaller. Recognition by an intruder of



territorial occupance has been shown to be adaptive on energetic

grounds (Davies 1981).

The wing-raising component itself may have evolved from an

intention movement to fly up, possibly prior to supplanting and

intruder. Wing-raising is still a prominent feature of the pre-

flight display.

The necessity for cryptic plumage may have arisen in response

to the kleptoparasitic habits of these birds (Furness 1979), an

idea previously suggested for the smaller arctic skua (Grant 1971).

Tinbergen (1959) treated the Larid long-call complex in an

analogous manner to passerine song, its effect being dependent upon

the status of the recipient, this arguement being reiterated for

the bonxie by Perdeck (1960). Spellerberg (1971) was more specific

on this point. The common occurrence of OLW after territory

boundary disputes suggested to him that OLW was a display of territory

ownership or temporary ownership of an area containing food or a

potential mate, serving to attract a mate by virtue of its indicating

territory ownership.

Both OLW and BLW occur in similar situations, the most obvious

difference between them resting with their frequency of occurrence,

the former being eight to fifteen times more common.

Temporal association revealed no significant difference

between these displays (Andersson 1976). However, Andersson did

find a difference when the uee of these displays was considered with

respect to the spatial position of the opponent. Whereas BLW was

used equally often against both ground and aenoA intruders, OLW

was used far more frequently against aerial intruders, a finding

which prompted the possibility of these displays carrying a similar
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message but each being adapted for use agains t opponents in

different spatial positions. The evidence upon which Andersson

based this conclusion was gathered primarily from interactions

involving breeding birds responding to «.«<«.( opponents. Andersson

did not make any attempt to relate these findings to the common

occurrence of these displays in club interaction where the

proximity between opponents is greater and where both interactants

are on the ground.

Perdeck (1960) used a similar argument to base an explanation

for their use in the latter situation on motivational grounds.

The relatively greater U3e of 3LW against ground opponents led

Perdeck to suggest that the use of this display is representative

of a more intense threat on the assumption that a bird on the

ground would constitute a stronger threat stimulus than a bird in

the air. This difference, he suggests, provides the adaptive

medium for the development of displays that subsequently differ in

threat intensity and their use in the club reflects this

motivational difference.

In his analysis of the broxm skua, Stonehouse (1966)

suggested that BLW was used more against subordinate birds. His

arguement for the common use of both OLW and BLW was still framed

in motivational terms but his argument ran counter to that of

Perdeck and he suggested that BLW was the less intense variant.

The subjective nature of the incidental information upon which

each of these conclusions was based leaves the question of the

difference in the use of these two variants open.

Andersson's (1976) conclusion was based on combined club/

breeder data. For breeding skuas interaction is most frequently
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between ground and aerial birds whereas, in the club OLW is used

five to six tines more frequently against ground birds than it is

against aarval birds, and so an explanation in terns of a

differential response between birds in different relative spatial

positions nay be too simple.

The available evidence does suggest that OLW has evolved as

a distance display and this may provide a clue to the essential

feature of this display when used in club interactions. When used

at the relatively much shorter inter-individual distances

characteristic of club interactions wing-raising, with its

enhancement for effect over distance, may be redundant.

3.2.3. The Uprights. (Fig 3).

The second and most extensive group into which bonxie can be

split is the Upright group.

In a relaxed, resting skua the neck is withdrawn (Fig. 3a).

Maximal extension of the neck in the vertical direction qualifies

a posture for inclusion in the Upright group.

The number of divisions that have been made within this

group varies between authors. Perdeck (1960) and Moynihan (1962)

split the group in two, labelling the displays as an aggressive

and an intimated upright. Andersson (1976) split the group into

three, identifying the three displays as forming a core from which

a number of displays could be defined. The core group he

identified were as follows: Neck Forward/Bill Straight (NF3);

Neck Straight/Bill Straight (NB) (these two displays together

comprising what had previously been labelled the Aggressive Upright)

and finally Neck Back/Bill Up (IfbBp) (corresponding to the

Intimidated Upright). (Fig 3 b,c,d). Of these three NB is the



most commonly occurring, accounting for 65-90% of all upright

occurrence.

Further divisions can be made within this group as a result

of the availability and appearance of a few more labile components

acting as postural suffixes. Although NfB tends to occur on its

own, both NB and NbBp may be accompanied by additional components.

NB may be accompanied by either the long-call or tail raising and,

on occasions, botjh. NbBp is occasionally accompanied by the long

aall. As a result of these additions each of the ensuing

combinations is labelled as a separate display. It is the presence

of components such as these, i.e. those occurring in combination

with a variety of different components, which constitutes a major

problem for the identification of displays, their number and the

nature of the contribution of the components themselves.

Perdeck (1960) and Spellerberg (1971) noted that, in

addition to its clear threat function, there was an association

between sexual behaviour and the aggressive upright. They

suggested that the aggressive upright was used to determine whether

another bird was a potential opponent or sex partner. In this

respect, the uprights were examined for their association with

circling, a component of early pairing and pre-copulatory behaviour

(Hoynihan 1962). When this was done it was found that circling was

not associated to each upri,ght display to the same extent. On

average over four tests (Table Z ) 33% of the occurrence of NbBp

was in association with circling. Of the other two displays

comprising the Upright core there was only, on average, a 8%

association for NB and even less for NfB. However, the level of

association for NB increased markedly when it was accompanied by
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tail-raising; the association is increased from an average of 4%

to an average of 20%.

In terms of their evolution to subserve a threat function

the uprights appear to have undergone little in the way of

ritualisation (3utton 1968), their form having remained very

similar to that of the intention movements from which they are

assumed to have evolved.

In attack a bonxie pecks at an opponent and both NfB and NB

bear a considerable similarity to the intention to attack.

Perdeck (1960) suggested that NbBp was an intention movement of

withdrawal. In a number of interactions he noticed that the

reaction to an opponents approach involved drawing the neck

backwards, the extent of the backward movement increasing in

jjroportion to the increasing proximity of the opponent. If this

is the case then NbBp could be said to have undergone little

ritualisation.

The association between NbBp and circling has already

been mentioned. Binde (1970) suggests that such circling is the

result of an approach-avoidance conflict. As conflict of this

nature is likely to exist in the early stages of pair-formation

in a species where little sexual aimorph ism exists and where

both sexes are likely to be highly aggressive, circling may have

evolved from such a situation of conflict into a pair-formation

display. Th s may explain the common occurrence of NbBp with

circling and if this explanation is correct this might be one

display where causal emancipation underlies its use in the

behavioural repertoire.

3.2.4. Neck Short (NS) and Neck Short/Wing Raise (N'Swj. (Fig 4)
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The third group into which bonxie displays can be split

comprises a basic Neck Short component where the neck is

extended maximally in the horizontal direction. This component

occurs either on its own or in combination with Wing-Praising.

Perdeck -(I960) suggested that this component served as a

pre take-off intention. A similar pattern emerged in the present

study, though by far the most common pre take-off posture was

NSi*/ (. Fig.4 ) As a result of this association Andersson (1976)
labelled this posture as an escape signal which presumably

evelved from the intention movement of taking off.

Both Neck Short and the wing-raising component may be

comfort movements. Frequently, a bird that had been sitting

for a considerable length of time would stretch its body and

neck into the neck short pesture and/or stretch its wings either

upwards (wings raised) or to the side (~S*ig. 4 ). Only an upward

movement of the wings ever preceeded take-off or escape.

3.2.5. (Bend (Fig 4 ).

In addition to its occurrence as a component in BLW,a bird

may Bend its neck forward until the bill touched its chest.

Two components were found to be relatively libile in that

they were not consistently associated in a fixed manner with

other components.

3.2.6. Tail-Raising

On a number of occasions the tail was raised making an angle

of about 45° to the body. This component occurred most frequently

with either NB or Bend. It appears causally related to a sexual

tendency (Andersson 1976), though he found analysis difficult as

a result of the varied association of this component.



3.2.7. The Long Call.

Not to be confused with the long-call complex, the long call

was a component frequently associated with a number of postural

components. Though possessing a number of vocalisations only one

occurred sufficiently often to permit analysis, the long call (sound

spectrograph, Andersson 1973).

Perdeck (1960) and Spellerberg (1971) both suggest that

differences in the rate of long-calling are correlated with different

situations. An attempt was made to quantify this by recording the

long-call frequency of a breeding bird to different situations which

were presumed to differ in stimulus strength; the presence of an

intruder over the territory. It wa3 only possible to gather data

from one bird. It was assumed that a bird passing low and

immediately over a breeding bird on its territory would consistute

the strongest threat, then in decreasing order of stimulus strength*

a bird passing high overhead and, finally, one passing we11 away.

The results (Table 2b ), which give the mean long-call frequency,

provide a small measure of support for this possibility that the

frequency with which the long-call units are delivered is related

to stimulus strength and so the long call may be capable of

conveying motivation structure (Morton 1977).

3.2.8. Con elusion

On the basis of form alone the displays of the bonxie can be

split into three broad groups; the long-call complex, the Uprights

and the Neck Short group. This distinction suggests that caution

should be exercised before concluding in favour of these displays

forming a unitary threat series. The need for caution is reinforced

when the different roles played by each group is considered.



Circling, with its sexual association, is restricted to the

Uprights, the neclc short group may be attributed with fulfilling a

comfort movement and pre take- cff function and most authors have

concluded in favour of a territorial/advertising function for the

long-call complex.

On the basis of form variation, the Uprights, as a group, are

the most likely candidates for representing a unitary series. Closer

examination suggests further caution is necessary before accepting

this possibility. In the first instance NB accounts for 65-90% of

all Uprights used in interactions. Whilst circling is restricted

to this group its distribution within the group is uneven. Relative

to the other actions with which it may be associated Nb3p has a

circling probability, on average over the four tests, of 35%. This

is many times higher than that for the other core uprights (Table

2 ).

A number of incidental sources of information cast a doubt on

displays forming a unitary series and suggests that care should be

taken in determining the method with which displays should be

classified functionally, i.e. as fulfilling a threat or sexual

functinn.
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3.3. Categorization.

Having outlined the displays upon which analysis will be

based we are then faced with the problem of how they are defined

as aubserving threat. Until this is done we cannot proceed with the

analysis. The importance of this task cannot be underestimated.

This is an area which may hold the key to resolving the games/conflict

theory contradiction. The method chosen to categorize displays will

determine what constitutes a threat display by providing the criteria

a display will have to fulfill to be considered as performing a

threat function. The method will determine whether displays mirror

the intentions of the sign aller This problem is of particular

interest here. The present thesis is concerned with resolving the

games/conflict theory contradiction. Following Caryl (1979,1980)

the method chosen to achieve this involves setting questions derived

from games theory predictions. The answers will be sought in data

provided by ethological methods. Attention will be centred on that

area of ethological theory and method where the contrast between

these opposing theoretical views is most evidence- the conflict

theery with its emphasis on a motivational basis for animal

communication.

In reviewing the ethological literature on the display

behaviour of the Larids, Tinbergen (1959) summarised a number of

methods developed for the study of displays within a conflict/

motivational framework. It is important to ask to what extent

these methods will reveal a motivational basis.

3.3.2. A Motivational Framework for Categorizing Displays - Methods.

(1) Form Analysis

One of the earliest analytical tools employed was form analysis.



Satisfactory use of this method requires a thorough understanding

and knowledge of the overt motor patterns of the species under

study (Tinbergen 1959). Basically, this method involves assessing

the similarity between display form and the performance of a

particular action e.g. between display form and attack. Usually

individual postural components were investigated for association.

From this approach the evolutionary significance of intention

movements was suggested.

This method is open to subjective interpretation, not so

much from relating displays to the intention movements from which

they were assumed to have evolved, but more in determining

functional similarities or differences between displays e.g. whether

different displays can be considered as part of a functionally

homogeneous threat series.

The type of problem that could arise can be illustrated with

reference to a number of studies on bonxie agonistic behaviour.

Darwin (1872) noticed how displays which were functionally opposite,

e.g. aggressive and appeasement displays, maintained a similar

relationship in their respective form - one would be the antithesis

of the other. This type of relationship has subsequently been used

to support interpretation of display function. For instance, it

has been used to identify the displays at either end of a threat

series.

Perdeck (1960) described two bonxie displays, BLW and NbBp

(see fig.2&3) as maintaining an antithetical relationship. The

former was considered the aggressive and the latter the

appeasement display. Andersson (1976) also sought antithetical

relationships in bonxie displays. The two displays he described as
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maintaining such a relationship were NfB and NS (see fig 3M) .

Thus two authors working on the same species and looking for the

same kind of relationship can come to very different conclusions.

At the root of this difference are different methods of

quantifying threat function. The point here is that form analysis

was used in a subjective manner to support each authors quantitative

display classification. This example illustrates the difficulty

of describing antithetical relations on the basis of form in an

objective manner. It is possible for an observer to superimpose

a functional description on the basisof a subjective interpretation

of form.

One important contraversial area to arise from games theory

concerned the evolutionary instability of a threat series (Maynard

Smith 1974). It is clear from the above example that form analysis

is an unsuitable base from which to suggest that displays do indeed

form a series as has often been suggested in the e.thological

literature (e.g. Cullen 1966).

(2) Situation Analysis.

An alternative method of classifying behaviour involved

assigning functional relations to displays on the basis of the

situation in which they occur. The conflict theory suggested that

display was only likely to occur when an individual experienced

uncertainty in choosing a course of action. One situation in which

ncertainty might arise would be at a territory boundary. In

conflict terms this would be a situation in which both attack and

escape tendencies would be simultaneously activated. When this

method is used there is again a risk involved. It is within the

observers discretion to define the nature of the conflict and so to



define the type of display e.g. a territorial display rather than

a sexual display. Problems may arise using this approach when

threat displays are under investigation owing to the variety of

resource situations where the use of such displays would be

necessary. Under such circumstances description of the nature of

the conflict assumed to underlie the display would be left to the

subjective discretion of the observer.

(3) Temporal Association.

Of the analytical methods developed within a conflict/

motivational framework the one that has enjoyed the most extensive

use has been temporal association.

This method involves examining the extent of the association

between displays and selected overt actions. These actions are

chosen on the assumption that they are representative of the

tendencies underlying the displays causation.

The logic underlying this method is as follows. The

uncertainty in our understanding of the causal basis of a display

can be reduced by recording the temporal association between a

display and behaviour patterns cdEmore certain causation. For

threat the actions chosen to relate displays were usually attack

and escape. This approach is built on the assumption that an

animal does not change from one motivational state to another when

the environment is unchanging; a state of affairs which may be

difficult to assess. Further, it assumes that the extent to which

a given action fo lows a display reflects the level of the

contribution of a given tendency to a display.

Close ties exist between this approach and form analysis.

Although used predominantly to fuivdsh causal explanations of
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display behaviour this approach has also been used to offer

explanation in functional terras. The underlying causal influences

were considered to constrain the form of displays. Each

contributing tendency lead to the appearance of an appropriate

intention movement. The form taken then provides the recipient

with a view of the signallers motivational state. Temporal

association was considered to reveal a quantified picture of

information conveyed. In this way causation, form and function

(ability to convey information are linked (Hoynihan 1965).

Ritualization; where a display loses its exact relationship

to the motivational factors ori gin ally underlying it (Tinbergen

1952), poses a problem for the e xplanatory power of temporal

association. Baerends (1975) suggests that the motivational

amancipation entailed by xitua lization will undermine the value of

this technique. Tinbergen (1959) argued in favour of the

continued use of temporal as sociation on the grounds that the

behaviour patterns, as they appear in the present day, are still

followed most frequently by attack and escape. Baerend's criticism

applies more to the use of this technique for determining the

motivation of the pattern from which the display evolved.

Of the three methods outlined here; form, situation and

temporal analysis, the latter provides the most objective

analytical tool to emerge from a motivationally based view of

animal communication. Consequently its use has been widespread.

All methods are something of a compromise and temporal association

is no exception. What are the methodological pitfalls inherent

in this approach and to what extent do they undermine its value?

3.3.3. Temporal Association - its applicability and limitations.
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The strongest supporting evidence for a motivationally based

communication system comes from Andersson's (1976) study of the

bonxie. It is his finding of a significant Actor Attack Probability/

Reactor escape probability correlation that most convincingly marks

the contrast between the existence of a motivational system and the

suggestion that such a system would be lacking in evolutionary

stability (Maynard Smith 1974). Caryl (1979) demonstrated hox/

Andersson's data was open to interpretation in more ways than had

been envisaged by the original author. In so doing Caryl revealed

that the conflict and games theory views might not be as divergent

as they at first seem. However, neither Andersson's original

conclusion or Caryl's alternative, i.e. whether displays revealed

information about attack or escape, could be demonstrated with

complete satisfaction. Clearly further data of the sort used

previously is needed if this difference in opinion is to be

resolved.

In order to do this and, more particularly, to facilitate

comparison with Andersson's findings the latter authors methods

adhered to as far as possible. This was particularly so for the

method used to categorize displays as fulfilling a threat function.

To this end the main analytical tool used by Andersson, both for

causal analysis and for determining the level of information in a

display, was temporal association.

The value of temporal association rests with its ability to

accurately reflect the contribution of different tendencies. As an

analytical tool temporal association can be split into a number of

areas, e.g. choice of time units, behavioural categories etc., each of

which will have implications for the type of behaviour thought to
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be under consideration. Little attention has been given in the

past to the methodological problems inherent in this approach.

These problem areas have to be identified. Once this had been

done it will be possible to determine the value of temporal

association in display analysis and its suitability for a study

of bonxie displays.

3.3.4. Time Units

Temporal association involves looking for relations

between displays and selected overt actions within time units of

fixed duration. Any correlation between a display and an overt

response will be dependent on the length of this time interval.

The longer this is the more likely a correlation is to arise.

Further, the direction of the correlation may change with

differences in interval length (Andersson 1976). Decreasing the

interval leng th will increase the resolving power of this method

though practical considerations will place limits on this.

Andersson (1976) chose an interval of 10s and recorded whether

a display did or did not occur within this interval. Common

causation was attributed to thosedisplays and overt responses if

both occurred within the same or immediately following 10s interval.

Anders on did not explain his choosing an interval of this

length. The same interval was used in the present study. 10s was

the minimum time interval within which all details of the interaction

could be recorded.

3.3.5. The stationarity of the situation.

The most important condition to be fulfilled for this method

to have any credibility concerns the necessity for stationarity in

the situation. Non-stationarity can be influenced in a number of
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ways. The two most important determinants are the duration of

interactions and the action of the interactants.

Increasing the length of the time interval within which

relations are sought incr ases the likelihood that circumstances

will change and with it the motivational influences impinging upon

an individual. Having chosen an interval of 10s it is assumed

that this provides a measure of stationarity. However, this will

only be the case if the majority of interactions take place within

this time interval.

All observed interactions were of short duration. 85% of

interactions occurred within one 10s interval. Temporally the

situation provides sufficient stationarity to warrant the use of

temporal association.

A more important source of non-stationarity arises from the

actions taken by each interactant (Dunham 1966, Hinde 1981). A

display by A may lead to a display by B which may lead to an overt

action by A or to further displaying. An overt response by A may

have been made in response to B's display rather than being an

overt ecpression of the tendencies underlying A's display.

Information theory analyses have shown that displays do influence

the behaviour of an opponent (Hazlett and Boesert 1965) even in

interactions of very short duration (Bossemma and Burglar 1980).

Blurton-Jones (1968) suggested that this interactional

problem could be partly surmounted by scoring only those

interactions where the recipient did not display. In the bonxie

this would account for 60% plus of interactions, i.e. those

involv ing a displaying actor whose response occurred to an opponent

who maintained the relaxed posture (NN-fig 3 ).
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Of the 40% of interactions in which the reactor did display

74% of these (30% of the total) were decided on the basis of only

one display be each interactant. This latter situation is

similar to that envisaged by the conflict theorists. Each

interactant could be thought of an indicating a relative

motivational level, the dispute being resolved by the difference

between them. Thus a situation has arisen which is completely

opposite to that anticipated by the games theorists. Since it is

the resolving of the contradiction between these views that is

central to the present study the bonxie is, in this respect, an

interesting species for study.

Together the short duration and limited display use in

bonxie interactions will serve to reduce interactional effects.

They can never be eliminated and this should be borne in mind when

analysing data provided using temporal association.

An additional confounding factor which may arise involves

what Cullen (1972) called the "Church Clock Fallacy'. Although

event A may reliably be followed by B both may share common

causation with an earlier event. A problem of this type could

arise if behaviour is related to an event external to the

int4raction under direct observation. The highly territorial

nature of the honxie is such that birds will often break off an

activity (e.g. copulation) and respond to an external, ostensibly

unrelated event (e.g. an ariel intruder). Where temporal

assoc ation was used behaviour appropriate to dealing with an

aehal intruder would be scored as part of the species sexual

behaviour. To reduce the possibility of such misclassifiaation

a record of external events was kept. If any occurred in
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conjunction with an interaction, that interaction was excluded from

the analysis.

This type of influence could be exerted in a subtle manner.

It might prove difficult to determine the extent of the influence

of previous interactions on the likelihood °f further actions.

Scott and Friedericson (1952) found a 'confidence effect' whereby

a winner in and interaction had an increased chance of winning in

future interactions. The result of previous encounters is likely

to shape future patterns of responsiveness.

On the basis of these observations the bonxie is reasonably

well suited as a subject for temporal association analysis. How

should the overt behaviour used for categorization be determined?

3.3.6. Categorization - the chosen responses.

Where the threat relations of displays have been under

consideration a number of authors (e.g. Stokes 1962, Andersson

1976) have based their analyses on Moynihan's (1955) definition

of a threat display as being one which is reliably followed by

attack and escape. Although the term 'reliably' was included in

the definition, criteria for reliability were never stated

explicitly. Often it was considered sufficient to observe

differences between displays in the extent of their association

with the chosen overttactions to conclude in favour of the

existence of a threat series (Stokes 1962a).

The choice and number of overt actions has a number of

important implications.

3.3.7. The number of responses.

One area in which ethological concern has arisen as a result

of using temporal association involves the magnitude of the
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response probabilities (Dunham 1966t Caryl 1979, Hknde 1931).
Thiscon er rn was particularly evident where attack probabilities

were being studied.

Attack probabilities have been found to be low. If displays

conveyed seria-1 differences in the attack likelihood of the

signaller the attack probabilities, for at least a few displays,

would be expected to be high. In fact these are iar,ely above

average. The failure of these probabilities to attain the heights

expected of them probably results from a misinterpretation of the

nature of the data provided using temporal association.

Using temporal association the 'probabilities' mirror the

relative frequency of the actions chosen to categorize displays.

Obviously the number of overt actions used for categorization

will influence the size of the individual response "probabilities'.

Generally, the greater the number of overt actions used for

categorization the smaller the individual probabilities are likely

to be. For example, if three actions are used and responses are

distributed equally between all three, the response probability for

each will be 33%. If four actions are used, an equal distribution

will result in each having a probability of 25%.

The size of an individual probability needs to be considered

in this light before being used as the basis for accepting or

rejecting the possible transfer of a given type of information.

Instead analysis should be based on the relative size of the

response probabilities in relation to those for the remaining

displays making up the threat series.

3.3.8. The nature of the overt responses chosen for categorization.

The number of overt responses and their nature can determine the
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type of display, e.g. whether a threat or a sexual display, thought

to be under consideration. The confusion that could arise can be

illustrated with reference to Andersson's (1976) work on the

bonxie.

The overt actions chosen for categorization represent the

tendencies presummed to contribute to a displays causation. A

bonxie colony can be split into two parts. Observation of individuals

in the breeding colony and the non-breeding club area can provide

the observer with different expectations. For example, breeding

behaviour is expected in the colony but not in the clubs.

Andersson's causal analysis involved both club and breeding birds.

The tendencies he chose for analysis were Attack, Escape,

Copulation, Grass Throw, Nest Build. Inclusion of breeding

birds led to behavioural expectations which were mirrored in the

choice of the overt behaviour chosen for categorization.

For the analysis of threat function attention was centred on

club birds. Here the influence of Moynihan's (1955) definition

was evident and Attack, Escape,and Stay were used. This latter

restriction was applied irrespective of any relations revealed

in the earlier causal analysis. One very important relationship

which this shift in attention may have obscured was between displays

and se .ual motivation.

Andersson's causal analysis revealed a significant association

between Tail-Raising and the behaviour he chose as representative

of a sexual tendency; copulation. This part of the analysis

involved breeding birds on whose part sexual behaviour would be

expected. The influence of a sexual tendency (as a possible

information dimension) on Tail-Raising was neglected in the later
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club analysis where displays were analysed only for their

association with attack, escape and stay. There are two possible

explanations for this. Firstly, since the club is comprised of

non-breeding birds sexual behaviour would not be expected.

Secondly, the overt behaviour Andersson chose as indicative of the

presence of a sexual tendency, copulation, is rare in the club

situation. It could be argued that the infrequent occurrence of

this behaviour suggests that sexually motivated behaviour is an

unimportant influence on club bonxie display behaviour. Be this

as it may the same could not be said for the behaviour for which

a prior and significant sexual association had been demonstrated -

tail-raising. This neglect could have important consequences for

a temporal association analysis.

The primary reason for Andersson's neglect of any

contributing sexual motivation was that his functional analysis

was concerned with determining threat relations for displays. To

this end he was influenced by Moynihan's (1955) threat definition

and sought temporal relations between displays and three overt

responses; attack, escape and stay.

At a basic level of threat display might be expected to

exert an influence by repelling an opponent (Moynihan 1955, Brown

1975). If all displays were designed to achieve this then the

use of temporal association might reveal threat relations for

displays since the same variables will be acting on the response

shown. However, where a sexual display is used co-operation is

sought between the signaller and an opponent. If temporal

relations are sought without consideration for a sexual influence,

an influence which will affect the response expected from an
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opppnent, temporal association is likely to prove unsuccessful

in revealing consistent association since different variables will

be acting on the responses likely after a display. For example,

after a threat display the recipient would be expected to escape,

after a sexual display it would be expected to stay. This disruptive

effect would be heightened if sexual responses were not distributed

equally amonst all displays.

The influence of tendencies other than attack, escape and

stay have rarely been considered in the search for agonistic

rel ,tions. Where a tendency has the potential to influence an

vert response this influence and the extent of its influence on

all displays must be determined. If this is not done the variety

of confounding influences will obscure temporal relations making it

difficult for a method relying on overt relationships to produce a

consistent picture.

3.3.9. An appropriate response.

How do we chose the overt response that reveals the presence

of a given tendency? The difficulty that could arise can be

illustrated in the bonxie with reference to the influence of a

sexual tendency.

In analysing club behaviour an association between tail-raising

and an underlying sexual tendency could have been missed through

the chosen response, copulation, being inappropriate. For copulation

to occur it might be expected that the pair involved would be

fairly well established. Pair formation is not an instant phenomena.

Choice of copulation as an overt response i grore3 the earlier

stages of pair formation. Instead it might be more appropriate

to look for behaviour irdicative of these earlier stages, the
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occurrence of which would be expected in the club.

The most prominent of these is Circular Parading (Moynihan

1962) . This behaviour was chosen as a more representative indicator

of club sexual behaviour.

Using this behaviour an association between tail <raising

and an underlying sexual tendency was again evident (Table 2 ).

Neglect of a sexual tendency may have obscured the true

nature of another display, NbBp (fig. 3). In his causal analysis

Andersson (1976) concluded that NbBp was highly indicative of an

escape tendency. There was no relation between this display and

cop lation. If circular parading is substituted for copulation

a different picture emerges. Up to 40% of NbBp occurs in

association with this overt response. The extent of this

association may have important functional implications for this

display. A difference in response xrould be expected f^m NbBp

as an es cape, display and NbBp as a sexual display.

These examples demonstrate the importance of choosing an

appropriate response for categorizing a display. Failure to do

so may lead to an inappropriate label being afixed to a display.

Further, it illustrates the possibility that displays may bear an

association with different parts of the same system.

In the bonxie, NbBp may be a display representative of the

earlier stages of pair formation judging from the extent of its

association with circular parading. Further support for this

possibility comes from the extensive use of this display by

established pairs during the early breeding season when pairs have

newly returned to the colony. NbBp did not maintain any

association with copulation. Tail-raising, on the other hand, did.
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Copulation is only likely to occure in a fairly well established

pair. The use of tail-raising may indicate a higher level of

association with a sexual tendency. The former being used to

initiate pair-formation the latter being used to initiate the higher

level act of copulation. If this is so then the choice of overt

response must be appropriate to that level within a system being

considered.

A final problem concerns the choice of action that is

included within a response. In his bonxie study Andersson (1976)

demonstrated an important influence for the mode of approach

of the signaller, an influence which superceded that of the

accompanying display in terms of its effect on a recipient. A

moving actor constituted a stronger threat stimulus than a

stationary actor. However, he included _ a display accompanied by

either walking or running in his attack category. Not all displays

are accompanied by locomotion of any sort, The majority are

delivered from a stationary position. Lack of a uniform

distribution of approaches will result in an artificial inflation

of attack probabilities for a limited number of displays. This

would have the effect of increasing the range of attack

probabilities associated with displays, re-inforcing the impression

that displays form a series. In order that a display comparison

will have any credibility responses should be measured for a

'statinnary' display, eliminating any influence of locomotion.

3.3.10. Summary and Conclusion..

Temporal association is built on the assumption that an

overt response following a display occurs because of the cau al

influence of a tendency represented by an action, e.g. attack
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or escape. Because of this reliance on overt responses care

must be taken to ensure that any external influences on

response can be controlled or, at the least, that their

influence be noted.

More importantly all tendencies contributing to a

display need to be identified. This is necessary to obtain an

accurate picture of display function and an accurate level of

the influence of each tendency. Limiting classification to

the extent of association with overt attack, escape and stay

illustrates the catch-22 nature of this approach. If displays

are assumed to owe their causation to an attack/escape conflict

and only those actions are used to categorize displays it would

be difficult to do anything other than conclude in favour of the

theory.

As an analytical tool temporal association may prove

useful as long as its limitations are be me in mind. Considerable

care is needed in choosing response categories and assigning

actions to these categories. Most importantly some measure

of consistency is needed before any findings can be generally

accepted.
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3.4 Proceedure

The description, form and name of the displays used followed

those suggested by Andersson (1976). Short code names were then

devised for each display. The list of displays, their code names

and the recording technique were finalised after the first field

season (1978).(Appendix 1 and 2).

During each observation period (Chapter 2; Table 1) the birds

were observed using binoculars (Swift Trilyte: 10x40) where

necessary. The details of the interactions were recorded on a

microcassette recorder (Olympus Pearlcorder).

Andersson kept a continuous record of an individual,recording

from all the interactions in which this individual was involved

from its arrival in the club until it departed. This method was

adopted during the 1978 field season. However, the bird chosen

was invariably the least active and this method of continuous

recording was subsequently abandoned in favour of recording

interactions in an opportunistic manner. Using this method it

was found that interactions were fairly evenly distributed

throughout the club population. This method increased the number

of observed interactions.

Neither this method or that used by Andersson enabled

recording of an individuals behaviour throughout the season

although within a given observation period it was possible to keep

track of a number of individuals either through plumage differences

or by the presence of colour rings (the latter enabled a record

of behaviour to be kept throughout the season for only a small

number of birds). The single greatest fault of the present study

lay in its inability to record the behaviour of individual birds
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throughout the season. An attempt was made to capture club

birds on Fair Isle without success. The Fair Isle birds are

rather nomadic, not forming any strong attachment to particular

sites and demonstrating considerable freedom of movement within

a given site. Setting up a phht net resulted either in a

movement of the birds to an alternative site or in the birds

settling just outwith the range of the net.

Only dyadic interactions were recorded. Within each dyad

two classes of interactant were delimited. Firstly, the Actor was

the individual initiating the interaction and was identified by

being the first to display or to move towards another individual.

For landing interactions the first bird to display, whether being

the landing or the ground bird, was labelled the Actor. If

neither bird displayed then the landing bird was labelled the

Actor. The other bird in the dyad was labelled the Reactor.

When an interaction occurred certain information was

recorded from both individuals during successive ten second

intervals until the interaction had terminated. The majority of

interactions occurred within a single ten second interval. The

interaction was said to have terminated when one individual

escaped and no further action on the part of either individual

occurred during the time interval following that in which the last

action took place. If an interaction did not involve escape by

one individual it was said to have terminated if no further action

occurred during the time interval immediately following that in

which the last action took place. This usually involved both

birds adopting the relaxed posture.

The time intervals were delimited using an electronic timer
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which delivered an audible signal every ten seconds; to the

observer via an earpiece and simultaneously into the tape-

recorder used for recording the interactions. This method was

unsuitable for determining fine temporal relations within the

signalling system. The timer was designed and built in the

Electronics workshop of the Psychology Department, Edinburgh

University.

The information recorded during each interaction was as follows:

1. The displays adopted by the Actor and Pveactor (see 3.2) and;

2. The overt actions taken by each individual following a display.

These were selected from walking; running; attack; escape; stay;

circle and copulation.

In adddtion to these a number of non-display factors were

also recorded.

3.4.2. Mode of Locomotion: In addition to recording the manner of

approach, the mode of escape for either individual was recorded as

walking, running or taking-off.

3.4.3. Status: Not all club skuas are of equal status. Pair

formation is likely to take place within the club and this behaviour,

undertaken during the early stages of the breeding season, may

result in these birds establishing territories on the club periphery

(Perdeck 1960). These birds actively defend such territories

against intruders and are generally more aggressive (as a result

of an increase in, and greater definition of their inter-individual

distance preference). In interactions between these birds and

non-territorial club birds, the former invariably won. The status

i.e. whether territorial or non-territorial, of the interactants

were recorded.
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It was not possible to split the club into age/sex classes.

Sex could be transiently indentified from behavioural evidence.

The occurrence of such behaviour was too infrequent to distinguish

sex during sufficient interactions to permit analysis. Age data

was available from year-ringed birds on Fair Isle. In 1930 the

age range was from two to twelve years. Again, there was

insufficient data from different age classes to analyse for

behavioural differences.

3.4.4. Inter-Individual Distance; A number of distance measures were

recorded for each interaction. Where the actor walked or ran

towards the reactor, the distance at which escape was evoked in

the reactor was recorded. Where both birds were stationary the

distance between them was recorded.

Measuring the distance between individuals proved difficult

using conventional measurements, particularly when observing birds

through binoculars. To surmount this problem distances were

measured in bird-lengths (3.L). Since the basic unit of measurement

was always present this proved to be a more reliable yardstick

and, as a unit of measurement, it may have some biological

relevance to the birds in their assessment of distance. The

inter-individual distance was measured from a point between the

legs of each interactant.

3.4.5. Relative Inter-Individual Orientation: The orientation of

each of the interacting individuals, in the horizontal plane, was

recorded relative to the other.

Initially five different orientation classes were distinguished.

There were 0° (facing), 45°, 90°, 135°, 180° measured as the

relative angle of the body of the signaller to the opponent. Of
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these five, 90% plus occurred at either 0° or 90° and the relative

orientations were subsequently recorded as either 'facing' (0°) or

'Not Facing'. The orientation of each individual was recorded

independently of the opponent. (See Fig.5 )

3.4.6. The relative spatial positions of the birds were noted i.e.

whether they were on the ground or in the air.

3.4.7. Additional Notes: In addition notes were made on tape to

accompany the above details of any events external to the interaction

but which may have had a hearing on it, e.g. a bird passing overhead

or a display by a bird other than one of the interacting dyad

simultaneously displaying. Any other events which proved difficult

to condense into a form that enabled easy recording were also

noted in this way.

After each observation period the taped data was transcribed

onto checksheets, examples of which can be found in the appendix.

3.4.8. Calculation of Response Probabilities: The response

probabilities associated with each display were calculated on the

basis of the temporal association of each display with each of the

overt categories. The response probabilities are a retrospective

measure of the percentage occurrence of each of these actions

following any given display. To facilitate comparison with

Andersson (1976) the response probabilities determined followed

those used by him. These were attack, escape and stay.

Those distances of display occurrence associated with one

or other of the sexual categories, circling or copulation, were

excluded from the analysis irrespective of whether they were

subsequently followed by attack, escape or stay. In so doing it

was hoped to reduce as much as possible any combined influence of
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functionally different behaviour.

In the study of the effect of orientation it emerged that

the outcome of a number of different interactions were decided

on the basis of a change in orientation. These interactions were

excluded from the computation of response probabilities.

Andersson (1976) demonstrated the importance of mode of

approach and status on interaction outcome over and above that

of the display used. For this reason interactions whose outcome

was the result of overt movement by one individual towards another

and those involving club-pair birds were excluded from the data

used in calculating the response probabilities.

The analysis was thus carried out using data from dyadic

interactions where both participants were initially stationary

and were non-territorial in status.
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Colony Observation Hours

May June/July

Noss 1978 - 170

Hoy 1978 56 -

1979 T5 -

1980 80 -

Isle 1979 - 240

1980 — 310

Table j a: A seasonal breakdown of observation
hours at each colony.

Observation Periods

Morning Afternoon Evening

Hoy - 14.00-18.00

Noss - 14.00-16.00 20.00-22.00

Pair Isle 10.00-12.00 15.00-17.00 19.00-21.00

Table I b: Colony by colony breakdown of daily
observation periods.



%

FI 1979 FI 1980 HOY 1979 HOY 1980 X

NbBp 41 40 33 17 33

NBT 31 21 24 24 23

NbBpL 22 2 30 3 14

NB 10 4 11 8 8

NfB 5 - 6 - 3

NBL 3 1 4 4 3

Circling Probability

FI 1979 FI 1980 HOY 1979 HOY 1980

FI 1979 1-00
*

0-9 0-942 0-6

FI ' 1980 1 -00 0-7 0-8

HOY 1979 1- 00 0-2

HOY 1980 1-00

Table 2 : The TVobability of Circling.

Circling probabilities were calculated in the

same way as the other response probabilities. They

represent the relative frequency with which each

display was followed by circling, expressed as a

percentage of total occurence.

The circling probabilities of displays in
each test were ranked and compared. In only one

instance did a significant correlation appear (p 0.05),
ruling out the possibility that displays form a

'sexual' series.



Loir Near High Near Away

Mean 2.55 2.25 2.03

S.I). 0.359 0.305 0.03

N 18 6 2

Table 2b: The mean long - call frequency given by
a breeding bird on its mound to ariel

opponen-ts in different relative spatial

irithin tiro metres of the breeding bird, was

considered to represent the most intense

stimulus. Nigh near, when the opponent

passed over the breeding bird at a height of
more than tiro metres, was ranked next. All
other interactions which elicited a response

were classed as the least intense stimulus,

Away.

Low near, when the opponent passed



The long-Call Comnlex.

a. Oblique/Long Call/T'/ings Raised fOLW)
b. Bend/Long Call/T7ings Raised (BL'V)



a. NB b. NN

c. NbBp d. NfB

^ig3 : The Uorights.

a. Neck Straight/Bill Straight (NB)
b. Neck Normal (NN) (Relased)
c. Neck Back/Bill Ud (NbBtr)
d. Neck 7orward/Bi11 Straight (NfB)



Fig 4 ► Bend and the Neck Short group.

a. Bend

b. Neck Short (NS)
c. Neck Short/Wings Raised (NS'V)



F F nF nF

=>
F _r-

nF nF

nF nF nF

?ig 5 : Orientation classification.
The relative orientations of the interactants

■were divided into two classes, Facing (?) and
Not Facing (nF).

The head of the arrow renresents the

the head of a bird. 'There one individual

faced an opponent directly its orientation
was scored as 'Facing'. All other orientations
were scored as 'Not Facing'.



Chapter Four

4.1 1. The Conflict Theory and displays as signals of intent.

The conflict theory has exercised a prominent influence on the

study of agonistic communication. Of the methods considered

appropriate for revealing the nature and extent of this conflict,

temporal association (Tinbergen 1959) has proved popular. In

applying this method annumber of studies (e.g. Stokes 1962,

Andersson 1976) have followed Moynihan (1955) in using, predominantly,

attack and escape as the end points with which to categorize displays

as fulfilling a threat function. Differences in the extent of the

association between these actions and displays was considered

sufficient to indicate that the range of observed displays served

the same function, i.e. threat.

The variety of displays was absorbed into the conflict

framework by suggesting that each display was associated with a

particular level of attack/escape conflict. The varying level of

conflict associated with different displays formed the basis of a;

system for conveying signaller intention (Moynihan 1965, Cullen

1966).

This approach has been critieised for its simplicity

(Orians and Christman 1968) and because it cannot deal with the

full range of information pctenti ally available from a display

(Andrew 1972). Despite these criticisms it has been suggested

that intentional information, based on an attack/escape conflict,

will make an important contribution to the potential information

repertoire of a display (Smith 1969,1977).

Approaching a system of this nature from an intuitive games
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theotetic point of view a number of inherent problems became

apparent. Firstly, the existence of a range of displays conveying

intentional information would provide a ready opportunity for the

establishment of bluff (Maynard Smith 1972,1974). A second problem

concerns the accuracy with which a display could convey intentional

information (Caryl 1979). Caryls re-analysis of a number of

'conflict' studies demonstrated the range of conclusions possible

from a single set of data. In so doing he demonstrated that the

gulf between the games and conflict theory views may be less than

might at first appear.

The logic originally underlying the use of temporal association

was as follows. If displays do provide intentional information,

recording the extent of the association between displays and overt

attack and escape would provide a quantitative measure of the

conflict. It was assumed that each display was associated with

a particular absolute and relative level of attack/escape

conflict (Moynihan 1955). According to this view the response

probabilities associated with a display is akin to a signature

characteristic of that display. If using temporal association

is a valid method of determining the threat quality of a display,

consistency would be expected in the distribution of the responses

associated with a display.

The consistency of this association has never been tested

and so is remains to be seen whether it exists. If consistency

in the distribution of responses is not in evidence a doubt would

be cast on the validity of using temporal association as a tool for

the analysis of communication.

The method adopted here to answer this question involved

comparing the response probabilities for each display when it was
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given by the actor and by the reactor.

Dyadic interactions have formed the basis of previous sti^ies

using temporal association to determine the threat relations of

displays. However, the data upon which the subsequent analyses

were based was gathered from the actor alone (Andersson 1976) or

else responses given by each interactant were combined (Stokes

1962). The latter method assumes that a display does indeed

maintain a consistent response association, a state of affairs

which has never been demonstrated.

If response sequelae are characteristic of a display then a

similarity would be expected between these sequelae for a given

display when given by the actor and when given by the reactor.

4.1.2. Comparison of Actor and Reactor.

Response probabilities were calculated for each display for

both the actor and reactor. For each display the number of times

each of attack, escape and stay occurred following a display was

recorded. The probabilities (expressed as a percentage of total

display occurrence) represent the relative frequency of each

action. Although each interaction involved both an actor and a

reactor for the purposes of the present analysis, each was treated

independently. It need not be the case that both interactants

adopted the same display. Differences between the actwand

reactor were tested for using a chi-squared te3t for the independent

samples (Siegel 1956). This would determine whether the

distribution of response probabilities for actor and reactor

could be said to have been drawn from the same population. The

displays, their associated response probabilities and chi-squared

scores for each colony can be found in tables 3 to 7.
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For the majority of displays within each colony

significant differences are revealed by these actor/reactor

comparisons, i.e. the probabilities do not appear to be drawn

from the same population. Where no difference is revealed

(a possible indication of a reliable association) this similarity

is not present in each test. For example, xvhen comparing the

actor/reactor responses following NbBpL on Fair Isle (1980.

Table 7 ) the chi-squared result suggests that these responses

could have been drawn from the same population. However, this

pattern is not evident in any other test.

Taken together this data (Tables 3 — 7) does not support the

suggestion that the response probabilities, measured by the temporal

association of displays and selected overt actions, are as

characteristic of displays as has previously been assumed

(e.g. Moynihan 1955).

If the manner in which the actor/reactor responses differ are

examined a consistent pattern emerges. This pattern can be seen

for each display but is more readily apparant when the responses,

within each colony, are summed (Table 8 ). Generally, the actor

is twice as likely to attack or stay as the reactor. The reactor

isttwo to three times more likely to escape.

Since the response probabilities represent a measure of the

relative frequency with which a particular action occurred through¬

out a test an individual who is more likely to have attacked or

stayed can, generally, be said to have a greater likelihood of

winning an encounter. An individual showing a high escape

probability has a greater likelihood of being the loser. It

would appear that an outcome asymmetry exists that is independent
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of the display used. This asymme try is in favour of the initiator

of an interaction, i.e. the actor is more likely to win an

encounter.

The emergence of significant differences between each class

of interactant in the sequelae associated with displays reveals

that the use of temporal association, without consideration for

more contextual influences (in this case signaller status), is

not a reliable method for determining the extent of contribution

of the various tendencies presumed to underlie a threat display.

By implication the data resulting from the use of this method

cannot be assumed to accurately reflect the level of signaller

intention.

The failure to find consistency hare supports Caryl's

(1979) contention that displays do not accurately transmit

information. This result is in accord with the games theory

prediction that displays should not convey signaller intention.

Before this conclusion can be accepted, however, a number of other

lines of investigation need to be pursued.

4.1.3. Temporal Association and Information accuracy.

Whether temporal association will accurately reveal either

the contribution of a tendency or the information conveyed is, in

itself, a contentious point (Hinde1931).

Stokes (1962a) was aware of a number of inconsistencies

in his findings e.g. the generally low level of attack probabilities.

He suggested that displays provide only a general picture of

signaller intent. He still maintained that displays serve as a

theeat series. It is the latter suggestion that most clearly

marke the contrast between the conflict and games theory views.
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To account for the existence of the observed range of displays,

all of which appeared to serve the same function, the conflict

view suggested that the displays formed a threat series. Although

criticising this possibility on the grounds of evolutionary

instability (llaynard Smith 1972) a games theory explanation for

the number of displays was not forthcoming. Oiie suggestion that

has arisen from this more recent school of thought suggests that

displays represent different levels of escalation (Dawkins and

Krebs 1978). For this suggestion to have any practical application

it would be necessary for individuals to work through their display

repertoire sequentially from the less to the more intense displays.

If displays were used discretely the emergence of bluff would be

more likely since it would be possible for an individual to use an

intense variant immediately. In the bonxie, the display repertoire

is not worked thrcugh sequentially in the course of an interaction.

The fact that the bonxie has a sizeable display repertoire and the

fact that these displays are used predominantly in a discrete

manner makes this an interesting species to study in the light of

the conflict/games theory contradiction. The system apparant in

the bonxie possesses all the components anticipated by the conflict

theory and completely counter to the system anticipated by the

games theorists. Analysis is further complicated by the failure

of the latter to provide an explanation phrased in terms of the

feature originally responsible for prompting the conflict view,

namely, the existence of a range of displays.

The conflict model, applied to the bonxie, is not without

support (Andersson 1976) so evidence obtained from this species

counter to the predictions of the conflict model will be particularly
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damaging to the latter view and would lay the way open for the

investigation of alternative models.

Functional studies using temporal association have

incorporated a shift in emphasis away from the conflict of incompatable

tendencies responsible for causation towards suggesting that displays

convey information about attack likelihood (Cullen 1966). Although

this shift occurs frequently in the conflict literature the reasons

underlying it have never been stated e>:plicitly. This condentration

probably stemmed from an awareness of the risk of injury associated

with overt attack making information about attack of greatest

relevance to an opponent. It is the transmission of varying levels

of attack in a threat series that provides the principle bone of

contention between the games and conflict theory models.

The strongest support for the conflict view comes from

Andersson's (1976) demonstration of a significant positive

correlation between Actor attack probability and reactor escape

probabilit y. This, he claimed, supported the view that displays

conveyed attack information and that the level of intention could

be detected using temporal association.

The nature of the irfo rmation conveyed is by no means beyond

doubt. Caryl (1979), on re-analysis of the date ased by

Andersson, came to a different conclusion and one which offered

a possible reconcilliation of the games theory views with the

observation of a range of displays ostensibly serving a threat

function. Conveying attack information was considered open to

bluff because on reeeipt of a display indicating a high attack

likelihood the recipient would be uncertain about whether or not

to believe it. Caryl's re-analysis suggested that displays convey
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information about escape. If an individual signalled escape

and did not subsequently do so this bluff would be easily detected.

Transmission of escape information was easier to reconcile with the

games theory models (Maynard Smith 1979).

Two possibilities exist with respect to the information

conveyed by displ and both have been supported empirically. More

importantly both conclusions were generated by the same set of data.

Evidence for either on the basis of response magnitude is in doubt

(section 4.1.2.). The relative magnitude of response probabilities

were breadly dependent upon signaller status (table 8 ). Since

the pattern of this response asymmetry was broadly similar for all

displays more general serial relations between displays may have

been obscur..ed. The question now shifts to considering whether

displays represent a series conveying thr§at information and whether

this information concerns the likelihood of the signaller to attack

or escape.

It is broadly accepted that displays will provide a general

indicator of actor intent (Stokes 1962a, Dunham 1966). It is

assumed that a display indicative of a high intensity motivation

will manifest itself as an appropriate level of the overt

behaviour characteristic of the underlying motivational influence.

The popularity of the conflict theory at an empirical level

1 fy, in part, with the ease with which it lent itself to field

recording. This very simplicity demands some measure of the

consistency of its results. Where a theory suggests that the

causation of a display results from a conflict between attack and

escape and only those overt actions are used to categprize displays

it would be difficult to do other than support the theory. It would
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not be sufficient to reveal quantitative differences in the

extent to which displays are followed by attack and escape. Rather

consistency must be demonstrated in the order of displays ranked

according to their respective response probabilities - a display

must consistently appear in the same place within the series.

Display inter-relat edness c.ould be tested in a number of

ways. Three basic measures were used here. Within each colony the

response probabilities for both the actor and the reactor were

ranked and compared. Secondly, ranked actor probabilities within

each colony were compared over different seasons. FinaLly, a

comparison of ranked actor response probabilities was made between

colonies.

4.1.4. Actor/Reactor Comparison.

Within each colony the displays of the actor and reactor were

ranked according to the probability that each was followed by attack

and escape. Each class of interactant was treated separately. The

ranked probabilities were then compared using a Spearman rank

correlation co-efficient (Siegel 1966). The probabilities were

taken from tables 3 -7 . The correlation co-efficients for each

colony are given in table 9

Attack

In the main, conflict studies suggest that the attack

probabilities reveal differences in the likelihood of the signaller

to attack.(e.g. Stokes 1962a, Andersson 1976). If this is so, a

positive correlation would be expected between the order of

displays ranked according to their attack probabilities in the actor

and reactor.

Of the five tests in which this comparison was undertaken
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in only two does a significant and positive correlation emerge -

Fair Isle 1979 and 1980 (table 9 ). The remainder are all in

the expected direction.

Treatment of the response probabilities in this way reveals

that the extent of the association for displays ranked according to

theiraattack probabilities is less than would be expected if temporal

association provided a reliable measure of information transfer in

the manner anticipated by the conflict model.

Escape.

In an attempt to reconcile the number of observed displays

with the predictions of the early games theory models, Caryl (1979)

suggested escape as a candidate for information transfer. Is there

any greater consistency in actor/reactor relations for displays

ranked according to their escape probabilities?

The correlation co-efficients appropriate for this comparison

do not support this possibility (table 9 ). One correlation

(that for Hoy 1980) only just fails to reach significance. The

remainder all exhibit an appropriate positive relationship but the

extent of this association is less than that revealed for attack.

If temporal association reveals information content then

on the basis of the evidence presented here the displays of the

bonxie do not appear to convey escape information.

Of the two candidates describing the nature of the information

transmitted by displays no overwhelming evidence is available to

suggest that either offer a real possibility. The limited support

tentatively suggests a trend between displays and a varying

likelihood to attack. At this stage this supports the original

conflict view in favour of transmitting attack information.
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In an attempt to clarify this uncertain state of affairs

further comparisons were made.

4.1.5. Actor Comparison.

The displays of the actor within each colony were ranked

according to the extent of their association with attack, escape

and stay. These probabilities aere taken from tables 3 to 7

Using this data two further types of comparison were made. The

first of theses involved comparing data gathered from a single colony

but from different seasons. The second of these involved comparing

data between colonies.

Firstly, data was collected at each colony over two seasons.

The Iloy and Fair Isle data was collected by myself during 1979 and

1980. For the Noss comparison data collected by myself was compared

with that collected from the same colony by Andersson (1976). This

made it possible to compare ranked responsiveness in eech colony

over two different seasons. The date from each colony was collected

at the same time QE year.

The actor was chosen for comparison as his behaviour was

considered likely to provide a more representative picture of any

association between displays and overt actions. Bonxie interactions

are of short duration. Further, over 60% of interactions are

settled without display by the reactor. Where the reactor does

display, the interaction is generally resolved bn the basis of

only one display per individual. This 'one-display' nature of the

interactions is taken to suggest that any motivational information

associated with a display would be more apparent when a display is

given by the actor. The display response of the actor might

indicate the relative value of a resource to the signaller. This
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approach makes no attempt to control for interactional

influence. This will be dealt with more fully in a later section.

The point here is that the displays of the actor have, in

the past, been credited with the ability of conveying motivational

differences. This ability provided the framework of a dispute

settling system. We are concerned with testing the validity of

this assumption, an assumption that run3 counter to the games theory

ideas on communication. Further, this validity will be tested

using data derived from methods previously used to support the

conflict view. The presence of absence of consistency is a

crucial first step towards resolving the games/conflict contradiction.

The within and between colony comparisons were made using

a Spearman correlation co-efficient. (Siegel 1965). The results

are presented in the form of a correlation matrix (Table 10 ).

The data was presented in this form for two reasons. Firstly, the

criterion for the inclusion of a display for analysis was that it

should occur on a minimum of ten occasions. This meant that a

number of displays were included in some tests but not in others.

The correlation co-efficients represent a comparison of the same

displays but the displays used to calculate the co-efficients may

differ between colonies. As a result each correlation was

calculated separately. Secondly, the data was presented in this

way to aid the detection of subtle colony differences or

similarities. A number of extrinsic colony differences were

noted during the study. These arose in response to, for example,

differences in prevailing temperature. Separate treatment of

test comparisons may reveal whether such variables are influential

and, if so, whether this is consistent.
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When the responses were ranked and compared in this way

support for displays forming a series by virtue of differences

in the extent of an association between displays and selected overt

action diminishes.

It proved more conveni en t to treat the data in terms of

the correlation matrix. The within-and between-colony comparisons

will be dealt with at the same time.

Firstly, do displays exhibit consistent attack relations?

Attack (Table 10a )

Comparing actor r espouses over different seasons reveals only

one significant result (Fair Isle 1979/1930 - table 10a ). The

Noss correlation (1972/1978) only just fails to reach significance.

At this juncture a trend similar to that found in the previous

actor/reactor comparison is evident and support for an attack series

is good. However, this picture, and with it the main support for

an "attack' series, is rudely shattered on Hoy. Comparing the Hoy

tests (1979/1930 - table lfta ) reveals a co-effieient which is both

low and negative - the opposite of what would have been expected.

This inverse relationship reveals that a display having a high

attack probability one year is associated with a low attack

probability the following year.

Even if non-significant a positive correlation could be taken

as providing a measure of support for an 'attack' series. It is

not possible for the latter to absorb this negative finding.

On extension of this comparison across colonies the picture

becomes even clearer. In only one case does a significant

correlation emerge. (Hoy 1980/Fair Isle 19S0 - table jOa )•

Within this broad comparison only two out of fifteen
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comparisons reveal the significant support that would be expected

had these displays formed an attack series. The remaining co¬

efficients are low. The temporal association of displays and

overt attack does not provide a reliable insight into the nature

of the information conveyed by displays.

It was evidence produced by the above methods that formed the

cornerstone of the conflict theory. Without any test for

consistency their conclusions are unfounded. When their consistency

has been tested it is evident that the displays of the bonxie do

not form an attack series. This finding is in accord with games

theory predictions. If temporal association does provide an insight

into information content it may lie with eseape, a dimension which

satisfies a number of criticisms (Caryl 1979) .

Esuape

Actor displays were ranked according to their respective

escape probabilities. Comparing these ranks between seasons on

each colony reveals only one significant and positive result (Fair

Isle 1979/1930 - table 10 b )• While the Hoy 1979/1980 correlation

isrrelatively high, that for Noss 1972/1973 reveals an almost

random association.

At this level there is little to suggest that these displays

form an escape series, a view that is re-inforced when compari on is

extended between colonies.

When this wasadone only one further significant relationship

is evident (Hoy 1930/Fair Isle 1979 table 10 b).

As for attack only two of fifteeen correlations revealed the

level of association that would be expected of a species specific

'escape' series. This conclusion is re-informed by the prevailing
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low level of the reamining co-efficients together with the finding

that one is negative, the opposite of what would be expected.

Form this evidence temporal association does not reveal

whether displays convey the level of impending signaller escape,

4.1.6. Conclusion

Using temporal association to provide the raw data both

Andersson (1976) and Caryl (1979) presented evidence that the

displays of the bonxie formed an 'attack' and an 'escape' series

respectively. The simple nature of the method warranted a test

of consistency - whichever of the above suggestions provided an

appropriate level of consistency could be said to be a prime

candidate for type of information conveyed by agonistic displays.

When data gathered in a similar fashion was tested for its

consistency both of the above suggestions appeared to be without

foundation.

Early games theory models (e.g. Maynard Smith 1974)

criticised the possibility of transmitting variations in attack

intention. Conflict support for this view was obtained using

temporal association and the failure of a similar approach here

to reveal a consistent picture suggests that Maynard Smiths

criticisms ware justified.

Games theorists have been slow to forward models incorporating

an explanation for the observed range of displays, an explanation

for which is all the more necessary now that earlier conflict

explanations can be discounted. One such attempt at integration

was offered by Caryl (1979). His suggestion that displays convey

escape ir.formation was not supported.

A state of affairs now exists where a range of displays can
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still be said to fulfil a threat f"unction but, irrespective of

theoretical orientation, no model exists which might poovide an

explanation.

HOwever, the above conclusion should be viewed with caution.

The results presented here suggest that the conclusions of

earlier conflict studies were based on inadequate data but not

that displays do not convey intention. The method adopted here

may not be appropriate for detecting intentional variation. In

this vein two further conflict models based upon the framework

adopted above have been suggested. The first of these suggests

that information is conveyed in a relative manner and the second

with information in the strict sense of a conflict between opposing

tendencies, bach of these will now be tested in an attempt to

illuminate the tricky functional problem concerned with the nature

of the information conveyed and whether this is conveyed in a

serial manner.
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4.2.1. Relative Infornation Transf er : responses in the presence

and absence of displays.

The conflict theory, applied empirically using temporal

association, has formed the basis of a number of hypotheses aimed

at explaining the causal and functional significance of displays.

In the previous section data obtained using temporal

association was treated in an absolute manner. The frequency with

which each action followed a display was assumed to provide an

absolute measure of the level of information conveyed by a display.

This line of thinking may be inappropriate.

Instead, information may be conveyed relative to an

appropriate baseline. This suggests an alternative baseline.

This suggests an alternative method of analysis. This would involve

comparing the response probabilities associated with giving a

display to a baseline level provided by the response probabilities

expected when that display is not given. According to thi3 new

definition of information it would be the difference between these

two measures that is characteristic of a display.

Stokes (1962a) conclusion in favour of displays conveying

attack information was based on his finding an increase in attack

probability when a display was given compared with the likelihood

of this response in the absence of the display across a number of

seasonal subsamples. The basis of this conclusion was the fact

that an increase occurred in each subsanple,, This is one of

the few studies where a test of consistency was made. Closer

examination of this date, however, revealed that this consistency

was limited (Caryl 1979).

Firstly, displays ranked according to the size of this
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increase for attack revealed little consistency in their ranking

when seasonal sub-samples were compared. Secondly, when the

seasonal attack and escape probabilities weraeplotted together an

anomaly appeared. Displays initially associated with a high

attack probability were equally likely to be followed by escape

by the end of the season. In contrast, displays having an initially

high escape association revealed far higher seasonal consistency

in the extent of this association.

Two conclusions can be drawn here. Firstly, the consistency

revealed for escape suggests that this relative method of treating

the data may be more viable than the earlier 'absolute' approach.

Secondly, it would appear that escape offers greater possibilities

as the type of information conveyed by displays.

It now remains to be seen whether the displays of the bonxie

exercise their threat function by conveying information in this

re1ative manner.

4.2.2. Calculating the presence and absence probabilities.

How are the baseline 'absence' probabilities calculated?

The 'absence' probabilities for each display are determined by

summing the responses occurring following every display fcther

than that under immediate consideration. A single set of

probabilities are calculated from this summed data. Absence

probabilities are thus calculated for each display separately.

The summed probabilities are then compared with the probabilities

for their complimentary display, (i.e. the probabilities

associated with the use of each display (from Table 3—7). The

relative response value thought to be characteristic of a display

is the. difference between the presence and absence sequelae.
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This approach has been used frequently (e.g. Andersson 1976),

Stokes 1962, Dunham 1966). Where it has been used finding a

difference between the presence and absence probabilities was

considered sufficient to demonstrate a threat function for displays

when attack, escape and sta3/ responses were used.

The summing of responses used to calculate the absence

probabilities calls into question the validity of this means of

determining the baseline. The absence probabilities are the sum

of responses from a variety of displays. Any difference that

does arise from a comparison of presence/absence probabilities

need not be due to any effect of the display under immediate

consideration but may result from a display that is contributing

to the absence probabilities. For example, if an individual

display tad a high attack probability and was included in the

calculation of the absence probabilities the combined attack

probability would be inflated. This may influence the magnitude

and direction of the probability change for the display being

considered directly. If the display being included in the

'absence' response was a very intense threat display and the

display for which a relative probability was being calculated

was of a lesser intensity the presence/absence comparison would

indicate a decrease in attack likelihood. In effect, though, it

is only a decrease in relation to this intense display. X-There

a display of high intensity is included in the absence

probabilities all other display may appear to show a decrease.

Using this method it is questionable whether any realistic

impression of information is revealed.since the base level with

which a display is conveyed is not arbitrary and is different for
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every display.

However, the consistency thatemerged for escape information

in Caryl's (1979) reanalysis suggests that an analysis of this

type might be worth pursuing.

A.2.3. Presence and Absence comparison.

In view of the criticism offered abcj^e it is insufficient to

base a conclusion on finding a difference between the probability

associated with a display and that expected when it is not given.

Demonstrating a significant difference is important but as Caryl

pointed out the consistency of this difference must be determined.

Firstly, the nature of the difference between the 'presence'

and''absence' probabilities has to be determined. The 'presence'

probabilities were taken directly from tables 3 to 7 . The

hbsence' probabilities were calculated from summing the sane data.

When the probabilities associated with each actor display

are calculated in this manner the ensuing picfur e regarding the

insight into information transfer by display is aitbiguous.

a. Noss 1978 (Table il )

A significant difference is evidenCcfor all but three

displays (table u ). For almost 50% of the display repertoire

there is no evidence for any response difference i.e. for these

displays information would not appear to be conveyed in this

relative manner.

b. Hoy (Tables J2 & 1$.

A similar pictu.re is evident on Hoy 1979 (table 12 ) .

Four out of nine displays appear to ineffective transmitter of

relative information, there being no significant difference between

the presence and .bsence of responses. These displays are IT3,
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NBL, NBT, NfB. In the following year, Hoy 1980 (table 13 ), a

similar proportion of display are lacking in effectiveness (NBL,

NbBpL, NSWand OLW). It is interesting to note that there is little

consistency over the two seasons in thos displays lacking in effect.

Only one display (NBL) appears in both years;;

c. Fair Isle (Tables 14 & 15. ) .

On Fair Isle 1979 (table 14 ) only three out of ten displays

lack effect (NBL,NbBp, NbBpL). In 1980 (table J5 ) the number

lacking effect is reduced to two (NBL and NbBpL).

Here, not only is there a higher proportion of displays which

can be considered as effective relative information transmitters,

but there is also greater consistency in the displays for which no

si nificant differences are evident.

Overall, though, the picture is not very encouraging. In

three of the tests (Noss 1979 and Hoy 1979/80) almost half of

this displays comprising the testable repertoire fail to reveal

the difference expected if displays conveyed information in this

relative manner. The remaining two tests (Fair Isle 1979/1980)

offer only marginally greater support. All together, over the

five tests, a total of nine different displays have at one time

failed to demonstrate a difference between the presence and absence

sequelae.

On the basis of this evidence displays do not appear to

maintain a consistent relationship to the relative levels of

the tendencies presummed to underlie their causation and about

which they are assummed to convey information.

4*2.4. Relative information along a single dimension.

In the previous section it was suggested that a display
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Blight be followed by attack, escape and stay even if they actually

functioned by transmitting information along only one of these

dimensions. This might obscure any threat relationship if evidence

for this relationship were sought through a comparison of all

possible responses. A 'relative' relationship might be more evident

when comparison is restricted to a single dimension. The available

evidence (Stokes 1962a, Caryl 1979) suggests two possibilities,

attack and escape respectively.

At the most basic level it is pertinent to ask how consistent

the direction (i.e. whether an increase or a decrease) and

magnitude of the presence/absence probabilities are. To

determine the consistency of this relationship the change in

response (from tables 11-15) was scored as a presence/absence

different (PAD). These are presented in table 16 • The data

presented here is for displays delivered by the actor.

4.2.5. The size'of the difference.

The most basic measure that could be taken here is the

magnitude of the difference. Comparison of these size differences

(irrespective of direction) reveals immediately that considerable

differences exist for a single display when compared across

tests (table 16 ). Quantitative differences of this nature

could arise as a result of a number of extraneous influences.

For example, it was suggested earlier that temp rature

differences at the time of testing nay affect the activity levels

of the birds, and influence which may be empirically manifest as

colony differences similar to those found in table J6 •

Qbviously a quan-titative comparison of this sort is

likely to be of little value. Abetter idea of the consistency



of the relative response association would be expected from a

comparison of the direction change associated with a display.

A display would always be expected to be followed by either an

increase or a decrease irrespective of the size of the change.

The attack and escape RAD were treated independently. The

directional change associated wTith each display were compared

within each colony over consecutive years and, more generally,

by a comparison between colonies,

a. Attack

Comparison of the direction of the change in the attack

response on Eoy 1979/1980 (table J6 ) reveals that for five of

the eight displays considered the direction change is inconsistent

an increase one year but a decrease the next.

For Fair Isle 1979/1930 (table 16 ) far greater

consistency is evident. Eight out of nine displays demonstrate

a consistent direction change.

The difference between these colonies in the picture

ensuing from this compariso,n prohibits forwarding even a

tentative conclusion. This view is reinforced when comparison

is extended between the colonies (table 16). The picture from

this inter-colony comparison is a negative one. Only two out of

nine displays maintain a consistent change in direction - NfB

a consistent increase and NS a consistent decrease. The

direction associated with these two displays is in accord with

their anticipated functional roles, NfB being an aggressive

display and NS being an appeasement display (Andersson 1976) .

Overall the failure of such a large proportion of displays

(seven cut of nine, table J6 ) to demonstrate consistency in
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the direction taken by the difference between the attack response

probability in the present and absence of a display does not

support the possibility of attack information transfer in this

manner,

b. Escape.

Comparison the direction change of the escape probability

associated with display between ftoy 1979/1980 (table 16 )

reveals a consistent direction for seven of eight displays.

Only UbBp provides an anomolous result. This is surprising

since NbBp has generally been considered as a display

representing a high escape likelihood (Perdeck 1960) Andersson

1976) and so would have been expected to demonstrate a sizeable

increase in escape likelihood.

A similar comparison on Fair Isle 1979/1980 also

reveals a relatively high consistency. Seven out of nine displays

demonstrate a consistent escape direction change. The two

displays failing to do so are NfB and NS. NfB has been labelled

an aggressive display (Perdeck 1960, Andersson 1976) and, as a

result, it is not surprising to find any escape component for

this display. The failure of ITS to do so is unexpected. Both

the above authors labelled this display as one highly indicative

of an escape tendency. It would thus be expected to maintain an

association with an increased escape probability.

Within each colony the relative greater consistency

(compared to attack) raises the possibility an association between

displays and a relative escape level. This finding supports

Caryl's (1979) view that displays transmit relative escape

information.



However, two lines of evidence suggest caution before

reaching a conclusion. Firstly, comparing the results for

each Colony (table 16 ) reveals a difference in the display

which fail to reveal consistency. Secondly, in each colony

the display which fails to reveal a consistent direction change

is one considdred to fulfill the function of conveying a

high escape likelihood. Contrary to what was actually found

these two displays, NbBp and NS, wouldhave been expected to

reveal a high and consistent association with an increase in

escape probability.

Despite this consistent within-colony association the

level of consistency decreased when a between-colony comparison

is made. Only four out of eight displays maintain consistency

in the direction of their relative escape probabilities (OLW,

BLW,HB,NBL-table 16 ~ data for Hoy/Fair Isle). Extension of

this inter-colony comparison to include Noss 1973 (table 16 )

the number of displays maintaining a consistent direction change

is reduced to three (OLW,BLW,NB).

If a conclusion is based on comparison within each colony

the evidence points to escape being the medium through which

displays exercise their effect. If a conclusion is based on an

overall comparison the limited directional consistency for attack

and the only marginally greater cnnsistency for escape is

insufficient to suggest that displays maintain an association with

either of these actions nor does this method appear to offer an

insight into the possibility of displays conveying information

in a relative manner.

A.2.6. Relative information in serial form.
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Displays treated iy\ isolation fail to reveal consistency

in their relative association with a response. The within colony

consistency evidence for escape warrants one final test. The

'conflict' explanation for the range of observed displays was

that they served to tbn vey differences in signaller intentions.

It remains, to be seen whether displays and their associated relative

probabilities maintain the consistent relationship to one another

that would suggest that they form a threat series.

To determine this possibility it is necessary to determine

the consistency of serial display relations. The PAD's associated

wijh the displays were ranked from a high increase in PAD to a

high decrease in PAD. The PaDs were taken from table 16

Spearman correlation coefficients (Siegel 1956) were used to

determine relations. Correlation coefficients were sought within

colonies (between seasons) and also between colonies.

a. A atack (Table 17 a)

Within-colony comparison of ranked PAD's for attack reveals

a significant correlation between Fair Isle 1979/1980. On

Hoy (1979/1980) however, the distribution of ranked responses is

almost random. The aiomoly between these results is weighed in

favour of there being n.o serial rela tionship between attack PADs

by the generally low value of the correlations revealed by a wider

inter-colony comparison. While the majority of these are posi tive

they fail to reach significance. On the basis of this comparison

there is no evidence to suggest that the displays of the bonxie

form a series of displays of differing relative attack intensity.

b. Escape. (Table 17a)

Comparison of ranked PAD's for escape over different seasons
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on Fair Isle and Hoy reveals of similar picture to that found for

attack. Fair Isle 1979/1980 reveals a significant and positive

correlation, that for Hoy 1979/1980.

A more extensive inter-colony comparison reveals more

support for escape than for attack. With only 30% of the

correlations reaching significant support is weak.

4*2.7. Summary and Conclusion.

Do displays convey the relative likelihood of the signaller

executing a partiuular response? From the above comparisons, both

where displays were treated individually as conveying information

about attack, escape and stay (Tables 16 ) and where serial

relations were sought for attack (Table i7a) and escape (table

I7b ), the answer is no! The displays of the bcnxie do not

convey the relative likelihood of signaller response.

The data used to examine this possibility was provided by

the-temporal association between displays and a number of chosen

overt actions. Where "this'relative* approach has been used

previously to support the possible transfer of intentional

information the analyses were also based on tempo ral association

(e.g. Stokes 1962a, Durhami 1966), Further, the presence and

absence probabilities were calculated in the same manner as in

the present study.

The validity of Stokes' corP lusion has already been

criticised by Caryl (1979). In addition to these criticisms

the inconsistency evident from the present study suggests that

some measure of consistency should be applied to existing

studies before accepting their conclusions.

This conclusion has to be qualified. If only applied to



the above jmethod of determining the presence and absence

probabilities and thus the pattern of responses used for

comparison. The absence probabilities represent the summed

responses for every display other than that under immediate study.

Any difference may result from an influence arising from a

display contributing to the absence probabilities. We may in

fact be dealing with the response probability relative to

another display rather than to an objective baseline. If an

appropriate and objective baseline could be determined it is

still possible that this method may provide an insight into the

functional role played by displays.

Until such a baseline could be determined there are no

grounds for concluding in favour of this method providing an

insight into the potential for displays to convey variation

in intentions. This failure is in accord with predictions

derived from games theory analyses (e.g. Maynard Smith 1972)

that intentional information should hot be conveyed. It is

not possible at present to provide an alterant ive explanation.

This explanation may be found by a return to the idea

originally underlying the conflict theory; namely, displays

convey information about the state of conflict being experienced

by an individual.

4.3.1. Displays and the transmission of conflict information.

Where temporal association has been used to illustrate

conflict relations for threat displays three tendencies have

predominated; attack, escape and stay. Comparison of the extent

to which displays are associated with these responses failed to

reveal any support for this approach providing an insight into



the information content of displays CTab3-7) . Rather than looking

at all three t aidencies attention was switched to looking at only

one (either attack or escape). This approach also failed to reveal

any consistent display association. An additional problem was

also revealed. The individual response probabilities were found

to be low, a finding which has caused some ethological concern

(Dunham 1966, Caryl 1979, Ilinde 1931). Use of this latter method

resulted in a shift in attention away from the original conflict

fraraework. For a state of conflict to exist at least two opposing

tendencies must be present simultaneously.

An awareness of these two problems led Ilinde (1931) to

suggest that displays may convey the conflicting likelihood of a
acV\o*\i

signaller to perform two incompatable. In particular he suggested

that display may signal that an individual is going to attack/

stay or escape/stay. For example, in the former the signaller

could be considered as saying perhaps; 'I am going to stay and

feed but will attack if provoked.'

This suggestion was offered to fulfil two aims. Firstly,

it was aimed at increasing the numerical value of the response

probabilities, the magnitude being assumed to be a measure of

signal reliability. Secondly, it aimed to provide an insight

into the nature of the information content of displays.

4.3.2. The magnitude of the probabilities.

Since we are dealing in the first place with only three

different responses summing two of these will inevitably increase

the numerical value of the probability. Basically, combining

responses offers a solution to one of the earlier problems. The

magnitude of the responses is now high enough to be considered



as having a threat function (Hinde 1981). Examp les of the magnitude

Gif the summed probabilities can be found in table 18 .

A closer examination of the individual response probabilities

contributing to the summed values reveals that 'staying' makes the

largest contribution irrespective of other contributing responses.

The theoretical implication of this for a dispute settling system

will be discussed later.

Owing to the limited number of responses available as source

material simply generating higher response probabilities from

summing certain individual probabilities does not provide sufficient

basis for concluding in favour of this approach revealing an insight

into the information content of displays. 3efore any such

conclusion could be accepted the consistency of any dual association

needs to be determined.

4.3.3. The Information Content.

Hinde (1931) suggested two possibilities for the nature of

the information conveyed by displays. Displays could convey

either attack plus stay information or escape plus stay information.

He further suggested that the greater the magnitude of the combined

probabilities the more reliab le the insight into the potential of

a display to transmit information. From table 18 it is

obvious that the probabilities are large and that differences exist

between displays. A combination of these suggests a test for

the consistency provided by this approach.

If size of probability is important then it is logical to

look for the combination that produces the highest probability. If

this approach does provide a reliable insight then each display

would be expected to maintain a consistent association with a
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particular combination, i.e. attack + stay or escape + stay. The

consistency could be tested by comparing the Pattern of the

association for displays given by the actor and those given by

the reactor.

Basing this analysis on the size of the probabilities the

individual responses for each display were summed for stay plus

whichever of attack or escape yielded the highest probability.

These probabilities were taken from tables 3 to 7 •

Do displays maintain a consistent association with a

probability combination? Comparing the pattern of combinations

between actor and reactor (table 18 ) reveals that this is not

so. For the actor the general picture is one where association

is between attack and stay. For the reactor the highest responses

are for escape plus stay. The extent of this difference can

be seen more clearly in table 18 . Ke,re the results are

summarized for the actor and the reactor according to whether

attack plus stay was most likely, whether escape plus stay was

likely a^d where both responses were equally likely. This was

done on the basis of the magnitude of the probabilities. For

the actor 55% of displays revealed a highest probability from

summing attack plus stay whereas only 34% maintained a higher

escape plus stay probability. For the reactor, on the other

hand, the majority of displays (93%) maintain a highest

association with escape plus stay.

On this evidence there are no grounds for concluding

that this method provides an insight into the information

potentially available from displays. The asymmetry in the

pattern of the association between the actor and reactor is

ISO



hardly surprising. The above data was compiled from individual

probabilities for which a difference in response likelihood was

evident (table3_7) . The greater likelihood of reactor escape is

mirrored in the above date.

This method, at this level of analysis, is no more effective

than previous methods which dealt with single responses. The

result is dependent upon the status of the interactant i.e. whether

the actor or the reactor.

The consistency of the actor/reactor asymmetry means that

a more general relationship may have been hidden. A more general

test of consistency would involve comparing the pattern of

response,summing for the actor alone. (Table js )•

The highest combined actor responses were compared over

consecutive seasons on Hoy (1979/1930, Table 18 ). Only three

of seven displays (OLW, BL.W, N3) maintain a consistent summed

association (the numerical value of the sum was ignored). For

three (N3L, NBT, NblipL) an equal likelihood of both responses is

evident. For the remaining display, NfB, Hoy 1979 reveals an

Escape + Stay advantage but an Attack + Stay advantage in 1930.

This finding is all the more surprising since NfB is considered to

be the most aggressive bonxie display (Andcrsson 1976). It would

thus be expected to provide attack information and not to provide

escape information.

On Fair Isle (1979/1930, Table 18 ) the picture shows a

slight improvement. Five of the nine displays studied reveal a

consistent association (0L)N, NBL, NBT, NfB, NS). For one (BLW)

there is an equal response likelihood in 1930. For the remaining

three a mixed responsiveness is evident - Attack + Stay one year

m



and Escape + Stay the next.

Within each colony there is less consistency in summed

assooiation than would have been expected if this approach provided

a more reliable insight into information transfer. In an attempt to

clarify this situation comparison was extended across all colonies

(Table 18 ). Rather than clarifying the situation this

extension serves to further confuse the issue. Now only two

actor displays maintain a consistent summed association (OLW, N3).

If analysis is based on the magnitude of a summed response

there is little to commend the possible transmission of conflict

information whether this is in the form of attack + stay or

escape + stay information.

4.3.4. Serial relations between summed probabilities.

When single responses were being considered the consistency

with which the response asymmetry appeared for each display (see

tables 3_7 ) suggested that a more general relationship may

have been hidden. This asymmetry was carried over into the

investigation of summed probabilities (tables 18 ). Perhaps

a more appropriate line of nivestigation would be to look for

serial relations between displays. This line of investigation

is in accord with the conflict theory suggestion that displays

convey differences in the response likelihood of the signaller.

When the individual responses are summed differences in the extent

of the summed probabilities are evident. Before this can be

accepted as evidence of serial threat relations, the consistency

of the differences between displays needs to be determined.

To assess the possibility of the existence of a conflict

system of this nature a combined attack plus stay and a
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combined escape plus stay probability was calculated foreeach

display. The combined probabilities were calculated from table

3 to 7 .

a. Attack + Stay, (Table 19 )

Displays were ranked as an attack + stay series. Comparison

was made within each colony over two consecutive seasons followed

by a broader between - colony comparison. A Spearman ranked

correlation co-efficient (Siegel 1966) was used to determine

display relationships. The number of displays for which

sufficient data was available to permit analysis differed between

colonies. Because of this the correlation co-efficients for

each comparison x?ere calculated separately. The attack + stay

correlations are given in table jg .

Comparison of the ranked attack + stay probabilities on

Hoy (1979/1980) reveals that, although failing to reach

significance the co-efficient is high and in the expected

direction. If displays functioned in this manner a positive

correlation would be expected between ranked displays.

However, a similar comparison on Fair Isle (1979/1980)

does not provide support to the same extent. Although positive

the correlation is low.

F rem a within-colony comparison support for the possibility

of displays forming a threat series by virtue of displays

differing consistently in their level of association with attack

+ stay probabilities is not forthcoming.

Does a more general inter-colony comparison provide any

greater support? No, only one inter-colony correlation reaches

significance (Hoy 1980/Fair 1st. 1979, table 19 ). The
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remaining co"efficients are low and, further, two of three are

negative. This latter result is the opposite of the result

expected if displays formed a series.

When actor displays are ranked according to their summed

attack + stay probability a comparison of these probabilities fails

to provide any conclusive evidence that the displays of the bonxie

are a result of varying levels of an attack/stay conflict.

Caryl (1979) proposed an alternative information dimension -

Escape. Do displays form a series according to their Escape +

Stay probabilities? This was the alternative system proposed by

Hinde (1931).

b. Escape + Stay (Table 20 )

Escape plus stay probabilities were calculated for each

display (from tables 3L -7 ) ). Displays within each colony were

then ranked according to their escape + stay probability, within

and between colony comparison were made using a Spearman

correlation co-efficient (Siegel 1965). As before each comparison

was dealt with separately to facilitate comparison of the varying

number of displays comprising the repertoire within each colony.

A summed escape plus stay probability comparison on Fair

Isle 1979/1930) (table 20 ) reveals the sigfttficant and positive

correlation that would be expected of an 'escape + stay' threat

series. On Hoy, however, a very different picture emerges. While

failing to reach significance the 1979/1930 co-efficient is very

high. The surprising thing is that it is negative, i.e. a

display with a high escape + stay association nne year is

associated with a low escape + stay probability the next. This is

contrary to the picture expected of an 'escape + stay' threat
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series and is even more surprising considering the very positive

and supporting result from Fair Isle.

In an attempt to resolve this contradiction attention was

turned to a broader inter-colony comparison (table 20 ). This

comparison did not provide further support for a conflict series.

Thecco-efficients are generally low and an additional negative

correlation is found (Noss 1978/Hoy 1979).

When the displays of the actor are ranked according to

their escape plus stay probabilities and compared there is no

basis for concluding that the displays of the bonzie result

from varying levels of escape/stay conflict when the levels of

these combined probabilities are determined using temporal

association.

4.3.5. Discussion and conclusion.

Earlier analyses bases on temporal association presented

two problems which prevented acceptance of a threat communication

system effected by transmission of intentional information. These

concerned the magnitude of the probabilities and the nature of

information transfer (Caryl 1979) . In response to these

criticisms Hinde(1981) reasserted the conflict view that displays

owed their causation to the simultaneous arousal of conflicting

tendencies. It was thus possible that a threat syst.em would be

based on transfer of this conflict information.

Ilinde's suggestion does provide higher response

probabilities (Table 18,19,20). However, the number of responses

that an animal is methodologically capable of is limited.

Displays were categorized according to the likelihood of their

being followed iby attack, escape and stay. As a result combining
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any two o£ these separate probabilities is bound to produce a

considerable increase in the magnitude of a probability. Although

differences in the extent of this summed association are evident

the finding that their is little consistency in the summed probability

for a display relative to the other displays comprising the

repertoire undemines the validity of using this method to reveal

the information available it on a display.

At a theoretical level further criticisms can be levelled

against this approach. The displays of the bonxie are being

examined for their ability to subserve threat. It is generally

agreed that threat displays serve to oust an opponent from a '

disputed resource without recourse to actual attack (Brown 1975,

Dawkins and Krebs 1978). If we look at the individual probabilities
CO

in tables 3 -7 it is evident that the major yto the combined

probabilities comes from 'staying'. If it is assumed that this

response constitutes a message component its threat contribution

has to be considered carefully. There would appear to be little

point in conveying such a large proportion of staying information

if the signaller is trying to oust an. opponent. To signal with

a high staying likelihood implies that the proponent is already

in possession of the resource. A threat system of this nature

is likely to develop only where individuals are defending resources^

e.g. a display indicating territorial ownership.

What sort of display would an individual use (in terms of

information content) when trying to gain access to a resource

over an opponent? would conveying conflict information (e.g.

attack + stay or escape + stay) provide a viable medium for the

handling of such disputes?
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The conflict theory explained the variety of displays by

suggesting that displays differed in the extent of the causal

contribution of conflicting tendencies. How would these

'conflict' displays differ? A causal explanation for displays

could be offered in terns of different levels of conffi.buting

tendencies, i.e. differences in the extent of the attack/stay

conflict. At the functional level of the evolutionary pressures

impinging on displays moulding the information they convey, a

pressure arising primarily from the recipients propensity to

respond, this might not be so.

If displays were a product of, say, an attack/stay

conflict, the conflict theory assumes that information about

both of thes e tendencies is available to an opponent (Moynihan

1955). Would both types of information be attended to equally

by an opponent? Caryl (1979) argues that the high arousal

likely during a dispute will lead to decisions being made on a

basis permitting rapid and simple categorization of the future

actions of an opponent. Where two individuals are both trying

to acquire a reso\irce the information of greatest relevance to

one individual is likely to concern the attack probability of

an opponent. Attack information will be given preferential

attention and the expense of staying information. As a source

of selective pressure on the functional ability of a display to

convey information the recipient will act to enhance the ability

of displays to convey attack information. In ethological terms

emancipation could be said to have occurred. We are now back

where we started with a system, basdd on the transmission of

varying levels of attack intention,which was criticised



theoretically on the grounds of evolutionary instability

(Maynard-Smith 1979). Evidence for the existence of such a

system has subsequently been shown to be lacking (Caryl 1979 and

the present study-tables 3 _7 & 19a and chapter 4.1 ).

A system based on the transmission of attack plus stay

information would be viable where an acquired resource was being

defended. Data for the present study was gathered from non-breeding

bonxie club birds. Any territorial individuals were excluded from

the analysis. Conveying the high proportion of stay information,

implied by the present study would appear to have limited

functional application. It seems unlikely that the disputes

occurring in the clubs are for the acquisition of a resource

rather than its defence.

An escape/stay system is unlikely to offer stability. Hinde

(1981) ajgued that displays were used to prompt an opponent so

reducing the uncertainty necessitating the use of a display in

the first place. If an individual prompted with a display

signalling escape/stay information an opponent would have little

to lose by attacking. The signaller is saying "I want to stay

but will escape if provoked". A system of this sort would have

little viability as the basis of a means of settling disputed

access to a resource.

Signalling a likelihood of staying has little value in

settling disputed access to a resource. The high staying

probabilities, which provide the major contribution to the summed

probabilities, is somewhat paradoxical when the nature of the

club bonxie interactions are considered. The staying respones

may be an artefact of the method rather than constituting an
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information component. The probabilities are a measure of the

relative frequency of a given action. Staying could result from

using a successful threat. The signaller would stay because his

opponent has departed . Ascribing information potential to this

behavioural component may not be justified.

In addition to the above theoretical criticisms there is no

clear empirical support for the displays of the bonxie forming a

conflict system (Hinde 1981) when the data used to determine

its existence was derived using temporal association. The

original suggestion of such a system was based on data derived

using temporal ass^c iation (Hinde 1981).

It now remains to be seen whether temporal association is

itself a viable method for determining threat relationships for

displays.
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4.4.1. The Conflict Theory - Summary and Discussion.

Attack and escape are frequently observed components of the

social behaviour of animals. Close examination of the situations

in which such actions occurred, e.g. at territory boundaries, and

the form of displays preceeding these actions prompted the

suggestion that the displays were an overt sign of an underlying

conflict to behave in incomputable ways (Moynihan 1955, Tinbergen

1959). Temporally relating displays and these actions formed the

basis of a method for quantifying underlying influences on displays

and served as a model exPlaining how disputes were settled using

displays. This was the conflict theory. It is the explanatory

power of this model that was tested here.

Finding dif farences in the extent of the association between

displays and actions was considered sufficient to support the

conflict view that displays represented differences in the

motivational state of the signaller (Stokes 1962a). However, if

threat displays are defined in terms of an association with overt

attack and escape and only these actions are used in the field it

would be difficult to do other than support the theory. A recent

shift in theoretical perspective has Siggested that displays

should not convey intentional information since doing so would be

evolutionarily unstable (Maynard Smith 1974). Together these

observations suggest that 'conflict' data should be subjected to

stringent tests for consistency. It was to the latter end that

the present study of orientated.

The first problem to be tackled concerned the consistency

with which each display was associated with attack, escape and

stay. This was done by comparing the response probabilities of
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displays given by the actor and by the reactor (Ch. 4 ,

tables 3 —7 & 8 ). Significant differences were revealed in the

distribution of responses between actor and reactor although

greater consistency was evident between displays in the pattern

of this response asymmetry. The reactor was generally two to

three times more likely to escape than the actor. In other words

the initiater of an interaction was more likely to win. Interactional

status (whether actor or reactor) was an important determinant of

success irrespective of the display adopted. While status has

been shoxira. to be important in bonxie interactions involving

territorial birds (Andersson 1976) the above result shox/s that more

subtle and dynamic status differences can also be important.

This finding also suggests that the level of association

between displays and a number of overt actions is an unreliable

indicator of information content. The accuracy with which

information could be transferred is one area in which conflict and

games theory ideas contradict (Caryl 1979). What are the

implications of the above findings for this question?

4.4.2. The Information Content.

It i3 generally accepted that the adaptive pressure prompting

the use of displays to settle disputes results from the risk of

injury associated x^ith overt combat (Tinbargen 1959, Waynard-

Smith 1973). This has been used to suggest that displays convey

information about differences in intention to attack (e.g. Cullen

1966, Andersson 1976). However, it has generally been found that

attack probabilities are low, a finding which has formed the basis

of an ar^LEient against displays transmitting attack information
(Caryl 1979).
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Should attack probabilities, measured by temporal association,

be high? This is doubtful. The attack probabilities are a measure

of the relative frequency with which displays are followed by attack.

If attack information was conveyed the 'probabilities' night be

expected to be low. A high attack probability means that the

display was actually followed by attack on a large number of

occasions. The necessity for such action is counter to the display

being an efficient threat. If a display was effective it would

result in the departure of its opponent without attack being

necessary. Stout (1975) explained thellow attack probabilities

in terms of this interactional argument. This argument was

questioned by Caryl (1981) in terns of Stout's own findings. If

a display possessed the facility of repelling opponents per se,

escalation would be expected when the opponent did not depart.

Using dummy opponents, lack of either the use of a more intense

display or attack against a staying opponent prompted Caryl's

rejection of the argument. It would appear that irrespective of

the magnitude of the overt attack response, displays do not

convey attack likelihood.

Although a system conveying differences in attack intention

is open to bluff (Maynard Smith 1974),a system based on escape

information is less so (Caryl 1979, llaynard Smith 1979). It was

the higher escape probabilities in the conflict studies he

re-analysed that provided Caryl with a possible raeaiis of

reconilling the games and conflict theory views. If this line of

argument is to be supported it must be demonstrated that escape

probabilities are considerably higher than attack probabilities

and that any differences are consistent.
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With respect toattack probabilities the present study

provides considerable support for Caryl's argument (tables 3-7).

On only one occasion does a display reveal a greater than average

association with attack (NfB(72%); Fair Isle 1980,(table 7 ).

This result is an exception and is inconsistent with the data

from the remaining tests (tables 3-6) and low attack probabilities

are the norm.

However, it is also the case that actor escape probabilities

are below average (tables 3-7 ), a finding which runs counter to

Caryl's argument. In only one test (Hoy 1979, table 4 ) are

the attack probabilities consistently higher than those for attack.

Caryl's argument rested heavily on two displays (NH and

NS, fig. 3 & 4) which, in Andersson 19 76), revealed a particularly

clear association with escape.

NN is the posture adopted by a resting skua and inclusion of

this as a display (i.e. as adapted to fulfil a signal function) is

qu stionable. The high probability of its being followed by escape

may indicate an unwillingness to engage in dispute. Despite this

it is not associated with high escape probabilities here. In the

present study actor .scape probability for NN ranges from 37% (Hoy

1930, table 5 ) to 51% (Fair Isle 1980, table 7 ) with an

average of 44%.

NS is frequently seen as a pre-flight intention and so is

a more likely candidate for a displarr indicative of impending

escape. Nevertheless the extent of the association between this

display and escape is less than might be expected, ranging from /
20% (Fair Isle 1979, table) 6 ) to 50% (Hoy 1979, table 4 )

with an average of 33%.
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When given by the actor the magnitude of the association

between displays and either attack or escape is insufficient to

consider information transfer being along either of these dimensions.

A higher level of association is evident when the displays

are given by the reactor. For NS the e scape probabilities range

from 53% -83% with a mean of 65%. For NN the range is between 51%-

67% with a mean of 61%. For attack, reactor probabilities are low.

From the point of view of displays d olivered by the reactor the
7

consistently high escape probabilities supports Caryls argument.

However, the higher level of this association may be the result

of a general response asymmetry rather than an indication of

information context.

The contradiction between the above findings and those, of

Caryl's ae-analysis are all the more interesting since his conclusion

embraced data from a number of species. An explanation for this

contradiction may lie with the methods used to provide the data

upon which re-analysis was based.

In the present study it was found that only the reactor

exhibited a higher than average escape probability. A similare

state of affairs in the blue tit nay explain the higher escape

association found by Stokes (1962a). Stokes combined data for

both actor and reactor to provide the probabilities used for his

anaylis. Reactor escape probabil ities inflated in a manner

similar to that found in the bonxie could, in such combined

probabilities, give the impression of a higher level of escape.

Andersson (1976) did not combine his data in this manner.

An exRLanation for his higher escape probabilities may lie with

his use of interactions involving individuals of a mixed status.

IH



In this same study Andersson demonstrated that club territoty

holding individuals would win an interaction irrespective of whether

they were actor or reactor and irrespective of the display adopted.

He did not exclude this influence in determining response probabilities.

The important thing is that in these mixed interactions the non-

territorial individual was very likely to lose. Andersson's study

was carried out during the early part of the season during which time

club-pair birds are involved in claiming club territories. The

interactions revolving around this activity are frequently of a mixed

nature. Further, these mixed interactions are equally, if not more,

likely to be initiated by the non-territorial individual (personal

observation). Thus by virtue of their non-territorial status such

actors are likely to lose a high proportion of interactions, and the

escape probabilities associated with actor displays will be higher.

It is possible that the higher escape probabilities found by

Stokes (1962a) and Andersson (1976) mya have resulted from the method

used to score interactions rather than providing an insight into

information content.

At this level Caryl's (1979) attempt to reconcile the gamesaand

conflict theory views is without support. In an attempt to further

elucidate upon this problem attention was switched to the second area

within the conflict model which prompted games theoretic concern,

namely, whether displ^s conveyed a range of intentional information.

The response asymmetry revealed in tables 3-7 may have

served to obsPur.e qualitative relations between displays. To

provide a realistic model bringing the conflict/games theories

together Caryl's suggestion would have to reveal that displays ranked

according to their escape probabilities provided more consistent

\
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serial relations than a series, based on attack.

Displays were ranked according to the probability that they

would be followed by attack and escape and a number of comparisons

of this ranked data were made (tables 9 andIO). These comparisons

revealed that no support was forthcoming for either suggestion -

as defined by temporal association the displays of the bonxie

did not form a threat series. The importance of this finding lies

with the fact that methods developed from and subsequently used to

support the conflict theory do not reveal sufficient considtency in

the data they generate to provide this model with any explanatory

power.

At this point the criticisms and doubts of the games theorists

appear justified - at this level displays do not convey intentional

differences. This verification brings with it an old problem, namely,

how do we explain the variety^threat displays. Caryl (1979) provided
a plausible explanation for a range of displays within a g am®

framework, but with the lack of support for this alternative the

problem remains. One area of ethological doubt concerns the failure

of games theorists to adequately explain a range of threat displays

and this problem must be tackled if ettuc bgical and games theory views

are to be satisfactor ally reconciled.

At this point in the analysis this conclusion mist be set in

perspective. Because of the inadequacies of temporal association

as it has been used so far it is not possible to reject the idea

that displays convey differences in signaller intention.

Temporal association relies upon two assumptions. firstly,

it assumes that the number and choice of overt behavioural responses

reflects the tendencies thought to underlie the display causally.
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i
Secondly, it repies on the relationship between cause, display

and action being insulated from any influence external to the

immediate situation i.e. it assumes that the motivational level

revealed by the extent of a response is not influenced by, say,
i

the response of an opponent. It is unlikeky whether either of

these conditions have been fulfilled.

A whole range of responses could arise if displays conveyed

only one type of information. Assume for the moment that displays

conveyed varying levels of attack intention. A might attack B if

the latter's display was less intense but might escape if B

adopted a more intense varient. The influence of such interaction

will be considered more fully in a later section.

Further, it is possible that the same response could occur

to displays of a functionally different nature. 'Escape' could

occur to an opponent adopting a threat of a relatively higher

intensity but it might also arise when the actor has adopted a

se xial display. Perdeck (1960) found that, in the bonxie, a

sexually displaying individual may display at a number of individuals

in succession. The implications of a failure to separate

functionally threatening and functionally sexual behaviour are

considerable where temporal association is used. If threat is

defined in terms of attack or escape then the se:iually behaving

bonxie moving off to display at another individual would be scored

as 'escape' leading to the inappropriate categorization of this

display as a threat.

The influences on the response shown after a display are

many and varied. It is perhaps not surprising th3t if displays

did form a threat series temporal association of actors display



and subsequent action would fail to reveal its presence. The

games/conflict contradiction may be further illuminated by

adopting a more sophisticated analysis - one which will involve

integrating the behaviour shown by both actor and reactor.

I <>?



TABLES

Actor and Reactor Response Probabilities

Tables 3 to 7 record the actor and reactor

response probabilities. Any instance of

circling following display was excluded from
the sample before each response was

calculated. Each response probability

represents the relative frequency with
which each display was followed by attack,

escape and stay.
"Differences between the distributions of

actor (A) and reactor (r) response prob¬

abilities were tested using a Chi —

squared test. The levels of significance
are denoted as follows:

NS Not Significant
** p < 0.025

*** p < 0.001



7°

Attack Escape Stay Chi2 N

OLW A. 31 15 54 1-108 61

R. 113 27 60 ** 48

BLW A. 21 T4 65 12-972 14

R. 25 35 42 *** 12

NB A. 13 30 57 38-973 92

R. 6 74 20 *** 154

NBL A. 11 33 56 11•983 9

R. 0 33 67 #*» 6

NBT A. 27 12 62 58-339 26

R. 9 64 27 *** it

NIB A. 45 19 36 4-236 11

R. 33 17 50 NS 6

NbBpL A. T8 6 76 14-019 17

R. 17 25 53 *** 12

NbBp A. 75 0 25 96-346 4

R. 0 30 70 *** 10

Table 3 s Noss 1978 Actor and Reactor

response probabilities.



Attack Escape Stay Chi2 N

OLW A. 15 12 73 7-17 96

R. n 28 61 * 47

BLW A'.. 21 0 79 38-683 19

R. 11 32 57 *** 19

NB A. 135 23 - 64 27*1198 47

R. 9 59 32 *** 44

NBL A. 13 13 74 1-016 1'5

R. 10 10 80 NS to

NBT A. 6 31 63 8*58 16

R. 0 23 77 * 13

NbBp A. 0 55 45 13*846 9

R. 12 55 33 .

*** 9

NbBpL A. 0 38 62 12-644 13

R. 7 21 72 *** 14

FfB A. 17 22 61 27*174 18

R. 14 57 29 -*** 14

NS A. 0 50 50 25*437 12

R. 0 83 17 *** 24

Table 4 : Hoy 1979 Actor and Reactor
response probabilities.



2
Attack Escape Stay Chi N

OLW A. 10 8 82 11 * 357 288

R. 4 23 73 ** 113

BLW A. 7 0 93 70-42 15

R. 0 50 50 *** 4

NB A. 11 22 67 17-132 186

R. 11 49 40 *** 178

NBL A. 22 9 69 11*384 45

R. 11 22 67 ** 27

NBT A. 22 22 56 14*54 39

R. 11 53 3& *** 19

NbBp A. 0 0 100 56-929 5
R. 0 44 56 *** 25

NbBpL A. 17 17 66 7*156 24
R. 8 28 64 * 39

NfB A. 37 25 38 13*338 8

R. 25 50 25 *** 4

NSW A. 14 14 72 78*58 7

R. 0 75 25 *** 8

NN A. 18 37 45 24*03 73

R. 2 67 31 *** 454

Table 5 : IToy 1980 Actor and Reactor

response probabilities.



OLW A.

R.

Attack

9

5

Escape

8

26

Stay

83

69

Chi2

11*961
*■**

N

327

131

BLW A.

R.

9

0

0

22

91

78

32*00
***

43

9

NB A.

R.

21

10

25

48

54

41

12* 524
*■**

344

343

NBL A.

R.

13

6

9

26

78

68

11*521
***

95

65

NBT A.

R.

41

13

12

31

47

56

23*70 17

16

NbBp A.

R.

18

13

23

21

59

66

1 *289

NS

39

29

NbBpL A.

R.

9

7

13

28

78

65

5*91
*

54

41

NfB A.

R.

26

29

24

21

50

50

0*363

NS

58

14

NS A.

R.

4

1

20

53

76

46

24*09
***

141

75

BEND A.

R.

9

10

9

10

82

80

0*13

NS

11

10

NN A.

R.

7

2

45

51

48

47

3*163

NS

137

712

Table 6 : Fair Isle 1979 Actor and Reactor

response probabilities.



2
Attack Escape Stay Chi N

OLW A. 10 9 81 13-103 581

R. 9 29 62 *** 204

BLW A. 11 11 78 22-834 36

R. 0 33 67 *** 6

NB A. 39 23 38 16-761 417

R. 18 48 34 *** 274

NBL A. 27 7 66 13*11 145

R. 22 26 52 *** 69

NBT A. 49 8 43 11-121 39

R. 33 24 43 *** 21

NtBp A. 38 25 38 53*501 8

R. 0 20 80 *** 10

NbBpL A. 16 10 74 2*968 51

R. 12 T8 70 NS 33

NfB A. 72 14 14 14

R. -

NS A. 0 30 70 23*177 51

R. 3 60 37 *** 40

NSW A. 0 30 70 120*998 16

R. 0 TOO 0 *** 11

NN A. 10 51' 39 6-149 364

R. 3 65 32 *** 1334

7able7 : Fair Isle 1980 Actor and Reactor

response probabilities.



Attack Escape Stay Chi2 N

HOY 1978 A. 19 11 69 46-72 119

R. 3 56 39 IZ8

HOY 1979 A. 11 23 66 6-772

R. 8 40 52 * 19A

HOY 1980 A. 16 15 69 23*020 690

R. 8 46 46 *** 871

NOSS 1978 A. 26

R. 12

16

42

58 1 8-197 23A

46 *** 259

PI 1979 A. 15

R. 9

17

31

69 6 • 075 1266

61 * 1AA5

PI 1980 A. 25

R. 10

19

42

56 15-716 1722

48 *** 2002

Table 8 • Mean actor and reactor
response probabilities.

The response nrobabilities within each

colonj were summed and mean probabilities

calculated. Mean actor and reactor response

nrobabilities wre compared using a Chi -

squared test. "The significance levels
are denoted as follows;

* p < 0.05
*** p < 0.001



REACTOR

A E S

A 0*548

ACTOR E 0*3

S 0*4

HOY 1979

REACTOR

ASS

A 0*688

ACTOR E 0*872
•*

0*9

HOY 1980

REACTOR

A E

A 0*82

ACTOR E

S

0*204

0*784

PAIR ISLE 1979

REACTOR

A E S

A 0*612

ACTOR E 0*51

S 0*058

PAIR ISLE 1980

REACTOR

A E S

A 0*2

ACTOR E 0*216

S 0*285

NOSS 1978

Table 9 : Ranked actor and reactor comnarison

Displays "vere ranked according to the probability that

they 'rere foilowed by each of attack, escape and stay.
Within colony comparisons of response rankings '.rere

made using a Snearman rank correlation coefficient.
The significance levels of the coefficients are

denoted as follows;
* p< 0.05 ** p < 0.01



NOSS 1972 NOSS 1978 HOY 1979 HOY 1980 PI 1979 PI 1980

NOSS 1972 1-CO 0-6 0-4 0-142 0-25 0-19

NOSS 1978 1-00 0-428 0-144 0-28 0-142

HOY T979 1-00 -0-299 0-047 0-152

HOY 1980 1-00 0-63 0-828

PI 1979 1-00 0-966

a. ATTACK

NOSS 1972 1*00 0-08 0-64

NOSS 1978 1*00 -0*5

HOY 1979 T-00

HOY 1980

PI 1979

HOY 1980 PI 1979 PI 1980

0-347 0-6 0-619

0-108 0-178 0-07

0 -666 0-583 0-552

oo• 0-882* 0-342

1-00 0-633*

b. ESCAPE

NOSS 1972 NOSS 1978 HOY 1979 HOY 1980 PI 1979 PI 1980

NOSS 1972 1 • 00 0-486 0-571 0-085 0-176 0-083

NOSS 1979 1- 00 0-143 0-178 0-143 0-321

HOY T979 1-00 0-714* *

0-7 0-51

HOY 1980 1- 00
**

0-982 0-785*
PI 1979 1-00 0-848**

C

Table 10 : Correlation coefficient (Snearrnan) matrix
from inter — test comparison of ranked

actor response probabilities.

* p < 0.05 ** p< 0.01



Actor Response (%)
2

Attack Escape Stay Chi N

OLW + 31 15 54 5*354
18 23 59 NS 169

BLW +21 14 65 1*947
22 21 57 NS 216

NB + 13 30 57 11 * 314
28 14 58 ** 138

NBL + 11 33 56 6*859
22 20 57 * 221

NBT + 27 12 62 3*896
21 22 57 NS 204

NfB + 45 19; 36 13*688
21 21 58 ** 219

NbBpL + 18 6 76 12*573
22 22 56 ** 213

Table il i Moss 1978 — Actor response probabilities

in the presence(+) and Absence (-)
of displays.

* p <• 0.05 **p<-0.01 *** p<. 0.001



Actor Response ($)
2Attack Escape Stay Chi N

OLW + 15 12 T5 6-359 96
11 26 64 * 149

BLW + 21 0 79 25-62 19
12 22 66 *** 226

NB + 13 23 64 0-37 47

12 20 68 US T98

NBL + 13 13 74 2-269 15

12 21 67 NS 230

NBT + 6 31 63 5*074 16

13 20 67 NS 229

NbBp + 0 55 45 35-190 9

13 19 68 *** 236

NbBpL + 0 38 62 19*610 13

13 19 68 *** 232

NEB + 17 22 61 1*34 18

12 20 68 NS 227

NS + 0 50 50 29-67 12

13 19 68 *** 233

Tablei2 • Hoy 1979 - Actor response probabilities
In the presence (+) and absence(-)

of displays.

* p £ 0 .05 **p<0.01 ***p< 0.001



Actor Response (%)

Attack Escape Stay
2

Chi N

OLW * 10 a 84 5-819 288

- 14 18 68 NS 324

BLW + 7 0 93 16-244 15

-■ 12 13 75 *** 597

NB + 11 22 67 6-481 185

- 12 9 79 * 427

NBL + 22 9 69 4-751' 45

- 11 13 76 NS 567

NBT + 22 22 56 9-925 37

- 11 12 77 * 575

NbBp + 0 0 100 25-852 5

- 12 15 75 *** 607

NbBpL + 14 14 72 0-25 24

- 12 T3 75 NS 590

NfB + 37 25 38 30-539 8

- 11 13 76 *•** 604

NSW + 14 14 72 0-252 7

12 13 75 NS 605

Table 13: Hoy 1980 - Actor response probabilities
in the presence(+) and absence (-)

of displays.

* p^O .05 **p<0.01 ***p<0.001



Actor Response (*)

Attack Escape Stay Chi2 N

OLW + 9 8 83 11-799 327

- 15 23 62 ** 939

BLW + 9 0 91 24*70 43

- 13 20 66 *** 1 223:

NB + 21 25 54 7-99 344

- 10 17 72 * 922

NBL + 13 9 78 5-167 95

- 13 20 68 NS 1171

NBT + 41 12 47 20-027 17

- 13 20 68 *** 1249

NbBp + 18 23 59 1-825 39

- 13 19 68 NS 1227

NbBpL + 9 13 78 3-046 54

- 13 20 67 NS 1212

NfB -H- 26 24 50 7-66 58

- 13 19 68 * 1208

NS + 4 20 76 6-259 141

- 14 20 66 * 11 25

BEND 4f 9 9 82 6-401 11

13 20 67 * 1255

Table 14 : ""air Isle 1979 - Actor response

probabilities in the oresence(+)
and absence (-) of displays.

*p*0.05 ** p 0.01 ***p«.$.00I



Actor Response ($)
2

Attack Escape Stay Chi N

OLW + 10 9 81 21-859 581

32 18 50 ** 776

BLW +11 11 78 6*191 55

23 14 63 * 1522

NB + 39 23 58 26-475 417

15 11 74 *** 940

NBL + 27 7 66 5*489 145
22 15 63 NS 1212

NBT +49 8 43 16-171 39
22 15 63 *** 1318

NbBp +- 38 25 58 12-950 8
22 15 64 *** 1349

NhBpL + 16 10 74 3*134 51
23 15 63 NS 1306

NfB + 72 14 14 58-647 H
22 14 64 *** 1343

NS + 0 30 70 29*186 51

23 14 63 *** 1306

NSW + 0 25 75 27-146 16
23 14 63 *** 1341

Table 15: Fair Isle 1980 — Actor response

oroba'oilities in the presencef+)
and absence (-) of displays.

* p * 0 .05 ** tX.0.01 *** p< 0.001



HOY 1979 HOY 1980 NOSS 1978 PI 1979 PI 1980

OLW A +4 -4 +13 -22 -6

S -14 -10 -8 -9 -15
S +9 +14 -5 +31 +21

BLW A +9 -5 -1 -12 -4
E -22 -13 -7 -3 -20
S +13 +18 +8 +15 +24

NB A -1 -1 -15 +24 +11
E -3 +13 +16 +12 +8
S -4 -1 2 -1 -36 -18

NBL A +1 +11 -11 +5 0
E -8 -4 +13 -8 -11
S +7 -15 -1 +3 +1 2

NBT A -7 +11 +6 +17 +28
E +11 +10 -10 -7 -8
S -4 -21 +5 -21 -20

NbBp A -13 -12 —■ +16 +5
E +19 -13 +10 +4
S -6 +25 -25 -9

NbBpl A -13 +2 -3 -7 -4
E +19 +T -16 -5 -7
3 -6 -3 +20 +11 +T1

NfB A +5 +26 +24 +50 +13
E +2 +12 -2 0 +5
S -7 -38 -22 -50 -18

A -13 -23 -10
E +31 — — + 16 0
S -18 -7 +10

Table 16: Colony by colony breakdown! of the

direction and size of the change

in actor response probabilities in

the presence and absence of disnlays.

+ increase

— decrease



HOY 1979 HOY 1980 PI1979 PI1 980

NOSS 1978 0-414 0-234 0-054 -0-035

HOY 1979 1 • 00 0-09 0-128 -0-108

HOY 1980 1-00 0-518 0-526

PI 1979

a. Attack

1 -00
**

0-845

HOY 1979 HOY 1980 PI 1979 PI 1 980

NOSS 1978 -0-357 0-321 0-286 0-428

HOY 1979 1-00 0-247
*

0-6 0-371

HOY 1980 1-00 0-682* 0-263

PI 1979

b. Escape

1-00 0-716*

HOY 1979 HOY 1980 PI 1979 PI 1 98C

NOSS 1978 0-126 0-450 0-136 0-360

HOY 1979 1-00 0-349 0-567 0-734"
HOY 1980 1-00 0-610 0-5

PI 1979 1-00 o-828"

c. Stay

Table 17 ; Correlation coefficient (Spearman) matrix

from inter - test comparison of ranked

nresence/absence probability differences,

(from table )
* p < 0.05 **p < 0.01



noss 1 978 hoy 1979 hoy 1980 pi 1979 pi 1980

olw a. a/s 85 a/s 8s a/s 92 A/s 92 A/s 91

r. e/s 87 e/s 89 e/s 96 e/s 95 e/s 91

blw A. a/s 8& a/s 100 a/s 100 a/s 100 a(e)/s 89

r. e/s 75 e/s 89 — e/s 100 —

nb A. e/s 87 e/s' 87 e/s 89 e/s 79 a/s 77

r. e/s 94 e/s 91 e/s 89 e/s 90 e/s 82

NBL A. e/s 89 a(e)/s 87 A/s 91 a/s 91 a/s 93

r. e/s 89 e/s 90 E/s 92 e/s 94 s/s 78

NET A. a/s 89 E/s 94 a(e)/s 78 a/s; 88 a/s 92

R. e/s 91 e/s 100 e/s 89 e/s 87 a/s 76

NbBp a. a/s 100 e/s 100 — e/s 82 a/s 76

r. e/s 100 e/s 88 e/s 100 e/s 87 e/s 100

NbBpL A. a/s 94 e/s 100 a(e)/s 83 e/s 91 A/s 90

r. e/s 83 e/s 93 e/s 92 e/s 93 e/s 88

nfb a. a/s 81 e/s 83 a/s 75 a/s 76 a/s 86

r. a/s 83 e/s 86 — a/s 79 —

NS A. — e/s 100 — e/s 96 E/s 100

r. e/s 100 — e/s 99 e/s 97

NSW a. — a(e)/s 86 e/s 100

R. e/s 100 e/s 100

Table 18 : Response probability combinations (A/s -

attack + stay; E/s - escane +s tay)

providing maximum response value.



NOSS 1978 HOY 1979 HOY 1980 PI 1979 PI 1980

OLW 85 88 92 92 91

BLW 86 100 1 00 1 00 89

NB 70 77 78 75 77

NBL 67 87 91 91 93

NBT 89 69 78 88 92

NbBp — 45 7T —

NbBpL 94 62 83 87 90

NfB 81 78 76 86

NS — — — 80 7o

Actor Attack plus Stay Probabilities

HOY 1979 HOY 1980 PI 1979 PI 1980

NOSS 1978 -0-392 -0-116 0-178 0-071

HOY 1979 1 -00 0-811 0-619 0-035

HOY 1 980 1 -00 0- 898* 0-029

PI 1979 1- 00 0-429

Table 19: Correlation coefficient (Speanan) matrix

from inter - test comoarison of ranked

actor attack + stay (see above) orobabilities.



NOSS 1978 HOY 1979 HOY 1980 PI 1979 PI 1980

OLW 69 85 90 91 90

BLW 79 79 93 91 89

KB 87 87 89 79 61

NBL 89 87 78 87 73

NBT 74 94 78 59 51

NbBp — — 82 —

BbBpL 82 100 83 91 84

NfB 55 83 — 74 82

KS 100

Actor Escape plus Stay

96

Probabilities

100

HOY 1979 HOY 1980 PI 1979 PI 1980

NOSS 1978 0-414 -0-492 0-185 0-143

HOY 1979 1-00 -0-812 0-209 0-192

HOY 1980 1-00 0-646 0-724

PI 1979 1-00
**

0-951

Table 20 : Correlation coefficient (Soearman) matrix
from inter - test comparison of ranked

escape + stay (see above) probabilities.



Chapter 5

5.1.1. The Response of the Reactor.

That displays exert an adaptive benefit on the signaller, i.e.

a display acts to elicit a response from the recipient that is, at

least statistically, advantageous to the signaller, is central to

a number of definitions of communication (e.g. Moynihan 1955, Brown

1975, Dawkins and Krebs 1978).

The methods employed so far have followed those used in

studies investigating the emotional basis of agonistic communication.

These studies (e.g. Moynihan 1955) have been concerned primarily

with display causation. Causal influences constrained the form of

displays through 'releasing' appropriate intention movements

permitting the recipient to perceive the emotional state of the

signaller. In this way causal and functional explanations sere

linked within the same framework. Wording from the causal point

of view attention has centred on displays and the signalling

individual and has tended to shift attention from the important

function of a signalling system - the ability of this system to

influence a recipient (Marler 1961, Green and Marler 1979).

Before concluding that temporal association does not provide

an insight into the communicative nature of displays one final

test has to be applied. This involves comparing the varying

levels of agonistic information suggested by temporal association

to be conveyed by displays and the responses shown by the reactor.

This approach is neither new nor has it been free of criticism.

This approach stems from applying semistic theory to the



analysis of animal communication. In so doing Marler (1961) was

one of the first to deal with the pragmatics of a system and to

stress the importance of studying the effects of displays on a

recipient. Ironically, criticism of this approach has stemmed

from adopting a semiotic approach. Smith (1977) argued that

tonic influences (Schleidt 1973) will undermine the value of

this approach. He suggested that a display by one individual

may not immediately alter the behaviour of a recipient but rather

alter or prime a future response. For threat displays such

influences should be minimal. Threat displays and their effects

usually occur in close temporal proximity
Since Marler first used this approach a number of authors

have followed suit. In his study of the brown skua Burton (1968)

compared the responses given by the reactor to various actor

displays. On finding no significant difference between the

responses shown by the reactor he concluded that the existence

of a range of threat displays was superfluous and that

responsiveness was poorly developed on the receiving side. This

conclusion exemplifies the ethological distinction made between

pressures moulding display development and those guiding

responses to them (Blest 1964). This view would have been

untenable if the recipient itself was considered as a source

of selection pressure, a view which is becoming increasingly

popular (e.g. Hanson 1979). In concluding is favour of these

dipl ay3 forming a threat series Burton was heavily influenced by

his expectation that a series existed because Moynihan's (1955)

definition was fulfilled the displays were 'reliably'

followed by attack and escape. Further, the response sequelae

no



for the displays differed. According to the actor/reactor

comparison, though, one of the major pressures moulding and

maintaining such a system did not appear to be doing so. The

reactor did net make the distinction (on the basis of the

response shown) between displays that would have been expected

if the displays represented differences in threat quality, in

the face of a contradiction between what the actor did and how

the reactor responcfcd Burton concluded in favour of what he

expected to find, namely that the only plausible explanation

for there being a variety of displays was that they represented

differences in threat.

A number of other studies have used the response shoxm by

the reactor to reinforce claims raade about the information

ccntent of displays. Stokes (1962) and Andersson (1976)

concluded that the displays of the blue tit and the bonxie,

respectively, formed a threat series since the sequelae associated

with each display differed. The extent of reactor escape responses

was used to support their suggestion that information about attack

was conveyed by displays and used by the recipient in guiding

response. Of these studies only Andersson (1976) dealt with

the matter statistically. No effort was made to determine the

consistency of the association. Any inconsistencies that have

appeared have largely been ignored. For example, rarely has

it been the actor display associated with the highest attack

probability that induces the highest reactor escape probability

(Caryl 1979).

It now remains to be seen whether the reactor shows a

response appropr ate to the information assumed to be conveyed
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by the actor's display when the latter is determined using

temporal association.

5.1.2. Hie relationship between actor and reactor behaviour

The response shown by the reactor on receipt of a display

has often been used to support claims made concerning the

information content of displays, particularly about attack

information. In only one case has this comparison received

statistical verification. Andersson (1976) found a positive

and significant association between ranked actor attack

probability and subsequent reactor escape probability. As a

result he suggested that the probabilities associated with the

actor's displays did provide a measure of the signaller's attack

likelihood. Further, it was this information that was used

by the recipient in guiding response. This result most clearly

marks the contrast between the 'conflict' view suggesting

transmission of a range of attack information (e.g. Cullen 1966)

and the games theory view which suggests that variation in

signaller intention should not be conveyed (e.g. Maynard Smith

1972) .

The ensuing contradiction prompted Caryl's (1979) re-

analysis. Caryl suggested that escape information was conveyed

by displays. Support for this idea came from a number of eoucces.

The most convincing was a significant and positive correlation

between ranked actor escape probability and subsequent reactor

attack probability. This correlation was obtained using the

same data upon which Andersson (1976) claimed that attack

information was conveyed. From the same set of date a choice is

evident concerning the nature of the inforiaation conveyed.
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Which one of these views is correct? Before this

qeustion can be answered a number of xoethodological problems

need to be ironed out. The most important of these concerns

the manner in which the response probabilities are viewed. The

probabilities calculated using temporal association represent a

retrospective indicator of the relative frequency of each

possible response (the number of responses being constrained by

the observer). It is assumed that this level of activity mirrors

the contribution of a tendency. If the probabilities are considered

to indicate a level of information rather than a measure of

activity the positive correlation found by Caryl is something of

a parados. The direction of this correlation means that

signalling with a high escape probability increased the likelihood

of the signaller being attacked. This state of affairs would

appear to have little adaptive value. Dilger (196.0) suggested

that escape signals would be used to prevent attack.

A possible explanation lies in the manner in which Andersson

(1976) calculated the reactor responses. The aame data was used

by Caryl (1979). The theoretical basis of Andersson's study

suggested that attack information was important. He quite

rightly excluded those occasions when a display was followed by

overt attack in calculating reactor response to remove the

possibility of this introducing a bias into the result. He did

not exclude overt actor escape. Overt actor attack was excluded

because it nay have induced reactor escape. If the same logic

is applied to the reactor it is possible that a sizeable

proportion of actor escape resulted from the latter being overtly

attacked by the reactor. This could have been responsible for
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the positive correlation found by Caryl - this arising as

a result of overt behaviour shown by each interactarit rather

than from a more subtle transfer of information. If information

transfer did take place it might be more appropriate to ask

what type of information would be transmitted by the actors

display to prompt attack from a recipient? Before the relative

merits of the conclusions set out by Andersson (1976) and Caryl

(1979) can be assessed overt interaction of this nature must be

controlled. This could be done by measuring reactor response to

displays when the actor stays after displaying. Reactor response

could thus be assumed to be in response to the display alone.

When this has been done any remaining relationship

between actor response probabilities and an appropriate reactor

response would suggest that temporal association is a valid means

of providing a quantitative measure of the information conveyed.

Before proceeding with this analysis one further question

needs to be asked. How might we expect the behaviour of the

interactants to be related? Hie definition of threat being

adopted here is that the threat quality of a display would

manifest itself as an appropriate change in the escape probability

of the recipient. A high intensity threat leading to a high

recipient escape probability, a low intensity threat producing

a low recipient escape probability. If displays represented

differences in signaller attack probability a positive correlation

would be expected between displays ranked according to their

attack probabilities and ranked recipient escape probabilities.

A correlation of this nature was found by Andersson (1976).

Caryl's (1979) re-analysis raised the possibility of displays
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conveying serial escape differences on the basis of a relationship

between ac.tor esaape and recipient attack. An 'escape* display

should act to inhibit attack (Dilger 1960). A display indicating

a high escape probability would be associated with an appropriately

low attack probability in the recipient. Since temporal association

provides a measure of actual behaviour this relationship is all

the more likely. An inverse relationship would be expected between

ranked actor escape and subsequent reactor attack.

Theeat displays are being presumed, here, to function by

permitting the signaller to gain an advantage over an opponent,

its a result the threat definition being used is a measure of the

escape probability of the recipient. In this case transmission

of escape intormation in the signaller's display would be

evidenced by an inverse correlation between actor escape

probability and subsequent recipient escape. A high escape

probability by the signaller being associated with a low escape

probability by the recipient.

Both the above authors demonstrated a significant association

to support their claim. Although, important, this is not sufficient

evidence upon which to base a conclusion, a possibility which is

made all the more difficult in view of the conflicting findings.

Before accepting or rejecting these findings it is necessary to

determine the consistency of ea,ch association.

Reactor responses \?ere calculated for each display whan

the actor stayed after signalling. The attack, escape and stay

probabilities for the reactor were calculated in this manner.

Bach of thes eresponses were ranked. Comparison was made of

each ranked actor response (from tables 3* ? ) with the ranked



responses of the reactor. A Spearman ranked correlation

coefficient (Siegel 1955) was used for the comparison. The

results of these comparisons were calculated for each colony

(tables 21 - 25) .

5.1.3. Results.

In the results tables (21-25 ) the three columns on

the left list the actor response probabilities (obtained from

tables 3 - 7 ) determined using temporal association. The

three columns to the right list the response probability shown

by the reactor to each actor display when the actor stayed.

Noss 1973 (Table 21 )

1. Response to actor attack probability. Although positive the

actor attack/reactor escape correlation is low and fails to reach

significance.(table 21b ). This result does not support the

possibility that the reactor bases a response on varying le\*els

of attack information gleaned from the actor's display.

2. Response to actor escape probability. Table 21b reveals

a significant and negative correlation between ranked actor escape

probability and ranked reactor attack. The greater the

likelihood of actor esaape the less likely is the actor to be

attacked. This supports the possibility of the recipient using

information about varying levels of escape information in the

actors display.

However, in terms of the threat criterion used here, where

a threat display should produce, an appropriate escape response

from the recipient, the picture adopts a more complex

appearance. Although failing to reach significance the actor

escape/reactor escape correlation (table 21b) has a high value
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and is positive. The greater the likelihood of escape signalled

by the actor the greater, also, is the reactors. Since the

data from which this correlation is derived represents overt

action on the part of each interactant the pattern suggests that

both individuals exhibit an equal likelihood of fleeing in an

interaction. This does not suggest any threat validity for

displays since the signaller does not gain any advantage from his

behaviour.

For IToss (1973) a number of contradictory lines of evidence

prohibit any conclusion regarding the information conveyed by

displays.

Iloy 1979 (Table 22 )

1. Response to actor attack. The actor attack/reactor escape

corre. laion reaches significance but is in the wrong direction

(table 22b)• This inverse relationship suggests that the

greater the likelihood of actor attack, the less likely is the

reector to escape. In threat terras this state of affairs has

little adaptive value. The reactor is not using information
«»

about future actor attack probability to guide response.

2. Response to actor escape. The actor escape/reactor attack

correlation is significant and in the expected direction (negative)

(Table 22b )• This supports the possible use of actor escape

information by the reactor in guiding response.

Again, however, an anomaly appears when this question is

addressed to the alternative correlation; that between actor

escape/reactor escape. Though failing to reach significance

the high and positive nature of this correlation (table 22b )

is contrary to expectations if the level of escape information
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provided the display with its threat quality.

Once again the overall conflict in the pattern of

correlations prohibits any firm conclusion.

Hoy 1980 (Table 23 )•

1. Response to actor attack. The actor attack/reactor escape

correlation is low and negative (Table 23b ). Hi is pattern does

not support the use of attack information by the reactor in

guiding response.

2. Response to actor escape. The actor escape/reactor attack

correlation is low and positive (table 23b). The pattern of

this correlation is the opposite to what would be expected if

actor escape information were used by the reactor in guiding

response.

However, the actor escape/reactor escape is high and

negative (table 23b )• This provides limited support for

displays having a threat quality by virtue of the transmission

of varying levels of escape information.

Overall, the inconsistency in the patterns of the

correlations does not permit any conclusion to be drawn.

Fair Isle (1979) (Table 24 )

1. Response to actor attack. The actor attack/reactor escape

is positive and, though failing to reach significance to reach

significance (table 24b ) provides very limited support for

the reactor using information about actor attack likelihood as

a guide to future response.

2. Response to actor escape. The actor escape/reactor attack

correlation is both significant and positive (Table 24b ). Caryl

(1979) based his conclusion in favour of displays conveying escape



information on a correlation which followed this pattern, I

previously suggested that a correlation of this nature may have

resulted from overt behaviour shown by the interactants. A

similar argument could not be used here since reactor response x<ras

recorded to each display when the actor stayed, ruling out such

overt interaction. The situation becomes even more paradoxical

when it is considered that, despite being attacked, the actor stayed.

If a display conveyed escape information its expected effect would

be to prevent attack (Dilger 1960). In this light the above pattern

has little adaptive value and is difficult to reconcile if displays

do indeed convey escape information.

Turning to the alternative threat definition no clearer

picture is evident. The actor/reactor escape correlation is very

low (table -24b).

Conflicting evidence prevents answering any question regarding

the nature of the information conveyed by displays.

Fair Isle 1980 (Table 25 )

1. Response to actor attack. The actor attack/reactor escape

correlation is significant and in the direction expected if the

threat quality of displays was attributable to their transmitting

the varying likelihood of the signaller to attack. (Table 25b ).

2. Response to actor eacape. The actor escape/reactor attack

correlation is low and positive (table 25b ). For the same

reasons outlined for Fair Isle (1979) this does not support the

possible transmission of escape information.

The actor escape/reactor escape correlation just fails to

reach significance and reveals the inverse relationship expected

if a threat response was based on the reception of varying levels
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of escape information.

5.1.4. Discussi on_ & Conclus ion.

The most convincing support for displays acting in threat

by conveying attack information comes from Andersson's (1976)

finding of a positive and significant Actor attack/Reactor escape

correlation in the bonxie. In the present study, relating these

variables revealed only limited support for this possibility. Of

five tests only two correlations reached significance.. For one

of these (Fair Isle 1980, table 25 ) the positive correlation

revealed supports the argument that the displays convey variation

in the level of attack information and that it is subsequently

used by the recipient in guiding response. However, although

reaching significance the Kov 1979 correlation (table 22 ) is

negative - the.opposite of what would be expected if displays

derived their threat quality by virtue of transmitting attack

information. This suggests that the greater the likelihood of

attack the. less likely the recipient is to escape.

Over five different test periods the ensuing picture does

not accord with the result expected of a series conveying attack

likelihood. The inefficiency with vrhich these displays serve

threat, with respect to conveying attack information, is further

indicated in a more general comparison. Caryl (1979) pointed out

that it was rarely the display having the highest attack

probability that resulted in the highest recipient escape

probability.

On Noss 1978 (table 21a ) displays associated with both the

highest and lowest actor attack probabilities (OLU and 1TB

respectively) produce the same reactor escape probability. This



finding is difficult to explain if response is based on receiving

attack information.

On Hoy 197 9 (table 22a ) a rather paradoxical situation is

evident where a display h avinga zero actor attack probability

(NbBpL) results in the highest reactor escape probability and the

display associated with the highest actor attack probability results

in the least reactor escape probability (BLW). Hoy 1980 (table 23a)

also reveals a situation where a display associated with the lowest

actor attack probability (ELU) results in the highest reactor

escape likelihood. It is interesting to note that over tho

seasons on Hoy one display (ELW) is associated with both the

highest and the lowest actor attack probabilities (tables 23a & 24al •

Tair Isle 1979/19GG tables 24a,25a ) also reveals a number

of anomalies in the general patterns of relations between actor

attack and reactor escape probabilities.

Where temporal association is usied to quantify the information

assumed to be conveyed by displays the evidence obtained from

relating actor attack probabilities to the escape response shown

by a recipient (tables 21 —25) is contrary to that expected

if the information conveyed was constrained in this manner.

If displays maintain serial relations by virtue of a

variation in the level of information conveyed Caryl (1979)

suggested escape as an alternative. Evidence for this was

sought by comparing Actor escape and Reactor attack probabilities.

Appropriate evidence would take the form of an inverse relationship

between these variables on the assumption that 'escape' displays

function to prevent attack (Dilger 1960).

A supplementary definition was also adopted. This was
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built on the premise that threat displays will he used to gain

access to a disputed resource and so permit the signaller to

gain an advantage over an opponent. It is also assumed that in

such disputes there can only be one winner. In this case it was

considered appropriate evidence of displays deriving their threat

effectiveness by conveying escape information through relating

actor escape and reactor escape probabilities. A display

signalling an intense threat would be one indicating a low

subsequent escape likelihood. Evidence of displays acting in this

way would be revealed as an inverse relationship between these

two variables.

Firstly, what of the actor escape/reactor attack likelihood?

Of the five tests (tables 21 -25), two reveal an inverse and three

a positive relationship. Of the latter only one reaches

significance (Fair Isle 1979, table 24b )• Although a

relationship of this nature was suggested by Caryl (1979) to

support the transmission of escape information, the validity of

this conclusion was questioned on the grounds that little

adaptive value is conferred on an animal signalling in a manner

likely to increase the probability thfet the animal will be

attacked.

However, two tests (Noss 197S, table 21b > Hoy 1979

table 22b) reveal a relationship of the type expected of a

display signalling escape, i.e. the greater the likelihood of

signaller escape the less likely that individual is to be

attacked.

So, two tests reveal that relationship eq>e cted, the

remaining three the opposite. This lack of consistency warrants



against concluding in favour of displays acting in this manner.

The date in tables 2Ia-25a reveals very low reactor attack

probabilities. In each colony a sizeable prox^ortion of displays

do not elicit any attack from their recipient. The responses of

the recipient were measured in response to a staying actor. If

displays conveyed escape information this means that the actor,

after signalling escape did not in fact do so. "Attack* displays

were laid open to bluff since their recipient would be uncertain

about future signaller intentions. Escape signals were considered

to have greater evolutionary stability because bluff would be

more easily detected (Caryl 1979, Maynard Smith 1979). If an

individual signalled escape and did not subsequently do so its

bluff would be called. There is a growing body of evidence that

bluff is relatively easily detected and is immediately persecuted

by real attack (e.g. Rohwer 1977, Rohwer and Rohwer 197S).

In the present situation the signaller stays after

displaying. If the displays signal escape the actor, by staying

is, in effect, bluffing. The low reactor attack probabilities

suggests that such bluff is not punished. The lack of retaliation

can be interpreted either by suggesting that the bonxie can be

easily fooled or that escape information is not being conveyed.

Alternatively it could be argued on the basis of the

above evidence that escape signals are being used simply to prevent

attack. In suggesting this it is difficult to see the advantage

of having a number of displays acting in this manner or what

the nature of the resource might be that would permit the loser

to remain. Adopting the former line of thought there is no

evidence to suggest that any one display is particularly good at
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inhibiting attack. From tables 2Ia-25a it is evident that the

display associated with the highest actor escape probability is

often that producing the least reactor attack probability, i.e.

it serves to inhibit attack. It is equally true that displays

associated with only half that escape probability are equally

effective in preventing attack.

VJhere a relationship between Actor escape and reactor attack

is sought it is logical to assume that the displays serve to prevent

attack. From this point of view, though, an explanation for

the existence of either a single display or the range of displays

is not forthcoming. An alternative suggestion would be that the

displays serve to gain an advantage over an opponent. To determine

whether such a mechanism is in existence an alternative

relationship between the interactants must be sought.

Evidence for displays acting in this way wculd be gleaned
I

from an inverse relationship between Actor escape and Reactor

escape probabilities.

No clear pattern was evident. Of the five tests ong

(Fair Ille 1979, table 24b ) reveals an almost random association

between these variables. Thro (Hoy 1980, table 23b ; Fair Isle

1980 table 25b ) indicate a relatively high inverse relationship

that provides a measure of support for displays acting in

threat via transmitting escape information, i.e. the greater the

escape likelihood signalled the less likely the recipient is

to escape. In such a series a display with a low escape

probability has a high threat quality.

However, the remaining two tests suggest the opposite. Both
H

Hoss 1973 (table 21b ) and Moy 1979 (table 22b ) reveal a
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positive association between the relevant variables. In effect,

the greater the escape likelihood signalled the greater is the

likelihood that the recipient will also escape.

In all four of these tests irrespective of the direction

of the correlations they are all of a breadly similar magnitude.

Thus the evidence for the transmission of escape information is

equally divided between relationships supporting and those

opposing the poss ible transmission of varying levels of escape

information in a manner serving to gain an advantage over an

opponent

5. l'*5 Analytical Problems

The present analysis was concerned with testing two

contrary propositions. One suggested that displays derived

their threat effectiveness from their ability to transmit

variation in attack likelihood (e.g. Andersson 1976). The other

suggested that effect came from transmission of escape

information (e.g. Caryl 1979). Both assumed that the level of

information could be determined by temporal association. Threat

is about the ability of one individual to gain an advantage over

another tltough display. The acid test for threat efficiency

is to determine the extent to which the information conveyed

(in the present case this is constrained by the use of temporal

association) can influence the recipient to respond in a manner

ddaptively favourable to the signaller.

When actor and reactor responses were compared the

inconsistency in the pattern of response association, irrespective

of the information dimension considered, does not warrant

concluding that displays convey differences in intention in a
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manner that is species specific. This conclusion is in accord

with games theory predictions that displays should not convey

intentions.

The conclusions of a number of existing studies were based

on relationships obtained in the above manner. The date upon

which these conclusions were based were generally gathered from

a single season andffew attempts were made to test the consistency

of the result. bTiere inconsistencies were revealed these have

generally been ignored (e.g. Burton 196S). In the present a.

significant level of support for each proposition could be

drawn from isolated tests but when the general consistency of

the data wore tested via comparison of data gathered over

different years and in different colonies the only conclusion

possible was that, within the limits imposed by the method,

neither propostion provided a reliable indicator of display

function.

For future studies an important area of concern will be

in determining the consistency of a result. A conclusions

based on an isolated test will have only limited value.

It should be borne in mind that the above conclusion is

based on the assumption that the probabilities upon which the

analysis was based reject the level and nature of the

information conveyed by displays. If temporal association does

not provide a quantitative measure of information content then

the above conclusion will need qualifictdiQv^ At this paint it is

appropriate to reflect on the validity of tempc^al association

as a mechanism to explain the manner in which information is

constrained.
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The value of temporal association as an analytical tcol in

the study of agonistic behaviour depends on* 1) identifying the

tendencies contri.b. uting to a display, 2) that the extent of the

overt association between tendency and display mirrors the causal

and functional contribution of a display to the series, 3) using

appropriate behavioural measures to detect the influence of a given

tendency. An inadequacy in any of these areas will hinder

detection of information.

The concept of a 'tendency' is vague. In the study of

social behaviour two tendencies have enjoyed universal populatity;

attack and escape. A variety of other tendencies have also been

used. Crook (1964) employed a social and an advertising

tendency. Andersson (1976) employed a grass-throwing tendency.

The choice of tendency has tended to mirror observer preconception

and the choice of overt behaviour has been limited.to what

was av ailable and which could be ascribed a recognisable function

fai.rly easily. Serial relations, of the type suggested in the

conflict literature between actor displays would not be expected

to appear until each contributing tendency had been identified

and its influence considered. The probabilities are a relative

measure and so are dependent upon the number of tendencies

involved. If all contributing tendencies are not identified

then it is unlikely that consistent serial relations would be

evident.

In this respect the neglect of a sexual tendency could

have serious implication for a study based on temporal association

and how responses could arise in particular. In an attempt to

limit a confounding influence on response those occasions where
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a display was followed by overt sexual behaviour were excluded

from the data used to calculate the attack/escape/stay probabilities.

Not all sexual approaches are successful (Perdeck 1960). In some

interactions displays influenced by a sexual tendency will not be

followed by an action that would identify it to the observer as

such. A confounding sexual influence on response cannot be

eliminated.

If all displays were the result of a conflict between the

same incompatible tendencies neglect of one, e.g. the sexual

tendency might not pose too serious a problem since the same

relative levels of sexual influence is being exerted on the

displays each time they occur. But is it the case that all

displays share the same causal factors? In the bonxie this is

doubtful. In the analysis of display sexual relations (table

2 ) it was found that, in the club, overt sexual behaviour

had a limited association with one display group, the Uprights.

Within the limited categorizing mechanism used here the Uprights

could be said to result from varying levels of attack/escape/

stay/sex conflict. In contrast, the long-call oomplex (OLW,

BIW) and the neck short complex (NS,NSW) resulted from only an

attack/escape/stay conflict. With the predominance of attack/

escape it is relatively easy to ascribe threat relations to

the latter groups. The addition of a sexual tendency to the

former group raised a conceptual problem in ascribing any

straightforward functional relations. This difference raises

the question of whether all the bonxie displays can all be

considered together. Bonxie displays may not be functionally

homogeneous.
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Until the manner in which tendencies interact to produce a

given display (and thus the information conveyed) can be specified

temporal association will have only a limited value for describing

the information potentially available from displays.

In the light of these criticisms the previous failure to

find an association between actor displays and the response shown

by the reactor may have been due not to the inability of displays

to convey serial threat differences but to the inability of the method

to detect these differences in the actors display. Heterogenous

influences on the responses shcwi by the actor will disrupt the

appearance of the expected relations between actor and reactor

behaviour. For example, no attempt was made to determine the

number of tendencies contributing to displays. The limited

association of a sexual tendency to the upright group was not

taken into consideration. These omissions introduce an influence

which is difficult to eliminate. Further, they are likely to

have prevented the method from revealing display information

content. As a result the earlier conclusion that displays do

not convey intentional differences must be viewed with, caution.

Further analysis is needed to determine whether intentional

differences exist. Attacking the problem from a different

perspective may surmount the above problems.

If di fferences in threat are transmitted by displays then,

irrespective of the causal mechanism producing these differences

or the range of information that a display might potentially

transmit, evidence for displays con /eying intentional differences

might come from determining whether the range of responses shown

by the recipient are appropriate. The problem in the previous
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approach is that two components of the threat system were being

investigated simultaneously. The information assumed conveyed was

given priority, the response shown by the recipient was considered

secondary (Burton 1968 in particular). There has been a shift

from the functional aspect of communication of prime importance ;

the ability of a signal to influence its recipient, to one

concerned with the nature of the information conveyed. The

conceptual problems involved in defining the latter restrict

this approach. It is important for a study of animal communication

to concern itself firstly with determining whether a recipient

responds consistently to a given behaviour. Only after this has

been done can the behaviour be ascribed with having a signal

function. A functional analysis can then be expanded to

investigate the nature of the information conveyed.

With this basic approach the first problem to be surmounted

concerns defining the type of response to be investigated. The

present study is concerned with determining whether displays serve

a threat function and, in particular, whether a threat series

exists to convey differences in intentional information. How

would the recipient be expected to respond on receiving a threat?

Marler (1961) suggested that a threat display be defined as one

which would produce a change in the escape probability of the

recipient. This definition will be used here. Differences in

the level of threat conveyed by displays would produce

appropriate differences in the escape probability of their

recipient.

5.1.6 The Response shown by the Reactor.

If displays differ in threat quality then irrespective of
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the causal mechanisms underlying the differences or the range of

information they may contain, differences in threat wculd manifest

themselves as a consistent serial relationship between displays

measured as the escape probability induced in the recipient.

For this analysis the response of the recipient was assessed

independently of the response probabilities (and thus the

assumptions about information oonveyed) associated with the use

of the display when given by the signaller. Response was

measured for those situations where the signaller stays. Response

could then be assumed to be in response to the display alone,

eliminating any possible infltience of overt signaller behaviour.

There are a number of ways in which the consistency of the

response shown can be tested.

5.1.7. The Actor and Reactor.

The most basic comparison is one between the actor and

reactor within each test period. To facilitate this comparison

the actor and reactor were treated independently. Response

probabilities were calculated for the Reactor when receiving

displays for a staying actor. Response probabilities were also

calculated for the Actor when receiving a display from a

staying reactor. In this way response on reception was

calculated for two distinct classes of interactant. As before

three responses were scored; attack, escape and stay. The

response probabilities are the relative frequency of each

response.

Of central interest here is the escape response shown by

the recipient of a display, whether the actor or reactor.

For analysis the response probabilities were ranked. The
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ranked probabilities for each response were then compared, the

data being obtained from within each test period. The extent of

the statistical association between ranked actor/reactor responses

were determined using a Spearman Ranked Correlation co-efficient

(Siegel 1956). If the displays of the bonxie form a threat

series then, from the point of view of recipient response, the

series would manifest itself as a positive correlation between the

responses shown by the recipient. The results of the comparison

in the four tests for which sufficient date was avaivable are

given in table 26 &27-

For both 'attack' and 'stay' there is no supporting

evidence to suggest the existence of serial threat relations.

The correlations are low and two are negative.

Of the three responses permitted by the method the escape

response is the one most likely to reveal that displays fulfil

a threat function. It is this response that provides the most

direct indication that the signaller is gaining an advantage over

the recipient.

For tables 26&27 it- is evident that only the Fair Isle

1979 comparison ~ reveals a significant and positive

association. However, the remaining correlations are all high

and are in the expected direction. Only a small sample was

available for analysis, primarily due to the relative infrequence

of reactor displaying. This hinders reaching a firm conclusion.

The distinct underlying trend suggests that further examination

of a possible serial display function is warranted.

5.$.8. Reactor Comparison.

Further investigation necessitates a different approach.
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A broader comparison is faci litated by comparing the ranked

responses of the reactor on receiving a display given by a

staying actor. This was done, in the first instance, within

each colony over consec uti\e seasons. A Spearman correlation was

used for the comparison.

If displays act by conveying serial threat differences

this would manifest itself in the present analysis as significant

and positive correlations between the ranked responses over

successive seasons. The response probabilities listed in tables

are those of the recipient of a display.

Hoy 1979/1980 (table 28 ) Reactor responses from tables 22/23
For all three possible responses no comparison yields a

significant result. For the response of greatest relevance for

detecting threat function, escape, the correlation is negative.

A display which induced a high escape probability one year tended

to produce a low probability the following year. This is the

opposite of what would be expected and so does not support the

possibility that bonxie displays form a threat series.

Fair Isle 1979/1980 (table 28 ) Reactor responses from table 24/25
In contrast to the above finding a similar comparison on

Fair Isle revealed, significant and positive correlations for all

three responses. In view of the low probabilities and the high

number of ties associated with attack the signficant result here

is of limited consequente. The significant and positive

association between the escape responses over the two years

supports the possibility of displays representing a threat series

in the eye£5 of the recipient.

In the latter comparison the displays fulfil the most
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important functional criterion necessary to consider the displays

as forming a threat series, i.e. they consistently influence the

recipient in an appropriate manner. However, the force of this

conclusion must be tempered by the failure to find this consistency

in both colonies. The Hoy correlation (table 28 ) does not

even suggest a trend in the inter-year relationship. In view of

this it is not possible to conclude in favour of the displays

forming a threat series. The available evidence does warrant

further investigation.

To this end there remains one further means of comparison.

The responses shown by the reactor on receipt of a display firo m

a staying actor were ranked and a comparison between colonies was

carried out. The correlations were calculated using a Spearman

correlation co-efficient. The co-efficients ar.e presented in

table 28 • These were presented in this form to account for

differences in the number of displays used in each cciLo ny for

the comparisons.

(a) Escape (table 28b )• Reactor responses from tables 21—25

When a general comparison of this nature i3 made support for

the view that display maintain serial threat relations, by virtue

of their ability to induce appropriate differences in the escape

probabilities of the recipient, diminishes. Only one correlation

reaches significance in the appropriate directions (Fair Is Le 1979/

1980). Since this result is from a single colony there is no

evidence to support the existence of a between-colony association.

This conclusion i3 re-inforced by the finding that half the

correlations are negative and two of these only just fail to reach

significance (Woss 1978/ Hoy 1979 and Hoy 1930/Fair Isle 1980).



The low value of the majority of the correlations and the high

proportion of negative correlations reveals an overall picture

that is contrary to what would be expected if the displays of

the bonxie formed a species-specific threat series.

(b) Attack (table 28a )-Reactor responses from tables 21-25

Displays were ranked according to the probability that they

induce attack from a recipient. Such a situation might arise

if displays were used to convey escape in a manner serving to

prevent the signaller being attacked. In looking for a relationship

between induced attack a similar picture to that revealed for

escape is evident. Of the inter-colony correlations almost half

are negative. Three of these only just fail to reach significance.

On the basis of this finding bonxie displays do not form a species-

specific series acting to influence the attack responses of the

recipient.

5.1.9. Discussion.

Theee levels of comparison have been used here. There has

been a decrease in the extent of the association a3 the number

of variables embraced by the comparison increases. A relatively

high degree of consistency is revealed when comparison takes place

within a single season (tables 26&27 ). This descends to a

situation where no consistency is present when the comparison is

carried out between different colonies.(Table 28)

In the latter case the prevailing low level of correlations

and the high proportion of negative correlations, irrespective of

the response given, suggests that these displays do not form a

general species-specific code. Overall the bonxie does not

respond to displays in a manner consistent enough to permit
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ascribing a signal function to displays.

However, within a single colony during each season there is

a strong underlying trend suggesting that displays form a series.

The co-efficients in tables 26 & 27 are all high and in the

appropriate direction although only one reaches significance.

Failure to reach significance tr?ay have resulted from the

observer's failure to account for all the variables impinging

on the response shown. For example, no provision was made to

account for the display adopted by the recipient and how this

may influence response.

The Fair Isle studies were carried out during the latter

half of the season so it is feasible that a display code could

have developed during the earlier part of the season. Thi3 would

account for the consistency of response to the displays. A

similar argument could not be used on Hoy. The study here took

place during the early part of the season while the non-breeding

birds were returning from their migration. There would be no time

to develop a code. Club birds spend, on average, two to three

years in the club (Furness 1977). A colony specific code could

develop and be transmitted culturally from year to year with new

arrivals learning the code from birds already present. Support

for the suggestion that the codes are culturally transmitted

di.Hlni.sbes ' with the finding that there is very poor inter-colony

consistency. The bonxie does not appear to have a species

specific and innate display code. If this suggestion holds true

then, in addition to the high actor/reactor consistency there

should be a relatively high correlation within a colony over

consecuti \re seasons.
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Fair Isle shows this consistency both within (table 27 )

and between (table Z9 ) seasons fairly dlearly. Hoy does not.

Between 1979/1930 there is no consistency in response (table 28 )•

No explanation for Hoy's single season consistency (td>les 26 )

is readily available. A more extensive comparison involving marked

individuals and over a greater number of seasons may prove

illuminating.

The failure of the Hoy data to reveal the consistency evidence

on Fair Isle may be due to the small sample sizes in the former

colony. The consistency shown on Fair Isle (tables 27 & 28), with

its higher display and observation totals suggests that the question

of inter—colony threat display effectiveness warrants more detailed

analysis. If displays tend to be colony-specific and culturally

transmitted rather than species-specific with an innate threat

code an interesting question regarding the nature of the

information conveyed and the manner of its transmission is raised.
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ACTOR REACTOR Response

A E S A S S

OLW 31 15 54 0 70 30

BLV 21 14 65; 0 77 23

NB 13 30 57 0 70 30

EBT 27 12 62 13 69 18

NbBpL 18 6 76 15 31 54

REACTOR

A E S

A -0-112 0-102 -0-41
*

ACTOR E -0*894 0-667 -0-051

S 0-671 -0*359 0*154

b.

Table 21: Noss 1978

a. Actor response probabilities and

subsequent reactor response on

receipt of each display given by
a staying actor.

b. Correlation coefficient (Spearman)
matrix from comparison of ranked

actor and reactor probabilities.

(from a.).

* p < 0.05 ** p <• 0.01



ACTOR REACTOR Response

A E S A E S

0LW 16 13 71 1 58 4T

BLW 21 0 79 7 20 73

NB 13 23 64 6 64 30

NBL 13 13 74 10 60 30

NBT 6 31 63 0 50 50

NbBpL 0 38 62 0 88 12

NfB 17 22 61 0 50 50

A

A 0-374

ACTOR E -0-724*
S 0-889*

REACTOR

E S

-0-709* 0-705*
0-563 -0-523

-0-252 0-218

b.

Table 22: Hoy 1979

a. Actor response probabilities and

subsequent reactor response on

receipt of each display given by
a staying actor.

b. Correlation coefficient (Spearman)
matrix from comparison of ranked

actor and reactor probabilities.

(from a.).

*
p < 9.05 <0.01



ACTOR REACTOR Response

A E S A E S

0LW 10 6 84 0 43 57

BLW 7 0 93 0 57 43

NB 11 22 67 5 42 53

NBL 22 9 69 4 48 48

NBT 22 22 56 0 43 57

NbBpL 14 14 72 6 50 44

ACTOR E

S

A

0-191

0-338

-0-116

REACTOR

E

-0-221

-0-662

0-667

b.

S

0-406

0-551

-0-567

Table 23s Hoy 1980

a. Actor response probabilities and

subsequent reactor response on

receipt of each display given by
a staying actor.

b. Correlation coefficient (Spearman)
matrix from comparison of ranked

actor and reactor probabilities.

(from a.)

* p * 0.05 * p < 0.01



ACTOR REACTOR Response

A E S A E S

0L¥ 9 8 83 1 45 54

BLW 9 0 91 0 51 49

NB 21 25 54 3 52 45

NBL 13 9 78 1 54 45

NBT 41 12 47 0 38 62

NbBp 18 23 59 13 34 53

NbBpL 9 13 78 0 40 60

NfB 26 24 50 4 65 31

NS 4 20 76 1 12 87

a.

Table24i a. Actor response probabilities and subsequent
reactor response on receipt of each display

given by a staying actor.

REACTOR

A E S

A 0-342 0-367 -0-435

ACTOR E 0-69* 0-033 -0-251

S -0-345 0-067 0-016

b.

Table 24 : Fair Isle 1979

b. Correlation coefficient (Spearman)
matrix from comparison of ranked

■actor and reactor probabilities,

(frem a.)
* p< 0.05 : '** p < 0.01



ACTOR REACTOR Response

A E S A E S

OLW 10 9 81 1 52 47

BLW 11 11 78 0 48 52

KB 39 23 38 3 58 39

EBL 27 7 66 1 56 43

NBT 49 8 43 0 53 47

NbBpL 16 10 74 0 32 68

NS 0 30 70 3 3 94

NSW 0 25 75 0 17 83

REACTOR

ASS

A -0-065 0-826* -0-698

ACTOR E 0-257 -0-619 0-491

S -0-560 -0-523 0-359

b.

Table 25: Fair Isle 1980

a. Actor response probabilities and subsequent

reactor response on receiptof each display

given by a staying actor.
b. Correlation coefficient fSnearman) matrix

from comparison of ranked actor and reactor

probabilities, ffrom a.).

* p < 0 .0 5 ** p < 0.0T



Actor Stay/Reactor Response
Att. Esc. Stay

Reactor Stay/Actor Response
Att. Esc. Stay

OLW 1 58 41 0 4t

NB 6 64 30 0 50

NBT 0 50 50 0 30

NbBp 0 88 12 0 33

BLW 7 20 73 27 9

59

50

70

67

64

Reactor

A E

A 0-725

Actor E 0-76

a. Hoy 1979

0-2

Actor Stay/Reactor Response Reactor Stay/Actor Response

Att. Esc. Stay Att. Esc. Stay

OLW 1 43 56 1 26 73

1TB 5 42 53 3 22 75

NBL 4 48 48 11 39 50

NbBpL 6 50 44 0 36 64

Reactor

A E S

A - 0-4

Actor E 0-812

S -0-4

b. Hoy 1980



Actor Stay/Reactor Response Reactor Stay/Actor Response
Att. Esc. Stay Att. Esc. Stay

OLW 1 52 47 4 31 65
NB 3 58

-

39 3 39 58

NBL 1 56 43 ft 36 58

NBT 0 53 47 0 44 56

NbBpL 0 32 68 0 35 65

NS 3 3 94 0 0 100

Reactor

A E S

A 0-254

Actor E 0-77

S 0-701

a. Fair Isle 1980

Actor stay/Reactor Response Reactor Stay/Actor Response

Att. Esc. Stay Att. Esc. Stay

OLW 1 45 54 2 42 56

NB 3; 52 45 • 6 28 66

NBL 1 54 45 7 45 48:

NbBp 13 34 53 0 18 82

NbBpL 0 40 60 0 22 78

RS 1 12 87 3 2T 7ft

Reactor

A E

A 0-061

E

S 0-371

Actor E 0-885 *

b. Fair Isle 1979



NOSS 1972

NOSS 1978

HOT 1979

HOY 1980

PI 1979

NOSS 1978

11-00

HOT 1979

-0-8

-0-86

1-00

HOY 1980

0-344

-0-102

1-00

PI 1979

0-657

-0-335

-0-019

0-370

1-00

a. ATTACK

b. ESCAPE

NOSS 1'972

NOSS 1979

HOT 1979

HOY 1980

PI 1979

NOSS 1978

1-00

HOT 1979

0-2

-0-899

1-00

HOT 1980

-0-359

0-115

1-00

PI 1979

-0-257

-0-3

0-054

0-371

1-00

PI 1980

-0-625

0-458

0-1 58

0-958*

NOSS 1978 HOT 1979 HOT 1980 PI 1979 PI 1980

NOSS 1972 -0-8 0-485

NOSS 1978 1-00 -0-447 0-151 0-782 0-205

HOT 1979 1-00 -0-231 -0-072 0-085

HOY 1980 1-00 -0-085 -0-8

PI 1979 1-00 0 -75*

PI 1980

0-289

0-028

-0-6

0-78*

c. STAY

Table 28: Correlation coefficient (Sneaman) matrix
from inter — test connarison of ranked reactor

response on receint of disol ays given by a

staying actor.
*

p <• 0.05 •** p < 0.01.



Chapter Six

6.1.1. Interaction

The principle criticism that can be levelled against the

conflict model as it has been applied here concerns the extent to

which the test situation provides the necessary stationarity. Although

bonxie interactions are of short duration and involve only limited

display use (with respect to the number of displays used per

interaction), the fact that individuals may act in concert

constitutes an important source of non-stationarity and so may

influence the responses shown. Such influence will be particularly

disruptive where the response shown is considered to provide an

indication of information conveyed - the approach which forms

the basis of temporal association.

The ensuing interaction could take two forms. Firstly, an

overt action e.g. attack or walking towards, could ir£luence

opponent response over and above that of the accompanying display.

For this reason the response of recipients in chapter five were

calculated for 'staying* signallers, eliminating any overt influence

on response. The second influence concerns the display adopted

by an opponent.

In studies using temporal association few attempts have

been made to control this more overt form of interaction, either

because of the short duration of interactions (Stokes 1962a) or

because reactor display was infrequent (Andersson 1976). However,

Bossemma and Burglar (1930) demonstrated that even in interactions

of very short duration the actions of the actor were not independent

of the display or actions of the reactor. Time is a variable which

must be considered irrespective of its relative duration in our
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eyes. Although many bonxie interactions are settled without

reactor display, the latter does occur.

The possible disruptive influence of interaction has not

gone unnoticed in 'conflict' studies. Using temporal association

the magnitude of a probability has been thopght an important aid

in revealing information content. The low attack probabilities

prevailing with the use of this method has fostered coneern.

Dunham (1966) suggested that this could have arisen, in part,

to the unknown influence of the reactors motivational state,

though he follows Stokes (1962a) in concluding that displays

provide a general indicator of actor intent. The influence of

the opponents motivational state is an area in which theoretical

interest has recently been rekindled.

Hinde (1931) reasserts the premise originally underlying

the conflict theory. Displays are the result of a state of

conflict arising when no clear course of action is open to the

signaller. He suggests that this hesitance is due primarily to

an uncertainty about the opponents motivational state. By

displaying, the actor uses his signal to prompt an opponent

either to respond overtly or to reveal his intentions by the use

of an appropriate display. The relative magnitude of the

respective displays provides the mechanism whereby the dispute

i3 resolved. It is assumed that the individual displaying with

the less intense variant would move off. Hence a response by

the actor will be a function not only of his signal but also of

the display adopted by the opponent. Recording the responses

of one individual in isolation from the display or actions of the

opponent will provide a misleading impression of possible



information content. In this light the failure to find

consistency in Chapter four is hardly surprising.

It was the use of displays as prompts representing

intentional differences that led toMaynard Smith's (1974)

criticisms. Where an individual signals he is revealing

uncertainty. What is to stop an opponent either attacking or

bluffing by signalling with a display of higher intensity? This

problem was seen in the light of a 'conflict' approach by

Orians and Christman (1968) though they offered no solution. In

such a situation a single display indicating 'I am in dispute'

as suggested by Caryl (1979) would be sufficient to prompt a

response from an opponent and would be less open to bluff (Maynard

Smith 1979).

Before the predictions of the conflict model can be

accepted or rejected it will be necessary to determine how

interaction influences outcome. It is in this respect that

clash between the games and conflict models is most readily

apparant. If, after controlling for interaction, there is no

evidence for displays forming a series then the explanatory

power of the conflict model would be severly limited and the

way would be open to investigate alternative models.

6•1•2. A stationary test situation.

One of thepprincipie problems encountered in studying

displays concerns the difficulty of finding a standard or

baseline against which to assess their effect. If was in

response to this problem that work was carried out using models.

The latter approach raises problems and has often been

criticised for its failure to mirror the complexity of real
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interactions. Where displays comprise distinct morphological

features it is often possible to alter this feature and assess

its relevance as a signal component in live individuals (e.g.

Marler 1956, Peek 1972). Where a display does not permit such

cosmetic alteration the problem remains.

Blurton-Jones (1968) suggested that displays could be

studied only where the opponent does not display. Care should be

taken if this approach is adopted. Even such nil-responses can be

influential (Hazlett and Bossert 1965). Alternatively a nil

response nay indicate an unwillingness to engage in dispute and

even if signals differ in intensity they all may have an equal

likelihood of eliciting the response following a lack of display.

Where both individuals display a standard situation could

be provided by holding the display of one interactant constant

and recording the extent of the response shown by this individual

to the various displays adopted by an opponent. For example,

hold OLW constant and record the responses given when the

opponent adopts OLW, NB, NBL etc.

By framing the analysis in these terms it is easy to see

the inadquacies of the earlier approach which assumed that each

display wouldhave only one set of specific response probabilities.

Applied to the present situation the logic of the conflict theory

dictates that a given display will have a set of response

probabilities specific to each display that an opponent may

give i.e. to each of the displays comprising the repertoire.

For example, if OLW is adopted then a specific set of response

probabilities will exist for the state of affairs dictated by

use of NB by an opponent but these will be different from the
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response probabilities dictated by an opponent adopting NS.

Using this method a set of specific responseeprobabilities

will be revealed for each standard situation, the latter being

defined in terms of the actor display held constant. If the

displays form a series then the extent of the responses shown

to each display should be consistent. Each display should elicit

a response which bears a consistent relative relationship to

every other display in tne repertoire. In no way can these

probabilities be considered to reveal the absolute level of

information conveyed but rather they will provide a measure

of relative threat efficiency.

The manner in which the responses are scored is

important. To facilitate comparison with the earlier methods

attack, escape and stay responses were scored. The actor display

was held constant. Attack was scored irrespective of the action

taken by the reactor though most commonly the latter escaped.

Vmere the actor escaped or stayed such responses were only scored

when the Reactor stayed after displaying to ensure that the

response shown by the actor was to the display alone.

Since the actor display was held constant we are, in effect,

looking at the actor as the recipient of a variety of displays.

From the point of view Of determining threat relations the

response of greatest relevance is escape. On receipt of displays

varying in threat intensity a display having a high threat

intensity would produce a high escape probability and a display

having a low threat intensity, a low escape probability.

Attention is still cen red on one functional aspect, namely, tne

ability of displays to consistently elicit a response. In this
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vein attack responses were also studied. The ability of displays

to consistently elicit either of these overt responses may provide

a starting point to investigate another functional conpnaimt, the

information conveyed.

The attack and escape probabilities were treated separately.

The probabilities were ranked and a Spearman rank correlation

co-efficient (Siegel 1956) xras used to determine the consistency

of seriel relations both within and between colonies.

6.1.3. Results.

a QLW

1) Attack.

A comparison of ranked attack probabilities was made on Fair

Isle from data gathered in 1979 and 1980. Table 29a reveals

that no significant association was evident. The lack of

consistency in the relative order in which displays elicited attack

is further evident when comparison is extended to cover Hoy and

Fair Isle.

Table 29a reveals that the Hoy 1980/Fair Isle 1980

correlation has a very low value. More damaging evidence comes

from the Hoy 1930/Fair Isle 1979 comparison. Here the correlation

is negative, the opposite of what would be expected (table 29a ).

Hence a display likely to elicit a relatively high attack response

in one colony is more likely to achieve the opposite in another.

The stationary situation here comprised the actor adopting

OLW. The attack probability likely on receipt of a number of

displays was uaasured. The results (table 29a ) provide no

support for the possibility that displays act in a serial threat

nrnnner by virtue of their eliciting consistent but varying levels
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of attack.

From the point of view of determining a threat function for

displays more direct evidence of such a system will come from

looking at the ability of displays to consistently elicit escape

in a recipient. Actor escape was only scored when the reactor

stayed after displaying to ensure that escape was elicited in

response to the display alone. If a threat series did exist a

positive correlation would be expected between displays ranked

according to the magnitude of the escape response they elicited.

A similar picture to that revealed for attack is evident.

Comparing data gathered on Fair Isle over 1979/1930 reveals the

correlation to have a low value (table 29b ). The results of

the inter-colony comparison are mixed. While that for Hoy 1980/

Fair Isle 1980 (table 29b ) is low, that between Hoy 1980/Fair

Isle 1979 only just fails to reach significance.

Despite this latter result the overall picture ensuing

from a comparison of ranked escape probabilities does not conform

to the pattern expected if displays formed a threat series.

Where stationarity is provided by the actor constantly

displaying with OLW it would appear that the earlier failure to

find serial consistency between bonxie displays cannot be

attributed to the disruptive influence of interaction.

There also proved to be sufficient data to test one other

display in this manner, NB.

b. NB

1) Attack

Comparison of displays ranked according to the extent to
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which they elicit attack on Fair Isle over 1979/19SO fails to

reveal a significant association between displays (Table 30a )•

However, extension of this comparison between Iioy and Fair

Isle does si^port the possibility of serial relations between displays

(table 30a ). In both the Hoy 1980/Fair Isle 1979 and Hoy 1980/

Fair Isle 1930 comparisons, a significant and positive association

between displays ranked according to their ability to elicit

attack is revealed. This raises the possibility that the displays

of the boxnie act as a series by virtue of the transmission of

information which elicits varying levels of attack from an

opponent. Evidence that displays elicited attack prompted

Caryl (1979) to suggest that displays conveyed information about

signaller escape likelihood.

2) Escape

It is assumed that a more accurate measure of threat quality

would be revealed by the ability of displays to consistently elicit

escape.

Comparison of ranked escape probabilities on Fair Isle

over 1979/1930 (table 30b ) fails to reveal the pattern expected

and the co-efficient is low. The inter-colony results are again

mixed. Between Hoy 1980/Fair Isle 1980 (table 30b ) a low

co-efficient is evident. Between Hoy 1980/Fair Isle 1979, though

the co-efficient only just fails to reach significance.

Overall the evidence does not support the possibility of the

displays of the bcnxie forming a threat series, nor does it suggest

that the previous failure to reveal consistent escape responses

was due to a failure to consider interaction.

6.1.4. Discussion.



Before considering the implications of this result two

criticisms must be discussed. Firstly, the sample sizeg were

small. Sufficient data was available to test only two displays

in this manner. Further, the number of observations from which

the probabilities were calculated were, with the exception of

OLU, NB and NN, very small (table 31 ). This state of affairs

may in itself be informative. Threat was defined via an

association of displays and overt attack and escape. The

predominance of OLU and NB revealed by this association perhaps

suggests that these displays day fulfil an agonistic function

but the remaining displays comprising the repertoire do not.

A second note of caution is prompted by the relatively

higher level of consistent association with attack revealed for

NB (table 30a). Following the previous arguement it might be

suggested that only NB is worthy of being labelled a threat.

However, a closer examination of the data used to furnish these

correlations suggests an alternative explanation. It was only

the inter-colony comparisons that yielded significant results.
The distribution of attack responses on Hoy 1980 (table 30a )

is very limited and only two displays actually elicited attack.

Hence there were a large number of tied scores associated with this

test, a state of affairs which might have produced the

significant correlation. In such a small sample four out of

six observations (displays which did not elicit any attack)

being tied would introduce a high degree of linearity when Hoy

1830 was compared with data from another test. The result wool"1,

revealed for NB attack may be an artefact rather than a reliable

indicator of an association.
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Bearing in mind the above criticisms what are the

implications" of this result for the present thesis?

Considered together the results for both OLW and NB,

irrespective of the overt response measured, do not suggest that

the displays of the bonxie can be considered as a threat series.

A state of affairs has been created here which mirrors the

theoretical dispute resolving system anticipated by the conflict

theory. It is now possible, within the limits of the present

analysis, to reject the conflict theory and the use of signalling

intentional differences to resolve disputes as having any

enphirical e:cplanatory power. Previous failure to find consistent

serial relations (e.g. tables26 — 2fe)canr.ot be attributed to a

failure to control the influence of covert interaction.

That, as is now evident, displays should not convey

intentional differences was anticipated by the games theorists

(e.g. Maynard Smith 1974). Verification at an empirical level of

one of their predictions adds weight to their argument. However,

this support also resurrects an old and familiar problem. The

conflict theory provided a convenient explanation for the

existence of a variety of threat displays. With rejection of the

latter model we are left with having to offer an explanation for

a threat series. Two arguments presented within a games theory

framework (Hawkins and Krebs 1978, Caryl 1979) were considered

but neither was applicable to the bonxie. Until an explanatory

model of a range of displays is offered within its framework the

games theory approach will have limited use as an aid to

understanding this widespread aspect of agonistic behaviour.

The problem may lie not so much in any inadequacy on the
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part of the games theorists models but rather in their critical

concentration on only certain aspects of existing ethological

display theory. They have tended to ignore problems relating to

the definition of a display and the manner in which they are

described in functional terms. However, earlier ethological work

can be said to be guilty on the same count. The remaining part of

the present study is an attempt to come to terms with these problem

areas.

6.2.1. An alternative approach to interaction.

As it stands the present analysis has not offered any
t

evidence to suggest that displays function in threat. The

observation that displays enjoy frequent use implies that they

have some functional significance.

The above approach to interaction, in terms of defining

response probabilities, was adopted to facilitate comparison with

the earlier conflict models.

An alternative approach would be to ignore quantitative

response values and concentrate instead upon whether the use of

a display by one individual influenced the display adopted by

an opponent with respect of a particular action. The previous

approach attempted to account for two variables simultaneously.

Responses were measured relative to the other possible responses

and relative to each possible display. For this alternative

approach each response will be considered in isolation.

A standard situation is provided by holding the display of

one individual constant and measuring (with respect to an overt

action, e.g. Escape) the relative frequency with which this

response is elicited by the various displays that the opponeit
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may adopt. This represents a departure from the traditional

conflict approach so it will not be possible to compare these

results with those obtained earlier.

Restricting the scope of the study in this respect increases

its scope in another respect. It will now be possible, by virtue

of the increased samples permitted, to compare actor and reactor.

Sufficient data was available to test only OLW and NB in this

manner.

For the actor analysis the actor display was held constant

and the proportion of each response was calculated relative to the

display adopted by the reactor. For reactor analysis, reactor

display was held constant and the proportion of responses were

calculated relative to the displays adopted by the actor. The

analysis itself was simple, involving averaging the relative

frequencies from all colonies to determine whether the choice of

displays is in any way constrained by the display adopted by the

initiator.

6.2.2. Actor Responses (Table 32&34) .

The most striking feature to emerge from adopting this

approach is the skewed distribution of responses. When the actor

display is held constant it appears that, irrespective of the

display adopted, attack had the highest frequency of occurrence

when the reactor adopted NN. From table 32a the average attack

frequency after actor OLW/reactor NN was 42%. For actor NB/reactor

NN the average attack frequency was 58% (table 34a ). The

propensity for actor attack appears not to be equally distributed

between all displays but is more likely to occur when the reactor

maintains NN.



The escape frequencies are listed in tables 32&34 .

Contrary to the finding for attack, actor escape is more likely

to occur when both individuals adopt the same display. When the

actor adopts OLW (table 32b ) 54% of escapes occurred when the

reactor also adopted OLW (cf. 13%NB; 14%NN). When the actor

adopted NB (table 34b) on average 44% of escapes occurred when

the reactor also adopted NB (cf. 23% OLW; 5% NN). There is also

a fair measure of consistency between each test for this

pattern. This is all the more interesting since it is the

propensity to escape that is considered most indicative of hhe

existence of a threat function.

The distribution of staying responses does not exhibit the

same degree of inter-display consistency. For OLW 41% of all

staying responses resulted when the reactor adopted NN (table 32c).

This finding is surprising considering that attack was also most

likely to be elicited under similar circumstances. For actor NB

adoption by the reactor of either NB or NN had equal likelihood

of producing actor staying. (Table 34c ). Again it is paradoxical

that a posture eliciting the maximum attack frequency could also

elicit a relatively high staying response.

It is evident for both the displays considered here that

a large majority of the overt responses that are considered

relevant are elicited by a very limited variety of display

combinations.

While it is interesting that a single posture of dubious

'display' quality, NN, should be responsible for eliciting the

majority of attacking and staying responses it is even more

interesting, from the point of view of determining the mechanism
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whereby displays are used to resolve disputes, that escape is

most likely to occur, not in response to a display which

might indicate a higher threat intensity, but rather when both

individuals adopt the same display. This state of affairs arises

because the reactor chooses to mimic the display adopted by the

actor, and occurs irrespective of the display initially chosen

by the actor. This finding runs counter to conflict theory logic

but it brings the extent of bcnxie display behaviour more into

line with the type of system anticipated in early games theory

models where contests were considered to be symmetrical and settled

by display alone (Maynard Smith 1974). The implications of this

finding will be discussed later.

Blurton-Johes (1963) suggested that interactional influences

could be controlled in live interactions by studying only these

interactions where the reactor did not display. In the bonxie

this would entail studying those interactions where the reactor

maintained NN. From the data presented here (tables32,34) it is

unlikeky that this would provide an unbiased insight into the

nature of the information content if temporal association were used.

It would lead to an inflated picture of attack and stay probabilities

relative to escape probabilities.

Before going on to discuss this tentative conclusion the

consistency of these inter-display relations must be determined.

It provided possible to do this by carrying out the same analysis

from the point of view of the reactor, i.e. the reactors display

was held constant and the relative frequency if each response was

measured to displays adopted by the actor.

6.2.3. Reactor Response (Table 33&35).
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When reactor behaviour was analysed in this manner it was

immediately apparant that certain differences were to be found

between the actor and reactor.

Contrary to the relationship found for the actor where attack

was most likely to occur in response to opponent NN, in the reactor

it is evident that irrespective of the display held constant attack

is most likely after both individuals have adopted the same display.

When reactor OLW is held constant 38% of attack occurred

when the actor had given OLW (table 33a ; cf NlT-13%). If reactor

NB is held constant 61% of attacks followed actor SB (table 35a ;

cf NN-14%). Clearly there is a substantial differences between the

conditions likely to provoke actor attack and those likely to

elicit attack by the reactor.

For escape there is greater consistency between actor and

reactor. From table 33b it is evident that when reactor OLW

is maintained 73% of escape responses occur following actor OLW.

Likewise for NB the majority of escape responses are elicited in

response to actor NB-41% (table 35b ). Since the actor stayed

the choice of reactor display and subsequent response were to the

actors display alone.

Turning to 'stay' a difference is again avident between actor

and reactor. On average 60% of staying following OLW occurs when

both individuals adopt the same display (table 33c ) . The picaare

for NB is not as clear cut and, following reactor NB, staying is

equally likely after adoption by the actor of either OLW or NB.

There exist both similarities and differnnces within and

between the pattern of display inter-relationships for the actor

and reactor. In the actor, irrespective of the display adopted,
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both attack and stay are most likely to result from use of NN

by the opponent. In the reactor each of these responses is most

likely after both individuals have used the same display.

The response cor sidered here to be the most indicative of

a threat function being fulfilled in escape. In this respect it

is assumed that after a display is held constant recording the

extent to which opponent displays elicit escape x?ill provide an

insight into the mechanism by which displays are used to settle

disputes. It is interesting to note the greater consistency

evident between actor and reactor (tables 32-35) . Escape is

most likely to occur when both individuals adopt the same display.

Of the two displays considered here this is most clearly

illustrated with OLW. It is less evident for reactor NB. The

greater similarity between OLW and NB in the frequency with which

they elicit escape overall is counter-balanced by the greater

consistency between each test. For NB (reactor) OLW has a standard

deviation of 6.79 but NB is only 3.09. This greater inter-test

consistency reinforces the view that escape is most likely

following the use of the same display by each individual rather

than using displays of differing , intensity.
It is further evident that the number of displays used in

agonistic interactions is rather more restricted than was previously

thought given the number of displays which could be used.

6.2.4. Discussion.

What can this limited body of evidence say about the nature of

the communicative process and the conflict/games theory contradiction.

The result partly supports the suspicions of Dunham (1966),

Ilinde (1981) and the conclusions of Bossema and Burglar (1980). The
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display adopted and the overt response shown are less an

indication of intrinsic display information and more a consequence

of the display adopted by an opponent. The result does not support

the view that displays cnnvey a range of agonistic information.

Rather a very limited number of displays assumes responsibility

for a disproportionately large number of agonistic interactions.

The predominant use of OLW and NB in this context suggests that

only these displays can raally be consideced to fulfil an agnnistic

function.

Is it possible that these two displays could indicate

intentional differences? Tinbergen (1959) anticipated a system

comprising a display for use against serious intruders and one for

use against casual intruders. Could these displays represent

actions ritualized to fulfil these different ends? This seeras

unlikely. Assuming that recording the incidence of escape is a

viable means of defining threat effect then, irrespective of the

display held constant, the maximum escape frequency would always

occur in response to the same display. This is not the case

(tables 32-35). Escape is most likely after both individuals

have adopted the sane display rather than to a display indicating

a higher threat insensity. Thus it does not appear as if the

dynamic mechanism for resolving disputes can be ascribed to the

'conflict' view based on displays conveying differences in

intention.

Having rejected the conflict view, what can be put in its

place? Is any support forthcoming for the games theorists views

on agonistic behaviour?

The Games theorists criticism of signalling a range of
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intentions led to their proposing a system which was very much more

limited in terms of displays used than that considered by the conflict

theorists. The latter theory was attempting to embrace the observed

existence of a number of agonistic displays. The present analysis

suggests that the basis of their analysis may have been inappicpriate

for detecting threat displays and, at least for the bonxie, the

number of displays fulfilling a threat function is limited. However,

it is ihhe finding that individuals hand to match displays in

disputes that brings the threat display system of the bonxie into

line with that anticipated by the games theorists. Since those

interactions terminating in escape were settled by display alone

the way is open to investigate an indeed it is necessary to find,

alternative mechanisms of dispute resolution.

The situation is compliaated by there being two threat

displays. The matching found rules out their being used to convey

intentional differences. Instead the occurrence of each of these

displays may be representative of different types of contest.

There is at least anecdotal evidence to support this possibility.

OLW and NB adopt very different forms (fig. 2 & 3 which

suggests differences in the manner in which they might exercise

their effect.

OLW is by far the most frequently used display in the

breeding colonies. Here its form, and the white wing patches in

particular, make it well suited for communication over the large

distances between pairs and against the background against which
s

they next. In addition to the manner of its use as analysed here,

OLW is frequently given by the victor after an opponent has fled.

As a result bonxie workers have generally concluded in favour of



a territorial function for this display (e.g. Moynihan 1962,

Andersson 1976), Perdeck (1960) noted how club birds become

increasingly territorial during their stay. It is possible that

OLW represents conflicts of a territorial nature. Interactions

involving territorial individuals were excluded from the

analysis oo if the above supposition is correct such contests

might involve normal club birds attempting to acquire a territory.

Spellerberg (1971) suggested that 0LW also served to attract a

mate. OLW may serve to preserve an area free from competitors

within which to attract a mate.

KB, on the other hand, could be representative of contests

of a more directly agonistic mature as -evidenced by the

similarity between the form adopted by this display and the

actions associated with overt attack.

A more exact understanding of any distinction is hindered

by the nature of the disputes being far from obvious to the

observer. Without more detailed information about club dynamics

from individually ringed birds the above suggestions remain

purely speculative. Two conclusions are possible.

a) The threat repertoire of the bonxie is very

much more restricted than had previously been

thought. Within the limits of the present

analysis only KB and OLW can be considered to

fulfil this function. There are no grounds

for considering all the displays of the bonxie

as being functionally homogeneous. More

detailed analyses of display behaviour are

revealing functional differences between displays
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previously lumped together (e.g. Orians and

Christman, 1968, Hock 1979). The simple

nature and, more specifically, failure to

determine consistency in previous 'conflict'

studies is thus likely to have, revealed a

misleading picture of the compenents of the

threat system,

b) Where interaction actually takes place i.e.

where the reactor responds to an actor display

by adopting a display, a matching of displays

is revealed suggesting that each of OLW and

NB is representative of different types of

dispute.

By suggesting that this analysis provides a more realistic

insight into the components and mode of operation of the threat

system with respect to displajr it should now prove possible to

investigate the manner in which displays are used to furnish the

information on which disputes are settled. Unfortunately the

scope of the present study did not extend to this but the results

could be used to assess the explanatory power of existing models.

It was evident that a differences in display relations

existed which depended upon whether the analysis was based on

actor or reactor displays, (cf. tables 32 & 33-

In a bonxie club before an interaction all the birds are

sitting or standing relaxed. An interaction commences when the

actor adopts a display either after approaching or while in the

vicinity of a chosen opponent. It is assumed at this point that

the actor is signalling intention to dispute and that he is aware
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of the value, to himself, of the disputed resource. The reactor

has more information at its disposal. The latter is likely to be

aware of the nature, and the extent to which it values the disputed

resource but not the relative value placed on this resource. At all

tines whether or not the resource is actually disputed rests with

the reactor. Only when the latter actively displays can a dispute be

said to be in progress.

Maintainance of a relaxed posture (NN) is likely to indicate a

reluctance on the part of the reactor to enter into dispute. This

might be perceived by the actor as a situation in which he has little

to lose by attacking and seeing his opponent off. Complications

arise in the form of the high staying frequency also evident in

response to maintainance of NN by the reactor (table 32,34'« Hinde

(1981) suggested that display would he used where the actor was

uncertain about a future course of action. If display acts as a

prompt in this manner such a nil-response may not provide the

necessary reduction, in uncertainty to permit action. This state of

affairs is more likely to occur xdiere the signaller is relatively

inexperienced. The constant influx of new birds into the club

throughout the season (Furness 1979) may result in such an

eventuality being fairly common.

An alternative variable which may be instrumental in

determining the response shown, is the distance between individuals.

Attack may be more likely between individuals close together.

For both actor stay and attack such responses are most

likely in response to a >non-displaying reactor i.e. it could be

argued that the resource is not being disputed. For the remaining

response, escape, the reactor is more likely to display hence



the resource is being disputed. Further, such disputes exhibit

a high degree of display matching (OLW - 54%, N3 - 43%;tables32,34 ).

The implications of this finding for the mechanism used to resolve

disputes will be discussed in conjunction with data from reactor

displays. For the present the significance of this finding rests

with the fact that, considering the actor instigates an interaction,

its decision to terminate the interaction is made predominantly from

information received (or elicited) after the reactor has adopted the

same display.

Interaction only really takes place when the reactor displays.

It must be borne in mind that the reactor is responding to a display

that has already been given by the actor. The highly skewed

distributionof displays seen in table33&35 provides the strongest

evidence that the bonmie thi*eat repertoire is likely to be restricted

to OLW and NB.

Since the actor initiates the interaction he has choice of

display. Hence the high level of display matching by the realtor

in response to displays already adopted by the actor provides the

strongest support for the suggestion that use of each display

represents disputes which differ in their respective natures.

After reactor display all three responses are most likely

after display matching.

For both actor andrreactor escape response'was measured

when the opponent stayed after displaying. So, generally, the

contest was settled by display alone and only a single intensity
(A

of display was used. This a number of the criteria outlined in

the War of Attrition model (Maynard Smith 1974) are fulfilled.

Although the present analysis did not permit it, it might prove
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fruitful to investigate the temporal course of bonxie interactions

to determine whether disputes are settled on the basis of

persistance times.

While the War of attrition model has the potential to explain

disputes settled by display alone it doesnnht have the facility to

explain why contests which are similar, in respect of the displays

used, may end in attack. Here it is likely to be this overt .action

which terminates the dispute though information gleaned from the

display stage may underiy this response.

Parker and Rubenstein (1981) suggest that displays may

furnish information about Resource Holding Potential (RHP) or

Resource Value (RV) and so convey the yol§ played by each

interactant. Where information about either of these asymmetries

is clear this would be used to settle the dispute. In the present

analysis such a process may explain those interactions which were

terminated using display alone. They also realised that the

situation is bound to arise where such information is not related

perfectly. A number of possible situations were outlined. Firstly,

the respective roles played may be weak because information about

RHP and RV is weak and will be undetectable in short contests.

Under such circumstances escalation is likely to provide more

reliable assessment information. The second possibility rs that

asymmetry information may be ambiguous leaving each individual

uncertain about which asymmetry to respond to. Again it is

suggested that escalation will be used to resolve the contradictory

information from the display process. Finally, escalation is

likely where both individuals are evenly matched. In this respect

empirical evidence is available to support this possibility
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(Kruijt 1964, Rubenstein 1981). Where individuals are evenly

matched conventional means of resolving the dispute will be

inadequate. Presumably escalation will provide information ab'out

individual differences in RHP or RV in finer detail than would be

available from display alone. Parker and Rubenstein suggest that

escalation is an integral part of the assessment process.

An obvious but essentially ignored problem is raised here.

How fine can an individual resolve asymmetric information from a

display and to what extent must the assessment cues differ

between individuals for them to be used in the above manner*?

With respect to the bonxie it remains to be seen whether

OLW or NB can be credited with the facility of conveying
t cinformation which may serve to comnrunieate differences in RHP

or RV. Before any of these questions can be answered the basic

units of study must be identified. Only then can the nature of

the information and its use be determined.

In the bonxie the situation is further complicated by the

finding that both interactants show a propensity to stay following

display matching. Further, staying is the most commonly observed

outcome. If it is assumed that threat is used to determine which

of two individuals will have access to a limited resource this

outcome is indeed puzzling. It is doubtful whether a solution

will be evident until a more precise understanding of the nature

of the disputes is found.

The application of games theory to the theoretical analysis

of agonistic behaviour has provided a number of interesting

models. However, a gulf is evident between the theory and its

empirical application. The present study had as a starting point
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an attempt to assess games theory models in the light of data

gathered to prove a completely different theoretical system

(Caryl 1979). The contradiction between these two theoretical

perspectives would appear to have resulted from a failure by

both approaches to adequately define threat displays and to

provide methods for their detection. Although the present

analysis is simple this confers upon it ease of application in

the field. While still being based on temporal association it

reveals how a slight shift in emphasis can put an entirely

different complexion on the nature of the display system under

consideration. Only after the components have been identified

with consideration for reliability will it be possible to assess

the relative merits of various theoretical constructs. In so

doing the theoretical and empirical sides of the 3tudy will be

brought together permitting co-operation and introducing a greater

sense of future realism.
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OLF

HOY o00o> 7

PI 1979 21

PI 1980 13

Reactor Display

NB NBL NN NhBpL

27 \ 40 13 8

17 13 20 0

24 11 23 0

HOY 1980 PI 1*979 PI 1'980

HOY 1980 1-00 -0-4 0-2

PI 1979 1*00 0*6

PI 1980 1 ■00

a. Interactional Attack Probabilities

OLF NB NBL NN NIbBpL

HOY 1980 23 3 20 15 17

PI 1'979 26 14 38 6 20

PI 1980 24 19 16 5 17

HOY 1980

PI 1979

PI 1980

HOY 1980 PI 1979 PI 1980

1-00 0-8 0-3

1-00 0*3

1 *00

b. Interactional Escape Probabilities

Table 29s Interactional response probabilities. Actor OLW if

held constant and response probability following each
reactor display is measured. Correlation coefficient

(Snearman) matrices are given for an inter—test
comparison of ranked responses.



Reactor Display

OLW NB NBL NN NbB'p NbBpL

HOY o00cn 0 16 0 47 0 0

PI 1979 5 49 9 59 25 25

PI 1980 28 53 36 83 20 14

HOY 1980 PI 1979 PI 1980

HOY 1980 1-00 0-857* 0-845*
PI 1979 1-00 0-521

PI 1980 1•00

a. Interactional Attack Probabilities.

Reactor Bisolay

OLW NB NBL NN NbBp NbBpL

HOY 1980 47 38 60 9 17 57

PI 1979 35 22 55 0 0 25

PI 1980 36 25 50 3 60 29

HOY 1980

HOY 1980 1-00

PI 1979

PI 1980

b. Interactional Escape Probabilities.

■"able 3Q Interactional response orobabi li ties. Actor NB is belt'

constant and the response nrobability following each
reactor disol ay is measured. Correlation coefficient
matrices are "riven for an inter—test comoarison of

ranked resoonses.

PI 1979 PI 1980

0-811 0-371

1-00 0-232

1-00



Reactor Display
OLW OLW NB NBL . NN

Attack 4 8 2 7

Escape 12 I I 3

Stay 36 20 2 41

N. 52 29 5 51

NbBpL
1

2

9

12

a. Hoy 1980

Act.or OLW OLW NB NBL NN NbBpL

Attack 10 6 I 13 0

Escape 12 5 3 4 I

Stay 26 26 4 51 4

N. 48 37 8 64 5

b. Fair Isle 1979

Actor OLW 01W NB NBL NN NbBpL

Attack 12 9 0 38 0

Escape 21 7 3 7 2

Stay 57 21 15 TO 7 4

N. 90 37 18 152 6

c. Fair Isle 1980

Table 31a: The number of observations used

to calculate the interactional response

probabilities on receipt* of actor OIW.



Reactor Display

Actor NB OLW NB NBL NN NbBp NbBpL

Attack 0 8 0 16 0 0

Escape 9 19 6 3 I 3

Stay 10 23 4 15 5 3

N. 19 50 10 34 6 6

a. Hoy 1980

Actor NB OUT NB NBL NN NbBp NbBpL

Attack I 34 I 29 I I

Escape 6 15 6 0 0 I

Stay 13 20 4 3 2

N. 20 69 II 49 4 4

b. Fair Isle 1979

Actor NB OLW NB NBL NN NbBp NbBpL

Attack 10 39 3 106 2 2

Escape 13 18 4 4 3 2

Stay 13 16 I 18 I 4

N. 36 73 S 128 6 8

c. Fair Isle 1980

Table 31b: The number of observations used to

calculate the interactional response

probabilities on receipt of actor NB.



Reactor ^isnlav

OLW NB NBL NN NbBp NbBpL NBT NS N

HOY 1979 50 7 0 36 0 7 0 0 14

HOY 1980 17 33 8 29 8 4 0 0 24

PI 1979 31 19 3 41 0 0 6 0 32

PI 1980 21 16 0 60 0 0 0 0 57

a. Frequency distribution of actor attack responses

OLW NB NBL NN NbBp NbBpL NBT NS N

HOY 1979 56 11 0 1 1 0 11 11 0 Q

HOY 1980 60 5 5 15 0 10 5 0 20

PI 1979 48 20 12 16 0 4 0 0 26

PI 1980 52 17 7 17 0 4 2 0 41

b. Frequency distribution of actor escape responses

OLW NB NBL NN NbBp NbBpL NBT NS N

HOY 1979 31 12 7 31 0 4 7 7 26

HOY 1980 32 18 2 36 1 8 1 0 113

PI 1979 23 23 4 46 1 4 0 3 111

PI 1980 27 10 7 51 0 2 1 1 210

c. Frequency distribution of actor stay responses

Table 32: The interdependence of display use. Actor 0L".7 is
held constant and the relative frequency with whi ch the
reactor adonts a given display is measured. This was done
for each response (attack, escape and stay) independently.



Actor Display

OLW NB! NBL NN NbBp NbBpL NBT NS N.

HOY 1980 50 33 17 0 0 0 0 0 6

FI 1979 43 14 14 28 0 0 0 0 7

FI 1980 21 47 16 11 0 5 0 0 19

a. Frequency distribution of reactor attack responses -

OLW NB NBL NN NbBp NbBpL NBT NS N.

HOY 1980 86 5 5 0 0 0 5 0 22

FI 1979 65 25 15 0 0 0 0 0 20

FI 1980 67 10 10 0 0" 3 10 0 30

b. Frequency distribution of reactor escape responses

OLW NB NBL NN NbBp NbBpL NBT NS N.

HOY 1980 67 20 4 4 0 0 2 2 46

FI 1979 49 20 2 7 2 5 5 5 41

FI 1980 66 13 5 1 0 8 0 7 76

c. Frequency distribution of reactor escape responses

Table 33: The interdependence of display use. Reactor

OL'V is held constant and the relative frequency

irith -which the actor adopts a given display is

measured. This -was done for each response

(attack, escape and stay) independently.



Reactor Display

OLW NB NBL NN NbBp NbBpL NBT NS ff.

HOT 1980 0 33 0 66 0 0 0 0 24

FI 1979 1 48 1 41 1 1 1 4 71

PI 1980 6 24 2 66 1 1 1 0 161

a. Frequency distribution of actor attack responses

OLW NB NBL NN NbBp NbBpL NBT NS N.

HOY 1980 20 43 14 7 2 7 5 0 44

FI 1979 19 48 19 0 0 3 0 3 32

FI 1980 28 39 9 9 6 4 4 0 46

b. Frequency distribution of actor escape responses

OLW NB NBL NN NbBp NbBpL NBT NS N.

HOY 1980 17 38 7 25 8 5 0 0 60

FI 1979 18 29 6 29 4 3 0 1 0 68

FI 1980 24 29 2 32 2 7 2 2 55

c. Frequency distribution of actor Stay responses

Table 34 : The interdependence of disnlay use. Actor
NB is held constant and the relative frequency
■with whi ch the reactor adoots a given disnlay
is measured. This is done for each response

(attack, escape and stay) indenendently.



Actor Display

OLW NB NBL NIT NbBp NbBpL NBT NS N.

HOY ococn 20 60 0 10 0 5 5 0 20

FI 1979 12 61 9 12 3 0 3 0 33

FI 1980 12 62 0 20 0 0 4 2 50

a. Frequency distribution of reactor attack responses

OLW NB NBL NN NbBp NbBpL NBT NS; N.

HOY 1980 41 45 0 0 0 7 7 0 29

FI 1979 25 38 16 1 1 4 2 0 5 56

FI 1980 37 39 9 5 0 5 12 0 43

b. Frequency distribution of reactor escape responses

OLW NB NBL NN NbBp NbBpL NBT NS N.

HOY 1980 38 48 4 0 0
"

4 4 2 48

FI 1979 35 29 8 8 2 2 2 15 63

FI 1980 34 32 5 7 0 n
( 5 9 44

c. Frequency distribution of reactor stay responses

Table 35 : The interdependence of disnlay use. Reactor
NTf is held constant and the relative frequency
■with ivhi ch the actor adopts a given disulay is
measured. This vas done for each response (attack,
escape and stay) independently.



Chapter Seven.

Non-Display Influences.

Analysis so far has concentrated on explaining the role of the

most obvious feature of avian social behaviour, the displays. As

behavioural units displays are gross features comprising a number

and variety of components. Towards the latter little attention has

been directed. Recently, increased attention has been given to the

less obvious features of the communication process. Bossema and

3urglar (1980) demonstrated how subtle display features (e.g. whether

the recipient was fixed with binocular or monocular gaze) could

influence response. It has been suggested that ignorance of the

influence of more subtle actions renders any display concept

meaningless (van Rhijn 1980).

The analysis of chapter six revealed that gross displays did

elicit a consistent response and so are worthy of further study.

It is also true that this latter analysis provides little insight

into how the process works or into the subtle interplay between

display components. However, nnce a gross action, a display, has

been shown to elicit a consistent response it might prove possible

to resolve the influence of individual components. To do this the

analysis must switch to a different tack.

The scope of the analysis was broadened by bringing into

play a number of variables intrinsic to the situation in which

displays occur; variables which have largely been ignored as

influences on display effects. That more than displays had an

interactional role had not gone entirely unnoticed.

In his study of the bonxie Andersson (1976) realised that two

non-display factors affected outcome over and above the influence of
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the accompanying display - mode of approach and status.

Irrespective of the display used a running bird constituted a

stronger threat stimulus than a walking bird which, in turn,

constituted a stronger stimulus than a stationary bird. The

second factor concerned the relative status of the interactants.

Within a skua club not all individuals enjoy equal status.

Perdeck (1960) noted that birds forming club pairs become

increasingly territorial. In interactions involving territorial

and non-territorial individuals the former was invariably the

victor. For these reasons the interactions analysed in the present

study involved stationary, non-territorial birds.

In the present study two further influential variables

emerged - the relative orientation and distance between

interactants.

7.1.2. Inter-Individual Distance (I.P.).

Hediger (1950) described two broad categories of intra-

specific dispersion. Firstly, there were those species whose

members spent considerable time in close proximity to one another,

the 'contact species'. Secondly, there were the 'distance-species'-

those where individuals possessed an area around them within which

transgression by another would elicit attack or escape.

Early studies concluded that this distance was a reflection

of the degree to which individuals would tolerate crowding, its

size being determined by the distance a bird aould strike from a

stationary position (Emlen 1952). However, more detailed

examinations of I.D. revealed greater flexibility than had earlier

been thought.

Marler's (1956) classic study was one of these. In the
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chaffinch he found a gradual decrease in aggressiveness with

increasing I.D. rather than there being a sudden cut-off in

aggressiveness. Although the chaffinch does not exhibit an I.D.

preference per se, Marler was able to quantify and compare distance

preference by employing the concept of the 50% distance. This was

the distance at which there was a 50% likelihood of aggressive

behaviour. Using this approach a number of interesting observations

emerged.

A sex difference was evident in that the 50% distance for

females was less than that for males. Males were also more

tolerant of females than they were of other males. A similar

sex difference was also found in the redpoll (Dilger 1960).

Of particular interest from the point of view of the present

study was the finding of a display/distance interaction. The 50%

distance was smaller with submissive than with aggressive displays.

More recent studies have revealed the variable nature of I.D.

and the many factors that impinge upon it.

Spatial complexity can increase I.D. (Marler 1965). Patterson

(1975) concluded that the increase in agonistic activity in tooks
A

foraging in the snow arose from the increase!.proximity resulting

from foraging in such conditions. Hazlett (1979) found that the

conditions under which individuals are held can exert a strong

influence on the distance at which social behaviour is executed.

Dominance relations can result in I.D. differences (Gibson

1968). Even where dominance is not influential, interaction with

others can produce I.D. differences (Crook 1961) Huang and Hazlett

1972) and may be correlated with the frequency of agonistic

encounters (Balph 1977).
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It had previously been assumed that I.D. formed a radius

of fixed dimensions around an individual (Lorenz 1966) though this

need not always be the case. McBride et al (1963) found that, in

the domestic hen, the preferred distance was greater in front of

the animal than behind. The distance at which different responses

are elicited may vary. Hazlett (1975) noted that the distance at

which attack was evoked need not coincide with the distance at

which escape was evoked.

Huang and Hazlett (1972) found that I.D. preference was not

dependent upon the relative or absolute size of an individual.

This,together with finding that the distance at which social

behaviour was executed did not vary proportionally with the size

of the individual led Kazlett (1975) to suggest that animals

have set distances for the delivery of different behaviour

patterns and that these set points can be altered by experience.

Hazlett also noted that variance in the distance at which various

patterns were shown could be accounted for by considering the

behaviour pattern shown by an opponent.

Blurton-Jones (1968) raised the possibility of display use

in the great tit being distance dependent. In this species the

horizontal display was given at a closer range than the head-up

display. Each display was associated with different types of

overt attack behaviour. Head-up was a frequently used threat

in territorial encounters where, with its associated flying

attack, it was suited to the distances involved in such

circumstances. In contrast, horizontal may be more adaptive as

threat in the close encounters of the food disputes kind; its

running, jabbing form of attack being better suited to close



range disputes.

I.D. is obviously going to be an important agonistic

influence. The relationship between distance and display use has

received little detailed study. The possibility of their interacting

prompted Hazlett (1975) to suggest that displays should be defined

in terns of probability distributions. This approach will be

adopted here.

7.1.3. I.D. in the bonxie.

Before display-distance interaction can be studied it must

first be determined whether the bonxie is aware of distance. Do

bonxies show an I.D. preference?

The non-territorial bonxies in the central part of the club

do not form an attachment to any particular area within the club

and are mobile in their use of available space. However, the

distribution of individuals is not haphazard. The first birds

to land following a disturbance select a position within the
c
blub and later landing birds congregate around the former. Burton

(1960) stated that club birds exercised a distance preference

and that this influenced club agonistic behaviour. He did not

discuss the role played by distance in any detail.

Whether distance exercises its influence in a discrete

(e.g. McBride et al 1963) or a continuous manner (e.g. Marler 1956)

will have implications for the manner in which the displays might

be effective and which must be considered in any analysis. For

example, if I.D. is discrete inclusion, for analysis, of displays

occurring outwith this distance will cloud the perceived nature

of display effect. At such distances display effectiveness

would be reduced due to a counter influence arising from the
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recipients perception of the inter-individual distance being at

a level which might not require any response.

Firstly, any distance preference in the bonxie must be

determined in a manner free from display influences. Determination

of a basic I.D. preference would prove a useful baseline against

which to assess/display/distance interaction.

Crook (1961) outlined two methods of determining distance

preference. Firstly, there was the 'arrival distance* - the

distance separating two birds following the landing of one of the

dyad. Secondly, recording the distance after adjustments had

taken place provided a measure of the 'settled distance'.

Measuring the distance between resting skuas (those

adopting UN) did not prove to be a very reliable method for

detecting a distance preference. Where birds had previously

been involved in interactions prior to measurement the distance

was found to be highly variable. The distance moved off was

dependent upon whether a bird escaped in response to a display,

to being attacked and was particularly dependent upon the

status of the signaller. The number of variables influencing

distance measured using this approach seriously reduced its

effectiveness in determining an I.D. preference. Instead the

'arrival distance' was used.

The distance separating two birds immediately after one
r

landed was measured only whe e neither of the dyad displayed (i.e.

both maintained NN) and where both individuals stayed. Where a

bird landed in a group only one distance \-jsls taken; that

between the lander and its nearest neighbour. Recording

distance in this way will provide a passive measure. Any response
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(e.g. an increase in distance after landing) would arise because

of a bH".d's perception of its proximity to an opponent and not

through any overt behaviour on the part of the latter. If the

bonxie has a preferred I.D. then most staying NN landings should

occur at this distance.

Distances were measured in bird lengths (BL), measured as

the length of the bird with the neck in the upright position,

i.e. from chest to tail. Distances were measured from a point

between the legs of each interactant. This prove.d to be a more

reliable distance measure when observing birds through binoculars,

the frame of distance reference being present irrespective of the

location of the birds.

7.1.4. Results.

The number of non-display landings were plotted at each I.D.

and the results are presented in figs. 0 and7 • It is

immediately apparant that such landings are not evenly distributed

at all distances. The peak at 10BL is artificial in as much as it

records the summed data for all landings at 10BL and over.

The heights of each column record the total number of

landings at each I.D. The figures at the head of each column

represent the percentage of total landings at each I.D. In each

test the number of landings peaks at 3BL and there is a high

degree of consistency between each of the tests with only Fair

Isle 1980 (fig. 7 ) showing a particularly high landing

frequency (37Z). It would appear that the bonxie does have an

individual distance preference of 3-4BL (approx 2m).

The bonxie does not make use of all the available club

space but tends to exhibit a non-random distribution with respect



to available club space aud relative to other individuals. This

non-randoia distribution suggests there being a competitive

structure to the club.

This baseline I.D. preference will prove useful in assessing

how distance and displays interact.

7.1.5. Infer-Individual Orientation.

The second non-display factor to emerge was the relative

orientation of interactants in the horizontal plane. Evidence

for its ii4>ortance came from the observation that the outcome of

a number of interactions were decided on the basis of a change in

orientation by one individual towards another when both display

and distance remained constant. All interactions of this

nature resulted in opponent escape.

In tables 36 the vertical totals column records the

relative frequency of this type of interaction for each display.

The predominance of NB is hardly surprising in view of the support

for this display fulfilling a threat function (Chapter 6). Of

particular interest, with regard to display effectiveness, is

that the second most commonly occurring posture revealed by this
• ty

analysis is that adopted resting bonxies (NN-FAir Isle 1979, 20%

Fair Isle 1980, 19% ). This posture cannot be considered a display

in the accepted sense, i.e. one that has become specialised in

evolution to subserve a signal function. Because of this

considerable importance is suggested for the interactional role

played by relative orientation.

The horizontally listed totals in tables 36 records the

relative frequency of this type of interaction at each I.D. It

reveals that the majority of such interactions tend to occur at
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distances up to and including 3BL (Fair Isle 1979 83% ; Fair

Isle 1980 87^ )• This is likely a reflection of the influence
of an I.D. preference and suggests a propensity for interaction

and for display effectiveness to occur within this distance but

less so at distances greater than 3BL.

This type of interaction may be widespread in the avian

world. It has been recorded in the glaucou3-winged gull

(Hayward et al. 1977) in juncos (Balph 1977) and in redpolls

(Dilger 1960). In the latter two species orientation away from

an opponent served as appeasement. Dilger also noted grades of

orientation change; from a simple turning of the head towards

an opponent to a turning of the whole body. The use of

orientation has also been observed in domestic hens (McBride et

al.1963), in jays (Bossena and Burglar 1980) and sheep (Geist 1971).

It had occurred to ethologists that if displays evolved to

fulfill a signal function orientation will have been an important

component (Smith 1966). This would be particularly so for visual

display components where the stimulus presented to an opponent will
*

alter with changes in orientation with respect to that opponent.

In determining the signal function of displays the influence

of orientation has been overlooked unless it formed an integral

part of the display i.e. one component of its ritualization involved

delivery at ia particular orientation with respect to an opponent.

The *facing-away' displays characteristic of many gull appeasement

displays are a good example. The relative orientation often serves

to conceal the potentially offensive elements of the display, thus

'cutting off the threat (Chance 1962). Orientation has received

little attention where it has been highly variable (Smith 1977).



The reason for overlooking the functional significance of

changes in delivery orientation probably lies with the causal

emphasis of many studies. The ethological distinction between

discrete and continuous signals centres on differences in the

quality of the motivataonal information conveyed. While continuous

signals may reflect subtle changes in signaller motivation, discrete

signals trade this facility for a decrease in ambiguity (Cullen

1966). The trade off is not complete and alternative means of

conveying subtle motivational differences may have accompanied

the evolution of discrete signals. Differences could be conveyed

by changes in the frequency of performance (Morris 1956, Cullen

1966), through changes in inter-individual distance (Sparks 1964),

through contextual sources (Smith 1969) or orientation. Moynihan

(1955) noted the variation in delivery orientation of a number

of Black headed gull displays and concluded that these corresponded

to changes in the strength of the attack/escape conflict, permitting

an increase in the subtlety of the motivational information

transmitted.

While it is possible that the causal basis of an orientation

change lies with changes in underlying motivation, the change in

orientation raises problem at a functional level. The problem

centres on the fact that the change in orientation will result in

changes in the stimulus form presented to an opponent and concerns

the exact nature of the stimulus properties considered to 'release'

a response.

The importance of orientation in this respect can be

illustrated with reference to the NBT display in the bonxie. This

display is almost identical to NB (fig.3 ) differing only in that
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for NBT the tail is raised at an angle of about 45° relative to

the body axis. Irrespective of any causal significance attributed

to tail-raising it can only have functional significance, i.e.

have the potential of transmitting information and influencing the

response of a recipient if it can be seen by the recipient.

If the signaller directly faced the recipient the body of the
• • ^

signaller effectively obschr.es the raised tail. At the relative

orientation the recipient does not have visual access to this

information source and so will not have the information at its

disposal. In such cases inclusion of the tail raised component

in the analysis is likely to cloud the nature of its effect in

the eyes of the observer. It is interesting to note that NBT

had a relatively high association with circling (table 2 ).

Here its delivery involved standing parallel and head to tail

with another bird and so the 'tail-raised' component would be

optimally displayed. In this case the recipient would have access

to any information that might be conveyed by this component.

In future it might prove beneficial for the observer to

record the details of an interaction from the point of view of

the participants rather than from his own subjective viewpoint.

Both inter-individual distance and the relative orientation

of individuals are likely to influence the outcome of a dispute.

There existence as such raises an interesting question with

respect of the central theme of the present study, namely

whether the dynamic mechanism used for resolving disputes involves

transmission of differences in intention. The findings of chapter

six filled out the use of a large number of different displays in

this respect. However, both I.D. and orientation have been
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attributed with serving such a purpose (Sparks 1964, Moynihan 1955)

respectively). It remains to be seen whether such a state of

affairs exists in the bcnxie, a species where both features exert

a strong presence.

7.1.6. Distance and Orientation as signals of intentional differences

It is one thing to suggest that a variable has a causal basis

and another to suggest that it could provide a mechanism for

resolving disputes. The dynamic mechanism for dispute resolution

anticipated by the conflict theory concerned the use of relative

moti ational differences signalled by the use of an appropriate

display by each interactant. The individual displaying at the

lesser intensity would retreat. Would the use of either distance

or orientation provide the conditions for relative information

transfer?

With distance as a cue the interactive process would be

absent. There can only be one distance between individuals and

this is determined by only one individual, usually the actor.

While distance may provide a measure of actor intent it would not

provide a measure of reactor intent should the latter decide to

dispute. Distance would not provide a relative indication of

intent and so would not provide sufficient relative information to

resolve a dispute.

The range of orientations that each individual could adopt

enjoys greater independence and so, in theory, could provide

subtle differences in relative motivation which could be used to

resolve a dispute.

When this component was introduced to the analysis six

orientation grades were considered. These were measured as the
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angle of the body of one individual relative to a plane

perpendicular the an imaginary line drawn between each interactant.

They were measured in 30° intervals with 0° (Facing) being the

angle when the signaller faced his opponent.

It soon became apparent that the number of relative delivery

orientations ^as quite restricted. The large majority of

interactions involved delivery either where the signaller faced an

opponent (0°) or where parallel to an opponent (90°) with relatively

few at any other angle. For analysis only two orientation classes

were considered. 'Facing' and 'No Facing' (see fig -5 ). In

the bonxie relative orientation is not used to furnish information

about subtle motivational differences. At best only gross

differences could be transmitted.

7.2.1. The inter-relationship between displays, distance and

orientation - the functional consequences of their interaction

Two non-display influences have been identified here which

have implications at a behavioural level. Both have been shown to

be influential in relative isolation. In practice they always

occur in combination. A display is always given at a certain

relative orientation and distance from an opponent. The inter¬

relationship between these factors is highly variable. While it

was possible to isolate displays from the non-display factors
I

identified by Andersson (1976), those being studies here must be

considered, together.

Functional emphasis is being placed on determining the

consistency with which displays elicit appropriate behaviour from

a recipient. The communicative consequences of behaviour will

have greatest relevance to their recipient and so the latter was
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considered here to be the most objective determinant of what

constitutes threatening behaviour. Disputes are considered to

be over limited resources where only one individual can assume

possession. The other must depart. Hence if displays exercise

a threat function then the appropriate behaviour to measure is

the escape response of the recipient. Only after the extent of

the threat repertoire has been identified do we possess the

basic material with which to answer other functional questions,

e.g. the information conveyed. Thus the functional consequences

under examination concerns the manner in which display, distance

and orientation combinations influence the likelihood of recipient

escape.

7.2.2. The Actor

Before commencing the functional analysis the scene will be

3et by considering the actors use of distance and orientation in

conjunction with display. For analysis data from all tests were

summed.

Although the ensuing picture provides a measure of the

relative frequancy of actor display at each orientation and

distance to have any significance the actors choice of each

variable must be tinder his control and this is not always the

case.

Approximately half of the interactions included in the

present study involved one individual landing in the vicinity

of another. The first bird to display was labelled the actor

but the actor was rarely the landing bird. Under these

circumstances the landing bird determines the relative distance

and orientation, rather than these variables being actor
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controlled. Using these variables to provide an insight into

actor motivation would be misleading. Although summing the data

mayppartially smooth out the ensuing variance the inadequacies of

this approach should be born. in mind. It was for this reason

that this approach was not included directly in the analysis of

display function but was used to set the scene for the analysis of

the effect of displays on their recipient.

Each display was considered in terms of its delivery

orientation. The relative frequency of delivery orientation was

recorded as was the relative frequency of occurrence at each I.D.

D OLW (Table 37 , fig. 8 ).

Within each orientation class there is a relatively even

distribution of display occurrence from 1-3 BL. In both there is

a peak at 2BL and a sudden drop in frequency at 4BL. This drop

probably reflects the influence of an I.D. preference.(cf.

figs 6 & 7).. It has been suggested that OLW served a 'territorial'

function (Perdeck 1960, Andersson 1976). Its predominant use

within 3BL, the extent of the I.D. preference, reinforces this

view 3nd suggests that the display serves to ward off personal

space intrusions. Discrete use of space in this manner has

important implications for a behavioural study. Interactions

involved OLW but occurring outwith 3BL will be subject to

influences differing from those occurring within 3BL.

While this even distribution probably reflects a distance

function the display is not delivered with equal frequency at

each orientation. 68% occur with actor'Not Facing', i.e. when

the actor is perpendicular to the opponent. Perdeck (1960)

noted a similar frequency of distribution and offered two
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explanations. Firstly, the distribution nay have arisen from the

habit of birds standing facing into the wind resulting in their

adopting a parallel stance. Alternatively, the higher 'not

facing1 frequency may reflect a signal function. The most

distinctive feature of this display are the white wing patches

which have been demonstrated to have a signal function (Spellerberg

1971). Perdeck suggested that this feature would be best

displayed at this orientation. In this respect it will be
els

interesting to see how a recipient respone 3 to this display.

2) NB (table 38 » fig 9 )•

For this display differences in the frequency of occurrence

are evident both within and between each orientation dlass.

For 'Facing ! delivery an inverse relationship is evident between

frequency of occurrence and distance. 51% occurred at an I.D.

of 13L. This is consistent with a postulated role of a more

directly agonistic function for N3. At this distance an attack

would be easy to press through since the opponent was within

striking distance. Further 67% of the occurrence of this

display was at this orientation, a finding which further suggests

this display/orientation as having a signal function.

For 'Not Facing' the frequency distribution is very

different from the 'Facing' distribution (fig 9 ) and

instead, mirrors that for 0LV7 with an even distribution from

1-3 BL and a sharp decrease at 4BL. With OLW this distribution

was used to support previous suggestions for its fulfilling a

'territorial' role. It is difficult to adopt a similar argument

with NB.

3) NBL (table 39 , fig. 10 )
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The distributions associated with the actors use of this

display effectively mirrors those found for NB.

Despite the crudeness of this introductory analysis an

inter-dependence between displays, distance and orientation is

evident. For all three displays a preferred delivery orientation

exists; 'Not Facing' for OLW and 'Facing' for both NB and NBL. This

preference may have implications for the manner in which the

respective displays exercise their effect and the difference supports

the conclusion of Chapter six that each display represents different

types of dispute. This conclusion is further re~inforced when the

spatial relations of a number of display/orientation combinations

are considered. These can be broadly split into two groups; those

exhibiting a discrete distribution for 1-33L with a marked

decrease at 4BL (probably reflecting an I.D. preference) and

those exhibiting a continuous distribution in the form of an

inverse relationship between frequency and distance.

The presence of differences between displays might be

expected in view of the postulated differences in function. What

is surprising is that differences in spatial relations can

axidt for the same display. For both NB and NBL this -suggests

that their treatment as homogeneous display units without

regard for orientation may not be valid. This finding is

consistent with the suggestions that displays are effective at

a specific orientation with respect to a restricted set of stimuli.

Do tnese displays have functional significance?

7.2.3. The response of the recipient.

Approaching the analysis from the actors point of view was

criticised because the values adopted by each variable were very



often outwith the latters control. Approaching the problem from

the recipients point of view surmounts a. number of difficulties.

On receipt of a display the recipient has a number of potential

information sources at its disposal. Firstly, it is in a position

to perceive the display. Secondly, it can perceive the relative

orientation of the signaller and the distance between them. If

the latter variables have functional significance then consistent

relations would be expected for each display for the manner in

which they interact. If they fulfill a threat function then this

interaction would be thrown into relief a consistent escape

pattern, being shown by the recipient.

Table 36 revealed considerable support for the

importance of orientation by virtue of the popularity of NN with

orientation-change interactions. The present analysis was built

around display/orientation combinations. Further, orientation

was a restricted variable occurring in only two forms. Hence,

this combin-aticn seemed the most appropriate base.

Probability distributions were calculated for each display/

orientation combination. To do this the escape probabilities of

the recipient were calculated at each I.D., the latter being

measured in bird lengths (3L). At each I.D. whether the

recipient attacked, escaped or stayed was recorded. The escape

probability was the relative frequency of escape at each I.D.

In all cases the actor stayed after displaying to ensure as far

as possible that recipient response was to a particular display/

distance/orientation combination and not to any overt action. In

this way a range of escape probabilities were determined for each

display when delivered at each orientation. For each display
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the escape probabilities were plotted against distance and

their respective regression lines drawn. These regression lines

represent the probability distributions.

A functional significance could be attributed to a

corabin-ation of variables if they exhibited a consistent

probability distribution. The regression lines could differ in

two different ways. Firstly, the distributions could be parallel,

differing only in height. Where differences of this nature were

evident their sign ifLaance was tested using an analysis of

covariance (Armitage 1975). Alternatively, the distributions

could differ in their respective gradients. Differences of this

nature were tested using an F ratio test for non-parallelism

(Armitage 1975).

There proved to be sufficient data to test three displays

(DLW» JIB, NSL) in this manner. The first question to be asked

concerns the consistency of evoked probability distributions.
\

This consistency was tested in a number of ways. W thin each

colony actor generated probability distributions were compared

with those generated by the reactor. In the former actor display

was held constant and the probability distribution was that of

the reactor as recipient. In the latter, reactor display was

held constant and the actor was treated as the recipient. On

Fair Isle it proved possible to compare probability distributions

from 1979 and 1930. Finally, colonies were compared.

7.2.4. Results.

OLW

The probability distributions were dealt with separately in

the first instance.
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1) 'Not Facing'

Although in itself a rather gross analysis it was suggested

hat the frequency distributions of the actors use of displays

(table 37 , fig. 8 ).would provide a baseline from which

to consider the pattern of recipient response. At this level

spatial distribution mirrored an I.D. preference. Its use might

thus be expected to indicate to an opponent that I.D. had been

infringed. If escape was evoked would it® probability mirror

this awareness of I.D. preference as an even distribution of

escape probability?

The escape probabilities were calculated (tables 40-44 )

and the probability distributions were plotted (figs II - 16 )•

It is immediately evident that an inverse relationship exists

between escape probability and distance.

To be considered as fulfilling a signal function it is

necessary to demonstrate that this pattern of response is consistent.

(a) Actor/Reactor comparison

The escape probabilities for actor .and reactor OLW ('Not

Facing') were calculated (tables 40-44 ) anj plotted as

probability distributions (figs.I7a-I9a ). There were

subsequently compared using an analysis of covariance. The

results are given in table 45a . In all three colonies no

significant differences . are evident and so a very

similar response is elicited in each colony. The consistency of

the probability distribution elicited by OLW ('Not Facing') raises

the possibility that this display/orientation combination

constitutes threat.

The extent of this consistency was further tested by
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comparing probability distributions within Fair Isle over different

seasons.

b) Fair Isle Inter-year comparison.

The OLW 'not facing' probability distributions were calculated
u

and plotted (tables 40-44 » figs. 21a ) and compared using an
£ • 3 ^

analysis of covariance. The Be;sults are recorded in table.45b. Once

again no significant differences are evident.

Fianlly, a comparison was made between Hoy 1930 and each of

Fair Isle 1979 and 1980 (tables 40 - 44 , figs. 21a )• The

result.3 of the analysis of covariance are given in table 45b

This inter-colony comparison re-inforces the previous results and

no significant differences are evident.

A number of tests have been made of the consistency of escape

probability distributions following OLW-'Not Facing'. In all eases

the use of this display/orientation combination results in an

inverse relationship appearing between distance and escape

probability. The consistency of elicited response suggests that

the information upon which a recipient response decision is made is

the same in each case and that this display/orientation combination

performs a threat function.

This finding is consistent with finding a higher frequency

of OLW occurrence at 'not facing' then at 'facing' (table 37

It is also in accord with Perdeck's (1960) suggestion that

parallel delivery of this display would fulfill a signal function

as a result of the effectiveness with which the white wing patches

were displayed at this relative orientation.

OLW is not delivered solely at this orientation. If Perdeck

was correct then delivery at a different orientation would be
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expected to be less effective as a threat.

2) 'Facias'

When OLW is delivered at the 'facias* orieatation the white

wing patches are effectively hiddea. It is coaceivable that it be

able to fulfil a threat function less effectively. This is supported

by the earlier finding that OLW is less likely to be delivered at

this orientation (table 37 ).

To test this it was first necessary to determine whether OLU

'facing* elicits probability distributions with sufficient

consistency to confer upon it any functional significance.

The escape probabilities wei~e calculated at each I.D.

(tables 4p-44,) . These were plotted together to give the probability

distributions (figs II - 16). As with the 'not facing' delivery

of this display an inverse relationship is evident between distance

and escape probability.

a.) Actor/P-eactor Comparison.

The probability distributions generated by the actor and

reactor were calculated (tables 40 -44 ) plotted together (fig 3.

I8a&I9a ) and the differences in the heights of the probability

distributions were measured using an analysis of co-variance.

The results are recorded in table 46a . In both Fair Isle 1979 and

1980 data no significant differences emerge.

b) fair Isle - Inter Year Comparison.

The probability distributions elicited by actor delivery of

OLW 'facing' were calculated (tables41,43 fig. 2lb ) and compared

using an analysis of co-variance (see table 46b )• No

significant differences were in evidence.

This comparison was extended to include Hoy 1980 data. The
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latter probability distribution was calculated in table 40a . The

inter-colony comparison was based on an analysis of co-variance,

the results of which are given in table 46b . No significant

difference is evident between Hoy 1980/Fair Isle 1980 although a

significant difference in height is evident between Hoy 1980/Fair

Isle 1979 (fig. 21b, table 46b ).

On the whole the available evidence reveals sufficient

consistency to warrant considering OLW 'facing' as having a threat

function. In only one case was a significant difference evident.

The nature of this difference raises an interesting question. The

tests differ only in the heights of the probability distributions.

The parallel nature of the distributions suggests that the

recipient is acting on qualitatively similar information, the

difference resting with a higher general likelyhood of escape on

Fair Isle 1979. Since the magnitude of response at each I.D. is

similarly effective it is unlikely that this difference is due to

information of a qualitatively different nature being conveyed on

Fair Isle (1979).

7.2.5. Probability Distributions - Orientations compared.

Delivery of OLW at both the 'facing and 'not facing'

orientations revealed sufficient consistency in the escape

probability distribution elicited in a recipient to warrant both

being considered as fulfilling a threat signal function. Further,

the probability distributions at each orientation appear to be

qualitatively similar - for both an inverse relationship

between distance and escape probability was evident. It remains

to be seen whether they exhibit quantitative similarity.

OLW is the most visually elaborate of the bonxie displays
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and, as such, might be expected to be heavily dependent upon

delivery orientation for effect. The visual stimulus presented

to an opponent will alter markedly with changes in relative

orientation to that oponent.

Perdeck (1960) argued along similar lines and suggested that

the more frequent use of OLW parallel to an opponent (see table 37 )

best displayed a feature of this display subsequently demonstrated

to have a signal function, the white wing patches (Spellerberg

1971). Although both delivery orientations elicit qualitatively
similar probability distributions, quantitative differences would be

expected. The jmore effective portrayal of the wing patches with

'not facing' leads to the expectation of a greater effectiveness

being likely at this orientation. In other words, the greater

perceptual deprivation with respect of visual stimuli entailed

by a 'facing' delivery would suggest this delivery to be less

effective in eliciting a response.

To test this actor generated probability distribution at

each relative orientation was calculated (tables 40-44) and

plotted (figs. 11,15,18). An analysis of co-variance was used to

test the significance of any height differreices.

When this was done the opposite state of affairs to that

was expected was found. The results of the comparison are given

in table 47 • Although only one colony revealed this

difference to be significant (Fair Isle 1979) it is evident from

f» g-3.II-~I3 that the greater probability distributions are always

generated by actor 'facing'.

The parallel responsiveness revealed by comparison of the

probability distributions (figs. -3 for both orientations
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suggests that the nature of the information extracted and upon

which an escape response decision is made is the same at each

delivery orientation.

In the m in the probability distributions at each orientation

exhibit both qualitative and quantitative similarity with a

consistency that suggests that OLW can be considered in a homogeneous

fashion with respect to orientation - the relative orientation of

its delivery does not affect the response likely to be elicited.
its

The recipient is not basingvensuing response on inficrraation

gleaned from delivery orientation. In this respect orientation

cannot be considered to convey motivational information which is

likely to significantly affect the response shown.

Distance, on the other hand, does exercise a qualifying

effect on the response likely from a recipient. The greater the

distance separating the interactants the less likely was the

recipient to escape.

It is interesting to reflect that the use of this display

with respect of distance by the actor was constrained in a discrete

manner which mirrored the existence of an I.D. preference (table

37 ). The response shown by the reactor did not and to the

latter distance was influential in a continuous manner.

Only one orientation comparison revealed a significant

difference (fig. I5a , table 47 )Tbut a trend was evident in

that the higher level of probability distribution always followed

a 'facing'delivery. The parallel responsiveness does not su,ggest

that this arose as a result of differences in the information

conveyed. The difference may lie on a more contextual basis.

When 'facing' the actor is in a better position to press home an
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attack. This may be read by an opponent resulting in a general

and consistent increase in the likelihood of escape.

The independence of elicited probability distribution from
tA

orientation raises another functional problem, namely what

components are responsible for eliciting the response. The white

wing patches have been demonstrated to have a signal function

(Spellerberg 1971). While the latter are visible with a 'not facing'

delivery they are effectively concealed with a 'facing' delivery.

If OLW was dependent on these flashes for effect then a 'not

facing' delivery would have elicited a greater response. This was

not the case (figs. II,15,]6) and so an alternative component must

have been responsible. There is one component of this display

which remains perceptually constant irrespective of relative

orientation, the long-call. This may be the important functional

component in the interactions comprising the club situation.

Displays incorporating components utilizing different

modalities present an interesting functional problem. Does each

modality communicate the same or different types of information?

It has usually been assumed that the display as a whole serves an

agonistic function. However, unless the contribubion of

components, particularly where different modalities are used, can

be defined little progress is likely to be made tro^rds

understanding how this function is fulfilled. It is certainly

possible that components exericse different effects.

In the red-winged blackbird, Peek (1972) found a display, the

song-spread, which comprised both a morphologically enhanced

visual component and a vocal component. This display, as a whole,

functional in territorial defence but each component was
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specialised to be effective against opponents in different spatial

positions relative to the signaller. The components, although

delivered simultaneously, were not necessarily effective

simultaneously and could only be understood when considered in

relation to the spatial position of the opponent.

Drawing a direct analogy between this species and the bonxie

suggests the long-call as the long distance component. However,

the results of the present analysis suggest that the long-call is

the effective component in close club encounters. This state of

affairs may be adaptive. Owing to the cryptic nature of the birds

the white wing patches make this display visible over the large

distances resulting from their adopting a low breeding density.

This component is thus suited as a distance component. The vocal

component, due to the excessive wind noise prevailing in bonxie

colonies, experiences a greater restriction in effective range and

so may be better suited to close-quarter communication. If this

were the case then adaptive pressure on this display would have

come from both breeding colony and club.

This explanation is consistent with the present findings but

not entirely with those of Spellerberg (1971). In painting out

the wing patches Spellerberg in no way impeded vocalisation. The

effective loss of the patches would have resulted in an increase

in the number of close encounters since the component warding off

intruders at a distance was absent. If the vocal component was

specialised for closer encounters it is difficult to see why

intruders were not repelled by this second line of defence.

The situation is further complicated by Spellerberg's

finding that this effect was restricted to females. For the
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present it is possible only to suggest that the vocal component

of OLW serves as a close quarter signal but this must be viewed

speculatively until a greater understanding of bonxie natural

history is reached. An additional problem is, as we shall see

( t.&i'I ) raised by the response pattern elicited by other displays.

The problems raised by OLW will be discussed later.

We shall now return to defining the nature of the influence

exerted on a recipient by NB and NHL.

NB

7.2.6. NB - the response of the recipient.

The actors use of this display with respect of distances

revealed an interesting phenomenon. The spatial distribution was

dependent upon delivery orientation (table 38 )• For 'facing'

the distribution reflected an inverse relationship between

frequency of occurrence and distance. For 'Not Facing" the

distribution mirrored that shown for OLW (table 37 ).exhibiting

a relatively uniform1 distribution from 1 - 3 BL and a marked

decrease at 4BL. This difference begs the question of whether NB,

when considered in isolation from the orientation of its delivery,
c

can be c.onsidered as a homogeneous display unit. A first step

towards answering this question involves determining whether the

recipient makes an orientation dependent distinction and if so,

whether this difference is consistent enough to confer it with a

functional significance.

1) 'Not Facing'

The similarity in actors frequency distribution between

NB (not facing) and OLW (table 37 & 38) suggests a similarity

in probability distribution. The escape probability at each I.D.
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was calculated for this display/orientation combination

(tables 40 - 44) and the escape probability distributions were

plotted (figs. JIb-T6b )• It is evident that this is the case and

a similar inverse relationship between escape probability and

distance is apparent. Does it exhibit a similar consistency?

a) Actor/Reactor Comparison

The escape probabilities at each I.D. were calculated and

plotted to form probability distributions (tables 40 -44 ;

figs I7c - I9c )• These were subsequently compared using an

analysis of co-variance. The results are recorded in table 48a •

In only one test (Fair Isle 1930) does the actor/reactor

difference fail to reach significant proportions. On both Hoy

1980 and Fair Isle 1979 the actor is significantly more likely

to elicit escape in the reactor than the other way about.

However, the parallel nature of the respective probability

distributions reveals that the recipient is acting in qualifatively

the same banner in each case. This suggests that the information

upon which a response decision is made is the same in both cases.

The quantitative difference in the magnitude of the elicited

response must lie with an information source extrinsic to the

display. The reason may lie with a general response asymmetry

between initiator and reactor in which, by virtue of deciding to

dispute, the former has a greater change of success. It probably

reflects contests which the reactor has decided not to dispute.

When delivered at the 'not facing' orientation the escape

response elicited in a recipient following N3 exhibits sufficient

consistency to warrant suggesting that this display/orientation

combination fulfills a threat signal function.
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This contention was further tested by comparing probability

distributions both within and between colonies,

b) Inter-Test comparison

This was first done on Fair Isle over 1979 and 1980. The

probability distributions were calculated (tables 40 44) and plotted

(figs. 21c ). They were subsequently compared using an analysis

of co-variance, the results being recorded in table 431,

Significant quantitative differences are evident between the

respective probability distributions. The nature of the difference

suggests that general response levels differed over the two years.

One possible explanation lies with temperature differences between

each season- Perry (1948) noticed an increasing lethargy in the

bonxie associated with increasing temperature. The milder 1980

season would result in less active birds being manifest as an

increase in response threshold with birds being generally less

likely to respond.

Comparison of the Hoy and Fair Isle probability distributions

re-inforces this view. Only one such comparison revealed a

in¬
significant difference (Hoy 1983/Fair Isle 1979 : Fig £lc ,

table 48b ). This could also be explained on the basis of

a temperature dependent difference in response threshold. Greater

consistency in prevailing temperature between Hoy 1980 and Fair

Isle 1980 would lead to the expectation of greater consistency

in responsiveness. This was revealed by the similarity evident

in their probability distributions (fig. 21c table 43b )•

The temperature difference between Hoy 1980 and Fair Isle 1979

(fig. 2lc » table 48fc ) would result in the different

response levels.
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Until a greater understanding of the inter-relationship

between behaviour and external variables like temperature the

above suggestion must remain in the realms of speculation.

The escape probability distributions for NB 'not facing' reveal

sufficient qualitative consistency to warrant considering this

display/orientation combination as fulfilling a threat signal

function. The parallel nature of the probability distributions

indicate that the information upon which the recipient makes a

response decision is the same in all cases. The quantitative

differences may result from differences in response threshold

determined by variables outwith the immediate display situation

(defined in terms of a given display/orientation/distance

combination), e.g. interactant asymmetry in willingness to

dispute or temperature. If their influence can be verified

the wildely differing nature of the variables suggests that the

scope of any analysis of displays must be broadened to reach a

reliable picture of the nature of a display and the manner in

which it is effective.

The inverse relationship evident between distance and

esaape probability suggests that response is highly distance
7

v -X !

dependent. Further, the considerable similarity between

NB 'not facing' and OLW raises a question regarding the functional

integrity of each of these patterns, but this will be discussed

later. For the moEfent, NB 'not facing' was gjilty of greater

variance in the magnitude of elicited response than was the

case with OLW. This greater sensitivity to external variables

reveals some grounds for differentiating these two patterns.

The greater consistency evident for OLW (table 45 ) may be
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associated with a greater specificity.

1) 'Facing*

Of the two delivery orientations this was the one most

commonly adopted by the actor (table 38 ). More importantly,

the spatial distribution at this orientation was very different
X

from that associated with a 'not facing' delivery. This ^difference

may have its roots in a functional differences between each

delivery orientation arising from a differences in the

releasing stimulus presented to an opponent.

Actor NB 'facing' exhibited an inverse association between

delivery frequency and distance. Finding over 50% of NB

'facing' at one 3L re~inforced the possibility of it having a

more directly agonistic nature, At this distance an attack would

be easy to press home. The close relationship between NB and

distance suggests that the recipient would be most likely to

escape at 1BL and to show a decreasing escape likelihood as I.D.

increases as the recipient moves further out of range of a

possible attack.

Escape probabilities were calculated at each I.D. ( tables

) and the probability distributions were plotted (figs.

11-16 ). It is immediately evident that the above logic is at

fault and, instead, a relatively similar escape probability is

elicited at each I.D. The recipient was a^likely to escape at

3BL as it was at 1BL. The greater independence between distance

and escape produces a probability distribution very different

from those previously found.

Before this display/orientation combination can be

considered to fulfil a threat function the consistency of this
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elicited response must be determined.

a) Actor/Reactor Comparison.

The escape probabilities at each I.D. were calculated
{

(tables 40-44 ) and used to plot probability distributions

(figs. t7d- T9d )• Because of the greater angular variation

between actor and reactor the scope of the analysis was extended

to test for both differences in height and gradient. An analysis

of co-variance was used for the former and a test for non-

parallelism for the latter (Armitage 1975).

The gradients were compared and the results are recorded

in table 49a . In no case was any difference of 'significant

proportions.

When the respective heights of the probabilities were

compared (table 49a ) a significant difference is revealed

for only one test (Fair Isle 1986). This is most likely an

illustration of a difference in response threshold. In the

remaining tests (Hoy 1980, fig 17 ; Fair Isle 1979 fig 18 )

the actor generally elicits an escape probability distribution

of greater magnitude than the reactor but the nature of this

difference is really obsaured by the variety of the probability

distributions. Generally, though, sufficient quantitative

similarity is evident between these distributions to warrant

conferring a signal function on NB 'facing'. This possibility

was further tested by an inter-test comparison.

b) Inter-test Comparison.

The probability gradients of actor NB 'facing' for Fair

Isle 1979 and 1980 were calculated (tables 40 - 44) and plotted

(figs. 2Id ). The gradients were compared using a test for
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non-parallelism and the results are recorded in table 49b .

No significant gradient differences were evident. Comparison

of their respective heights also failed to reveal any significant

differences (table 49b ).

This comparison was then extended to include Hoy 1980. The

gradients of all three probability distributions were tested

simultaneously (table 49b )• No significant gradient differences

were apparent. The similarity of the respective probability

distributions extends to their heights. An analysis of co-variance

failed to reveal any significant differences (table 49b )•

Taking all these results together (tables 49a,b )> the

high level of the consistency with which NB 'facing' elicits

escape in its recipient suggests that this display/orientation

combination fulfills a threat signal function.

Thus both 'facing' and 'not facing' NB delivery satisfy one

signal criterion - they both elicit consistent responses in their

recipient. The interesting thing is that they do so in different

ways. With a 'not £acing' delivery the response is heavily

distance dependent (figs. 2Ic,d ) but with a 'facing' delivery
the escape response appears to be largely independent of distance

and a similar escape probability is likely irrespective of the

distance between interactants. This difference is made all the

more interesting by a difference existing in the actors use of

NB with respect to distance which was also dependent on delivery

orie ntation.

For the present it remains to be seen whether any sigru £\ca.pt

quantitative dtij$ecences between these probability distributions

exists.
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7.2.7. NB - Delivery orie ntation compared.

For each test the actor generated probability distributions

were calculated (for each orientation (tables 40 - 44) and

subsequently plotted (figs. 11,15,16). Each orientation

combination was tested for differences in height and in gradient.

The results are recorded in table 50

In each test the probability distributions reveal significant

differences existing that are dependent upon delivery orientation

but the nature of the differences is not absolutely consistent.

From table 50 it is evident that for only Fair Isle

1980 do the differences arise with respect to differences in height,

but not in gradient. In Hoy 1980 and Fair Isle 1979 the opposite

is the case and for both significant differences emerge between the

gradients with no difference in height. Although Fair Isle 1980

fails to reveal a significant gradient differences a similar trend

is evident in as much as the respective slopes are divergent

rather than being parallel. In all cases the 'facing' delivery

is more threatening and although the evidence is not conclusive

it appears that significant qualitative differences exist which

are dependent on delivery orientation. NB 'facing' is the more

'threatening' of the two variants. The response it elicits is

largely independent of I.D. and is as likely to result in opponent

escape at 3BL as it is at 1BL. NB 'not facing' does not offer

a similar threat quality. Response to this variant is not to the

display alone but is also influenced by I.D. i.e. response is

distance dependent.

The probability distributions elicited by each relative

orientation differ in a qualitative manner which suggests that the
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information upon which a response decision is based is, in the eyes

of the recipient, different at each relative orientation.

From the point of view of the different visual stimuli

presented to an opponent by adopting different delivery orientations

this finding is not surprising. There are a number of additional

lines of evidence which support NB 'facing' being the threat display.

Only when delivered at the 'facing' orientation does NB

correspond to the intention movement for attack from which the

display presumably evolved. This is also the only orientation

from which attack can actually occur. Hence the response elicited

is to be expected. Further, the actor's use of this display with

respect to orientation (table 38 ) revealed a greater likelihood

of occurrence at the 'facing' orieatation which perhaps reflects

both signaller and recipient using andperceiving this display/

orientation combination in a specific threat manner.

The difference between the actors use of NB 'facing' with

respect to distance and the extent of the reactors escape response

with respect to the same variable provides an interesting problem.

In the former frequency of occurrence decreases with distance but

in the latter escape probability is independent of I.D. (cf.

table 38 and tables 40,41,43 ). Since the actor can only

physically attack when within about 1BL of an opponent it might

have been expected that as I.D. increased the recipient would have

been less likely to have escaped. That this is not so suggests

that NB 'facing' can be considered to be a ritualised threat

display. The recipient is responding to the visual stimuli it

perceives and not to any other variable e.g. distance. The

ritualisation involves a fixation of response rather than a gross
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exaggeration of any aspect of the posture. Why this should be

so will be discussed in more detail latter.

For the present it seems reasonable to conclude that the

qualitative difference in elicited escape provides sufficient

grounds for suggesting that NB, per se, cannot be considered as a

homogeneous display unit. The associated orientation has important

functional implications for the nature of the behavioural influence

on a recipient and for the nature of the information conveyed.

Indeed it may be possible to ascribe a threat signal function to

NB 'facing' alone.

NBL

7.2.8. NBL - the response of the recipient.

There proved to be sufficient data to test one further

display in this manner, NBL. The form of this display is identical

to NB, differing only in the addition of a vocal component, the

long call. There are grounds for considering that this similarity

extends to a behavioural level. From table 39 it is evident that

the actor's use of NBL with respect to both orientation and distance

mirrors that shown by NB. As a result it might be expected to see

the similarity extend to the manner in which a recipient is

influenced.

1) 'Not Facing'

The escape probabilities at each I.D. were calculated (tables

4j _ 44) and probability distributions were subsequently plotted

(figs. 13 - 16 ). The above logic appears sound and, like NB,

NBL 'not facing' elicits a probability distribution characterised

by an inverse relationship between escape probability and distance.

How consistent is this response?
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a) Actor/Reactor Comparison.

Actor and Reactor generated probability distributions were

calculated (tables 4T - 44 ) and plotted (figs. 13 _ jg ). The

extent of differences in height and gradient were determined using

an analysis of co-variance and a test for non-parallelism

respectively (Armitage 1975). (See table 5Ja )•

From figs.20a,it is evident that the actor generated

probability distributions exhibit a higher level of escape though

in only one case is this difference significant (Fair Isle 1979;

fig* 20a » table 5Ta ). Ho significant differences are

revealed in their respective gradients (table 51a ).

The parallel nature of respective probability gradients

suggests that the nature of the information upon which response

is based is the same in each case. The difference in the overall

level of responsiveness, while not generally reaching significant
o

prop rtions, may be attributed to an actor/reactor asymmetry and

probably reflects the incidence of contests in which the reactor

was reluctant to dispute the resource.

b) Inter-test Comparison.
olisin bub OAS

Actor generatedvover two seasons on Fair Isle were calculated

(tables 41-44 ), plotted together and compared (figs 22a ,

table 51b ). Once again a significant difference is evident

for the general level of responsiveness but not in the nature of

the response. The parallel nature of the probability distributions

suggests that the information upon a response decision is reached

is the same in both cases. The manner in which the probability

distributions differ is consistent with the pattern found for

NF> 'Not facing', each having a higher response level in 1979.
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this was explained in terms of temperature dependent response

thresholds.

Once again a display/orientation combination exhibits

sufficient consistency of escape response in a recipient to warrant

labelling it as a threat signal.

2) .'Facing'

The actors use of NBL with respect of orientation mirrored

that for NB (table 38,39 ). This similarity was also shown for

its use with respect to distance. 'Facing' delivery was the most

common and it was used less frequently as I.D. increased (table

39 ). It seems reasonable to assume that this similarity

would extend to cover the response elicited in an opponent.

The escape probabilities at each I.D. were calculated

(tables 41-44) and used to plot probability distributions (figs.

13-16 )• The latter are rather more independent of distance

than was the case for 'not facing' and a strong resemblance to

those elicited by NB 'facing' (figs. 13-16) is evident.

How consistent is the response?

a) Actor/Reactor Comparison.

Sufficient data was available to compare actor and reactor

generated probability distributions tn Fair Isle 1979. (Table4iJ4a,

fig. 20b ). The probability distributions were tested for

differences in height and gradient using an analysis of co-variance

and test for non-parallelism respectively (Armitage 1975).

In neither case did any significant differences emerge

(table 52a ).

b) Inter-Test Comparison.

Actor generated probability distributions were calculated on
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Fair Isle on 1979 and 1980 (tables 41,43- ), plotted (figs 27b )

and compared (table 52b ).

No significant differences in height or gradient were evident.

When NBL is delivered at the 'Facing' orientation sufficient

consistency is evident for the elicited escape response of a

recipient to warrant labelling .his display/orientation as one

fulfilling a threat signal function.

Differences are also apparent between each delivery orientation.

Do these differences assume significant proportions?

7.2.9. NBL - Orientations compared.

The 'facing' and 'not facing' probability distributions were

plotted together (tables 41,43 ; figs. 15,16 )• These were

subsequently examined for differences in their respective heights

and gradients. The results are recorded in table 53

With a comparison of this nature the similarity of

orientation dependent probability distribution between NB and

NBL is obvious (o-f. figs. I5b,c ). In both tests significant

differences exist in the gradients of the probability distributions.

For 'facing' the response shown is largely independent of distance.

For 'not facing' a highly distance dependent response is elicited.

This qualitative difference suggests that the information upon

which an escape response decision is made is different at each

orientation.

Considering the difference in the stimulus pattern presented

to an oppcnent a difference would be expected. This difference is

consistent with 'facing' delivery being the most threatening

aspect by virtue of the ease of a following attack. Formally,

NBL is indistinguishable from NB! Thus NBL has changed little



from the original attack intention from which itfcpresumably

evolved.

This display is made more interesting than NB by the

addition of a vocal component, the long-call. When orientation

changes the visual stimulus pattern changes considerably. Vocal

components are not so constrained and presumably present a

stimulus which is independent of relative orientation. The

significant difference between the probability distributions

(figs. 15 & 16 , table 53 ) is likely to have arisen from a

change in stimulus parameters. Thus the response of the recipient

following NBL is likely to be dependent upon the visual components

since only they changed. The vocal component is perhaps redundant

with respect to threat quality.

This conclusion is made all the more interesting when

compared to that offered for OLW suggesting that only the vocal

component was responsible for threat quality. Further light will

be thrown on this prob 1 em when displays are compared.

For the present it i3 evident that orientation is an important

determinant of recipient response following ?LBL. If no consideration

is given to this variable it is impossible to treat NBL as a

homogeneous display unit.

7.3.1. Display Comparison.

So far the criterion that each display/orientation combinations

has had to fulfill to be considered hairing a threat function was to

demonstrate that they induced a consistent escape probability

distribution in a recipient. Each (OLW,NB,NBL) has fulfilled this

criterion and so can, within the limits set by the present analysis

be considered as threat signals.
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The data upon which this conclusion was based were gathered

in the club situation. If displays are to be credited with

fulfilling a signal function then consistent differences between

each display would be expected with respect to the response they

elicit from a recipient. Failure to elicit consistent differences

would call into question any functional distinction between these

behaviour patterns.

Displays were compared within each colony using actor

generated probability distributions. Comparison was based on the

delivery orientation.

7.3.2. 'Not Facing'

Within each colony the probability distributions were

calculated for all three displays (tables 40 - 44 ) and plotted

together (figs.23b - 25b) The ensuing probability distributions

were tested for differences in height and gradient using an

analysis of co-variance andaa test for non-parallelisn

respectively (Arnitage 1975). The results are recorded in table 54 .

Displays were analysed in dyads. Each display was compared

with only one other display at any tirae. The principle reason

for ado) ting this approach was to enhance the likelihood of

detecting and isolating the influence exerted by individual

components. For example, NB and NBL differ only in addition

of long-call in the latter. Any difference between these displays

in the pattern of responsiveness elicited in an opponent could be

attr ibuted to this single component. OLW and NBL differ in the

visual but not in auditory components. Any ensuing differences

could be attributed to differences in the visual stimulus presented.

In this way it might prove possible to build up a picture not only
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of how the display exercises its effect but also about how

individual components contribute to this overall effect. Isolating

component influence might be an important tool for future analysis

of the nature of the information conveyed.

From table 54 it is evident that when each of these

displays is delivered at the 'not facing' orientation any differences

in either height or gradient fail to reach significant proportions.

This is true for each test.

On the basis of this high prevailing degree of similarity

existing between the escape probability distributions of OLW, NB,

NBL when delivered at the 'not facing' orientation. The recip snt

does not make any distinction between these patterns and so it is

assumed that the information upon which a response is based is

the same in each case. At this relative orientation evidence for

a functional distinction between these patterns is lacking and

labelling each of OLU, NB and NBL as distinct threat signals is

not justified. Considering the variation in form embraced by these
i

rA A

patterns this finding is rather surprising.

7.2.3. 'Facing'

The escape probability distributions were calculated (tables

41-44 ), plotted (figs. 23a/-25n) an£* examined for differences in

height and gradient. The colony by colony results of these

comparisons are recorded in table 55 .

To facilitate the detection of differences in the contribution

of various components display dyads were compared. The results will

be discussed dyad by dyad.

a) UP/NBL

Both of these displays employ the same physical form (see
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fig. 3 ) and differ only in the vocal addition to NBL.

Because of this formal similarity any emergent difference in

response could be attributed to the effect of this vocal component.

Differences in height were examined first, (figs. 24a, 25a;
* w

table 55 ). In both the Fair Isle tests (1979 and 1980) no

significant diffemnces in height were evident. In both tests NB

and NBL elicited very similar response levels.

The consistency of response extends to their respective

gradients. A test for non-parallelism failed to reveal any

significant gradient differences. Table 55.

Each of these display, 1TB and NBL, elicit a similar level

and similar pattern of recipient response which is characterised

by a relatively constant escape probability at each inter-

individual distance.

When NB and NBL are given at the 'Facing' orientation the

overall similarity of the recipients response suggests that the

information upon which this response is made is the same for each of

these behaviour patterns, and attributing each with a distinct
signal function is not warranted.

b) OLW/NBL■

In contrast to the two displays considered above both OLW and

NBL share a common vocal component, the long call, but differ

widely in physical form (cf. figs.2 &-3 ). Any difference in the

pattern of recipient response could be attributed to this formal

difference.

Firstly, the heights of the distributions were compared (table

55 ). no significant differences were evident (figs.24a, 25a ^'
When attention was switched to their respective gradients a
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more complicated picture emerged (figs. 24a,25a , table 55 ).

On Fair Isle in 1979 a significant gradient difference is evident

and the probability distributions are perpendicular to one another.

In 1930, though, a similar comparison fails to reveal a significant

difference (although a similar trend is evident and the probability
distri'out ons are distinctly divergent.

Although the data does not present itself in a totally

conclusive form it seems likely that the information base

responsible for eliciting a response following OLW is different

from that for NBL. Both displays share a common vocal component

hence the difference in recipient response is likely to ha\*e

arisen from a difference in the visual stimulus of each display

as presented to an opponent.

The response elicited by QLT7 is largely distance dependent
er

while that following receipt of NBL exhibits a great^degree of

independence from distance. On the basis of this result labelling

OLW and NBL (when delivered at the 'facing' orientation) can be

considered as distinct threat signals.

c) OLW/NB.

Of the three displays analysed here this combination represents

the extreme - they have no components in common (cf. fig. 2 & 3 ),

Hence differences would be expected between them.

Within each colony actor 'facing' probability distributions

were calculated (tables 4-T -44 ), plotted (figs. 23a^-25a) and

examined for differences in height and gradient. The re suits are

recorded in table 55

The difference in the heights of the respective probability

distributions failed to reach significant proportion (table 55 ).
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Comparis on of their gradients revealed a different picture

with two out of three tests offering significant differences (Hoy

1880, Fair Isle 1979; table 55 ). Although a significant

difference is not forthcoming from the remaining test (Fair Isle

1980, table 55 ) a trend approximating to that shown in the

other tests is apparent. The probability distributions for these

displays are divergent and no hint of their following a parallel

course is evident.

This latter result blunts the force of the argument but

despite this the available evidence suggests that the info rmation

extracted by the recipient upon which an escape response is based

differs for each of OLW and NB. When delivered at the 'facing'

orientation the escape probability distributions of NB and OLW

differ with sufficient consistency to support the view that these

display/orientation combinations are distinct threat signals.

7.4.1. Conclusion.

I
On studying threat the present analysis rests on a number

of assumptions

1) Threat displays are used where access to a

limited resource is disputed and ownership

can only pass into the hands of one of the

contestants. It is thus logical to assume

the fulfillment of a threat function will
be revealed by determining the consistency

with which a given action pattern elicits

escape in a recipient.

2) Where escape is measured in terms of probability

distributions differences in their respective

26*



gradients represent differences in threat

quality.

3) If displays are to be considered to fulfill

a signal funttion each must elicit a consistent

response and one which differs from each other

display.

Two non-display influences were identified here, distance and

orientation. The importance of the latter was suggested by the

finding that a number of interactions were settled on the basis

of an orientation change. Further, these exhibited a relatively

high degree of independence from I.D. (table 36 ). The

importance of orientation led to display being dealt with

largely in terms of differences in their delivery orientation.

They could be delivered at either a 'facing' or 'not facing'

orientation.

Both distance and orientation are important non-display
A

influences. However, they cannot be regarded solely in such

terms. The influence of each of these variables was not the

same for each display. The response shown to OLW was qualitatively

similar at each delivery orientation. The recipient ignored the

presented form of OLW. However, the response shown was highly

distance dependent (figs. II-L6 ).

For both NB and NHL both variables were influential in

guiding response (figs. II - 16 ). The difference centred on

the influence of distance. Response on receipt of a 'not facing'

delivery was highly distance dependent, whereas that following a

'facing' delivery exhibited a relatively high independence of

distance.
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Faced with a number of displays, all of which, when considered
+he>y

independently elicit a consistent response/must fulfil one

further criterion to warrant being labelled as independent signals -

the response to each display must be specifics to that display.

Displays were treated in terms of their delivery orientation.

The probability distributions elicited by OLW, NB and NBL following

a 'Not Facing' delivery were indistinguishable in terms of their

respective gradients.and so ccaild not be considered to differ in

threat quality. The recipient, according to the display criteria

defined, did not distinguish between these behaviour patterns and

the existence of a range of (threat) displays would appear to be

superflaous. This is surprising in view of range of forms

encompassed by these displays. This, together with the highly

distance dependent nature of the response elicited by each pattern

(each interactant being less likely to escape as I.D. increases)

suggests that the posture is ignored and response is based on the

perception of the distance between individuals.

The same behaviour patterns viewed from a different

orientational perspective revealed a different picture in some

respects (figs. 23 - 25 ).

When delivered at the 'Facing' orientation the lack of any

significant gradient differences between NB and NBL (figs. 24 & 25

table 55 ) suggested that the information upon which; recipient

response was based was the same in each case. The patterns are

formally similar and differ only in the addition of the long-call

to NBL. It is on the basis of this addition that a distinction is

made between these patterns by a human observer. Failure to find

an appropriate difference in their respective probability

zio



distributions suggest that the recipient (the individual to whom

the display is likely to be of greatest relevance) fails to make a

similar distinction. In future studies of display behaviour it

might prove fruitful to place the analysis in a relsvant framework

e.g. viewing the interaction from the point of view of its

participants, rather than as an external observer.

In terms of the definition of threat adopteddhere there are

no grounds for labelling these patterns as separate threat signals.

There are grounds for considering both NB and NBL together as

a single threat display. In the first place they both utilise the

same formal characteristics (fig. 3 ). Secondly, they elicit

the same response in a recipient, (figs. 24 &25, table 54 ).

Further this response is relatively independent of distance and so

response is more likely to the display and not some extraneous

variable like distance.

If NB/NBL is treated as a single display unit then the

significant differences between this and OLW (figs 24 -26a, table

55 ) warrant concluding that OLW (when delivered at the

'facing' orientation) can also be considered as a threat signal.

So, when displays are viewed from the point of view of
\

their delivery orientation two different views emerge. When

delivered at the 'not facing' orientation the displays of the

bonxie cannot be considered to act as distinct threat signals

and the highly distance dependent nature of associated response

(fig. 23b - 251) suggests a greater importance for the latter

variable in determining response.

When delivered at the 'facing' orientation two threat

displays are evident. NB,NBL and OLW demonstrated considerable



consistency in the response they elicited when considered

independently (e.g. figs II - 16 , tables 45 - 53 )•

Comparison of each display revealed that NB/NBL must be considered

as a single display which, because of significant differences in

the gradient of the elicited probability distributions (figs. 24,25

tables 55 ), was distinct from OLW in executing a threat

function.

The dependence of displays on orientation for their

effectiveness (as defined in the present analysis) is consistent

with the suggestion that for a specific response to be elicited

a specific 'releasing' stimulus must be presented to an opponent.

The displays considered here are predominantly visual. Any

change in orientation will result in a marked change in the

visual stimulus presented to an opponent. In terms of a signal

function evolution would appear to have scted on a single

stimulus pattern.

Up until this point displays have bean recorded simply

because the observer noted their occurrence. T'ni3 is likely

to have produced a confused picture of display effect. For 303

in particular the delivery orientation was a very important

determinant of recipient response and the stimuli it considered

relevant. For 'not facing' distance was an important cue,

whereas, with 'facing' the display itself was important. In

future the3a variables, at least, must be considered and their

influence determined before any display can be identified as

such. The most appropriate means of achieving this end is to

view the interaction from the point of view of its participants.

Viewed from an orientational perspective displays be
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considered as such, i.e. specialised to convey information,

when delivered at the 'facing' orientation. However, even at

this orientation complications arise because of the distance

dependent nature of the elicited OLW 'facing' response (figs.it-f6 )•

Analysis of OLW in isolation fron the remaining displays revealed

a probability distribution that was independent of orientation.

Delivery at 'facing' resulted in a similar distribution to that

elicited by 'not facing' (figs TI - 16 ). In this light 'facing'

delivery does not confer any threat quality on OLW. The inter-

display 'not facing' comparison (figs. 23-25 , table 54 ) also

failed to reveal any qualitative differences between patterns as

divergent in form as OLW and NB and a threat label could not be

attributed to these patterns. By implication the OLW 'facing'

distribution is not different from that given to OLW, 1TB and NBL

when the latter adopt a 'not facing' delivery (e.g. figs.ii.-i6 ).

The singular nature of the elicited probability distributions

for each of these pattern/orientation combinations suggests that

the information upon which recipient response is based is the same

in each case. Hence, OLW 'facing' cannnt be attributed with

fulfilling a signal function. As in the remaining cases the OLW

'facing' distribution is heavily distance dependent (e.g. fig )

with escape probability being inversely proportional to distance

The similarity between all four posture/orientation combinations

opens up the possibility that distance is a more important
f\

determinant of recipient response than the pattern itself.

The 'display' behaviour of the bonxie can, in terms of the

present analysis be split into two;

1) A distance dependent group comprising OLW ('facing' and 'not

IK



facing') and NB and NBL ('not facing').

2) A distance inJependent group comprising NB and NBL ('facing').

Of these two groups only the latter can be considered as a

threat signal. Both the constituent behaviour patterns are

identical in form and so might be expected to elicit a similar

response. Further, and more importantly, their ability to elicit

an escape probability in a recipient which is insulated from the

influence of external factors, e.g. distance, exemplifies the

response expected from a threat display - it is the behaviour

pattern itself and not some extrinsic factor which the recipient

is responding to.

In the former group the opposite is the case. Not only is

the response highly distance dependent but it is thus despite the

variety of physical forms, morphological enhancement and modalities

which are responsible for their elicitation.

Within the limits of the present analysis it would appear

that the bonxie display repertoire comprises only one display

serving a threat function. This eliminates the problem of having

to explain the exist erce of a range of displays but raises a

further problem. What role does this display play in the mechanism

used for resolving disputes? The scope of the present analysis

does not extend this far. Display behaviour has been brought into

line with more recent theoretical work (e.g. Maynard Smith 1974).

The way is open to investigate this and other theoretical models.

This empirical demonstration of the extent of the threat

repertoire will provide a more realistic point not only for the

investigation of existing theoretical models but also for the

development of existing and new models.



The stimulus for the present study was a contradiction

between a view arguing that display behaviour conveyed intentional

differences and one suggesting the opposite. NE/NBL is delivered

at two distinct orientations. Could this serve to convey gross

motivational differences? The answer to this is likely to be no!

The gradient differences between NB/NBL 'facing'and 'not facing'

(figs. 13-16 ) could form the basis of an argument suggesting

that the 'not facing' distribution is a less intense response tfia.»\

that shown t:> 'facing' and so is consistent with the possibility

that relative orientation conveys motivational dif erences and are

read as such by the recipient. The counter argument rests on the

finding that NB 'not facing' elicits distributions almost

identical to OLW 'not facing' despite the many differences that

exist between these patterns. Because the birds tend to sit

parallel to one another the initial stages of any interaction

are bound to involve birds adopting 'not facing'. A bird

neighbouring one who adopts NB and who is unwilling to dispute

may depart before engaging in dispute. In such cases it is not

unlikely that the distance separating them would be used as a

basis for response. Response to NB 'not facing' may not reflect

receiption of a low intensity threat but simply reflect the

actions of birds unwilling to engage in dispute. This argument

receives further support from the popularity of NB in orientation-

change interactions (tables 36 ) and the fact that response

is to the change. For 'not facing' to have any motivational

significance adoption of this stance must be under actor control.

Because birds sit facing into the wind adoption of this stance

is inevitable and so cannot be assumed to hare any signal function.
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It seems likely that the bonxie possesses only one threat signal,

NB/NBL 'facing', and may do little more than signal, as suggested

by Caryl (1979), that the signaller is in dispute.

A number of other problems remain to be considered. In

spite of the elaborate nature of 0LV7 it does not appear to have a

threat function. Indeed it may not fulfill such a function and so

the method used to define its function nay have been inappropriate

to aid understanding of OLU.

Secondly, the long-call component of NBL did not appear to

exercise an effect and so itss inclusion remains a mystery. It

is feasible that the method may have been inappropriate to detect

the nature of its influence. Both of these problems will be

discussed in the next chapter.
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Inter - individual

Actor
Tisol ay I 2

distance.

3 4 5 6
(total

N

MB 12 13 O
u

o
O I 32 47

MN I 5 4 I I I 13 20

Nf3 2 4 I I 8 12

0117 2 2 I 5 7

NBL 2 2 4 6

3117 2 o 2

MS I I 2 2

NbBpL 2 2 9

NBT I I 2 9

M. 4 28 26 5 5 2 70

^(total) 6 40 37

a. Fair

7

Isle

T

1979

3 100

Actor
Ni snlay I

Inter

2

- individual

3 4

distance

5 6 N

(total
fo

MB 15 38 18 13 I 85 59

NN 5 17 4 2 28 19

NBL 4 2 2 I 9 6

NBT 5 I I I 8 6

0LT7 2 I 3 I 7 5

NbBpL 3 2 5 n

O

NfB I I I

Bend I T I

N. 35 59 31 18 I 144

??(total ) 24 41 22 12 I 100

b. Fair Isle 1980.

Table 36. number of orientation change interactions,

resulting in reactor escane, at each I.N.
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Facing:
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Inter-individual distance
UU li

1 2 3 4 5

pE N pE N pE N pE N pE. N

Pacing 81 16 54 35 48 28

Not Facing 67 36 46 45 28 42 7 15 25 8

ACTOR NB
1 2 3 4 5

pE N pE N pE N pE N pE N

Facing 53 45 64 25 54 13 66 9

Not Facing 50 12 46 12 25 8

a. Actor

REACTOR OLW

1 2 3 4 5

pE NT pE N pE N pE N pE N

Facing - - - - -

Not Facing 50 20 32 19 13 15 0 17

REACTOR NB

1 2 3 4 5

pS N pE N pE N pE N pE N

Facing 50 10 57 7 50 6

Not Facing 28 18 6 15 1 10

b. Reactor.

Table 40: Hoy IDSO - Actor and reactor response probabilities
These were calculated as the relative escape frequency at

each I.P. shown by the recinient of the display.



ACTOR OLW. Inter-individual distance

1 2 3 4 5

pE N pE N pE N pE N pE N

Facing 89 18 75 16 60 10

Not Facing 79 14 61 64 45 66 17 23 33 27

ACTOR NB

1 I 2 I 3 | 4 | 5
pE N pE N pE N pE N pE N

Facing 64 25 65 31 67 21 44 9

Not Facing 69 29 58 26 50 12

ACTOR NBL

1 2 3 4 5

pE N pE N pE F pE N pE N

Facing 65 20 65 17 75 4

Not Facing 71 17 56 9 22 8

ACTOR BLW

1 2 3 4 5

pE N pE N pE N pE N pE* N

Facing - - - -

Not Facing 75 16 64 11 33 9

Table 41: Fair Isle 1979 — Actor response nrobabilities.

These were calculated as the relative frequency of
escaoe at each I.D. shown by the recipient.



REACTOR OLW Inter-ind.ivid.ual distance

1 2 5 4 5

pE N pE N pE N pE N pE N

Facing 88 8 60 5

Not Facing 60 5 67 21 44 16 11 9 0 11

REACTOR NB

1 2 n: 4 5

pE N pE N pE N pE N pE N

Facing 30 10 58 12 62 8

Not Facing 40 15 20 25 38 29 0 10

REACTOR NB1

1 2 3 4 5

pE N pE N pE N pE N pE N

Facing 57 7 66 9

Not Facing 43 11 20 6

Table 42: Fair Isle 1979 — Reactor resuon.se probabilities.

These vere calculated as the relative escape

shoim by the recipient at each I.D.



ACTOR OLW Inter-individual distance

1 2 3 4 5

pE R pE N pE R pE N pE N

Pacing 87 67 64 58 31 32 42 7

Rot Pacing 71 78 45 108 25 70 21 28 8 12

ACTCT? R3
1 2 3 4 5

pE R pE R pE R pE R pE R

Pacing 70 76 73 30 66 12

Rot Facing 46 28 14 7 22 9

ACTOR RBL
1 2 3 4 5

pE R pE R pE N pE R pE R

Pacing 71. 41 65 17 64 11

Rot Pacing 67 12 46 15 13 8

Table 43: Pair Isle T980 — ictor response probabilities.

These vere calculated as the relative escape

frequency shoim by the recipient at each I.D.



RSACTOR OLW Inter-individual distance

1 2 3 4 5

pE N pE N pE N pE N pE N

Facing 55 20 50 8 25 12

Not Facing 42 26 CM 14 21 18 13

RSACTOR NB
1 2 3 4 5

pE N pE N pE N pE Ni pE N

Facing 55 20 50 18 50 4

Not Facing 43 28 15 20 17 6

REACTOR NBL

1 2 3 4 5

pS N pE N pE N •pE N pE N

Facing - - - - -

Not Facing 50 12 38 11 0 6

Table 44: Fair Isle T0RO — Reactor response Probabilities.

These rere calculated as the relative escape

frequency shora by a recipient at each I.P.



Fig I! : Hoy 1980. The escape probabilities
shown by the reactor at each ID on

receipt of a) OLW and b) NB when

given by a staying actor (from
table >) • The probability distributions
are shown at each delivery orientation.
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FigIS : Hoy 1980. The escape probabilities
shown by the actor at each ID on

receipt of a) OLW and b)NT3 when

giren by a staying reactor. "Ehe
The pro^.bility distributions are

shown as regression lines for each
delirery orientation.
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Fig. 22s Comparison (by delivery orientation)
of the probability distributions shown by
the reactor on receint of NBL given by a

staying actor. Probability distributions
taken from tables 41 & 43. See also figs
15 & 16 .
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Hoy 1980

2.31 ((>)

OLW Not Facing (d.f)

Fair Isle 1979

1.42 (?)

Fair Isle 1980

2.34 (6)

Analysis of covariance (t score) results from

comparison of actor and reactor generated

probability distributions.

OLW

Fair Isle 1979/
Fair Isle 1980

0.79 (?)

. Facing (dj)

Fair Isle 1979/
Hoy 1980

1.42 (?)

Fair Isle 1980/
Hoy 1980

0.743 (?)

Analysis of covariance (t score) results from

comparison of the probability distributions
shown on receipt of OLW not-facing when given

by a staying actor.

Table 45: Analysis of covariance results

for OLW Not Facing.



Hoy 1980

' t«

ODV Facing (d.$)
Fair Isle 1979

2.2 (2)

Fair Isle 1980

2.37 (4-)

a. Analysis of covariance (t score) results
from comparison of actor and rector generated

probability distributions.

Fair Isle 1979/ Fair Isle 1979/ Fair Isle 1980/
Fair Isle 1980 Hoy 1980 Hoy 1980

't' 2.67 (4) 5.85* (3) 0.368 ( 4)

b. Analysis of coTariance (t score) results from

comparison of the probability distributions

shown on receipt of OLW facing when given by
a staying actor.

Table 46: Analysis of covariance results for
0LTP Facing.

* p < 0.01

Hoy 1980 Fair Isle 1979 Fair Isle 1980

* t* 2.34 ($) 8.506 ** (?) 2.2 (?)

Table 47: Analysis of covariance results from

comparison of probability distributions at
each delivery orientation.

** p < 0.001



NB Not Pacing

Hoy I9S0 Fair Isle 1879 Fair Isle 1980

't' 6.37 ** (?) 4.796 ***(4) 0.17 (i)

a. Analysis of corariance (t score) results from

comparison of actor and reactor generated

probability distributions.

Fair Isle 1979/ Fair Isle 1979/ Fair Isle 1980/
Fair Isle 1980 Hoy 1980 Hoy 1980

»t* 4.64 * 4.36* (3) 2.37 ("3)

b. Analysis of corariance (t score) results from

comparison of the probability distributions shoT/n
on receipt of NB not—facing -when given by a

staying actor

Table 48: Analysis of covariance results

for NB Not - Facing

*p< 0.025 ** p< 0.005 ***p< 0.001



Hoy 1980 Pair Isle 1979 Fair Isle 1980

•t« 1.243 (4) 1.866 (4) 8.37 **(3)
F 0.087 2.686 0.012

a. Analysis of covariance (t score ) and
test for non-parallelism (F score) results of
actor and reactor generated probability
distributions. (NB Facing).

Fair Isle 1979/ Fair Isle 1979/ Fair Isle 1980/
Fair Isle 1980. Hoy 1980 Hoy 1980

't' 2.23 (4) 0.79 &) 1.08 (4)

F 0.014 0;4II 0.411

b. Analysis of corariance (t score) and test
for non - parallelism (F score) results from

comparison of the probability distributions
shotm on receipt of NB Facing.

Table 49: Analysis of covariance and test of n&n -

parallelism results for NB Facing.
** p <0.005

Hoy 1980 Fair Isle 1979 Fair Isle 1980
•t* 2.95 (4) 0.381 (4) 4.61 * (3)

F 17.89* 72.672* 2.89

Table 50: Analysis of covariance and test of non -

parallelism comparison of probability distributions
at each delivery orientation on receipt of actor NB

* p <0.025



NBL Not Facing

Hoy 1980 Fair Isle 1979 Fair Isle 1980
•t» - 6.45 * ty 2.28

F - 0.003 0.029

a. Analysis of covariance (t score) and test of non -

parallelism (F score) results of actor and reactor

generated probability distributions. (NBL Not Facing)

Fair Isle 1979/
Fair Isle 1980

«t* 4.65 ** (3)
F 0.39

b. Analysis of corariance (t score) and test of
non - parallelism (F score) results from comparison
of the probability distributions shown on receipt
of actor NBL Not Facing.

Table 51: Analysis of corariance and

test of non - parallelism results

for NBL Not Facing.

* p * 0.05 ** p < 0.025



NBL Facing

Roy 1980 Fair Isle 1979 Fair Isle 1980

't' - 2.57 (*)
F - 0.014

a. Analysis of covariance (t score) and test
for non - parallelism (F score) results of actor
and reactor generated probability distributions.

(NBL Facing)

«t«

F

b. Analysis of covariance (t score) and test of
non — parallelism (F score) results from

comparison of the probability distributions
shoTm on receipt of actor NBL Facing.

Fair Isle 1979/
Fair Isle 1980

0.366 (3)

3.359

Table 52: Analysis of covariance and test of
non — parallelism results. NBL Facing.

't'

F

Table 53: Analysis of covariance and test of

non - parallelism results from a

comparison of probability distributions
at each delivery orientation on receipt
of actor NBL.

* pC 0.05 ** P 0.025

Fair Isle 1979 Fair Isle 1980

0.390 (3) 2.18 (3)

37.37 ** 19.606 *



nb/nbl ' t« (d.$)
Hot 1980

Fair Isle 1979 1.31

Fair Isle 1980 1.3'

olw/nbl
Hoj 1980
Fair Isle 1979 0.5'

Fair Isle 1980 0.8'

OLW/NB
Hoy 1980 0.81
Fair Isle 1979 1.6'

Fair Isle 1980 1.91

(3) 0.361

(3) 0.775

(?) 0.054

(s) 1.263

(s) 0.006

(si 0.06

(si 0.03

Table 54: Analysis of covariance (t score) and test
of non - parallelism (F score) results from a

comparison of the probability distributions shewn
to displays delivered, at the 'Not Facing' orientation.

nbl/nb
Fair Isle

Fair Isle

olw/nbl
Fair Isle

Fair Isle

olw/nb
Hoy 1980

Fair Isle

Fair Isle

•t»

1979 I.185

1980 1.086

1979 1.007

1980 0.305

0.247

1979 1.786

1980 1.780

F

(4) 0.729

(3) 0.108

(3) 19.557*

2.575

(4) 12.840*

(4) 86.480**

Of) 2.643

Table 55: Analysis of covariance (t score) and test of

non—parallelism (F score) results from a comparison
of the probability distributions shotm to displays
delivered at the 'Facing' orientation.

* p < 0.05 ** p< 0.025



Chapter 8

The story so far - A summary and discussion.

By far the most obvious feature of avian social behaviour are

the displays used to administer such activities as mating, dispute

solving etc. It soon became apparant that each species possessed

a variety of displays. The frequent occurrence of overt attack and

escape in conjunction with these displays led to the assumption

that they served a similar purpose-threat. It has been generally

agreed that overt attack as a means of securing a limited resoucce

involves risk (Tirb^rgen 1959, Maynard Smith 1974) prinarily through

uncertainty about an opponents abilities. Hence, some means of

acquiring this knowledge would be adaptive. Displays were obvious

candidates for this facility although divergent bioLogical views

have emerged concerning how such ends would best be met.

It is always interesting to compare divergent theories and

doubly so when they appear totally contradictory. Such a state of

affairs has arisen recently through the advent of games theory

analyses of agonistic communication. The display centred dispute

resolving system anticipated by the latter school evolves around

the prevention of bluff and stands in almost complete contradiction

to an earlier model in which a range of displays were considered to

subserve threat through conveying differences in signaller intention.

The games theorists consider the latter viex? untenable as a

result of the evolutionary instability of such a system arising

from the case with which it could be invaded by bluff (Ilaynard-

Smith 1974). The contradiction x^as made all the more interesting

by the conflict theory's grounding in offering an explanation for

a behavioural fact of life - the existence of a range of displays.
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The difference in opinion between each of these views can be

reduced to the following question - do all the observed displays

perform a threat function?
I

The 'conflict' view had a sizeable body of empir cal

evidence to support its claims (e.g. Stokes 1962, Dunham 1966,

Andersson 1976). Of these three the latter provides particularly

convinc .ng support. Up to this point the balance lay in favour

of the conflict view.

The hawk was really set amongst the doves in a re-analysis

by Caryl (1979) in which he demonstrated that the previous authors

conclusions could be refuted using their own data. This study

provided the first chink in the conflict theory amour and

suggested the need for a more detailed study of species displays

and the methods used to study them. Specifically, the present

study set out to resolve the contradiction between the 'conflict'

and 'games' views.

The highly theoretical basis of the garaes theory approach

and its failure, to offer a satisfactory explanation for the observed

range of displays makes trying to understand this feature of

avian behaviour difficulty to tackle from this theoretical

perspective. The 'conflict' view did offer an explanation for the

range of displays but it remained to be seen, particularly in the

light of Caryl's (1979) findings, how well it accomplished this

task. It seemed appropriate to carry out such an investigation

on the species previously providing the strongest support for the

'conflict' view, the bonxie.

3.1.2. The Conflict Theory and Temporal Association.

In chapters four to six a number of methods derived from a
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basic conflict theory approach, thrown into relief using temporal

association, were adopted to test the hypothesis that displays

conveyed intentional information and that the latter mirrored

the motivation underlying the display, i.e. did the displays

form a threat series? The simple nature of these methods

necessitated testing the consistency of the ensuing result before

any one approach could be credited with the facility of providing

an insight into the nature of display inter-relatedness and the

information conveyed.

In it simplest and more direct form the conflict theory

suggested that a display will exhibit an association with a number

of overt actions, attack, escape and stay in this case, in a

manner which is peculiar to that display (Moynihan 1955). The

extent of association was though to mirror the causal contribution

of a given tendency and, via a causal association between

motivation and intention movements, to convey this information to

an opponent.

The validity of this assumption was tested in chapter four

by comparing the probabilities associated with each display when

given by the actor and by the reactor. The signficant differences

to emerge for the majority of displays (tables 3-8 )

revealed that this approach did not accurately reveal the extent

of the information conveyed. The higher reactor escape probability

after each display suggested that an outcome asymmetry existed

whereby the initiator was more likely to win an encounter and did

so irrespective of the display used.

This response asymmetry outlawed the use of temporal

association as an accurate guide to information content but its
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consistenc}' meant that perhaps a more general serial relationship

bettreen displays and motivational information may have been

obscured.

This possibility was examined by ranking the displays

according to the probability that they were followed by each of

attack and escape. This analysis mirrored the xaost commonly adopted

'conflict' analysis. Using this Andersson (1976) argued that

displays conveyed information about signaller attack likelihood.

Treatment of the displays in this manner also provided the

first opportunity to test Caryl's (1979) games theory oriented

alternative that escape information was conveyed.

An extensive investigation involving a number of comparisons

for each ranked sequence (tables 9 & 10 ) failed to provide

support for either of these possibilities. The displays of the

bonxie could not be said, at this level, to form a threat

series constrained in such a way as to convey either attack or

escape information as had previously been assumed (e.g. Andersson

1976, Caryl 1979).

The second basic approach involved quantifying displays, still

in terms of attack/escape tendencies, but this time their 'threat

value' was calculated as the difference between the probability

of an action when a display was given compared with the probability

of that same action when that display was not given. Methodological

problems aside (see section 2.2 ) the useof this approach did

reveal significant differences in the presence/absence probabilities

for a majority of displays (tables II - 15). That for the

result was consistent with a system acting in such a manner. Problems

arose when the direction and magnitude of the ensuing differences
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were compared (table 16 ). Further, a failure to find any

consistency between the displays when ranked as a series acco ling

to these differences ruled out this model as an explanation for

the manner in which displays might exercise their effect.

A final approach entailed adopting a system more closely

embracing the original conflict idea, i.e. that displays

conveyed information about the extent of the signallers conflict

and so involve simultaneous transmission of more than one type

of information. Hinde (1981) noted the high proportion of

staying responses associated with displays (see tables 3-7 )

and suggested that displays conveyed the likelihood of a

signaller to either Attack/Stay or Escape/Stay. In section 4.3.1

displays were ranked according to the extent of their association

with each of these response combinations. Tables 18-20 revealed

insufficient consistency in the order of displays so ranked and

condemned this approach - it could not adequately account for

the range of (assumed) threat displays.

In addition to emerging from a basic 'conflict' framework,

these analyses had in common the fact that each attempted to

define the information content of displays. They did so by

assuming that the extent of the association between displays and

Attack/escape provided, if only generally, a quantitative

picture of information without giving any consideration to the

variety of situations which might result in these behavioural

end-points (see section 4.4.1 ). The different conclusions

drawn by Andersson (1976) and Caryl (1979) from the same body of

data illustrated the conceptual difficulties involved in

postulating information content on the basis of association
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between displays and overt actions. The failure of displays to

exhibit a consistent attack or escape ranking negated the

conclusions of both authors. However, the problem of explaining

why so many displays should be used remains. The conceptual

problems accompanying temporal association (e.g. stay response

could result when an opponent departs or where a 'sexual' display

was used) limit the usefulness of this technique to define

information content and so the above results did not provide

sufficient grounds for rejecting the possibility that displays

oonvey intentional differences. Detection of this facility would

need a very different approach.

This entailed shif ting the functional emphasis away from

defining threat displays in terms of possible information

content and towards looking at their ability to elicit an

appropiiate response in a recipient. It was assumed that

irrespective of the information on which it was based a system

transmitting intentional differences would produce an

appropriate range of responses in their recipient. Threat was

assumed to be used to settle disputed access to a resource and

so recipient escape was an appropriate response to measure.

The analysis was carried out only where the signaller stayed,

ensuring that response was to the display and not the result of

some overtaction. Displays were ranked according to the attack

and escape probabilities they elicited.

As tables 21 - 28 revealed there was insufficient

consistency of elicited response to suggest that the displays

formed a threat series.

Although overt interaction had been controlled by only



measuring response to a staying signaller no provision had been

made to account for a more subtle form of interaction arising via

the display used by the reactor. Essential to the 'conflict' view

of display conveying motivational differences was the idea that

disputes be resolved by virtue of the relative difference in the

intensity of display adopted by each interactant. Failure to

consider reactor display may have concealed seri< 1 relations.

To surmount this problem the display of the actor was held

constant. Attack and escape responses were measured to a number

of displays, the latter being given by the reactor. The reactor

displays relatively infrequently. The ensuing small sianple sizes

should be borne in mind when considering the result. Consistent

with the earlier analyses tables 29 & 30 revealed no association

between ranked at tack and escape responses from a number of

comparisons.

The latter analysis most closely resembles the dispute

resolving system anticipated by the conflict theory and so it is

this analysis which condemns to failure its ability to account for

the manner in which displays are used in agonistic contests.

Previous conclusions in favour of this view, when based on

temporal association (e.g. Stokes 1962, Andersson 1976) should

thus be viewed with caution. Any future use of this method must

incorporate numerous tests for consistency before accepting any

result.

Under the conditions imposed by the conflict theory the

bonxie would appear to behave according to Harvard's Law;

"Given ideal conditions of pressure, temperature,

volume, humidity and other variables the
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organism will do as it damn well pleases."

8.1.2. Limited Threat Group.

Up to this point the anal/sis had been, in the main, negative

and had offered little to aid understanding of how a display-

based communication system might work. Moreover, the feature at

the centre of the 'games conflict' contradiction, the variety of

apparant threat displays, was still very much in evidence. The

only model coming close to explaining this behavioural feature

had just been rejected. Did the range of displays serve any

purpose?

A further shift in analytical emphasis away from a 'conflict'

based view did reveal a consistent interdependent relationship

between the displays adopted by the interactants and so conferred

upon displays some functional capacity as signals. Tables 32 & 33

revealed, although not conclusively, that the interactants would

match displays when a dispute was actively disputed (i.e. where

the reactor also displayed.)

So, if displays are used to settle disputes, and it apoears

as if they do, then the dynamic mechanism for achieving this end

will be very much more subtle than that anticipated by the conflict

theory. Since both individuals use, predominantly, the same display

it is extremely unlikely that intentional differences were used.

The scope of the analysis did not extend to investigating the

exact mechanism used but the relationship between these results

and a number of relevant theoretical models were discussed (section

6.2,4).

This latter analysis also furnished a further interesting

observation. Throughout the study it has been becoming increasingly
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more apparant that the majority of agonistic interactions (those

terminating in attack or escape) concerned only a limited

proportion of the potential display repertoire, namely OLW and

NB. This is only true where attack and escape are the chosen end

points used to define display function as threat. Where this

function was being examined this was a reasonable choice. The

predominance of OLW and NB suggests that only these displays can

be considered representative of a threat system. The importance

of relating displays to an appropriate overt behaviour was

re-inforced through study of an alternative behaviour.

'Circling' has frequently been suggested as a component

of bonxie sexual behaviour (Perdeck 1960, Moynihan 1962). The

association between this response and only a limited number of

displays has been noted (table 2 ). OLW is never associated
with this overt response and NB reveals, on average, only a 9%

association. The ease with which sexual behaviour can be

observed enhances the observers ability to understand the

functional significance of circling. Lack of any association

between OLW and circling and the minimal association between NB

and this response (and the fact that since circling occurs with

birds standing parallel, the type of response elicited by NB

is very different from its effect at a 'facing' delivery) prompts

the suggestion that these displays play no functional part in

bonxie sexual behaviour. In the same vein, the limited

association between NBT, NbBp etc. and attack/escape leads to

the possibility that these displays do not fulfill an agonistic

function though they could be labelled as such since escape,

stay and even attack could occur in encounters of a sexual nature.
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For example, Perdeek (1960) noted the escape was a frequent

end-point in sexual encounters.

If temporal association is used to illuminate the

functional characteristics of displays, a number of factors must

be considered before reaching a conclusion. An appropriate response

must be chosen for categorization. There will be an obvious

difficulty in knowing, a priori, what is appropriate. One possible

solution would be to relate displays to a number of overt responses

and choosing as appropriate, on a display by display basis, that

giving a consistent and relatively high association.

It would appear that the failure to find any serial

consistency for bohxie displays was due to treating functionally

heterogenous displays in a homogeneous manner. That displays

occurring under broadly similar conditions can serve different

functional ends is becoming increasingly more apparant (e.g. Orians

and Christman 1968, Mock 1979).

8.1.3. An Effect Paradox.

The interdependence revealed in the use of displays in

chapter six (tables 32 - 35) indicated that displays (OLW and

NB) did play a functional role in interaction. It was considered

an appropriate first step towards deepening understanding of

display function to identify how individual components exercised

an effect. This was attempted using display/distance/

orientation composites and revealed a number of interesting

observations.

Displays delivered at a 'not facing' orientation, by virtue

of the nature and consistency of the response elicited (figs.23 —25

tables 54 ) could not be attributed with fulfilling a threat
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function. When delivered at a 'facing' orientation consistent

and significant differences between two displays, OLW and NB/

NBL (figs. 231- 25 , table 55 ), lead to their being

labelled as threat displays. This result emphasised the

dependence of displays on presenting a specific visual stimulus

to elicit an effect.

Complications arose from the similarity between OLW 'facing'

probability distributions and those elicited by all three (OLW,

NB,NBL) at the 'not facing' orientation, a finding which cast

a specific threat function for OLW in doubt. Since OLW is the

most elaborate of the bonxie's displays this finding is surprising

and this feeling is enhanced when the results of chapters six

and seven are compared.

The problem arose from the highly distance dependent

nature of the response elicited by OLU 'facing' (figs. JX _ 16)•

The similarity between the characteristics of this response

and a number of other displays (e.g. figs. 23 -25), the latter

being given at 'not facing', raised the possibility that the

recipient ignored display form and instead response was guided

by the distance between interactants. The fact that a number

of displays of widely differing form elicited the same type of

response and the dependence of the latter on distance cast into

doubt the possibility of labelling OLW 'facing' a threat signal.

However, quite the opposite conclusion was reached in

chapter six. Analysis had centred on the interdependence of

display use. From tables 32 - 35 it was apparant that where

the reactor disputed a resource it did so by adopting the same

display as the actor. This was particularly evident for OLW



(tables 32 & 33 and, in particular, tables 33b ). From

this it certainly appeared that OLW had a meaning for the

recipient and that outcome was achieved by an interplay, of an

as yet, unknown nature, associated with the joint use of

OLW.

The paradox is that the conclusion drawn is completely

dependent upon the type of analysis used. The interactional

emph.asis of the latter analysis together with the fact that the

reactor actively displays before an outcome is reached leads to

attributing greater credence to this analysis, i.e. OLW does

have a functional signal capacity.

The display matching found in chapter six formed the basis

of a suggestion that OLW and NB were used in different types of

contest. In chapter seven threat was defined in terms of

repelling an opponent. Such a definition may have been

inappropriate for a display not sp cifically designed to repel

opponents but may function,to, say, maintain territorial

integrity. Such a function has frequently been postulated for

OLW (Perdeck 1960, Spellerberg 19714 Andersson 1976). For

the latter, display may serve to indicate possession.

Support for this and the possibility that NB may serve

in disputes where acquisition of a resource is sought can be drawn

from tables 32 - 35. Display matching was more evident with OLW.

If this display were used to signal possession than in the event

of a dispute (where both interactants display) it is likely that

both are laying claim to the same resource and hence the

propensity to adopt the same display (tables 32&33 ) .

Display matching with NB is not so clear. From table 34
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41% (on average) of interaction terminated following display

matching (i.e. Actor NB^fteactor NB) and 34% involved Actor NB/

Reactor OLW. An actor initiating a dispute by adopting NB could

find it self involved in two types of interaction. Firstly, the

opponent could be in a similar position and be attempting to acquire

a disputed resource. In such cases both individuals might use

NB and dispute resolution would be achieved by a subtle interplay

of an in daterminate nature. Alternatively, the disputes could be

mixed. Here an individual attempting to acquire a resource may

come up against opponents already perceiving themselves in

possession. The latter would enter the dispute using OLW and so

interaction involving mixed displays would be observed.

That OLW is a signal is thus highly plausible. Why should

the response elicited by OLW be so similar to those elicited by

a number of other displays and so militate against considering

it as a threat signal? If it is accepted that OLW and NB

r epresent different types of dispute it is unlikely that a

demonstration of the nature of their influence will emerge from

the ussof one technique. If OLW is not 'designed' specifically

to repel opponents evidence for its effect is unlikely to come

from measuring the escape probability of a recipient. If OLW

signalled possession of a definite area the loser will be

concerned only with moving out of range of the eventual winner

and may even be a neighbour. This is even more likely if OLW

serves to defend an area and attract a mate (Spellerberg 1971).

The stimulus evoking a response might well be distance and

hence the highly distance dependent nature of ensuing response.

If NB is used as an active threat for resource acquisition the
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loser will have to search elsewhere and so constant escape

probability might be expected. A strong threat effect for NB

was further evidenced by the frequency of its use in orientation-

change interactions (table 36 ).

Probably the main lesson to be learned here is that it is

not sufficient to demonstrate a consistent response. Each display

must be tested using a variety of techniques and if a consistent and

appropriate response emerges from each then a conclusion regarding

the functional consequences of that display should be possible.

What constitutes an appropriate response will be a matter

for discussion. For the present, measuring escape probability

seems an appropriate response where threat is under study. In

terms of the threat criteria outlined here it is possible to conclude

that, of the extensive display repertoire of the bonxie, only one,

NB, can be considered to subserve threat.

8.1.4. Evolutionary Considerations.

The concept of rieualization is normally associated with an

elaboration of display form. The consistency of the response

(and its immunity from external influences) associated with NB

suggests that ritualization may have entailed a fixation of

response.

The elaboration entailed by ritualization was suggested as

a mechanism to prevent signal anbiguity (Cullen 1966). Such

elaboration would only be necessary where a number of displays

existed to convey different levels of qua!Itatively similar

information. This would be unnecessary where only one display

fulfilled a specific threat function. Haintainance of this

signal would entail, not elaboration of form, bu:t rather a
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level of attack to counter the establishment of bluff.

It was suggested earlier that the recipient of a display

will exert an important influence on display form. The most

commonly postulated source of raw material from which present day

displays evolved were intention movements (Tinbergen 1952) or

Serviceable Habits (Darwin 1872). The closer association between an

attack intention movement and actual attack would lead to an

initially reliable association between this behaviour pattern and

attack. This pattern would become a display if it was effective

in repelling opponents without resource to actual attack. If so,

its effectiveness would arise from the ease of its association with

attack; an effectiveness which is initially produced and subsequently

maintained by the recipient. The close the form/function relation

the easier will the association be made in the eyes of the

recipient.

However, as the pattern and overt attack become increasingly

decoupled (a corollary of its initial effectiveness) the possibility

of bluff arises. This possibility led Andersson (1980) to suggest

that a new pattern would develop. An animal suffers severe

restriction in the manner open to it to attack an opponent and

this will limit the sources of raw material capable of developing

to signal components. As a result, if Andersson's bluff hypothesis

led to display development the form of the latter would be

increasingly disociated from a form permitting attack. This

would lead to a greater frequency of overt attack following each

each of these patterns to ensure an association between pattern

and attack in the eyes of the recipient. The necessity for a higher

attack frequency may increase the likelihood of escalation, a
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possibility that runs counter to the use of display in the first

place.

Thus a threat display would be expected to retain a strong

resemblence to the intention movement from which it evolved. The

primary adaptive pressure here would be the recipients perception

of components and the ease with which they could be associated

with overt attack. To counter bluff a degree of overt attack must

follow the display. The level of attack necessary to counter the

establishment of bluff may be determined in a frequency dependent

manner.

The above display moulding process would be similar for

each individual with the result that in a dispute between

individuals trying to acquire a resource the same display would be

adopted. In the bonxie this could be NB. By removing the possible

use of display mediated intention differences to resolve disputes

an alternative mechanism must be responsible. By providing a

more concrete understanding of the nature of display systems

it should prove possible to investigate the explanatory power of

a number of existing theoretical models.

The central theme of this study has been to resolve the

'conflict-games' theory contradiction, a contradiction which

rested on the number of displays thought to subserve threat. The

conflict view was founded on the assumption that the observed

displays all subserved threat. If a range of threat displays did

exist the 'conflict' view would certainly have a certain credence.

In the bonxie, at least, conclusions in favour of the displays

forming a threat series appear to have been founded on data

gathered through use of inappropriate methods. A change in
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emphasis reveals that the threat repertoire is comprised of a

single display and, hence, it is not necessary to invoke a 'conflict'

explanation, The single display to emerge that fulfills all the

criteria expected of a threat signal brings the threat system of

the bonxie into line with that anticipated by the games theorists.

A background has now been set against whiah their theories can be

tested.

In addition ^illuminating the 'conflict-games' contradiction
a number of additional points were brought to light.

8.1.5. Non-display influences.

It has become increasingly clear that interaction outcome

may be settled on more than information emanating from the use of

displays. Interactants have a number of additional information

sources at their disposal.

In his study of the bonxie, Andersson (1976) demonstrated

that status and mode of approach exercised a powerful,infl uence

on outcome over and above any display influence. The response

asymmetry apparant in chapter four (tables 3 - 8 ), which was

independent of display, revealed that success was weighed in favour

of the actor. Analysis framed in terms of probability distributions

revealed that while this actor/reactor asymmetry was present for

NB (tables 48 ) it was not for OLW, the latter exhibiting

greater consistency (tables 46 ). This may be an overt sign

of OLWs signal nature.

Van Rhijn (1980) suggested that individual recognition

would influence outcome. In the present study there is

certainly anecdotal evidence to support the occurrence of

individual recognition from interactions between territorial
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and non-territorial club birds. It was frequently observed that

a non-territorial individual would move away from club territorial

individuals without any display or overt response on the part

of the latter. Bearing in mind the snail size of bonxie clubs,

individual recognition may be an influential variable. However,

there is a constant influx of new birds to the club throughout

the season (Furness 1977). This would serve to reduce the influence

of this variable.

Whether recognition does or does not take place will have

implications for the course of an interaction. For example,

contest length may be influenced. If the individuals are unknown

to each other a more careful and prolonged assessment period

might be expected.

The dynamics of bonxie interactions are influenced by more

than display alone. Status and mode of apfrsach have already

been mentioned. Distance and relative orientation are

determinants of recipient escape response in their own right

(i.e. judging by the recipients response in landing and orientation

change interactions where the actor maintains NN). There effect

is even more marked when used in conjunction with displays.

For example, the role played by distance in conjunction with

NB is heavily dependent upon delivery orientation (figs.II - 16)

Taken together these findings suggest that of the

information sources available to a recipient and upon which a

response is based, the display itself may enjoy a low priority.

The recipient may even rank the cues.

A territorial signaller was invariably victorious suggesting

that status may be the information source of primary importance



to a recipient. Locomotion towards an opponent also resulted

in a greater than average escape response but not to the extent

shown between birds of differing status. It was certainly more

important than the accompanying display. The response difference

between NB 'facing' and 'not facing' (e.g. fig. 15 )

demonstrated the importance of delivery orientation. The

distance dependent nature of the response elicited by the

remaining patterns suggested a preferential importance for

distance over the accompanying posture.

The use of models to explain contest behaviour will have

to incorporate the facility to account for a number of variables,

the extent and nature of whose influence may be difficult to

determine.

Could these cues be considered contextual? Smith (1965)

argued that the basic behaviour patterns upon which animal social

behaviour is based are modified in response to shifts in

circumstances. He suggested that 'displays do not release

reponses per se but rather they prime recipients to select from

a particular set of responses and the information upon which the

response is based is contextual'.

To be considered as such the variables examined here must

be shown to qualify the response shown to a display. It is

doubtful whether status and mode of approach could be considered

contextual since, in terms of their effect on recipient response,

they over-ride the effect of any accompanying display.

The dependence of displays on distance and orientation for

effect results in a different state of affairs. For OLW 'facing'

and 'not facing' and NB/NBL 'not facing', the similarity in
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elicited response despite considerable differences in form suggests

that distance over-rides accompanying posture and cannot be

considered contextual. In these cases distance is a cue in its

own right. Similarly, orientation is not contextual with OLW.

For NB, on the other hand, orientation does qualify the response

to this display and so only in this case can it be considered

contextual.

It is interesting to note that contextual influence is not

universal but only appears in certain circumstances. This

problem has already been anticipated (Green and Marler 1979).

8.1.6. Components or combinations.

In functional studies of communication one of the basis

problems which must be surmounted concerns indentifying the

components responsible for eliciting a given response. Since these

provide the communicative link between the interactants a true

understanding of the nature of display behaviour can only be

reached by identifying these components.

Since Tinbergen (1959) laid the foundations the majority of

studies have followed his example and described displays in terms

of form characters rather than employing labels embodying more

J
subjective descriptions. Simple because a number of components

can be identified does not mean that they will necessarily all

contribute to the signal quality of the display.

The work of Brown et al (1967) raised the possibility that

certain components may be effects rather than being functional.

They suggested that the posture accompanying the long-call in

sabines gull was that which most effectively directed the

vocal component at opponents in different relative spatial
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positions. The vocal cue seemed to be the important one with

posture providing, at best, contextual information (see section I ).

Staut and Brass (196S) also presented evidence that display

effect was mediated by only a limited portion of the possible

stimulus matrix presented to an opponent. They suggested that

the opponent responded to the height of the head above the ground.

The study of components can be split into two parts.

A means is needed to determine the divisions into which a display

can be split. Secondly, a means of determining which components

contribute to the signal function is needed.

Andersson (1976) was probably the first to adopt a statistical

definition of display in terms of components. He identified a

number of basic postural and vocal components. A display was

described as a composite that occurred together more than ten

times during the course of the study. He did not attempt to

differentiate between components in terms of their effectiveness.

This approach has been pursued by Van Rhijn (1981). Using

video tape analysis of black headed gull displays he identified

a number of components. A frequency criterion was used to define

individual displays. In terms of basic components, 240 'displays'

were deemed possible. Of these, 114 occurred at least once, 49

at least 10 times and 17 at least 50 times. Cluster analysis

was used to define combinations and 17 displays were subsequently

revealed.

An objective approach of this nature is necessary if a

reliable estimate of components possibly contributing to signal

function is to be built up. At the same time it may be

misleading to accept as a display a given composite. A means



is needed for determining objectively the components actually

making a functional contribution •

The simplest appoaach that could be adopted here is to

consider the interaction from the point of view of the

interactants. What aspects of an opponents display would an

individual be able to see? A case in point here is the TTBT

display of the bonxie. When a signaller faces an opponent

the tail-raised component is effectively hidden. Irrespective

of what this says about the signallers motivational state, if

the recipient is denied visual access to this component it will

have no functional significance.

Once a number of relevant components had been identified

how could their individual contribution be assessed? In the

present study the recipient was used as the judge of signal

quality. Andersson's (1976) component definition was followed.

Although defining components in only crude terms a number of

interesting observations were made.

For this method to be of value each display must elicit

a consistent response from a recipient. Only then will display

comparison be valid. In chapter seven consistent responses

were demonstrated for a number of displays. The ensuing

comparison provided sufficient grounds for suggesting that

response was, in terms of stimulus characters, limited.

The qualitative orientation dependent response differences

associated with NB (figs. Il, I5?I,I3 tables 50 ) revealed

that the bonxie was tuned to the stimulus properties presented

to it. What of the components?

The similarity of the probability distributions elicited
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by OLW at both delivery orientaticus (e.g. fig. I5yi6 )
suggested that response could not be mediated by visual components.

It was suggested that if the display elicited the response it must

have been induced by a component whose stimulus parameters did not

change concomitantly with orientation. One component fitted the

bill-the long-call. It was further suggested that this state of

affairs was an adaptive response to opponents in a specific

relative spatial position. The work of Peek (1972) was cited

in support. In the bonxie vocal communication over the long-

distances imposed by low breeding density would be inefficient

due to competition from extraneous noise sources, e.g. wind.

The wing-raised component with attendant white pa tches was

suited to distance communication and does appear to have a

signal function (Spellerberg 1971). It seems odd that wings-

raised was not used in close encounters since they would be

equally obvious to an opponent irrespective of distance and

it was in close encounters that Spellerberg revealed that

they did exercise an effect. The situation is further

complicated by doubts about the appropriateness of the analysis

when used with OLW.

Discussion of how OLW mediates its effect must wait

until the role of OLW and role of the club in bonxie

natural history are better understood. Notwithstanding,

multiple mod lity displays pose an interesting problem and

one worthy of more detailed work. The work of Peck (1972)

suggests that tackling the problem in the light of the

ecological obstacles to be surmounted may prove fruitful.

Uncertainty about the role of the vocal component



resurfaced when NB and NBL were compared. Before that, th'ough,

the qualitative difference in the response elicited by NBL

at each delivery orientation cast a doubt on attributing

responsibility for response to the vocal component. The change

in response (e.g. fig. 15 ) is more likely to have resulted

from a change in stimulus, pointing to the visual components

as likely candidates. A lack of vocal contribution was further

suggested by the failure to find any significant differences

between NB and NBL at the orientation at which they could be said

to be executing a threat function, 'facing' (figs. 24 & 25 ,

table 55 ). It is possible to conclude from this that,

in terms of the escape response elicited, the long-call does

not alter the threat quality of NB.

However, a different approach may have led to a different

or qualified conclusion. The above analysis only neasured the

relative frequency of escape. It is feasible that, on receipt

of the long-call, an opponent might have moved off a greater

distance than would have been likely in the absence of that

component. Bearing in mind the relatively small size of the

bonxie's inter-in dividual distance (I.D.) the distance moved off

may be immaterial as long as the I.D. was evacuated.

Long-calling is a frequently occurring component, an

observation which suggests that it does have functional

significance. There exist a number of possible explanations

for its use.

There is a growing body of evidence for individual

recognition by voice in seabirds (e.g. Beer 1970, White and

White 1970). One possibility is that long-calling is used to
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furnish identity information. Assuming that there is no

justification for distinguishing between HB and NBL an

obvious problem is raised by its selective use.

In an agonistic context a number of studies have

attributed vocalisation with the facility of conveying Resource

Ho lding Potential (RHP - Parlcer 1974) . In the red deer,

Blutton-Brock and Albon (1979) suggested that the high energetic

costs of 'roaring' in this species would provide a reliable

indicator of size and so of RHP. Could a similar mechanism
I

in the bonxie explain the selective use of the long-call?

Where display is used for assessment a variety of

situations could be anticipated which might need different

handling. Throughout the season there is a constant influx

of new birds into the club. Birds may encounter both known

and unknown opponents. KB, on its own, may be used where the

signaller is in a position to assess opponent status, perhaps

through individual recognition and having had prior encounters,

a likely eventuality in such small groups. Where opponents

are unknown to each other assessment by this means may not

prove sufficiently reliable and a more accurate form of

assessment would be needed. Long-calling may provide more

subtle assessment information.

In the interactions studies by Clutton-Brock, roaring was

considered a reliable cue to RHP because it was energetically

costly. The long-calling occurring during bonxie interactions

is generally of 3-5 secnnds duration. Birds have been observed

long-calling for 25-30 minutes continuously (Stonehouse 1956).

The short duration of its club delivery is unlikely to be of
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sufficient energetic cost to confer sufficient reliability as

an assessment cue.

If call duration were not responsible some other intrinsic

feature may have been. The auditory frequency could be used with,

for example, a low frequency being associated with a large individual,

A cue system acting in this way was reported by Davies and Halliday

(1978) in the common toad where depth of hroak was correlated

with size. Incidently, a similar system is used by a number of

American frogs with additional adve-se conequences (Tuttle, 1982).

Frog eating bats home in on this same cue to select frogs which are

of a suitable size for eating.

So far discussing of long-calling has centred on its

occassional accorap aiyment of N3. This component is always present

in OLW. It s use as an assessment cue is in keeping with the

postulated territorial role of OLW. In conflicts forttemporal

space over which both individuals lay claim a subtle and

reliable form of assessment would be expected. Long-calling may

provide this capacity. Bearing in mind the relationship between

this display and space, a decision to vrithdraw would be made on

the basis of information gleaned from the assessment cue but

the extent of the ensuing response might be guided by the

distance between the interactants.

Even if Long-calling did not act as a reliable RIIP guide

on the basis of certain intrinsic features it still may act in

this manner. It has already been suggested that a level of overt

attack will be used to maintain the integrity of NB as an

assessment threat. If the establishment of bluff is held in

check in this way it may not be necessary for the assessment
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cue to provide more than simply a symbolic representation of

PHP. A similar argument was proposed by Davies (1981) to account

for the discrepancybetween the vocal cues used in territorial

defence and their ability to indicate RHP in the pied wagtail.

One final use to which long-calling could be used in an

agonistic context is motivational. Club interactions occur at

very close range. Under such circumstances Morton (1977) proposed

that vocalisation could convey motivation stru ture. Again it is

difficult to adapt this explanation to fit in with the selective

use of long-calling with NB and its failure to elicit any more

than a distance dependent response in OLW is at odds with a

system conveying motivational information, if the latter were

used to resolve disputes.

The occurrence of long-calling with a variety of postural

components poses an interesting problem. Of the explanations

offered above, its use as an assessment cue is, subje tively,

the most appropriate and is a line of investigation with

pursuing.

The suggestions made in this chapter regarding the nature

of bonxie agonistic communication remain speculative until a

greater understanding of the role played by the club in

bonxie natural history is reached.
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Conclusions

1) Temporal association formed the basis of this study and it is

evident that the ensuing data can be adapted to suit a variety of

analyses, each of which generates a different picture of the threat

dipslay repertoire of the bonxie. Its earlier use was restricted

to defining response probabilities with a view to quantifying the

information made available by agonistic displays. The theoretical

basis of this work derived from the conflict theory. However, recent

in-depth theoretical exploration of this aspect of display behaviour

cast doubts on earlier conclusions and prompted more detailed

analyses both within and outx^ith a 'conflict' framework.

Where only a single hypo-thesis is under study the

analytical approach is bound to be constrained in a manner likely

to bias interpretation. Nowhere is this illustrated with greater

clarity than in the conclusions of the 'conflict' studies

concerned with defining information content and explaining the

range of (assumed) threat displays. Where displays are defined

in terms of an attack/escape conflict and the occurrence of these

actions in conjunction with displays was used to define them as

threat, the study is likely to do little other than support the

original theory.

Clearly a th of theoretical constructs are necessary

to stimulate analysis of a single body of data in a variety of

ways, or, at least, to instil in the observer an awareness of

possible alternatives.

2) Where simple methods, like temporal association are used

conclusions should be based on consistent results. Earlier

suggestions that displays formed a series conveying attack or
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escape information could be confirmed on the basis of data

drawn from different, isolated tests (e.g. tables ZS * ** ). When

the body of data was, as a whole, compared the variation in the

pattern and the extent of the association between actor and reactor

responses negated previous conclusions that displays formed a

series constrained to convey variat ons in threat intensity and

emphasised the importance of determining result consistency.

In the present study chapters six and seven adopted two

different methods of analysis, both of which revealed relatively

consistent results. However, the conclusion drawn was dependent

upon the type of analysis used. In chapter six the inter¬

dependence of display use was considered while in chapter seven

the escape probability elicited in a recipient was examined.

From studying the inter-dependence of display use

functional display significance was conferred upon OLW. When

examined in terms of the escape response elicited it did not

appear to have independent threat signal status.

This finding suggests that it is important to determine

consistency not only within a given method but also between

methods. The latter is important to ensure that a method

appropriate to the investigation is being used.

It is also important to define the consequences of the

behaviour system (e.g. threat) anticipated, a task that is

conceptually easier to understand from the point of view of the

behaviour elicited from a recipient rather than postulating,

for example, the type of information that may be conveyed.

This will be particularly important where aDylysis is based

on the overt responses shown by the interactants.
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3) Finally, the present study was specifically addressed to

resolving the contradiction between the conflict theory view

which proposed a system of dispute resolution acting via displays

conveying ser^Ql differences in intention and a basic games

theory view suggesting that a single intensity display be used.

The failure of methods previously used to support the

conflict view cast in doubt its validity as an explanatory concept.

As a result of this failure the contradiction was phrased in

terns of the number of displays which could be considered to

subserve threat.

While still adopting temporal association to provide the

data for analysis a shift in emphasis revealed a different

picture of how displays might ect. Instead of there being a

range of threat displays a number of lines of evidence suggested

a limited threat system. Only one display, 1TB, fulfilled all

the criteria outlined for a threat display and brought the

bonxies threat repertoire into line with that anticipated by

the games theorists.

Within the limits of the present analysis the contradiction

appears to have been resolved. The same basic method, temporal

association, and the same species, the great skua, was used to

furnish supporting evidence for -both points of view. The

contradiction thus had its roots in the conceptual deprivation

existing at the time in which the earlier studies were carried

out.

The games theory approach with its firmer theoretical

footing and the ease with which it can provide theoretical

scenarios should ease the above problem. However, this approach
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also needs to widen its sphere of interest to encompass a number

of areas of interest to more traditional ethological studies,

e.g. the form adopted by displays and by developing the means of

defining displays in functional terms.
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Appendix I

Scientific names of species cited.

Redpoll
Red winged blackbird
Great skua
Brown skua
McCormick's 3kua
Chaffinch
Jay
Herring Gull
Black-headed gull.
Glaucous-winged gull.
Blue tit.
Great tit.
Grosbeak
Arctic skua
Black grouse
Sabines Gull
Harris* sparrow
Pied wagtail.
Red deer.
Common Toad.

Pygmy sunfish.
Speckled Wood Butterfly.

Acanthis flammea

Agelaius phoneceus.
Catheracta skua skua.
Catheracta skua tonnbergi.
Catheracta skua taacorraicki.
Fringilla coclebs.
Garrilus glandarius.
Larus argentatus.
Larus ridibundus.
Larus glaucesens.
Parus caeruleus.
Parus major.
Pheuticus Iijdovicianus.
Stercorarius skua.
Tetrao tetrix.
Xama sabini.
Zonatrichia querula.
Motacilla abba.
Cervus elaphius.
Bufo bufo.
Elassoma evergladei.
Parage aegeria.



Appendix IX

For field recording each display component was given an

abbreviated code name. The form adopted by each component can be seen

in the appropriate combinations (figs. Z ). The combinations

and the code used where they are referred to in the text are also

given.

Component Field Code lis,

Neck Forward Nif 3
Neck Straight Nis 3
Neck Back Nib 3
Bill Down Bid
Bill Up Bup 3
Bill Straight Bis 3

Oblique Ob 2
Bend Bend 4
Wing Raise Wir 2
Tail Raise Tar

Neck Short Net 4
Neck Low Nel

Carpals Raised Car

Long Call Loc

Squeak Call Squk
Staccato Call Stac

Circling Circ
Neck Normal Rel 3



Combination Text Code Fig

Neck Forward BillStriraight NfB 3
Neck Straight/Bill Straight NB 3
Neck Back/Bill Up NbBp 3

Oblique/Long Call/Wing Raise OLW 2

Bend/Long Call/Wing Raise BLW 2
Neck Straight/Bill Straight/
Long Call NBL
Neck Straight/Bill Straight/
Tail Raise NBT
Neck Back/Bill Up/Long Call NbBpL
Neck Short NS 4
Neck Short/Wing Raise NSW 4
Neck Normal NN 3
Bend Bend 4



Appendix III

The Check Sheet

Following each observation period essential features
of the recorded interactions were transcribed on to

check sheets.

On these sheets each Actor/Reactor (a/r)
block represents one ten sevond time interval. In

this way the temporal course of the interaction was

recorded.

Subsequent analysis was carried out on the
basis of information taken from the check sheets.
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